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Excepting the common terms such as Islam or Muhammad (the Prophet),
the transliteration of Arabic words, terms and names in this book basically
follows the rules employed by the ���������
����/
�����
��,�������������
������6 I apply this rule also to Malay-Indonesian persons, whose names
are of Arabic origin, rather than using their popular Malay-Indonesian
spelling. Thus I will use ‘Abd �����’
� ��������’ rather than ‘Abdurrauf
Singkel’ or other Malay-Indonesian variations of it. Non-Arabic Malay-
Indonesian names will be retained in their original spelling.

All foreign words (or non-English words) are italicised through the text.
Names of places that have been anglicised are used in their familiar form:
thus I employ ‘Mecca’ instead of ‘Makkah’, or ‘Medina’ instead of
‘Madinah’.

Diacritic marks for Arabic words are used throughout the text, except for
words used in their common English form, such as Islam, the Prophet
Muhammad.

The plural of all Arabic and Malay-Indonesian words is formed simply
by adding ‘s’ to their more familiar singular form: thus, ‘7��8��s’ instead of
‘�7$�8��’, or ‘9��8:��s’ instead of ‘9�:’ (or ‘9��$’�:’ or 9��8:�t—other
Arabic plural forms).

All dates cited will include both the Muslim date or Anno Hijrah (AH),
which is given first, followed by the Gregorian date or Christian/Common
Era (CE) after an oblique stroke: thus 1068/1658, 1115/1693. This will
allow readers unfamiliar or confused with the Hijrah calendar dates to
readily know the equivalent Common Era dates. For the conversion of both
dates, this book employs the table printed in J.L. Bacharach, ��,����������
������������

) (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1984).

I
Transliteration
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Preface

For many of my friends, publication of this book is long overdue. While
the Indonesian edition of the /����	���-�����(‘���$’ networks) has been
published in several editions by Mizan (Bandung) since 1994, followed by
Arabic translation in 1997, the English version has been delayed for several
years. Increased interest in the subject of ‘the transmission of Islamic
learning’ from the Middle East to Indonesia or elsewhere in the Muslim
world in the past several years has further enhanced the need for publi-
cation of this work.

Based mostly on my PhD dissertation at Columbia University in New
York City, defended in 1992, most of the research draws on primary
sources that have not been considered in detail by other scholars. Although
completed 10 years ago, my dissertation has not been available to a non-
Indonesian audience and I have been encouraged to present it to a wider
readership. An epilogue has been added to take account of some of the
more recent research in this field and to add a broader context. The bibli-
ography has been updated with references kindly supplied by Dr Michael
Feener (Reed College).

The revisions would not have been possible without the concrete support
of a number of friends. Barry Hooker was instrumental not only in provid-
ing substantive advice for the improvement of the contents in the light of
new scholarly developments on the subject but also in the editing of the
manuscript. His wife, Mbak Nia (Virginia Hooker), was also very support-
ive, and gave me continued encouragement to publish the work in the midst
of my almost overwhelming administrative duties as rector of the State
Institute for Islamic Studies (IAIN), which on 20 May 2002 was converted
into a fully fledged university, the Syarif Hidayatullah State Islamic
University (UIN), Jakarta.

My younger colleagues at the Pusat Pengkajian Islam dan Masyarakat
(PPIM) of UIN Jakarta, particularly Jamhari Makruf, Oman Fathurahman
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PREFACE ix

and Burhanuddin, have helped to edit and retype the manuscript. I owe
them all a great debt.

I should mention a number of long-time friends who have always
encouraged me to continue with the work: among these are William Roff,
Richard Bulliet, John Voll, Barbara Metcalf, Barbara Andaya, Anthony
Johns, Merle Ricklefs, James Fox, Martin van Bruinessen, Peter Riddell,
Karel Steenbrink, Johan H. Meuleman, Nurcholish Madjid, Taufik
Abdullah, Abdurrahman Wahid, Sumit Mandal and Mohammad Redzuan
Othman.

My greatest debt is of course to my family—my wife Ipah Farihah and
our sons and daughter, Raushanfikr Usada Azra, Firman el-Amny Azra, 
M. Subhan Azra and Emily Sakina Azra who over the years have sustained
my scholarly spirit with their love and understanding, especially when I
have had to travel across the continents in the search for knowledge. May
God bless all of them.
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Introduction

The transmission of Islamic renewal and reformism is a neglected area of
Islamic studies. In contrast to the abundance of studies of the transmission
of learning and ideas, for instance, from the Greeks to the Arabs and
further to the Western world,1 there has not yet been any comprehensive
study devoted to examining the transmission of religious ideas from
centres of Islamic learning to other parts of the Muslim world. There are,
of course, several studies on the transmission of 7��8��s (Prophetic tra-
dition) from one generation of early Muslims to another by way of
unbroken ���$�s (chains of transmission).2

The study of the transmission of Islamic renewalism and reformism,
particularly on the eve of European expansion in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, is important for several reasons. The Islamic socio-
intellectual history of this period has been little studied; most attention has
been given to Islamic political history. Given the decline of Muslim
polities, this period has often been considered a dark age in Islamic history.
In contrast to this widely held belief, it will be shown that the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries constituted one of the most dynamic periods in the
socio-intellectual history of Islam.3

The origins of Islamic dynamic impulses in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries were networks of Muslim scholars (‘���$’), centred in
Mecca and Medina. The central position of these two Holy Cities in Islam,
especially in conjunction with the annual 7�== pilgrimage, attracted a large
number of scholars and students who produced a unique scholarly
discourse there. These scholarly networks consisted of a significant
number of leading ‘���$’ who came from different parts of the Muslim
world; they thus brought together various traditions of Islamic learning to
Mecca and Medina. There were conscious, if not concerted, efforts among
these scholars to reform and revitalise the prevailing teachings of Islam;
their central theme was the intellectual and socio-moral reconstruction of

�
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Muslim societies. Because of the extensive connections of the networks,
the spirit of reform and renewal soon found its expression in many parts
of the Muslim world.

The transmission of Islamic renewalism and reformism in the scholarly
networks involved very complex processes. There were highly intricate
crisscrossings of scholars within the networks, by way of both their studies
of Islamic sciences, particularly 7��8��, and their adherence to Islamic
mystical brotherhood (9��8:��s). An examination of this crisscrossing of
the networks, and of works produced by scholars in the networks, throws
much light on how Islamic renewalism and reformism were transmitted
from centres of the networks to many parts of the Muslim world.

Understanding the processes of transmission becomes more important in
connection with the course of Islam in the Malay-Indonesian world. As it
is situated on the periphery of the Muslim world, there is a tendency among
scholars to exclude the Malay-Indonesian world from any discussion of
Islam. It is assumed that the region has no single stable core of Islamic
tradition. Islam in the archipelago has long been regarded as not ‘real
Islam’. It is considered distinct from Islam in the centres in the Middle East.
We will not, of course, ignore local influences on Islam in the archipelago,
but one should not assume that Malay-Indonesian Islamic tradition has
little to do with Islam in the Middle East.4

Similarly, it is incorrect to assume that the links between Malay-
Indonesian Islam and Middle Eastern Islam have more political overtones
than religious. The links, at least from the seventeenth century onwards,
though marked by intense political relations between several Malay-
Muslim kingdoms and the Ottoman Empire, were mostly religious in
their nature. If these religious relationships later stimulated some kind of
political ‘consciousness’ especially vis-à-vis European imperialism, it was
simply a logical consequence of the impact of the rising ‘Islamic identity’
that resulted from such links.

Links between Muslims in the Malay-Indonesian world and the Middle
East have existed since the earliest times of Islam in the archipelago,
around the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Muslim merchants from Arabia,
Persia and the Indian subcontinent frequented the harbour cities of the
archipelago, where they engaged not only in trade but also in the trans-
mission of Islam to the native population. Later penetration of Islam in the
archipelago, however, was carried out less by Muslim traders than by
wandering >?�8s and scholars who came in increasingly large numbers to
the area from the thirteenth century onwards.

The prosperity of Malay-Indonesian Muslim states provided an oppor-
tunity for a certain segment of Malay-Indonesian Muslims to travel to the
centres of Islamic learning in the Middle East. The Ottoman efforts to
improve the security along 7�==�routes also encouraged Malay-Indonesian
Muslims to make their pilgrimages to Mecca. As economic, diplomatic and
religio-social relations between Malay-Indonesian and Middle Eastern

" THE ORIGINS OF ISLAMIC REFORMISM IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
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states developed in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, it is probable that
Malay-Indonesian pilgrims and students were able to pursue Islamic
learning in a variety of places along the trade and 7�== routes. This led to
the rise of a non-Arab community in the �aramayn (Mecca and Medina),
which was called ‘�>7$�� ��@/$%���8�’ (fellow Malay-Indonesians) by
Meccans and Medinese. The term ‘/$%8’ (or J�wah), though derived from
the name Java, came to signify anyone from the Malay-Indonesian world. 

The /$%8�students in the �aramayn represented major lines of intellec-
tual tradition among Malay-Indonesian Muslims. Examination of their
history and the textual materials they produced and taught from will help to
illuminate not only the nature of religious and intellectual relationships
between Malay-Indonesian and Middle Eastern Muslims but also the
contemporary development of Islam in the archipelago. Their lives and
experience presented a vivid picture of the various networks that existed
among them and Middle Eastern ‘���$’.

These scholarly networks involved a number of prominent Middle
Eastern ‘���$’ teaching in Mecca and Medina. They constituted a cosmo-
politan scholarly community linked together in a relatively solid fashion by
way of their studies, particularly of 7��8��, and their involvement in the
>?�8� 9��8:��s. Contacts and interactions between these scholars and 
students from distant places of the Muslim world resulted in further expan-
sion of the international networks of the ‘���$’. There were several
Malay-Indonesian students involved in such networks in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. Having studied in the �aramayn with its leading
scholars, most of them returned to the archipelago, and thus became essen-
tial transmitters of the Islamic tradition in the centres of Islamic learning in
the Middle East to the Malay-Indonesian world.

The most salient feature of the intellectual tendencies that emerged from
the scholarly networks was the harmony between ����8’�� (Islamic legal
doctrine) and ��>�%%� (Islamic mysticism). This has been called by many
modern scholars ‘neo-Sufism’. Even though the reconciliation between
����8’�� and ��>�%%� had been emphasised earlier by such scholars as 
���������� and ��� ��!��, it apparently gained its strongest momentum
through these scholarly networks. Scholars in the networks were actively
taught, and ardently believed that only by way of total commitment to the
����8’�� could the extravagant features of earlier Sufism be controlled. The
renewed commitment to ����8’�� and ��>�%%�, in turn, led to a socio-
moral reconstruction of Muslim societies.

Although all scholars in the networks shared a commitment to Islamic
renewal and reform, there was no uniformity among them as to their
method of achieving this aim. Most of them chose a peaceful and evolu-
tionary approach, but some of them, prominent among these Ibn ‘���
���"������ ���������, and ‘�#����� $���%
� in West Africa, preferred a
more radical and far-reaching reform, which in turn was adopted by some
of the scholars in the archipelago.

INTRODUCTION <
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Despite their differences, the networks of scholars in the ���������pro-
vided a basis for the renewalist drive within Muslim communities in the
archipelago in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The exchange of
ideas and the maintenance of lines of intellectual discourse during the period
are crucial to the history of Islamic religious thought and to understanding
the influence foreign Muslim ideas exerted on the outlook and daily lives of
many Malay-Indonesians. The ferment of ideas arising from these intense
relations and contacts through scholarly networks had a revitalising effect
on the communal and personal lives of most Malay-Indonesian Muslims.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

As far as I am aware, no comprehensive work, historical or otherwise, has
been done of networks of Middle Eastern and Malay-Indonesian ‘���$’.
Little attempt has been made to provide a critical analysis of the origins of
Islamic reformism in the Malay-Indonesian world before the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries through networks of the ‘���$’; and of how
Islamic teachings were transmitted and how the transmission affected the
course of Islam in the archipelago.

The works of Voll5 have discussed the existence of the international
networks of the ‘���$’ centred in Mecca and Medina and their connections
in other parts of the Muslim world. He deals mostly with the emergence of
such networks among Middle Eastern and South Asian ‘���$’, and simply
mentions in passing the involvement of such Malay-Indonesian ‘���$’ as
‘���������’
���������� and ����������
��������������� in the inter-
national scholarly networks in the seventeenth century.

Johns, on the other hand, in several studies6 discusses at length these
relationships, particularly between �������� and $������ ���&
���.
However, he has made no attempt to examine further networks of ��������
with other leading �aramayn scholars. The lack of studies dealing with
networks of other Malay-Indonesian scholars is even more striking. Studies
dealing with leading Malay-Indonesian ‘���$’ other than al-Sinkl in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries fail to trace their linkages with Middle
Eastern scholars in the period.

Furthermore, where the scholarly networks are actually mentioned, dis-
cussion centres on the ‘organisational’ aspect of the networks, namely, the
nature of the relationships that existed between scholars in centres of
Islamic learning in the Middle East and those coming from other parts 
of the Muslim world. No study has yet been done to examine the ‘intellec-
tual content’ of the networks. This examination is crucial to determining the
kinds of ideas and teachings transmitted through such scholarly networks.

This book will seek to answer the following questions: (i) How did the
networks of Middle Eastern and Malay-Indonesian ‘���$’ come into
being? What were the nature and characteristics of the networks? What
were the teachings or intellectual tendencies developed in the networks? 

3 THE ORIGINS OF ISLAMIC REFORMISM IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
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(ii) What was the role of Malay-Indonesian ‘���$’ in the transmission of
the intellectual contents of the networks to the archipelago? What were the
modes of transmission? (iii) What was the larger impact of the networks on
the course of Islam in the Malay-Indonesian world? 

In sum, this study attempts to elucidate a number of important subjects.
It is the first comprehensive study of the global scholarly networks, with
particular reference to Malay-Indonesian ‘���$’ and their intellectual
tendencies in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; the first treatment
of the role of such networks in the transmission of Islamic renewal and
reform to the archipelago; and a pioneering study of the origins of early
Islamic renewal and reform in the Malay-Indonesian world.

SCOPE OF DISCUSSION

To present an accurate and comprehensive account of the scholarly
networks and their role in the transmission of Islamic renewal and reform
to the archipelago, this study is divided into seven chapters which, in turn,
consist of several sections. Within each chapter, several topics will be
explored and a conclusion drawn at the close of each section.

Chapter 1 examines the rise of the international scholarly networks in the
��������. The discussion centres first on how the political and economic
situation affected pilgrimage and the world of learning in Mecca and
Medina. Then follows an examination of a number of ‘���$’ who consti-
tuted the core of scholarly networks in the seventeenth century; particular
attention is given to the nature of their relationships in the networks.

Chapter 2 deals with a discussion of ‘neo-Sufism’ and of how its
characteristics represented the intellectual contents and tendencies of 
the networks in the seventeenth century.

Chapters 3 to 5 are devoted to examining the careers and teachings of the
leading precursors of Malay-Indonesian ‘���$’ in seventeenth century
scholarly networks, namely �������, �������� and �����������. Special
attention is given to their connections with leading scholars in the networks
in the Middle East, and to how teachings spread in the archipelago related
to Islamic renewalism and reformism in the centres.

Chapter 6 constitutes a final discussion of a number of Malay-Indonesian
‘���$’ who were involved in the scholarly networks in the eighteenth
century. The chapter begins with a discussion of the origins and date of
Islamic renewalism in the archipelago. Discussion is then focused on the
biographies of Malay-Indonesian ‘���$’ and some of their teachers in the
�������� and Cairo. The chapter continues with a discussion of their
teachings and of how they translated Islamic reformism in the Malay-
Indonesian world.

Finally, in chapter 7, we look forward to the nineteenth century and the
networks in the face of the European challenge.

INTRODUCTION 5
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NOTES ON SOURCES

This study is the first to use Arabic sources extensively in any discussion
relating to the history of Islam in the Malay-Indonesian world. The Arabic
biographical dictionaries of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, most
of which have by now been printed,7 are goldmines of information on
teachers of the Malay-Indonesion students involved in the networks, and
on scholarly discourse in the Middle East, particularly in the �aramayn
and Cairo.

It is striking that most of these biographical dictionaries have not been
utilised earlier for examining, for instance, the world of learning in the
��������. It is not surprising therefore that, unlike other centres of Islamic
learning in the Middle East such as Baghdad, Cairo or even Nishapur,
which have been studied a great deal, those of the �aramayn have only
received scanty treatment. These biographical dictionaries have proven
essential to an accurate account of the institutions of Islamic learning, such
as the Holy Mosques, ��������s and ���$9s in the �aramayn.

Malay-Indonesian texts, either written by ‘���$’ discussed in this study
or by modern scholars, in many cases do provide the names of the teachers
of Malay-Indonesian students in the ��������. Contemporaneous Arabic
biographical dictionaries are used to trace not only the scholarly careers of
these teachers but more importantly their connections with one another. By
using these Arabic biographical dictionaries we are now on firm ground in
speaking about the existence of the scholarly networks between Malay-
Indonesian and Middle Eastern ‘���$’.

Furthermore, these biographical dictionaries in some instances show
evidence of intense contacts between Malay-Indonesian students and their
Middle Eastern teachers. The ��%$’��� ��@����7$� of ���'���(, for
instance, provides vivid accounts of intellectual and religious confusion
among Malay-Indonesian Muslims because of their misunderstanding of
Islamic mysticism and of the reactions of such outstanding scholars as 
���&
��� to this. ���������’� *��$>�����@����� and ��������’� ���)���@
A��� inform us of several leading �������� scholars who wrote special
works to fulfil the requests of their Malay-Indonesian students.

Beginning in the eighteenth century, scholarly accounts of Malay-
Indonesian scholars began to make their appearance in Arabic biographical
dictionaries. The first, who was given a respected place in this genre of
Arabic literature, is ‘�������)��������*�������, discussed in chapter 6.
His Yemeni student, "�+�� ������ ��������, includes the biography of 
���*������� in his ��@����� ��@B����8� %�� ��@+?7� ��@+��7$�8. Later, 
���*�������’� biography is reproduced by ���,��-�� in his C������ ��@
(�������8��$�8)����@D������@��$�����‘�����.

Arabic biographical dictionaries are thus an indispensable source for the
study of Malay-Indonesian ‘���$’ who studied or established their careers
in the ��������. A cursory observation of Arabic biographical dictionaries

2 THE ORIGINS OF ISLAMIC REFORMISM IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
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in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries gives even more striking evidence
of the involvement of Malay-Indonesian scholars in the scholarly networks
of this period. A substantial number of Malay-Indonesian ‘���$’ also make
their appearance.8

INTRODUCTION 1
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1
Networks of the ‘-���$’ in the 
Seventeenth Century ��������

Mecca and Medina (the ��������, the two C����s, forbidden sanctuar-
ies) occupy a special position in Islam and the life of Muslims. The twin
C����s are the places where Islam was revealed to the Prophet
Muhammad and initially developed. Mecca is the :����� towards which
the believers turn their faces in their >��$�s (prayers) and the holy city
where they make the 7�== pilgrimage. With all their religious importance,
it is not surprising that some special qualities and merits (��E$’��) have
been attributed to both Mecca and Medina.

The combination between the ��E$’�� of Mecca and Medina, and the
injunction of the Qur’�n and the 7��8�� to the Muslims to search for
knowledge (9�������@’���), undoubtedly raised the value of the knowledge
acquired in the two cities in the eyes of many believers. As a consequence,
the scholars who taught and studied in the �������� enjoyed a more
esteemed position in Muslim societies, particularly those of the Malay-
Indonesian world, than their counterparts who underwent a similar
experience in the other centres of Islamic learning.

Furthermore, with the coming and going of countless pilgrims every
year, Mecca and Medina became the largest gathering point of Muslims
from all over the globe, the intellectual hub of the Muslim world, where
‘���$’, >?�8s, rulers, philosophers, poets and historians met and exchanged
information. This is why scholars and students who taught and studied in
Mecca and Medina were generally more cosmopolitan in their religious
outlook than their counterparts in other Muslim cities. Such an experience
for the seeker of ‘����(knowledge) in the �������� not only emphasised
universal traits common to all Muslims but moulded them into a formula-
tion for their self-definition vis-à-vis both the larger scholarly community
of the Muslim world and their much smaller ones.

The emergence of networks of the ‘���$’, which included a substantial
number of non-Middle Eastern scholars in Mecca and Medina, was not
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independent of other developments in the �������� and the Muslim soci-
eties as a whole. Their rise can be attributed to several important factors
which were not only religious but also economic, social and political,
working at the regional level in a given Muslim society and at the level of
the larger Muslim world.

For instance, contacts and relations between Malay-Indonesian Muslims
and the Middle East began to gain momentum with the flowering of
Muslim kingdoms in the archipelago in the late sixteenth century. The
intensification of their participation in the trade of the Indian Ocean
brought them into closer contact not only with Muslim traders but also with
political authorities in the Middle East. The increasing presence of Euro-
peans, particularly the Portuguese, was also an important factor that pushed
their relations much further into the politico-diplomatic realm. The
intensification of these relations contributed significantly to the growth of
the Malay-Indonesian pilgrimage to the ��������, which in turn spurred
the pilgrims’ involvement in the scholarly networks.

The growth of the international networks of the ‘���$’ in the
��������, particularly in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, should
therefore be viewed not only from a wider perspective but through 
the longer span of historical discourse between Muslim societies of both the
Middle East and the Indian Ocean region.

SCHOLARLY DISCOURSES IN THE �ARAMAYN: EARLY
NETWORKS OF THE ‘ULAMF’

The tradition of learning among the ‘���$’ throughout Islamic history has
been closely associated with religious and educational institutions such as
mosques, madrasahs, ���$9s, and even the houses of the teachers. This is
particularly evident in the ��������, where the tradition of learning
created a vast network of scholars, transcending geographical boundaries as
well as differences in religious outlook. In this chapter we discuss how
networks of the ‘���$’ developed surrounding these institutions, and how
leading scholars in the ��������, through their traditions of learning,
created links that connected them with each other as well as with earlier and
later scholars.

There is no doubt that the two great mosques in Mecca and Medina were
the most important loci of scholars involved in the networks from the last
decades of the fifteenth century onwards. Despite the fact that the number
of madrasahs and ���$9s continually increased after the the first and second
madrasahs in Mecca were built in 571/1175 and 579/1183 respectively, the
�ar�m Mosques continued to be the most important centres for the process
of learning. The madrasahs and ���$9s by no means replaced the two great
mosques so far as the process of learning was concerned. However, they
became vital complements to the scholarly world in the Holy Land.

Before we go any further, it seems important to note that the madrasahs
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were organised in a more formal way. They had their officially appointed
heads of madrasahs, teachers, :$E8s (judges) and other functionaries.
Furthermore, they each had their own curriculum, and even a certain quota
of students, as well as an exact allocation of the time of study according to
their �������. This is particularly true in the case of madrasahs, which
consisted of four divisions of ���� legal �������s. The ���������
��� ����#������, for instance, had a quota of 20 students for each �������.
The �����’ and ����� students had their classes in the morning, while the
����� and ������ students had theirs in the afternoon.1 Similar arrange-
ments applied at the ��������������madrasahs.2 It is also clear from our
sources that these madrasahs were mainly devoted to teaching basic and
intermediate levels of various Islamic disciplines. With all their formality,
the madrasahs had few opportunities to bring their students to higher levels
of Islamic learning.

However, such a disadvantage, which resulted from the nature of the
�������� madrasahs, was soon filled by the ���$9s, and more importantly
by the two great mosques. Those who aspired to seek advanced learning, as
a rule, joined the 7��:��s in the ����� Mosques, or the ���$9s, and in many
cases they also studied privately in teachers’ houses. As can be expected,
there was little formality in such halqahs. Personal relationships were
formed and became the ties that connected them to each other. Teachers
were well acquainted personally with each of their students; they thus recog-
nised the special needs and talents of each student, and they attempted to
meet these special needs. The significance of this should not be under-
estimated; it is through these processes that the teachers issued ijazah
(authority) to their students or appointed them the )���8��� (successor or
deputy) of their 9��8:��s.
���%�� relates many examples of teachers in the ����� Mosque in

Mecca who were authorised to teach privately not only advanced students
but also rulers and traders intending to pursue special Islamic disciplines.
Among them was ‘���� �.� ������ ���%�((�� (d. 781/1389), who was
authorised to teach a ruler of �����!/���������+�’ �.���������������!�,
about the 7��8�� of the Prophet. So satisfied was he with the way ���
%�((�� taught him that the ruler granted 200 ����:$� of gold, a portion
of which was spent on building a ���$9.3 Similarly, when ,��������0�����
���	�1��, a ����
��ruler in Egypt, wished to study various Islamic disci-
plines in Mecca, several :$E8s were assigned to teach him. The most
important among them was D$E8� ��@DE$�� ��������� 0����� �����
2����� (d. 817/1414).4 Another scholar, ��������� 3���’ ������ ���
'��� (d. 780/1378), and his son, ����������.�3���’ ���������)�4���
(d. 825/1422), were also appointed to teach ������ ��:� to several
members of the Egyptian ����
� ruling dynasty.5

Furthermore, scholars who taught in the ����� Mosques were often
asked to answer questions coming from many parts of the Muslim world.
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As a rule, they held special ��=��� (sessions), discussing these matters. In
many instances they issued written ���%$s, but it was also not unusual for
them to write special books, which attempted to answer the questions in
detail. ���%�� again relates the story of 0��������������2�����, one of his
teachers, who received hundreds of questions from various parts of the
Middle East.6 Such an important role played by the scholars in the ������
Mosques vis-à-vis many believers becomes a distinctive feature in the later
periods, when the scholarly networks increasingly gained momentum. As
we shall see, several leading scholars in seventeenth century ��������
wrote about, and discussed, certain religious issues that arose among Indian
and Malay-Indonesian Muslims. For example, at the end of the seventeenth
century the Chief D$E8� of Mecca issued a ���%$ on the deposition of
Sul-�nah Kam�lat Sh�h (of the Acehnese Sultanate) stating that, in his
opinion, an Islamic kingdom could not be ruled by a woman.7

One essential question to ask is how scholars who came from many
different places in the Muslim world were able to get teaching positions in
the �������� madrasahs and at the ����� Mosque of Mecca and the
Prophet Mosque in Medina. In order to be allowed to teach, a teacher, either
in the madrasah or at the Holy Mosques, was required to have �=$;��
(authority), which established the academic credentials of the holder. The
most important credential was the ���$�, namely, the chain of authority that
indicated the unbroken teacher-student link in the transmission of certain
books or teachings. The �=$;�� was issued by a recognised teacher to his
students, generally after they studied with him.8 However, there were a few
cases, as we see later, showing that the �=$;�� might also be issued through
relatively short meetings and even through correspondence with teachers.9

The appointment of scholars to teaching positions at the Holy Mosques
in Mecca and Medina was decided by a religious bureaucracy, which was
responsible not only for administration of the Holy Mosques but also for
religious life in the �������� as a whole. The highest official in the
bureaucracy was the D$E8 (judge), often called D$E8� ��@DE$�� (Chief
D$E8), who was in charge of religious laws and of leadership of the four
:$E8s—each of them representing a ���� legal school. It appears that prior
to the Ottoman period, the D$E8� ��@DE$��also held the office of ,��8.
Next came the Shaykh al-��������, the two directors of the �����
Mosque in Mecca and Medina. In each city there was a ����)����@’-���$’
(chief of scholars), who oversaw all scholars.10

We have no information as to when such a religious bureaucracy was
instituted, but it is clear that it was already well established from at least the
fifteenth century onwards. When the Ottomans rose to power in the ��+�!
that structure was largely maintained. Although the holders of most of the
posts needed to be confirmed by the Ottoman authorities, the ��������
scholars were relatively free to choose those who would fill these positions.
There was a tendency, however, for those positions to be dominated by
scholars belonging to certain families.
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This is demonstrated in the careers of many ‘���$’ in the ��������.
For instance, 0����� ������ ���2�����, the D$E8 of DE$�, mentioned
above, was succeeded to the position by his son ������ �.����������
���2����� in the early fifteenth century.11 Similarly, the historian ���%��—
whose father, ����� (d. 819/1416), happened to be related by marriage to
the Chief D$E8� of Mecca, ��������� �.� ������ �.� ‘���� ���’�!!�
���	�(���—was appointed the ����� D$E8�of Mecca in 807/1405 with a
letter of investiture from al-Malik ���	�1�� Faraj b. ,���
�, a ����
��ruler
in Cairo.12 An important scholar in the networks, ��������� �.� ‘����
������
�����,��!��+, who migrated to the �������� in the second half of
the seventeenth century, led scholars of the ,��!��+ family to prominence
in Mecca; three members of this family dominated the office of the �����’
Mufti after 1269/1852.13 ‘���� ������5� ���’�+�� (or �+���) became a
mufti of Mecca after �������.�‘������’�+��, a prominent scholar in the
networks, established the fame of the ‘�+�� family towards the end of the
seventeenth century.14

It was the Shaykh ���’�����’, the D$E8���@DE$�, Shaykh al-��������
and four :$E8s of the four �������s who collectively made decisions on the
appointment of scholars to teaching positions in the ����� Mosques. Once
or twice a year they sat together to examine candidates for future teachers.
The candidates, as a rule, were longtime students of the mosques and were
well acquainted with senior teachers. The examiners, in addition to checking
the �=$;�� of the candidates, posed a number of questions concerning various
branches of Islamic discipline. If the candidates were able to answer all
questions satisfactorily, they were issued �=$;��, or permission to teach in
the Holy Mosques. The names of these new teachers were made public, and
students were able to begin their studies with them.15

Our sources make no mention of the number of teachers in the �����
Mosques in the period under discussion. An Ottoman report for the year
1303/1884-5, however, mentioned that there were 270 teachers in that year.
Snouck Hurgronje considers this number unreliable, ‘for many of those
men are named professors because the Governor [Ottoman] wished to favor
them with a salary from a fund destined for the advancement of science’.l6

Thus, Snouck believes that the total number of actual teachers was only
between 50 and 60.17 There is no way we can substantiate this number.
However, I would suggest that the average number of teachers at any given
time during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was between 100 and
200. If this number is added to teachers who taught only in the madrasahs
and visiting teachers, then the total number of teachers in the ��������
was clearly quite large.

PERSONAGE AND LINKAGES IN THE NETWORKS

There is little doubt that some of the scholars mentioned above, in one way
or another, had connections with each other. What is important is that
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several leading scholars of that period had links to the core of scholarly
networks in the seventeenth century. We have noted that ���%��, for
instance, was a student and good friend of $��� ��+��� ���’������� and
��������������������, two great �7������s who lived in Egypt. Simi-
larly, ���	����(��, a leading scholar in the sixteenth century ��������,
had extensive connections not only with earlier scholars, such as $�����+���
���’�������, but also with those of the seventeenth century, such as
$���������&
���. Almost all scholars who constitute the core of seven-
teenth century networks of the ‘���$’ could trace their 7��8�� ���$� and
9��8:�� �������� to these scholars. The nature of their connections will
become clearer as we proceed with this discussion.

The scholarly networks in the seventeenth century had cosmopolitan
origins. There were at least two non-��+�! scholars who appear to have
contributed largely to the growth of the networks in this century: the first
was Indian by birth and Persian (Isfahan) by origin, �������)��4��#������
�.� �
�� ������ 0����� ���,��(�+ (some spell it ���,��
+ or the modern
Barauch in Gujarat), and the second was an Egyptian named �������.�‘��
�.� ‘���� �������
�� ���������(� �����1�� ��������. Their relationship
represents a good example of how scholarly interactions resulted both in
exchanges of knowledge and in the transmission of the ‘little’ traditions of
Islam from India and Egypt to the �������� (see Chart 1).

Sayyid )��4��#� ����� (d. in Medina 1015/1606) was undoubtedly a
typical wandering scholar who ended up being a ‘grand immigrant’ in the
��������. Hailing from a Persian immigrant family in India, one of his
famous Indian teachers was "�+�� ������ ��� �+���# (d. 997/1589), a
leading ���--������� master, who lived in Ahmadabad. For several years
)��4��# �����, under the patronage of the local ruler, taught the ���--�������
doctrines in the town of his birth. In 999/1591 he travelled to Mecca in order
to make the 7�== pilgrimage. After returning to India, he travelled to various
places before staying in Ahmadnagar for one year. Later he moved to
Bijapur, a strong >?�8 centre in India, where he won the favour of ���-��
$������‘6��������, who then made a special arrangement for him to travel
back to the �������� in the royal ship during the 7�== season of
1005/1596.18

After performing the pilgrimage )��4��#� ����� decided to settle in
Medina, where he built a house and a ���$9 from the %�:� and gifts he
received from the ���-��� of Ahmadnagar, Bijapur, and Ottoman officials
in Medina. )��4��#������ was generally known as a leading ���--�������
Shaykh; he was regarded as being responsible for introducing 
the /�%$���@�� *������ of the famous ���--������� shaykh, 
��������� ���#�����'��� (d. 970/1563), and other ���--������� trea-
tises to �������� scholars. However, he also initiated disciples into the
Chishtiyyah, �����(��������, ����������, &���(�#�����, '����
��������, 	������������� and %����������� orders. This is not
surprising, as his teacher, "�+�� �����, had also been initiated into all
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eight orders.19 In Medina, )��4��#� ����� was active in teaching at the
	���( Mosque; he also wrote several works on Sufism, theology, and a
commentary on the B��7�(����’���8�exegesis.20

The diversity of )��4��#� �����’� most prominent disciples clearly
reflects the cosmopolitan nature of the scholarly discourse in the
��������. Among his disciples were ������ ���������(, ������ ���
�������, ������� ��+��� ��!�, ������� ��’��� ���,����, ��
� ,���� �.
���������	���������1�, I���‘�����������.�"��������7���, ��������
�.� ‘����� ������7���, $������ ���'���, ����� ������ �����1�, �������
��������.� $��������&���, �����	�5����������������, ‘��������5�����
���� and ��������������'���.21 His 7��:��s were also attended by some
students and pilgrims from the Sultanate of Aceh, who in turn provided
information about Islam in the archipelago.22 It is worth mentioning that
)��4��#� ������ was also a friend of %�7�� ������ ���,�����9
�� ���'���
(d. 1029/1620),23 whose work, entitled ��@�7���� ��@,������� ��$� +7�
��@���8,24 had provoked intense discussion at the time.

Two prominent scholars responsible for the spread of )��4��#������’�
teachings in the �������� were ������ ���������( and ������
����������. Born in 975/1567 to a noted scholarly family in Egypt, �����
�.�‘����.�‘�����������
����
������(��������������( acquired his early
education in his own land.25 His grandfather, ������������������(, a
prominent >?�8 shaykh, was a master of the famous Egyptian >?�8 ‘����
���"������������’���. The latter, in turn, initiated ���������������(’�
father, ‘��� ���������(, into the ���������� 9��8:��.26 Even though
���������������( was from an early age exposed extensively to Sufism,
he had an interest in studying 7��8��. Among his teachers in 7��8�� were
two leading Egyptian �7������s: the Sh�fi’ ���8, ������ ������
������� (d. 1004/1596),27 and ����������.����������������,���, who
was also known as a >?�8.28 ���������������( travelled to the ��������
and took up residence in Medina, where he died in 1028/1619. 

There can be no doubt that ���������������( attained fame in the City
of the Prophet. He established a friendship and studied with )��4��#������,
who initiated him into the ���--������� order. His erudition in the
���--������� and other orders earned him the title of the ��@($����
��@H��8:�� (‘the dazzling light of the >?�8 order’). With his expertise in 7��8��
and Sufism, he attracted numerous students to his 7��:��s. Among his
leading students were S������ ������ �.� ������ ��������, ������
���������� and ����������0���������������� �����. 
���������������(’� scholarly connections through 7��8�� studies and

9��8:�� were extensive. For instance, he had ���$�s with earlier scholars
and >?�8s such as ��������� 2������ �������, ��-�� ������
���	����(��, $��� ��+��� ���’�������, ������
- and $��� ���’����.29 He
wrote several works dealing with theology and Sufism; al-Baghd�d and
Brockelmann respectively list 16 and five of them.30 One of his works,
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��=�������� ��@(�>$’��� C$������� ‘��$� *��$�� ��@/�%$���� ��� ��@I�����
��@����8, is a commentary on the *��$�� ��@/�%$��� [��@*������] of
��������� ���#�����'���.

THE EXPANSION OF NETWORKS

How the scholarly networks in the �������� developed further can be seen
in the experience of ����������������. His career demonstrates how the
web of scholars was becoming wider and more pregnant with intellectual
exchange. Undoubtedly he was the most influential among the disciples of
)��4��#� ����� and ������ ���������(. In the colophon of one of ���
�������’� works, ��@���9���@,�=8�,31 we are told about the career of this
great scholar. The most complete biography of ����������, however, is
provided by ���-�����.�%�#�, �������������(�������� (d. 1124/1712), a
leading �7������ and historian in Mecca. �������( himself was a
student of $���������&
���, the most prominent and influential disciple of
����������.32 In his yet unpublished three-volume biographical dictionary
entitled ��%$’��� ��@����7$�� %�� ���$’�=� ��@������ �8� �)��$�� ���� ��@D����
��@C$�8� ‘�����,33 �������( devotes a long account (no fewer than 13
folios—26 pages) to the biography of ����������, which is based mostly
on the recollection of ���&
���.34 ���&
��� himself includes biographical
notes of his great shaykh towards the end of his ��@-���� ��� J:$K�
��@�����.35 �������(’� accounts were later condensed by ���������
in his *��$>�����@�������8��’�$����@D������@C$�8�‘�����.36

)��� ������ ������ �.� ��������� �
���� ����������� �����+���
�������� was born in Medina in 991/1538 of a Palestinian family, whose
genealogy traced his ancestors back to :���� ������, a prominent
Medinese companion of the Prophet. His grandfather, �
��������������,
a >?�8, decided to take his family back to Medina from Dijana, a village near
Jerusalem. In the City of the Prophet, Shaykh �
���, who had also been
known as ‘�������	��, earned his living by selling :��$��, second-hand
goods, from which ����� got his first ��:�� (surname or nickname). Our
sources suggest that he took this lowly position in order to retain his
anonymity as a great >?�8.37

������ ���������� acquired his rudimentary religious knowledge
according to the ����� school of law from his father and ����������.
‘$������:�������, a renowned ‘$��� in Medina. In 1011/1602 his father took
him on a trip to Yemen, where he studied with most of the ‘���$’ with
whom his father had studied, such as ������� �.� )����� ������(��,
������� ���������  ����, ������ �����-���� ���;����’, S������ ‘��� ���
���’ and ‘��� �.���-���. They stayed in Yemen for some years before
returning to Mecca, where he made the acquaintance of many of its leading
scholars, such as ������� ��� ��� ���#�� ���+� and ���-��� �����+!
�.
Although he spent the rest of his life in Medina, ���������� often visited
Mecca, particularly during the pilgrimage seasons.38 It was in Medina that
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���������������� established his scholarly career. As �������( tells us,
he associated himself with the city’s leading ‘���$’, exchanging knowl-
edge and information. Among them were ������ �.� ���%�7�� �.� ‘���
���	���’, "��� ‘������.������-��,�������������’6���, ����������������
�����’, ������� ��’��� ���,���� and, of particular importance, �����
���������(.����������( not only taught him 7��8��, ��:�, )��$��and other
sciences related to Islamic law and theology, but also initiated him into and
appointed him his )���8��� of the ���--������� 9��8:��. The relationship
between these two scholars went beyond the scholarly realm: ����������
married ���������(’� daughter. 

Despite their very close relationship, ���������� differed from ���
������( in that he maintained his adherence to the ����� school of law;
only after ���������(’� death did he adopt the �����’ �������, the legal
school his father-in-law adhered to. In long accounts of ����������’�
change of �������, �������( reports that ���������� adopted the
�����’ ������� after he got guidance from the Prophet Muhammad
himself through his reading of the whole ���’�� in one single night. ���
������� also gives several other valid reasons to change one’s �������,39

as we see later. It is evident that ������ ���������� was a scholar of
extraordinary erudition and humility. This is confirmed, for instance, by
���
����������������&���(�# (994-1071/1586-1661), a great >?�8�(who
was, it is worth mentioning, a teacher of �����������<. ���
������������
points out that he had never met a scholar as learned as ����������.40

���������� was also a prolific author. The number of his works is listed
as 16 by ���,�4����,41 as 19 by Brockelmann42 and more than 50 by other
sources.43 These works deal with ��>�%%�, 7��8��, ��:�, >?� ��:�, and
����8�. Only ��@���9���@,�=8� has been published thus far. 

Although ���������� is generally known as a shaykh of the
���--��������9��8:��, he was actually affiliated with almost a dozen other
>?�8 orders. It must be admitted, however, that he was particularly instru-
mental in the transmission of the ���--�������� 9��8:��, through his
students, to many different parts of the Muslim world. According to ���
����(, his principal disciples were no fewer than 100; they came from
many regions (�:9$�) of the world,44 and they constituted crucial links
among scholars in the networks.45 The best known among his disciples
were $���������&
����(1023-1101/1614-1690); ‘�����������.�����������
‘�����
� (1027-1073/1618-1662), a teacher of ,�� �������, who was a
teacher of �������;46 �������.� ‘������’�+�� (1049-1113/1639-1701);47

����������’�����������"���,�����#����:
���; �������‘�������&���������
'���� ���=��
�� (d.1059/1649);48 ������� ‘���� ���������� >������+
�?
�����4����� ���$��� (1023-1085/1614-1674);49 ‘$��� �.� ��������� ���
��4����� ���0�’���� ������� (1020-1080/1611-1669);50 ������� �.� ‘�(�
,����!�
’; �������‘����������,��%���, �������‘�����������������;���
(d. 1072/1662) and a number of other leading Yemeni scholars, especially
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those of the ‘���(�and 0�’��� families;51 ����������.� ‘����������
��
���,��!��+� ���&���� (1040-1103/1630-1692);52 and �������� and ���
��������.����������� died in Medina in 1071/1661. 

Our scholarly networks gained strong impetus when $���������&
���,
the most celebrated student of ����������������, established his career in
Medina after travelling in quest of Islamic sciences in various places in the
Middle East. The fact that I���������&
��� occupied a position of extra-
ordinary importance in the further development of the scholarly networks
is shown by the large number of his students and his vast connections, but
more importantly by his numerous works. He was the common starting
point for the lines of linkage of many scholars in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries. Being a scholar of intellectual distinction, ���&
����made
a substantial contribution to the further growth of the intellectual currents
developed by ���������( and ����������. 

By all accounts, $���������&
��� was a great scholar. �������� calls
him ‘a mountain among mountains of ‘��� and a sea among seas of ‘���$�
(spiritual knowledge)’.53 A prominent nineteenth century scholar, ��
@�������������������������������’�5����� (born 1273/1857), a noted
Indian �7������, has singled out ���&
��� as the reformer (�=�����) of
the eleventh century AH/seventeenth century CE.54 Discussing extensively
the 7��8�� which states that ‘God sends to this community (����) at the
“head” [��’�] of each century one who regenerates its religion for it’, ���
’�5����� gives a list of Muslim scholars who have been considered as the
�=�����s of Islamic beliefs and practices at the end of each hundred years
of the '�+���. It is important to note that for the ninth century AH/fifteenth
century CE �=�����, ���’�5����� states a preference for 0��������������
���
- (d. 911/1505) over ;��������������1�� (d. 926/1520), who had been
chosen by other scholars.55 Despite this difference in preferences, the two
great �7������s were recognised by the leading exponents of the networks
as their intellectual and spiritual precursors. 

As for the �=����� of the tenth century AH/sixteenth century CE, 
���’�5����� follows ���������,56 who chose �������������������, the
great Egyptian �7������, who was a teacher of ���������������(. In the
twelfth century AH/eighteenth century CE, according to ���’�5�����,
there were two �=�����s: the first was the great lexicographer, theologian
and historian ���#�7�� ���;��� (d. 1205/1791), and the second was the
West African �7������ who settled in Medina, )����� �.���������� ���
%����� (d. 1218/1803-1804). These two scholars were among the most
prominent personages in the international networks of ‘���$’ in the eigh-
teenth century. 

Why is $���������&
��� chosen as the �=����� of the eleventh century
of the Islamic calendar? According to a��&�##��/����&
��� was a Shaykh
al-Islam and a teacher of the scholarly world, who was a ‘proof of Sufism’
(7==�����@>?������) and a reviver of the ���� mystical tradition. Further-
more, he was one of the scholars most responsible in Islamic history for
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spreading the science of 7��8�� studies, 7��8�� narration and its ���$�s in
the Muslim world.57 ���;����� credits ���&
��� with being a leading
�=����� among the �����’ �:��$’ and �7������s.58

,������ ������ $������ �.� ������ �.� ������� ������ ���&
���� ���
������!
����������������&���, later also ��������/ was born in ������,
a village in the mountainous region of Kurdistan close to the borders of
Persia.59 Our sources provide no account of his background. ���&
���
initially studied Arabic, )��$� (‘theology’), ���9�: (logic) and philosophy
and, curiously enough, also �������� (‘engineering’) in his own region
(:9�). Thus, in his early studies, he had already explored various sophisti-
cated subjects, but he seems to have had a special interest in languages. He
pursued rather detailed studies of Arabic, such as ��’$�� and ���$� and at
the same time studied Persian and Turkish. He later concentrated on >?�
��:�, ��:�, 7��8�� and ��>�%%�, mainly under the guidance of �������
������������������&
�������)���� (d. 1078/1667).60

After the death of his father, $������ ���&
��� left for Mecca to
perform the 7�== pilgrimage. The younger brother who travelled with him
became gravely ill, which instead caused him to go to Baghdad. He
remained there for a year and a half and took this opportunity to advance
his knowledge of Arabic and Persian as well as to observe more closely
the practice of the ���������� 9��8:��. ���&
��� met ‘����������������
0����� in one of his dreams. He was going westward, and ���&
���
followed him to Damascus, where he lived for the next four years. During
this period he became increasingly interested in mystical doctrines, partic-
ularly in that of $��� ‘���� (562-638/1165-1240). His main teacher in
Sufism was ����������.�������������’�������� ��!. But, as he told
�������(, it was ����������, whom he met later in Medina, who was
mostly responsible for instilling understanding in him of the intricate
mystico-philosophical doctrine of $���‘����.61

Despite his growing fascination with Sufism, $���������&
��� did not
put aside his genuine interest in 7��8��. For that reason, he travelled to Egypt
in 1061/1650, where he studied 7��8�� with its great �7������s, such as
���������‘���’ ���������������������,������������������!��� (1000-
1077/1592-1666),62 ������ ������� ������ ���&����+� ��������� �����1�
(d. 1069/1659)63 and Shaykh ���-��� �.� ������ �.� �������� �.� $���’��� ���
��!!����������������!��� (987-1075/1577-1644).64 As ���&
��� tells us
in his ��@-�������J:$K���@�����, these scholars issued him �=$;��s to teach
7��8��, after he had studied with them not only the standard books on the
subject, such as the *�����@������ (six canonical books of the Tradition of
the Prophet), but also a great number of lesser-known 7��8�� books. They
connected him with many leading Egyptian ���$�s, including Shams �����
������� and ;��������� �����1��.65 It is important to note that ���&
���
was also linked to the Egyptian ���$�s by way of ����������, who received
them from a��������(, who in turn got them from his teacher, Shams 
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�������������. In addition to 7��8��, he studied ����8� (until 1087/1677)
with the �!����$���/�	
��������‘�����������������, and ‘�������������
�����������������.66

In 1062/1651 I���������&
��� returned to Mecca and then proceeded to
Medina, where he attended the 7��:��s of ���������� and ‘�������&���
�.����,�������&
���, among others. He was also appointed by ����������
as his )���8��� in the ���--������� order. Despite this, ���&
��� was better
known as a shaykh of the Naqshbandiyyah order. Later he taught in the
	���( Mosque at the site where )��4��#������/����������������(�and
���������,���� had taught. ���&
���, as �������( tells us, devoted his
7��:��s to teaching 7��8��, ��:�, ����8�, and ��>�%%�. The books he used in
his 7��:��s were, among others, the *�����@������, and standard works by
such scholars as ������
-/���� ��!�� and $���‘����.67

Because of his intellectual distinction and personality, ���&
���
attracted scholars and students from distant parts of the Muslim world to
attend his 7��:��s or ��=��� to study and learn from him. As a friend and a
teacher he was extraordinarily humble. He loved to intermingle with his
students. Furthermore, instead of simply swamping them with all the neces-
sary sciences, he preferred to discuss them. To be present in his ��=��� was
like, as �������( puts it, being in ‘one of the gardens of paradise’
(��%E����������$E���@=�����).68

Our sources do not tell us the exact number of ���&
���’� students. But
���&�##�� points out that practically all seekers after ‘����during his time in
the �������� were his students. Therefore, his networks were enormously
extensive.69 The best known among his disciples were $���‘����������
��
���,��!��+, ���������	���� (1044-1130/1639-1701),70 ���������‘���
���'���������� or ��
���������������������&��� (d. 1138/1726),71 ‘���
�������.���’�����������=��
� (d. in Medina in 1083/1673),72 ‘����������
���,�1� (1048-1134/1638-1722),73 ��
� @����� �.� $������ ���&
���
(1081–1145/1670–1732),74 ‘��� ����������� ���;��� (d. 1072/1662),75

$����� �.� ��������� �.� 0�’���� �������� (d. 1096/1685),76 ��������
1024–1105/1615–93) and ����������� (1037–1111/1627–99). 
���&
��� wrote prolifically which added to his intellectual importance

in the networks. He is said to have written at least 100 works;77 ���,�4����
provides 49 titles,78 while Brockelmann lists 42 of them.79 Most of his texts
deal with 7��8��, ��:�, ��%78� (and )��$�), ����8� and ��>�%%�. In addition,
he wrote a number of works that were intended to be his reply or expla-
nation of certain problems either directly posed to him or contained in
particular writings of other scholars. Although many of his works are avail-
able in manuscript form, so far only two have been published.80

So far our discussion has centred on the networks in Medina. This does
not mean that those of Mecca were not important. Before discussing the
networks in Mecca, it should be remembered that even though all the great
scholars mentioned earlier had settled and taught in Medina, they regularly
visited Mecca. During these visits they made contact with other scholars
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and taught students as well. We should not underestimate the significance
of such contacts in the scholarly networks: they were an important means
of exchanging information on various issues and, more importantly, of
linking scholars. And for students like ��������, contacts with a number of
great ‘���$’ in the networks significantly contributed to their learning. A
great scholar of enormous importance in connecting scholars both in Mecca
and Medina with Egyptian 7��8�� scholarship was ����������.�‘���’ ���
��� ���,����� ��������� ����!��� (d. 1077/1666). He was a disciple of
������ ������ �������, ��
� ,���� ���������(, and a number of other
leading Egyptian scholars.81 Both ������ ������ ������� and ���,����
have been mentioned as teachers of ������ ���������( and ���&
���
respectively. He was acclaimed as a superior ���$� and as one of the most
reliable memorisers of the 7��8��s (��@7$��K). He was even compared to the
����5� $�����+������’�������. ���#�7�����;���, another ����5 of 7��8��s,
maintains that there were no other great ����5� except ���,���� after the
death of the ����5�and historian ��������( in 902/1497. As a testimony to
���,����’� eminent position in 7��8�� studies, ���#�7�����;��� wrote two
works, entitled ��@,����8���@*����8��8�������%$�‘�����@($���8�and ��@��=�
��@($���8��8����=�������@($���8.82

Hailed as a major �7������ in the seventeenth century, ‘���’ ������
���,���� travelled to various cities in Arabia and thus had extensive
networks of colleagues and disciples.83 Later, he mostly lived in his home
town, ,����, and held a teaching post in the )��������� Madrasah until 
his death. But he regularly visited the ��������, where he performed the
7�== and stayed for a while to establish contact with prominent scholars
there as well as to teach. The best known among his students were in
Mecca, ���������	���� and ���������’�+�� and, in Medina, a��&
���. 
�������� tells us that he also came into contact with this eminent scholar.
���,���� was a very dedicated teacher, who preferred to meet students in
person rather than by way of writing. Although he actually discouraged
writing, he wrote a work entitled ��@/�7$��%����E$’����.84

Another great scholar who played a remarkable role in connecting the
scholarly networks in Mecca, this time with the Indian tradition of Sufism,
was :�+��������.�;����������.����-������’�#��������	������������'���
(d. in Mecca in 1052/1642). He hailed from Sambhal, India, and immi-
grated to Mecca when he was unable to secure the position of highest-
ranking master in the Indian Naqshbandiyyah order after the death of
���������,����������� (971-1012/1563-1603).85

In Mecca, :�+����������'��� succeeded in initiating a number of promi-
nent �������� scholars into the Naqshbandiyyah 9��8:��, the most
prominent being �������.�$�������.�‘���� (d. 1033/1624), a noted Meccan
>?�8 and �7������, and ������ ���	����. These two disciples largely
helped the Naqshbandiyyah become more commendable to the Arabs.
Thanks to Ibn ‘Alan’s prestige and influence in the ��������, :�+����������
'���’� translation of Persian Naqshbandiyyah texts into Arabic could win
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a much wider audience.86 As for al-Nakhl, who was also known as a
�7������, such a connection helped not only to bring about the Naqsh-
bandiyyah reorientation but to link the community of 7��8�� scholars to the
>?�8s. He had also ��������s of the Naqshbandiyyah and ���--������� from
����������&������.�����
�����,����, connecting him to )��4��#������.87

Scholars from the Maghrib region played a substantial role in the
networks. Like the Egyptian scholars mentioned earlier, they were respon-
sible for introducing the North African tradition of 7��8�� studies and thus
for strengthening the intellectual trends of returning to a more ����8’��-
oriented Islam. There were two prominent Maghrib scholars whose names
have been mentioned in passing: ‘$����.���������������4��������0�’���
���:��’����������4���� (1020-80/1611-69), and ����������.���������
���������������4������������ (1037-94/1626-83). By settling down in
Mecca, they not only brought the North African tradition of 7��8�� schol-
arship to the �������� but also helped create more linkages among
scholars from many regions of the Muslim world. Considering their impor-
tant roles in the scholarly networks, we will now examine them briefly.

‘$��������4����, later also �������, traced his ancestors to 0�’�����.���
@����, a cousin of the Prophet Muhammad. He spent most of his early years
studying with local ‘���$’ in his home town in the ���0�!��� region.88 Of
all branches of Islamic science, he was particularly interested in ��:� and
7��8��. For this reason he first travelled to Algiers, where he studied 7��8��
and other Islamic religious sciences, mostly with its ,��8, ��’���.�$�����
����
���. After continuing his studies in Tunis and other places in this
region, he went for a pilgrimage to Mecca in 1062/1652. After the pilgrim-
age he extended his sojourn for one year at the ��(
������ ���$9, where
he taught 7��8�� and ��:�. Again he went travelling, this time to Cairo,
where he attended 7��:��s of great Egyptian ‘���$’ such as D$E8 ������
�������������&����+, ���-��������!!�� and 	
��‘�����������������—all
of whom were also teachers of ���&
���. 

Having gained from these �=$;�� to teach and to relate 7��8��, ‘$���
�����4���� returned to Mecca. In the Holy City he exchanged knowledge
and studied with prominent �������� scholars, such as :�+� ������
�.� ��’�
�� ��������� ������� (d. 1066/1656),89 ;���� ���’6����� ���
@���� (1002– 78/1594–1667),90 ‘���� ����!!� ���;��!�� (997–1072/
1589–1662)91 and ‘��� ���0����� ������� (1002-72/1594-1661).92 All of
these scholars also authorised him to 7��8��s through their ���$�s, which
mostly began with ‘���’ ���������,����.

The significance of ‘$��������4���� in the scholarly communities of the
�������� cannot be overestimated. He was acclaimed as one of the most
prominent ����� legal scholars in his time. In the Holy Cities he was
known by the honorary title ‘��$����@C�������’. He taught at the Holy
Mosques in Mecca and Medina. As �������
+ tells us, he attracted many
�������� students to attend his 7��:��s. $������ ���&
���, ������
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���’�+�� and ������ ���	���� were among his best-known students. 
��������, as we will see later, also established contact with ‘$���
�����4���� while he was studying in Mecca. At a certain period every
year, ‘$��������4���� taught in Medina, where he had a warm friendship
with ����������������.93

All biographers of ‘$��������4���� are in accord that he was of great
importance in connecting the tradition of 7��8�� studies in the Maghrib
region and Egypt with that of the ��������. The scope of his narration
(��%$���) was wide; as ���&�##�� puts it, ‘nobody was more learned than
he in these matters during his time’. Because of his extensive travels,
���#�7�� ���;��� believes that �����4���� was a ‘������ ��@���$’
(7��8�� narrator for the world).94 These claims find their support in one of
�����4����’� own works, entitled *��;���@+�%$������@,�=�?’ �8�A������@
,�=$;�%��B�%$:�����@,���?’. This work consists of two volumes and, as
its title indicates, is indeed of the 7��8�� narration. In it, �����4���� lists
his 7��8�� teachers, and more importantly draws a picture of their complex
connections with one another. In addition, he provides the titles of the
books that were produced by scholars involved in these 7��8�� networks.95

The *��;���@+�%$���, therefore, is an important work which sheds more
light on the role of 7��8�� narration in the growth of the scholarly
networks. 

In terms of his educational background our next scholar, ���������
�.�������������������� �����4����, was not so very different from his
countryman, ‘$��� �����4����. But in contrast to ‘$��� �����4����, who
preferred to lead a quiet life, ��������� �����4���� was an outspoken
scholar; he had a strong tendency to exercise his religious influence in the
political realm. As �������’ points out, he was the only scholar in Mecca
who dared to speak out against the abuse of power among the ruling
�������� family, with their continuous struggles among themselves. He
also attempted to bring about radical changes in the religious life of the
Holy City. His close relations with the Ottoman ruling elite gave him addi-
tional weight in launching his reforms in Mecca.96

After studying in his home region, ��������� �����4���� travelled to 
al-Jazair and Egypt, where he learned from leading ‘���$’, such as
Shaykh ���$�������’���.�$����������
���, ���������&����+, ‘���’ ���
��� ���,���� and Shaykh ���-��� �����!!��. These same men, as
mentioned earlier, were also the teachers of $���������&
��� and ‘$������
��4����. In 1079/1668 ��������������4���� travelled to the ��������,
where he remained for two years. After long travels to Istanbul and other
cities in Turkey, Syria, Palestine and Lebanon, he finally returned to
Mecca. There he built what was known as the $��� �������� ���$9.
However, he did not confine his activities to scholarly and religious
matters: he was also occupied with public affairs, which led to open
conflicts with the ������ of Mecca.97 As a result, he was expelled from
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Mecca and died in Damascus. We return to ��������� �����4����’�
activism in the next section.

In addition to his activism, S�������������4���� was known as a distin-
guished �7������ with strong links to superior ���$�s in 7��8�� narration.
Among his works, two were devoted to 7��8�� studies: /��’ ��@��%$’����8���@
C��8��, and L����� ��@*������ ���,�%>?�� ��@�����. In these works the author
described, among other things, his connections with a number of earlier
prominent ������#��, such as $�����+��, and the 7��8�� books he studied.98

The biographical accounts of ��������������4�����do not explicitly mention
the names of his students in the ��������. However, according to ���������
(1061-1111/1651-99), the author of *��$>��� ��@�����, who was himself a
student of S�������� �����4����, the latter had numerous students in the
��������, including ������ ���	���� and ������ ���‘�+��.99 And, as ���
&�##�� shows us, ��������� �����4���� had vast connections by way of
7��8�� studies with his contemporaries and later scholars in the networks.100

So far, we have seen that many leading scholars in the seventeenth
century networks were ‘grand immigrants’. This does not mean that native
scholars from the �������� did not play an important role in this cosmo-
politan scholarly community. There were in fact a number of native
scholars of Mecca and Medina who took part actively in the networks in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

One of the leading scholars of Meccan origin was :�+��������.������,
better known as $��� ��’�
�. He was born in Mecca, where he died in
1066/1656. He studied primarily in Mecca with its leading scholars, such
as ‘����������������@����, ‘����������
�����’���� and &��������������,
who issued �=$;�� for him to teach in the ����� Mosque. $�����’�
� had
close relationships with scholars involved in the networks, particularly with
‘$��� �����4����. Similarly, his connections through 7��8�� studies were
extensive. Known as an expert on the ����8’��, )��$� and ��>�%%�, $��
��’�
� was later appointed to the office of the D$E8���@DE$��of Mecca.
In addition to this position, he taught in several madrasahs in Mecca. He
was a prolific writer on various topics from Arabic to Sufism. As we shall
see, one of his works was devoted to answering religious questions from
Malay-Indonesian Muslims.101

Another important scholar of Meccan origin was ;�������’6��������@����
(1002-78/1594-1667), a leading scholar of the @���� family in Mecca. This
family traced their ancestors to ‘����.����@����.�;�������’6����’� principal
teacher was his own father, ‘��������������.�����������.����������@����
(976-1033/1568-1624). But it is clear that ;�������’6���� was also involved
in scholarly discourses with other prominent scholars in the ��������. By
virtue of the scholarly reputation of his family, he was able not only to gain a
great deal of benefit from many prominent scholars in the �������� but also
to assert his own role and that of the @���� family in the networks. Being a
�7������ of distinction in Mecca, ;�������’6���� was a teacher of the next
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generation of scholars, including ���������’�+��, ���������	����, ‘���
���������,�1� and ��
�@��������&
���.102

It is worth noting that ;�������’6����’� father, ‘����������������@����
(976-1033/1568-1624), was also a major scholar: he was a �7������,
whose ���$�s included great traditionists like Shams a����� �������/
;��������� �����1�� and 0����� ������ ������
-. He also inherited the
Meccan scholarly tradition from the 2����� family, mentioned earlier.
Thus, ‘������������ was a scholar of special importance in connecting the
scholarly networks of an earlier period with those under discussion here.
‘���� �������� was also a historian of Mecca: several of his numerous
works were devoted to exploring the history of Mecca.103

Another son of ‘���� ��������/� ‘�� (d. 1070/1660), was also a noted
scholar, especially in ��:�. With an expertise in this field he was often asked
to give religious opinions (���%$s) on various matters. Like his brother, ;���
���’6����, in addition to studying with his father he gained a great deal of
benefit from scholars in the ��������. If ;���� ���’6���� inherited his
father’s expertise in 7��8��, ‘�� took over his father’s talent as an historian.
Thus, ‘�� wrote several works on the history of Mecca and its notables.104

As we shall see later, ‘������@���� was also one of ��������’� teachers.
It is obvious that the @���� family played a significant role in scholarly

discourse in the ��������. �������’ points out that the three @����
scholars mentioned above revived the reputation of the @���� family as an
old scholarly family in Mecca. A daughter of ‘���� ��������� ���@����,
named ��������� ���������, was also a noted scholar.105 The @����
family continued to maintain its eminence in subsequent periods. One such
well-known later @���� scholar was ����������.� �������������@����
(1100–73/1689– 1760), a ���� and an historian.106

The list of scholars involved in the networks in the second half of the
seventeenth century is a very long one. For the purpose of our discussion,
it suffices to say that all the scholars discussed above played major roles in
the networks during the period. We will, however, mention other scholars
of this generation whenever necessary throughout this discussion.

SCHOLARS AT THE TURN OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Most scholars of $���������&
���’� generation died in the second half of
the seventeenth century. But the chain of the networks continued with their
students who, in turn, became crucial links to scholars into the eighteenth
century. These students were generally at the peak of their scholarly careers
at the turn of the seventeenth century or in the early decades of the eigh-
teenth century. We now deal briefly with some of the most prominent
among these scholars (see Chart 2).

There is no doubt that �������.�‘����.�����������.�‘��������’�+���
( ) some spell his name ���’�+��� ( ) �������, was one of these
prominent scholars at the turn of the seventeenth century. He was also
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known as ‘��?���@���$�’ (‘father of spiritual mysteries’). Born in Mecca,
���������’�+�� hailed from a noted scholarly family in Egypt. His great
grandfather, ����������.�‘���������+�����’�+�� (d. 822/1419), was a
well-known scholar in Cairo. ���������’�+�� studied with virtually every
leading scholar in the ��������. In addition to ���������� and ���&
���,
he studied with prominent scholars such as ‘���’ ������ ���,����, ‘���
�������� and ;�������’6��������@����, ‘$��������4����, ‘�������������
�����, ��’�����=��
�, ‘���������������&��11 and $�������.�‘���������
0�’���. The last two, as we will see later, were also teachers of ��������.
It is certain that ������ ���’�+�� possessed a thorough knowledge of
various branches of Islamic discipline. He was renowned as an outstanding
����, �7������, >?�8 and historian. In 7��8�� studies, ���&�##�� regards
him as one of the few scholars in his time blessed by God to be a ‘light-
house of the 7��8��’. He died in @�’�� in 1113/1701-2.107

������ ���‘�+�� played an important role in connecting the scholarly
networks in the seventeenth century with those of the eighteenth century,
particularly by way of 7��8�� studies and 9��8:�� ��������s. He was a
meeting point of various traditions of 7��8�� studies: Syria, Egypt, the
Maghrib, the ��+�!, Yemen and the Indian subcontinent. It is not surpris-
ing, as ���&�##�� points out, that students in the �������� did not feel
satisfied in their 7��8�� studies until they had met and received 7��8��s
from him. They flocked to his 7��:��s in proximity to the Gate of ���
"���’ and the Gate of Umm '��’ at the ����� Mosque in Mecca.108 As
a result, ���‘�+��’� ���$�s and narrations of 7��8�� were extensive.109

To demonstrate the importance of the connections in the 9��8:��s, �����
���‘�+�� wrote a special work, entitled +��$������@‘�=��8��8���@H�:, which
deals with the ��������s of 40 9��8:��s that existed in the Muslim world up
until his time.110 In this work, in addition to discussing special distinctions of
the teachings of each 9��8:�� the author provides the ��������s to shaykhs of
the 9��8:��s and the benefits of affiliating with them. This is one of the main
reasons why ���‘�+�� was also known as ‘��
���������’. By virtue of his
works, the +��$������@‘�=��8� �8���@H�: together with the ���$’ ��@G�9$’��
�����)��$����@H$’��, ���‘�+�� established himself as a historian in his own
right. 
������ ���‘�+��’� best known disciples were, among others,

��������� �����#� ������� (d. 1163/1653), ��
� @����� �.� $������ ���
&
��� (1081-1145/1670-1732), T�j ������ ������’, D$E8 of Mecca,111

����������� and the historian %�#� ������ �������(.� ������ ���‘�+��
built the reputation of the ‘�+��� as a noted scholarly family in Mecca.
Among the most prominent members of the ‘�+�� family in later periods
were ‘���� ������5� ���‘�+��, Muft of Mecca; ��������� �.� ������
���‘�+��; and ��
����%�#�����‘�+��.112

The next scholar worth mentioning was ��������� �.� ‘���� ������
�
���,��!��+. Tracing his ancestors to ‘��� �.� ��� @����, he was born in
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������!
�, Kurdistan. He acquired his early education in his own region and
later travelled to Iraq, Syria, the �������� and Egypt. His teachers in the
�������� included �������� ��������� ������ ���&
���, $������
���&
���/� $����� �.� 0�’���� ���;���, ‘$��� �����4���� and several other
scholars. While he was in Egypt, ���,��!��+ studied with, among others,
‘���’ ���������,����, N
���������������������� and ���-��������!!��.113

After studying in Egypt, ���,��!��+ returned to the ��������, and later
settled in Medina, where he died. He was a noted �7������, ��:8� and
shaykh of the ���������� order. He devoted his life to teaching and writing.
He was a prolific writer: ���,�4���� lists 52 of his works, two of which were
devoted to refuting �������������’� claim to be the ‘renewer of the Second
Millennium of Islam’. ���,��!��+’� connections in the networks were far-
reaching.114 ���,��!��+ was the earliest scholar of the ,��!��+� family to
settle down and become famous in the ��������. One of the most prominent
scholars of the ,��!��+ family in Medina after ‘Abd al-���
�����,��!��+was
0�’���� �.� ������ �.� ‘���� ���&���� ���,��!��+� (1103-80/1690-1766), the
�����’ ,��8 in Medina and author of the ‘�:�� ��@/�%$���, a famous text
relating to the celebration of the birthday of the Prophet.115

������ �.� ��������� �.� ������ ‘��� ���	����� ������� was also
evidently one of the most prominent scholars in the networks after the
generation of $���������&
���. He was born and studied mostly in Mecca
and became known as a �7������->?�8.116 In his work entitled (	����
��@H$���8�����(��$����@,���$’�)����@,7�::�:8����@,’�����8�, ���	����
provides a complete list of his teachers, his ���$�s in various branches of
Islamic discipline, and his �������� in a number of 9��8:��s. 

It is of particular importance that, in the (	�������@H$���8�, ���	���� also
gives an account of the learning at the ����� Mosque of Mecca. For
instance, he tells us that he attended lectures held in the ���:��s in proximity
to the Gate of Peace (($����@���$�). Lectures were given by his teachers
every day after the L�7 (dawn), ‘�>� (afternoon), ,�	���� (sunset) and
‘���$’ (night) prayers. It was in the 7��:��s that he received some of his
�=$;��s in the exterior sciences—such as ����8’�� or ��:�—and was initiated
into several 9��8:��s: the ������������, Nawawiyyah, ����������, Naqsh-
bandiyyah, ���--������� and Khalwatiyyah. And it was also in the �����
Mosques that he most of the time practised the ���)� of these 9��8:��s.117

Like ���‘�+�� and ���,��!��+, ���	���� studied with most of the leading
�������� scholars of his time. The list of his masters includes ‘���’ �����
���,����, ����������, ���&
���, :�+� ������ ���'���, ‘$��� �����4����,
��������� ‘��� �.� ‘����� ���)����, ;���� ���’6����� ���@����, ‘���� ���
‘�!!� ���;��!�� and ‘��� ���0����� �������. A��	���� also had
numerous teachers from Egypt, the ��4���� region, Syria and Iraq. Thus,
as ���#�7�����;��� correctly puts it, ���	���� linked numerous scholars
by way of his 7��8�� studies.118 Likewise, his students came from various
parts of the Muslim world and carried the networks even further.l19

Another important scholar who belonged to the group discussed under
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this heading was ‘�����������.��������.�����������.��������.�‘$������,�1�
�������. He was born and died in Mecca. As one can see in ���,�1�’� own
work, *��$�� ��@���$�� ��� ,�’������ ‘-�%� ��@���$�, his education was
thorough; he studied many sciences, including 7��8��, ����8�, ��:�, the
history of the Prophet (�����), Arabic and ��>�%%�. In the *��$����@���$�,
he devotes long pages to providing the titles of 7��8�� books he has studied,
along with the ���$�s to each of them. He goes on to mention books in other
fields. As for ��>�%%�, he studied books written by such scholars as ���
 ��!��, ����������, $���‘�#�’ ����� and $���‘����.120

Though ���,�1� was an expert in various branches of Islamic science, 
he was mainly known as a great �7������; he was called an ��8�
��@,’���8�� �8� ��@C��8�� (‘commander of the believers in the 7��8��’).
�������’ points out that ���,�1� was one of the greatest 7��8�� teachers in
the ����� Mosque in the early eighteenth century.l21 Through the *��$�
��@���$� he contributed significantly to 7��8�� studies by providing the
names of scholars who were included among the superior ���$�s. But like
other scholars in the networks, ���,�1� was an eminent >?�8. He was a
master of several 9��8:��s, such as the Naqshbandiyyah, ������������ and
Nawawiyyah. Furthermore, he established the reputation of the ,�1�
family in the scholarly discourses in the ��������.122

���,�1� played an important role in connecting the earlier generation of
seventeenth century scholars and later networks. This can be seen in the
composition of his teachers and disciples. Besides $���������&
���, his
principal teachers included such familiar names as ‘���’ ����� ���,����,
‘$��� ���0�’���� �����4����, ��������� �����4���� and ‘��� ���@����.
Among his disciples were ‘A��’ �������.�‘�������,��������!+�+����;���,
��
�@��������&
���/���������������#�������� and ����������.�‘���
���"�����, all of whom, as we will see shortly, were leading exponents of
the networks in the eighteenth century.123

The last scholar to be dealt with here is ��
�@������.�$���������&
���
(1081-1145/1670-1733). ��
� @���� was born and died in Medina. It
appears that he studied mostly in the ��������. His principal teachers
were his father, $������ ���&
���, ��������� �����4����, ������ ���
‘�+��, $���‘����������
�����,��!��+, ‘�������������,�1� and ���������
	����. We have no detailed information on his studies with them, but there
is no doubt that his religious learning was thorough.l24

��
�@���� was primarily known as a �7������, but he was also a ��:8�
and a >?�8. He was heir to much of his father’s expertise in 7��8�� studies.
As a ����, he occupied the post of �����’ ,��8 of Medina for some time.
He was a prolific writer as well. According to ���&�##��, he wrote about a
hundred treatises, the most important among them being *��;���@’������8
�������@�:%$� and ���?7���@�>?>��8���@����)����@�)���. This last work
was apparently intended to explicate the doctrine of I��� ‘����. It also
reflects ��
�@����’� learning in the realm of philosophical mysticism. ��
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@���� had wide connections in the networks, by way of both 7��8�� ���$�s
and 9��8:�� ��������s. Among his best-known students were ��������
�����#��������, S����"�������� and ������������&���, all of whom are
examined in greater detail in chapter 2.125

THE NETWORKS: BASIC CHARACTERISTICS

After discussing a number of the most important ‘���$’ involved in the
networks, it is useful to make some generalisations about the basic charac-
teristics of the networks. The scholarly networks became increasingly
extensive in the seventeenth century. It is clear that there had been some
connections between earlier scholars and the ones who were involved in
seventeenth century scholarly networks. However, networks that developed
during the seventeenth century appear to have been much more compli-
cated; the crisscrossing of linkages by way of both 7��8�� studies and
9��8:�� affiliations was enormously complex. Despite the historiographical
problems one finds in sources of information on these scholars and their
networks, their connections to one another can be traced down to our time.

The crisscrossing of scholars who were involved in the networks produced
intertwined, international intellectual communities. Relations among them
generally existed in conjunction with the quest for learning through religious
educational institutions such as the mosques, madrasahs and ���$9s. The very
basic linkages among them, therefore, were ‘academic’ in their nature. Their
connections to each other, as a rule, took the form of teacher–student (or
‘vertical’) relationships. This academic linkage included other forms:
teacher–teacher, which may also be termed ‘horizontal links’; and
student–student relations, all of which could also crisscross each other. Such
forms of linkages were not strictly or formally organised in any kind of hier-
archical structure. The relatively high mobility of both teachers and students
allowed the growth of vast networks of scholars transcending geographical
boundaries, ethnic origins and religious leanings.

Even though the relationships among scholars probably seem quite
informal, especially from the point of view of the modern academic world,
their common interest in regenerating the ���� (Muslim ‘nation’) stimu-
lated cooperation, which in turn resulted in closer interpersonal
relationships. These close personal relationships were maintained in various
ways after scholars or students in the networks returned to their own coun-
tries or travelled elsewhere after their sojourn in the ��������. The need to
establish stronger ties with scholars in the centres was increasingly felt
when the returning teachers and students faced problems in their home-
lands, thus needing the guidance of their former teachers and colleagues in
the ��������. All this helps to explain the continuing scholarly connec-
tions in the networks.

Furthermore, as we have seen, two important vehicles in solidifying the
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linkages of the networks were the 7��8�� ���$� and 9��8:�� ��������. Voll
has pointed out that both played crucial roles in linking scholars involved
in the networks centred in the �������� in the eighteenth century.l26 My
own research for the same period supports this conclusion.

The same was true of the seventeenth century scholarly networks. In this
period, scholars of the networks brought together Egyptian and North
African traditions of 7��8�� studies, thus connecting them with those of the
��������, which had been known in the early period of Islam as the
strongest centre of 7��8�� scholarship. The scholars in the networks played
a crucial role in reviving the position of Mecca and Medina as centres of
7��8�� scholarship.

As for the 9��8:�� ��������s, traditionally they had been an important
means of creating close linkages between scholars. Disciples of the
mystical way, by definition, must succumb to their master’s will. This
created a very strong bond between those who followed the 9��8:��s.
Voll127 emphasises that this type of relationship ‘provided a more personal
tie and a common set of affiliations that helped to give the informal group-
ings of scholars a greater sense of cohesion’.

The increasing importance of the esoteric way (7�:8:��) in the
��������, introduced for instance by South Asian scholars, resulted in
bringing together scholars, who had mainly been associated with the
exoteric way (����8’��), in an even more personal way. The involvement of
South Asian scholars in the networks certainly helped widen the reach of
the networks. But, not less importantly, they expanded the realm of influ-
ence of 9��8:��s, in particular the ���--������� and Naqshbandiyyah orders,
previously mostly associated with the Indian subcontinent version of
Sufism, which had been almost unknown in the �������� in earlier
periods. But it must be kept in mind that by entering the realm of Mecca and
Medina which now, once again, had become important centres of 7��8��
scholarship, these 9��8:��s, as we elaborate in chapter 2, underwent a sort
of reorientation. In short, they became more ‘����8’��-oriented 9��8:��s’.

One should also be aware that, despite their close relations, there was a
great deal of diversity among scholars involved in the networks. They were
different from each other in terms of not only their places of origin but also
their �������s and 9��8:�� affiliations. While a certain teacher might be a
�anaf in terms of his adherence to Islamic legal doctrine, his student
might be a �����’. While a teacher might be a ���--��������>?�8, his student
might follow the path of the Naqshbandiyyah. Despite all these differ-
ences, however, they shared a general tendency towards Islamic
reformism. This is discussed in greater detail in chapter 2. 
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2
Reformism in the Networks

A number of studies have been conducted on intellectual trends developed
through scholarship in particular periods of Islamic history. However,
never before has a study been done which examines the intellectual trends
that grew out of the numerous ‘���$’ who were linked to each other in
loose scholarly networks such as those under discussion. They were differ-
ent from one another not only in terms of their geographical backgrounds,
which had their own ‘little’ Islamic traditions, but more importantly in
their intellectual preferences, as reflected by their legal (�������) and
9��8:�� affiliations.

Furthermore, leading scholars in the networks, before settling down in the
�������� or elsewhere, had been peripatetic scholars, travelling from one
centre of Islamic learning to another, studying with and learning from
various teachers who had their own personal traditions of religious schol-
arship. Thus, scholars were influenced not by one single teacher but by
many; they were exposed to and absorbed various lines of thought and
intellectual tendencies. Because of this, describing the contents of teach-
ings developed and transmitted by the scholarly networks is not easy. At
this stage we will attempt to draw the broad outlines of the intellectual
trends of the networks; this will perhaps help us comprehend the nature
and characteristics of these scholarly networks. 

In a certain sense the �������� was a ‘melting pot’, where various
‘little’ traditions of Islam melded to form a ‘new synthesis’ which was
strongly in favour of the ‘great’ tradition.1 We have seen previously how
scholars from the Indian subcontinent, for instance, carried their mystical
traditions to the ��������, while those from Egypt and North Africa came
with an inheritance of 7��8�� scholarship. These traditions interacted with
each other as well as with the tradition already established in the ��������
itself. 

<"
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It must be kept in mind at the outset that what we call a ‘new synthesis’
is not entirely a new development in the history of Islamic social and intel-
lectual traditions. Even though it has some distinctive characteristics,
compared with the previous tradition, in many respects it also contains
elements of continuity with earlier traditions. The return to the �����ortho-
doxy that gained momentum after the twelfth century appears to reach its
culmination in the period under discussion. This can be seen not only in the
intellectual contents of the networks but also in their ‘organisational’
aspects, or more precisely the linkages among scholars. Thus, the revival-
ist spirit that inspired the establishment of ��������s everywhere in the
Middle East after the founding of the 	�5������� �������� in 459/1066
continued to flourish in a variety of ways.

The salient feature of the scholarly networks is that the rapprochement
between the ����8’��-oriented ‘���$’ (more specifically, the �:��$’) and
the >?�8s reached its climax. The long-standing conflict between these two
groups of Muslim scholars appears to have greatly diminished; the
rapprochement or reconciliation between them, which had been preached
insistently by such scholars as ���������� and ��� ��!�� several centuries
earlier, became a common goal among our scholars. Most of them were ���
��@����8’�� (�:��$’) and ������@7�:8:�� (>?�8s) at the same time; thus, they
were learned not only in the intricacies of the ����8’�� but also in the
7�:8:�� (mystical or Divine Realities). However, we should be very
careful not to conclude that they took this reconciliation for granted;
instead, they continued to nurture it.

The rapprochement between the ����8’�� and Sufism and the enrolment
of the ‘���$’ in the 9��8:�� resulted in the rise of ‘neo-Sufism’. There has
been considerable discussion on the meaning and use of the term ‘neo-
Sufism’, which was coined by the late Fazlur Rahman.2 According to
Rahman, neo-Sufism is the reformed Sufism largely stripped of its ecstatic
and metaphysical character and content, these being replaced by a content
that was nothing other than the postulates of the orthodox religion.3 As he
explained, this new ‘type’ of Sufism emphasises and renews the original
moral factor and puritanical self-control in Sufism at the expense of the
extravagant features of the popular unorthodox Sufism. Neo-Sufism brings
to the centre of attention the moral reconstruction of Muslim society, as
contrasted with the earlier Sufism, which had primarily stressed the indi-
vidual and not society.4 As a consequence, Rahman concludes, the overall
character of neo-Sufism is undoubtedly puritanical and activist.5 We will
now see more clearly how neo-Sufism developed in the networks.

NEO-SUFISM AND CADJTH STUDY

Fazlur Rahman maintains that the most important group of Muslim
scholars responsible for helping to crystallise the rise of neo-Sufism were
the ‘people of tradition’ (������@7��8��). He further argues that after the >?�8
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<3 THE ORIGINS OF ISLAMIC REFORMISM IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

movement captured much of the Muslim world emotionally, spiritually and
intellectually during the sixth/twelfth and seventh/thirteenth centuries, the
traditionists found it impossible to neglect the >?�8 forces entirely. There-
fore, as Rahman puts it: 

they tried, in their methodology, to incorporate as much of the >?�8 legacy as
could be reconciled with orthodox Islam and could be made to yield a positive
contribution towards it. First, the moral motive of Sufism was emphasised and
some of its technique of ���)� or ��$:����, ‘spiritual concentration’,
adopted. But the object and the content of this concentration were identified
with the orthodox doctrine and the goal redefined as the strengthening of faith
in dogmatic tenets and the moral purity of the spirit. This type of neo-Sufism
tended to regenerate orthodox activism and reinculcate a positive attitude to
this world.6

The ��������, from the early years of Islam, had been known as the
main centre of the 7��8��. This is not hard to understand, as the Prophet, the
source of the 7��8��, lived and initiated Islam there. Furthermore, two of
the four major schools of Islamic law, the ����� and the ������, known
as ������@7��8��, had in fact initially developed and gained their stronghold
in the Arabian Peninsula. It is true that the ����� �������, introduced by
������ �.� ���� (d. 179/795) in Medina, later became more dominant in
North and West Africa and Upper Egypt, but the ������� also came to
exercise a predominance in the Arabian Peninsula. Although the �������
are known for their strong reliance on 7��8�� and their refusal of rational
philosophy and speculative mysticism, many accepted Sufism as long as it
was practised in accordance with the ����8’��. There is no evidence that
such prominent ������ scholars as Ibn Taymiyyah (d. 728/1328) and Ibn
al-Qayyim al-Jawziyyah were opposed to all types of Sufism; what they
fiercely attacked was unorthodox ecstatic and antinomian Sufism—that is,
Sufism which regards itself free from injuction of ����8’���or ��:�. For this
reason, Fazlur Rahman considers them pioneers of neo-Sufism.7

There was also reluctance to accept Sufism among the ������@7��8�� of
the ����� ������� in the North African region and Upper Egypt. The
��4����������� in particular were more puritanical and, in some cases,
also aggressive. It is well known that the early Egyptian (Nubian) >?�8 ��

���	
�������1� (d. 245/859) was persecuted by the Egyptian ����� jurist
‘�����������.�‘������������A8 ��� ��!��’� books were condemned and
banned by the ����� �:��$’ of Spain,9 and one of the fiercest attacks on
Sufism in Egypt, particularly of the extravagant type, came from $���
�����++����’�����, a leading ��������:8� in the fourteenth century.10

Again it is important to note that not all ����� scholars were hostile to
Sufism. Some of them were even zealous >?�8s. A good example of this is
‘��� �.�����
� (854–917/1450–1511), a noted Moroccan �����, who
was responsible for spreading a revivalist version of the ������������
order in Syria. He regenerated the decadent Syrian Sufism by not allowing
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his disciples to isolate themselves in )���%�� (seclusion) at the )�$�:$�.11

It appears that when scholarly contacts and linkages between the ��4����
������ and scholars of other �������s gained momentum after the
sixteenth century, some began to soften their tone of opposition to Sufism
and joined other scholars in preaching neo-Sufism. 

Despite these exceptions among the ������ and ����� �7������s, the
majority did not make use of their expertise in 7��8�� for accelerating the
reform of Sufism on any larger scale. These �7������s generally continued
to concentrate their 7��8�� studies on maintaining, reorganising and inter-
preting the six canonical books of the 7��8�� in light of their �������’s point
of view. However, they increasingly established contacts and connections
with scholars of the intellectual traditions. In this way they were exposed to
other ‘little traditions’ of Islam. At the same time they played an important
role in connecting scholars living in various regions of the Middle East
through their 7��8�� scholarship.

This is particularly true among the leading ����� �7������s, who lived
mostly in Egypt and the North African region. As we will see shortly, they
were among the scholars most responsible for transmitting 7��8��s, and thus
for establishing crucial linkages between various traditions of 7��8�� schol-
arship in the Middle East. The material shows that most ���$�s in the
networks were transmitted through the major fifteenth and early sixteenth
century �7������s in Egypt, namely $�����+������’������� (d. 853/1449),12

0����� ������ ������
-13 and ;��������� �����1��,14 noted earlier. These
prominent scholars in fact constituted a group of networks among them-
selves.15 They were considered the most superior 7��8�� ���$�s, and therefore
became the most sought-after ���$�s by later scholars in the networks.16

As a result of this development, beginning in the late sixteenth century,
connections among scholars in the �������� resulting from 7��8�� schol-
arship increasingly widened in scope. In addition to the Egyptian ���$�s
above, we find the ���$�s of North Africa coming into the picture. The
North African ���$�s in many cases also had strong linkages with the
Egyptian ���$�s. Being possessors of superior ���$�s, major �7������s
from the two regions not only became crucial links among scholars but
more importantly stimulated new intellectual trends in the networks. This
is perhaps best illustrated by the experience of such prominent �7������s
as ‘���’ ���������,����, ‘$��������4���� and ��������������4����.

One of the most superior ���$�s these three brought to the �������� was
that of ������ ������ �������, the tenth century renewer of Islam, also
known as the ‘little �����’’ (��@��$��’8� ��@L�	�8�).17 As a superior ���$�,
������ ����� received 7��8��s from his father, ������� ������ �������
(d. 957/1550),18 who in turn received them directly from his renowned
teacher, ;��������������1��. Although �������������������� was not as
famous as �����1��, he was undoubtedly one of the prominent �����’
�7������s of his generation.

Even major scholars in the networks, who have been mainly identified as
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>?�8s, such as ����������, ���&
���, ���	���� or ‘�������������,�1�, had
in fact extensive linkages with the Egyptian and North African traditions of
7��8�� scholarship. There is no doubt that 7��8�� studies constituted the most
important subject in these scholars learning. ���&
���, in his accounts of
his ���$�s in various Islamic disciplines, devotes more than 40 pages to
disclosing his 7��8�� ���$�s before going on to those in ��:�, ����8’�� and
��>�%%�. His 7��8�� ���$�s mostly go back through ���������� to
���������( and further to Egyptian ���$�s, or directly in ascending order
from Shams ������������� to �������������� to ;��������������1�� to
$�����+������������� and so forth to �����. 

But $������ ���&
��� also possessed a 7��8�� ���$�, beginning with
‘�������������=��
� (d. 1083/1672), who migrated from Lahore, India, to
Medina. ���=��
�, by way of this ���$�, connected him with ��-�������
���	����(��. This ���$� also includes Ibn ��+�� at its apex, and has names
not in the Egyptian and North African ���$�s. By way of this ���$�, ���
&
��� is directly connected to the Indian tradition of 7��8�� studies.19

It is interesting to note that ���&
��� has also an interesting 7��8�� ���$�,
which runs through >?�8 shaykhs that connect him to Ibn ‘����. It went
from ����������, who received it from ���������(, who took it from his
father, ‘����.� ‘�����������
�� ‘���������������(, who got it from his
master, ������’���, who got it from ;��������������1��, who got it from
��
� ���%�#�� ��������� �������4�, who got it from Sharaf ������ �.
$���������0����#� ���;��� from ��
���������� ‘������"��, who got it
from the great master Ibn ‘����, who got it from ‘Abd ���"�������.�‘��
���,�4����, who got it from ��
����%�#�����&��
��, who got it from ��

$���’�� �����1��� �������(, who finally got it from ‘���� ���0�����
���0�����.20 This ���$� was inherited by al-K
r�n’s disciples, such as ‘Abd
���������,�1�. ���,�1� tells us in his *��$����@���$�����,��’������‘-�%
��@���$� that he studied ���:������’� �����and ���	���’’� �����with 
���&
��� on the authority of this ���$�.21

The importance of stating $���������&
���’� long ���$� above is that it
will enable us to see how chains of transmission can increasingly become
orthodox and, by extension, how Ibn ‘����, often accused of being an
‘unorthodox’ >?�8, was a source of authority to scholars who were mostly
known as �7������s.22

On the above list of names, three are perhaps most important: Ibn ‘����/
;��������������1��, and ‘Abd ���"������������’���. For some Muslims it
may be a shock to learn that a major �7������ such as �����1�� possessed
a 7��8�� ���$� that went back through Ibn ‘����, who had been condemned
by many other �7������s. It is important to note that, although ;��������
�����1�� was widely known as a great �7������ and chief ��7, he was in
fact also a >?�8. He studied with and received ��>�%%� from, among others,
Mu�ammad ��� ����. �����1�� also wrote several treatises on Sufism,
including a commentary on ����������’� +��$���� ��@��>�%%�, which is
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known for its insistence on the conformity of Sufism to the ����8’��. There-
fore, it is not a mere historical coincidence that �����1�� initiated the young
������’��� (d. 973/1565) into Islamic mysticism.23 The fruit of the master-
disciple relation of this type of scholar was the emergence of ������’���’�
‘neo-Sufism’ or, as Trimingham24 calls it, the ‘middle course’, that is, a
combination of ��>�%%� and ��:�.

The connection between the leading �������� scholars and the neo-
>?�8 ������’��� was far from simply a chain in the transmission of
particular 7��8��s or authority in studying 7��8�� books. Instead, their
linkages were crucial to the transmission of the doctrines of neo-Sufism.
����������������, for instance, traces his teachings on the obligation of
disciples of the 9��8:�� to move (��=���) from negligence and ignorance
to enlightenment, to wage +���� against inward and outward enemies, and
to persevere in facing hardships, or on the permissibility of women to be
initiated into the mystical ways, to ������’���. ������’��� taught them
to ‘��� ���������(, who taught them to his son, ������ ���������(,
who in turn taught them directly to ����������. But it is important to
note that ������’��� derived his teachings from the authority of ���
���
-.25 ���������� also attributes similar teachings to ;��������
�����1�� through A��������������(, who got them from Shams �����
�������, who received them by way of ‘general �=$;��’ (��@�=$;��� ��@
’$����) from �����1��.26

Similarly, $���������&
��� had connections with ������’���, which
appear in more ways than simply by way of 7��8�� ���$�: he read
������’���’� works with A��������������(, who received them from
his father, ‘��� ���������(, who acquired them directly from the 
author, ������’���.27 Therefore, it is clear that ���&
��� was fully aware
of ������’���’� neo-Sufism.

Another example of the scholars in our networks who treated 7��8�� schol-
arship with particular regard is ���������	����. He presents his ���$�s in the
search of exoteric (K$���) and esoteric (�$9��) sciences in his (	����� ��@
H$���8�����(��$����@,���$’�)����@,7�::�:8����@,’�����8�.28 He possessed,
for instance, an Egyptian 7��8�� ���$� which began directly from ‘���’ �����
���,����, who in turn connected him with Shams �������������, ;��������
�����1�� and Ibn ��+��. He also acquired a North African and Egyptian ���$�
by way of ‘$��������4�����as well as an Indian ���$� that went back through
)��4��#������ to �����1��. In addition to the ‘Kutub al-Sittah’, he studied
numerous other 7��8�� books, such as the ��@,%�99$’ of M�lik b. Anas����@
�������@*��$�of al-Bayhaq and ��@/$��’ ��@L�	�8� of ������
-.29

The particular importance placed by these scholars on 7��8�� reflects
their conscious attempts to make the way of the Prophet, besides the
���’���8 teachings, not only a source of law but also a boundless inspi-
ration towards proper moral conduct. Therefore, as a rule, in their 7��8��
studies they did not confine themselves to studying standard 7��8�� books.
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We have cited several books, outside the ‘Kutub al-Sittah’, studied by
���	����. It is also clear from ���&
���’� accounts that the six canonical
7��8�� books constituted only a small portion of his 7��8�� studies. Many
lesser-known 7��8�� books, such as the ,����� ��@A$���8, ,����
��@(�;$���,�������@*��8�and ,�����‘��8���@���8�8���@,�%>�8, in fact
constituted a substantial portion of his 7��8�� scholarship.30 There were
indeed serious efforts on the part of our scholars to go beyond the tra-
ditional study of the ‘Kutub al-Sittah’.

Thus, these scholars did not view 7��8�� studies in the traditional way
that is, for the sake of the ����8’�� as such. ���#� studies were directed
to achieving other, higher, pious purposes. ������ ���	����, for
example, believes that the 7��8�� will lead to real intimacy with the
Prophet, who was second only to God as the essence of faith.31 Accord-
ing to ����������������, the Prophet was the most important figure for
the 9��8:�� people, as he was the source of the ����8’�� after God
himself.32 So attached were our scholars to the 7��8�� that $������ ���
&
��� asserts, ‘I have no doubt that it [7��8��] will be everlasting on
earth’.33

Our scholars were also aware of the fact that there were scholars who
fabricated 7��8�� in order to pursue their own ends in the name of the
Prophet. For that reason, in their 7��8�� studies, they preferred what these
scholars called the ‘high ���$�s’ or the superior ���$�s (‘�%���@���$��
�
��@���$�� ��@’$�8), namely, those consisting of scholars of renowned
integrity. According to ‘�������������,�1�, a superior ���$� for a scholar
is much like a sharper sword for a fighter: it is a more effective tool. He
gives another illustration: a scholar without the superior ���$� is like a
wood gatherer who comes in the night into a forest that has venomous
snakes without light.34

Thus, a superior ���$� is essential to scholars in the networks in order for
them to be able to receive the true 7��8��s, not the fabricated ones.
���	���� takes special note of those scholars who fabricated or adver-
tently abused the 7��8��s by citing a tradition of the Prophet which states
that whoever says something the Prophet does not say, then his seat in the
hereafter will be of fire.35 In a different tone, ���&
��� appeals to his fellow
>?�8s to interpret the 7��8�� only with sufficient knowledge and under-
standing of all teachings of Islam; to do otherwise would lead only to
the elimination of ���$’ (‘annihilation’ or ‘passing away’ of physical con-
sciousness), an important stage of the mystical journey.36

There is no doubt that the special emphasis placed by these scholars on
7��8�� studies had considerable impact not only in linking the scholars
together, as well as the various Islamic ‘little traditions’, but also in
bringing changes in their view of Sufism, especially in its relation to the
����8’��. 
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NEO-SUFISM AND THE SHARJ’AH

The emphasis on the study of 7��8�� or the way of the Prophet, the second
source of Islamic law, led our scholars to a greater appreciation of the
significance of the ����8’�� in Sufism. It is interesting to take �����
���������� as an example in this respect. ���������� was initiated by
������ ���������( into the ���--������� order, often associated with
Indian Sufism, which tended to transgress the rules of the ����8’��—at
least in the earlier growth of this order.
���������������� played an important part in the reorientation of the

���--������� order by emphasising the importance of Islamic legal
doctrines in the mystical way. In his opinion, both exoteric (legal/����8’��)
and esoteric (mystical/7�:8:��) aspects of Islam should be in harmony 
and not in conflict with each other. Citing the ,8;$� [��@*��$] of
������’���,37 he believes that there must be loyal adherence to the precepts
of the ����8’�� on which the doctrine and practice of the 7�:8:�� would be
built. Therefore, all mystical aspirants must practise the whole doctrine of
the ����8’�� before they can hope to gain God’s trust.38

���������� recognises certain differences between the two ‘ways’—
indeed ‘way’ or ‘path’ is among the meanings of both ����8’�� and 9��8:��.
He maintains that they originated from the same sources—namely, the
���’�� and the 7��8��. Basically, Muslims could attain certain stages of the
7�:8:�� while ignoring doctrines of the ����8’�� laid down by the ���’��
and the 7��8��, but they could not ‘feel’ the real blessing of God. Therefore,
the >?�8 needs to travel the mystical path with the guidance of the ����8’��.
According to �������(, ‘When he [����������] speaks about the
7�:8:��, he always supports it with ���’���8 verses and the tradition of the
Prophet’.39 Johns rightly concludes that, in contrast to a few other >?�8s who
devoted most of their exegetical skill to the ���’��, ���������� always
presented his views by citing both the ���’�� and the 7��8��.40

With a clear vision of the proper relation between the ����‘�� and
Sufism, it is not surprising that ���������� was an ardent supporter of
neo-Sufism. He holds that there would be no real ��:$� nor �7%$�
(stages of mystical progress) without having sufficient knowledge (‘���)
and good deeds (‘����) as taught by the ���’�� and the 7��8��. ‘��� alone
is not enough; there simply would be no real mystical progress for those
who did not fulfill the obligatory ‘��$���, such as prayers, fasting or alms,
and other recommended actions. 
���������� takes the Prophet Muhammad as the exemplary figure of

the perfect man of Sufism. As a >?�8, the Prophet did not alienate himself
from society; he not only asked people to enjoin good and prohibit evil but
also intermingled with their brethren, and performed his ‘mundane’ duties.
����������, on the authority of the scholar and historian ��������(,
refutes the belief held in certain >?�8 circles that the Prophet used to take
from his companions what later became known among >?�8s as ‘��@)���:��
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��@>?������’ (lit. ‘>?�8’s rag’).41 He simply could not accept the inclusion of
the Prophet in specific 9��8:��s, which would have supported the often-
heard claim that it was sanctioned by the Prophet himself.

Similarly, $������ ���&
��� emphasises the paramount importance of
the ����8’�� without necessarily putting aside his attachment to Sufism. He
argues that >?�8s should not allow their views and actions to conflict with
the ����8’�� and other religious duties. The ������@)����, people of intuitive
revelation, have their own understanding of the meanings of the ���’��
and the Prophetic 7��8��. He reminds them, however, that each verse of 
the ���’�� or ���� (text) of the 7��8�� has not only esoteric (�$9��)
meanings—as understood by the ���� ��@)����—but also exoteric (K$���)
meanings. As a consequence, the >?�8s must not put their understanding of
the ���’�� in opposition to that of the ���� ��@����8’��. He takes as an
example the issue of ���$’ (‘annihilation’) in the ���’�� (55: 25). He
explains that, according to its exoteric meaning, ���$’ is clearly not natural
death (��@��%����@9��8’8), but esoterically it is a kind of ‘death’ (��@��%��
��@��’��%8).42

It is clear that for ���&
��� the reconciliation between the ����8’�� and
Sufism is not to be taken lightly. In dealing with this matter, his argument
is subtle and philosophical. This is not surprising because, as �������(
tells us in detail, he was familiar with various kinds of intellectual
discourses, ranging from ��’#�!���#B and ���’��#B������ to Ibn ‘����’�
philosophical mysticism and the Greek philosophy of Plato and Aristotle.43

In this regard he was a scholar of distinctive stature in the networks. But 
it must be borne in mind that his tone was always conciliatory and 
all-embracing. Thus, in addition to emphasising total obedience to the
����8’��, he makes appeals for the recognition of the )���� as a valid path
to understanding the inner meaning of the ���’�� and the 7��8��.

For common Muslims, the intricate realm of Islamic philosophical inter-
pretation could lead them to confusion and even lead them astray. Many
scholars in the networks realised this. They shared a sense of responsibility
for preventing their fellows from being heretical through a misunderstand-
ing of the mystical doctrines and practices of Islam. This concern is shown
by some scholars in the networks not simply by issuing ��#(�� but more
importantly by devoting special works to the subject. 

There are several outstanding examples of this. Prominent among them
is $���������&
���. He seems to have been very responsive to answering
questions either directly or indirectly posed to him. At least nine out of his
49 works listed by ���,�4���� were devoted to responding to a variety of
difficult issues, ranging from the relation of Sufism to the ����8’�� and the
question of whether man will be able to see God, to the issue of ��:�8�
(blind imitation).44 His most important work of this type is ��7$����@A��)8
��� ����7� ��@�7���� ��@,������� ��$� +?7� ��@���8, which has been cited
several times earlier. Johns45 claims that it was ���&
���’� most important
single work. 
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���&
��� wrote the ��7$�� ��@A��)8 in response to %�7�� �����
���,�����9
�’� ��@�7���� ��@,������� ��$� +?7� ��@���8. As Johns
concludes,46 in this succinct work, complemented by its short commentary,
��@7�:8:�����@,%$��:��������@����8’��, ���,�����9
� essentially attempts
to restrain the extravagant type of Sufism by emphasising the essential
elements of Islam, such as the absolute Being (.=?�) of God and the
importance of the ����8’��. Apart from this, I would argue, the author’s
basic concepts, such as the seven grades of being and his arguments to
explain them, are absolutely philosophical. These in turn might or could
obscure the real intention of the author, especially if the work was read by
the �%%$� (common believers).

The �7������@,������ was written in 1000/1590, and in 1030/1619 or
earlier it was already known in the Malay-Indonesian world. The effects of
this book on Islam in the archipelago were recorded by ���&
��� and his
disciple, �������(. The latter tells us that he first met and studied with
���&
��� in 1086/1675. The ��7$����@A��)8 had obviously been completed
before that year, for �������( read it together with other books, such as
the ��787���@()�$�8 (and other ‘Kutub al-Sittah’), the /$��’ ��@L�	�8��of
������
-, the �7�$’ ‘-�?�� ��@A8� of ��� ��!�� and the ��?7$�
��@,�))����� of Ibn ‘����.47 In his account of %�7�����������,�����9
�,
�������( relates that: 48

Our Shaykh ��@*�$��������@,7�::�:8��$���������&
��� told me, while we
were reading the �7������@,������ with him, that some of our /$%8
companions (��’E��>7$���$���@/$%���8�) informed him that this treatise and
matters it treats was popular and famous in their land and that it is read in
their religious schools, and that youth study it as one of the minor treatises in
their rudimentary studies.

���&
��� himself, in his introductory notes to the ��7$�� ��@A��)8,
provides further background to his writing of the commentary:49

We have had reliable information from a group (=��$’��) of the /$%���8� that
there have spread among the population of the lands of /$%�� some books on
the 7�:8:�� [Divine Realities] and gnostic knowledge (‘�?����@���$�) passed
from hand to hand by those attributed with knowledge because of their study
and the teaching of others, but who have no understanding of the ‘����
��@����8’�� of the Prophet [Muhammad], the Chosen, the Elect [by God],
peace be upon him, nor the ‘������@7�:$’�: bestowed upon those who follow
the path of God, the Exalted; those who are close to Him, those admirable
ones, or those who have set their foot on any path of their paths founded on
the *��$� [���’��] and the Sunnah [Tradition] through perfect obedience both
outwardly (��@K$���) and inwardly (��@�$9��), as is done by the devout and
pure. This is the reason for the deviation of many of them [the /$%���8�] from
the right path, for the rise of impure belief: in fact they have entered into the
crooked camp of atheism (��@;����:��) and heresy (��@��7$�).
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It is mentioned [by the /$%���8�] to me that among the famous books was
the compendium named ��@�7������@,���������$�M+?7N���@���8, peace be
upon him, written by the adept by God’s help, ��������������������������
%�7�����������,�����9
�, may God the Almighty render him of service. More
than one of them have repeatedly asked my poor self (��@��:8�) to write a
commentary on it to make clear of the questions [it discusses] to the principles
of religion, confirmed by the Noble Book and the Sunnah of the Master of the
apostles, peace be upon him.

While Drewes50 points out that ���&
��� wrote the work on the orders of
����������, the accounts of both ���&
��� and �������( provide no
evidence to substantiate his view. If it is true, the work must have been
conceived before the death of ���������� in 1071/1660. Whether he wrote it
after having been asked directly by his /$%8�students or whether it was recom-
mended by ����������, or both, what is important is that ���&
��� took the
task very seriously. He made special prayers for guidance (����)�$���) at 
the tomb of the Prophet in Medina, and he began the work only after he was
sure that his prayers were answered and that it was appropriate for him 
to do the work.51 What follows in the ��7$����@A��)8 is a long presentation 
on the mystical interpretation of Islam based on the ���’�� and the 7��8��.
$���������&
��� seems not to have been satisfied with writing only a

single work on the ‘��@,��$’��� ��@/$%�����’ (the questions of the /$%8
people). He wrote another work entitled ��@/�%$�$����@I���$%������ ‘��
��@,��$’�����@/$%��������@/��������,52 in which he once again attempted to
clear the matter up. It is unfortunate that we can find no trace of it; we
hardly have any concept of it beyond what its title indicates.

The religious problems of the /$%8 evidently persisted for some time 
in ���&
���’� circle. ‘���� �������
�� �������, very likely one of his
students, wrote a work called O��$��� ���� ‘��$������@,��:�����8�����
���� ��@/$%8. This work, like the �7���� ��@,������, deals with the
question of the Being and Unity of God.53 The name ‘�����������
� occurs
in one of ���������’� silsilahs of the ���--������� 9��8:��. ���������,
according to this silsilah, received the 9��8:�� from ‘�����������
�, who
took it from ���&
���, who in turn received it from ����������.54 ���
&
��� also wrote a work for ‘�����������
� entitled *�������@,���?�� �8
/�%$����’����� ‘������@��)?�, which could indicate their close relation-
ship55 (see chapter 4).

Despite controversy around the �7������@,������, it was used as an
important reference by virtually all major Malay-Indonesian scholars
throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. From Shams �����
�������#��� (d. 1039/1630), �������, ���������56 and �����������57 to
���*������� and ���������	���� ���,��+��, all referred to the �7���
��@,������ in their writings.

Another prominent scholar who wrote a work of this nature in order to
meet the special religious needs of the /$%8 was :�+� ������ �.� �����,
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better known as $�����’�
�. He also devoted a special work to answering
problems originating from the ‘(��$����@/$%��’. The problem concerned
the concept of the %�7�$������ (Unity of God). The title of the work is ��@
/$������@D�%8���� ��$���7:8:�,��’�������@.=?��%����’���:���@D����
��@D��8���� �8� ��@/�%$�� ‘��� ��@��’����� ��@.$���������� M(��$�N� /$%��.58

It is doubtful whether the work is available today, as I found no trace of 
this very important text on the intellectual relations between the Malay-
Indonesian world and the Middle East. It seems probable that it was
���������, who asked $��������’�
� to write this work, as he was included
among the scholars coming into contact with him in Mecca.

The fact that at least three works are devoted by leading ��������
‘���$’ in the seventeenth century to what our sources call ‘��@,��$’���
��@/$%�����’ indicates the nature of the relationships between the /$%8
students and scholars in Mecca and Medina. As we will see later, in the
second half of the eighteenth century ��������� ���&���, a leading
�������� scholar who was also the teacher of a group of Malay-
Indonesian students, wrote a work of the same nature, entitled ��@A����
��@(���������8�/�%$����@��’�������@/$%�����. All of this indicates the exis-
tence of an intense intellectual discourse between Malay-Indonesian
students and scholars in the centres of the ��������. It also shows us the
concern among the �������� scholars about, and commitment to, intellec-
tual reform among their fellow Muslims in the Malay-Indonesian world.
They simply would not allow them to go astray because of any misunder-
standing of the proper relationship between the ����8’�� and Sufism. 
$���������&
��� was fully aware of this danger. He thus insists that

those who aspire to follow the mystical path should prepare themselves for
this journey by a correct understanding of the ���’�� and the 7��8�� and by
total attachment both outwardly and inwardly to ����8’�� doctrines. To do
otherwise, he believes, will only result in deviation from the right path and,
worse still, to unbelief and heresy.59 Furthermore, as related by �������(,
���&
��� maintains that young students should initially be taught articles
of faith, the exoteric meaning of the ���’�� and the 7��8��, and the teach-
ings and practices of the righteous predecessors (��@���$����@L$��78�) ���
��
they are exposed to mystical doctrines by masters who are learned not only
in Sufism but also in ����8’��.60

����������������’� daily practice also demonstrated his concern with
common believers going astray because of their inability to comprehend
the correct significance of the mystical way. Citing ���&
���, �������(
relates that ���������� usually would not allow his friends to read and
discuss with him certain difficult and problematic passages of $���‘����’�
��@��?7$�� ��@,�))�����, except in a very restricted manner. He would
discuss them only when uneducated people were not present, and then only
in a special room with locked doors. ���������� believed that great >?�8s,
such as al-Junayd, never discussed anything about the 7�:$’�: except with
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select ()��%%$>) friends or disciples. He then goes on to cite some
examples from the Prophet Muhammad, who never said anything that
could lead to confusion among his companions, and who indeed made
distinctions between the common believers (��@’�%%$�) and the select
(��@)��%%$>).61

NEO-SUFISM AND ACTIVISM

Another striking intellectual tendency characteristic of the networks is the
emphasis on the use of reason and, by extension, on the exercise of indi-
vidual judgment (�=���$�) in religious matters. There is no evidence,
however, that they actually employed the familiar slogan ‘open the �$�
��@�=���$�’ (‘the gate of individual judgment’), which has, since the early
twentieth centry, been declared by modern Muslim scholars. 
���������������� is reported to have urged Muslims who possessed

sufficient ‘��� (knowledge) to understand both outward and inward
meanings of the verses of the ���’�� and the 7��8��. He appealed to those
who devoted themselves to religion (��:�����8���@A8�) to exercise �=���$�.
He takes $���‘���� as an example of this. According to ����������, $��
‘���� made use of 7��8�� extensively in order to make his own �=���$�.
Although many traditionists opposed $�� ‘����’� judgment, ����������
believes that he had brought all his learning together in his attempts to
produce his own �=���$�. $���‘����’� �=���$� essentially constituted a new
interpretation of the mystical doctrine of Islam. ���������� then cites his
own experience of having changed his ������� from ����� to �����’�,
after he exerted himself to produce his own �=���$�. As for those who have
little knowledge, ���������� considers it better for them to take others’
�=���$�s and simply become �:�����s (‘followers’).62

���������� places emphasis not only on the exercise of reason but also
on activism. Time after time he urges Muslims to abandon their negligence
and ignorance by searching for ‘���, and by using their time to good
purpose. He also insists that Muslims fully perform their worldly duties in
order to support their lives by teaching, trading or farming. In his opinion,
a real >?�8 is not one who alienates himself from society but one who
enjoins good and prohibits evil, and lends his helping hand to the
oppressed, the sick and the poor. Furthermore, a real >?�8 is one who can
mutually cooperate (��’$%�) with other Muslims for the betterment of
society. These are some examples given of good deeds that should be done
by those who aspire to be perfect men (��@���$����@)$���) as ideally envi-
sioned by Sufism.63

In contrast to most >?�8s, who would simply emphasise the total
emotional commitment to God without the interference of reason, $�����
���&
���, like ����������������, encourages Muslims to exercise their
reason. Speaking in a more philosophical way, he promotes an intellectual
understanding of God and His role as Creator and the relation of the Creator
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to creation. In bringing up the issue of reason here, he evokes the classic
heated discussion between the ���)�����?� (‘theologians’) and the ���
��@7��8�� (‘traditionists’). It is beyond the scope of our discussion to dwell
on the long analysis in his ��7$����@A��)8 on such hotly debated topics as
the Realities of God, the obscure meaning (�����$���$�) of some verses
of the ���’�� and the nature of stages of mystical journeys.64 I do not feel,
however, that by bringing back these issues he intends to reactivate contro-
versies among scholars. Rather, as �������( tells us, all he wants to do is
to promote mutual understanding among scholars by emphasising their
points of agreement.65 After all, as ���&
��� reminds the Muslims, by
citing ��������’, ��� ��!�� and Ibn ‘����, the power of reason is not
without limit.66

It is worth noting, however, that not all scholars involved in the networks
were ready to present long and complicated arguments to promote activism in
their societies. An exception to this trend was ��������������4����, who
was indeed a ‘radical’ scholar. Although he was a >?�8 himself, and founded
the famous I���������������$9 in Mecca, he was opposed to the extravagant
type of Sufism which permitted drum-beating and dancing in the ���$9s, and
to those >?�8s who alienated themselves from mainstream society. In his
opinion, this type of Sufism was not sanctioned by the ���’�� and 7��8��.
Taking the law into his own hands, he expelled the �>7$�� ��@)���$%8
(secluded people) who had carried on those practices from those ���$9s affili-
ated with the ��������s of Qayt Bey and ����������� in Mecca. In so doing,
he made more room for resident students (��@�=$%��?�), who, he believed,
better deserved them. ��������������4����, who had endowed a number of
��������s and ���$9s in the ��������, also challenged misappropriation 
of the %�:��properties by the �������� family. These things brought him into
open conflict with the Meccan ������. After several failed attempts, they
were finally able to expel him from Mecca in 1093/1682 with the reluctant
help of the Ottoman authorities. A year later he died in Damascus.67

The reformism of the networks, as we have seen thus far, is clearly
centred on the social, moral and intellectual reconstruction of Muslim
society. Although we find little evidence to indicate that specific discussion
occurred among scholars about the regression of Muslim society, they
apparently realised that society needed to be revitalised. The most logical
way to achieve that end, it seemed to them, was by engendering a more
balanced comprehension of each of the aspects of Islam itself: emphasising
all its teachings in a unified fashion, such as legal and mystical, intellectual
and practical, and social and individual. Thus, none of our scholars rejected
Sufism or dismissed the importance of the ����8’��. Their stress is clearly
reformist, purificationist and activist in tone. In short, they sought to bring
about changes in their society by their own efforts rather than waiting for
eschatological intervention. There is no evidence to suggest that there were
any among the scholars who adhered to such ideas as millenarianism or
Mahdism. In fact, they strongly rejected these views. 
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The best-known example of the rejection of millenarianism is the
polemic concerning the claim among the Indian subcontinent scholars that
���������������� (971–1034/1564–1624) was the renewer of the second
millennium (�=�����@�� ���@�� ��$�8) of Islam. The strongest refutation to
such a claim came from the ‘���$’ involved in the networks. The most
prominent among them, ����������.�‘����������
�����,��!��+, devoted
two works to the issue, entitled D��7���@O����%��D���7��8�+����/��$�$�
������@�������8, completed on 15 Rajab 1093/20 July 1682, and ��@�$������
��@�$=����� ��� ��@���:��� ��@�P=����, completed on 7 Muharram 1095/26
December 1683.68 ���������’�+�� wrote another work called ��@’�>�����@
����� ��� ���8>$��*����$���7������@�������8.69 It is reported that ���&
���
also wrote a treatise on the subject, but we cannot find any trace of it in
various lists of his works. Meanwhile, ���������� is said to have written 
a treatise after he engaged in a long discussion with Adam Banuri 
(d. 1053/1643), a leading follower of ����������, who preached his
master’s doctrine in the ��������.70

���������� claimed that his age was full of darkness. A thousand years
after the death of the Prophet Muhammad, Islam had regressed; at the same
time, infidelity and ���’�� (unwarranted innovations) held sway among the
Muslims. He believed that he himself was a scholar of perfect knowledge,
who was capable of fulfilling the task of the steadfast prophet to renew and
revive Islam. Friedmann71 shows us that eschatological speculations are in
the background of ����������’� view of his times. His eschatology,
however, does not anticipate the ultimate end of the world but rather the
arrest of the process of decline at its nadir by means of ��=�8� (renewal). By
attributing the necessity of ��=�8� to the period of 1000 years, he evidently
adheres to the concept of millenarianism.

The crux of the issue attacked by ���,��!��+ was the very concept of 
and belief in the second millennium. He poses the following rhetorical
questions:

What is the meaning of the Renewer of the Second Millennium? Does a
second millennium remain from the time allotted to this community so that he
[����������] can be its renewer? Did the ‘���$’ not agree unanimously and
did ��@7$��K al-Suy
- not say in his epistle (called) ��@*���� [‘���,=$%�;��
�$��������@-�������@���] that not even five hundred years will elapse after
the Millennium and that the Day of resurrection will take place four hundred
old years after it.72

Unlike the concept and belief in the centennial renewal of Islam widely
accepted by Muslim scholars, ����������’� views on the millennial renewal
imply the abolition of Muhammad’s prophecy and of his law. This becomes
clearer when he asserts that the Ka’bah is superior to the Prophet; that the
Prophet reached perfection only 1000 years after his death, the time when
the 7�:8:��@���7�����8 was changing to 7�:8:��@���7���8; and that he
had a direct relationship with God without Muhammad’s prophetic medi-
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ation.73 With regard to these teachings, ���,��!��+, after mentioning ���
&
���, who discussed these issues in the light of the ���’�� and the
7��8��, concludes that ���������� was an infidel.74 It is not very clear
whether ���&
���, who was known for his conciliatory nature, really
shares ���,��!��+’� conclusion. ����������, however, supports ���
,��!��+ when he points out that it was infidelity to state that the reality of
the Ka’bah was superior to the reality of the Prophet Muhammad.75

NEO-SUFISM AND ORGANISATION OF THE HARJQAHS

What was the impact of all the above doctrinal changes in Sufism on the
organisational aspect of the 9��8:��s? In attempting to assess the organisa-
tion of the 9��8:��s, we will take a comparative perspective.76

The most striking feature of the 9��8:��s in the period under discussion
is that they appear to have been loosely organised; there were no clear cut
boundaries between the numerous 9��8:��s in either their doctrines and
practices (ritual and ceremonies) or their ‘membership’. L?�8 shaykhs and
��8�s (disciples) did not necessarily owe their loyalty to a single 9��8:��;
they could become masters and disciples of a number of 9��8:��s. Further-
more, they could be affiliated not only with certain 9��8:��s originating
from or mostly developing in one particular area of the Muslim world but
also with those coming from other regions. This fact undoubtedly explains
further the cosmopolitanism of our scholars in the networks. 
���������������� is a good example to support this observation. As he

tells us, he was affiliated with almost a dozen 9��8:��s: the ���--�������/
Chishtiyyah, Firdawsiyyah, Kubrawiyyah all of which he received from
������ ���������( or directly from )��4��#� �����. He also took the
Suhrawardiyyah order from )��4��#������, and from ���������( by way of
a silsilah which included ������’���. As for the ���������� 9��8:��, he took
it from his father, and ���������( and )��4��#������. He was also affiliated
with the orders of :���
������, �(������, Khalwatiyyah and Naqsh-
bandiyyah, all of which he received from ���������( and )��4��#������.
Then he took the ,�-������� order through a silsilah which went back to
���������,�1�. Finally he received the ������������ order and 9��8:�� of
$�� ‘���� from ���������( by a silsilah which included ������’���.77

����������’� ���$�s of these orders tell us how the Indian and North
African traditions of Sufism had their meeting points initially in
���������( and later in ����������. They also indicate how $���‘����’�
mystical tradition passed through generations down to the scholars in the
networks. Similarly, ���	���� received several >?�8 orders from various
traditions. He took the Naqshbandiyyah order from :�+����'��� and ��
&����, the ���������� order from Ni’mat ��������������, the ������������
order from ‘���’ ������ ���,����, and the Khalwatiyyah order from
���������‘$����.�&��������������.78
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Although affiliation with numerous 9��8:��s was widely practised, once
a disciple declared his allegiance (���’��) to a certain Shaykh he was
required to obey his orders. As ���������� maintains, allegiance to the
shaykh would lead him to the real meaning of the mystical way.79 However,
���������� appears to have opposed the teachings of most 9��8:��s in
earlier periods, which required disciples to behave vis-à-vis their masters as
‘a dead body in the hands of its washer’.80 He asked disciples to leave their
masters and their 9��8:��s if they transgressed Islamic legal doctrines as
laid down by the ���’�� and the 7��8��. This is because ����������
believes that the essence of joining the 9��8:�� is entering the ����8’��.81

Thus, the rules of the ����8’�� become the norms for disciples wishing
to be initiated into the 9��8:��s. Among the most important requirements
for the acceptance of disciples is maturity (��?	�), which makes them
accountable for practising all the pillars of Islam; in short, a total obedience
to the ����8’�� both outwardly and inwardly.82 With such stringent require-
ments, the membership of the 9��8:�� becomes quite restricted. These
restrictions go even further in the adoption of such divisions among 
disciples as ‘�%%$� (lay) and )��%%$> (elite). Both ���������� and ���
&
��� believed that only the ���((�1 disciples could be taught the real
substance of the mystical ways. Exposing all secrets of the 9��8:��
doctrines to the ‘�%%$� would result only in religio-intellectual confusion
and heresy.83 All these restrictions make it clear that the 9��8:�� organisa-
tion was intended more as a vehicle for intensifying religious beliefs and
devotional practices than for recruiting mass followings.

Although membership in the 9��8:��s was quite restricted, disciples in the
�������� were far from homogeneous. In contrast to, for instance, the disci-
ples of ������������������(—a master of ������’���—who were mostly
fellahs,84 the �������� >?�8s and disciples were heterogeneous in many
respects. The �������� >?�8s geographically came from various parts of the
Muslim world; religiously they adhered to different �������s; and socially
they occupied various positions in society, from teachers and traders to rulers.
The heterogeneity in the membership of the 9��8:��s in the ��������
undoubtedly comes from the existence of cosmopolitanism in the area.

Partly also because of their cosmopolitanism, the succession in the
�������� 9��8:��s is ascriptive rather than descriptive. There was a
tendency among certain orders in Egypt in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries to make the post of >?�8 shaykh a hereditary position.85 However,
the �������� >?�8 shaykhs, as a rule, designated their best disciples to lead
their 9��8:��s. We have numerous examples of this. ���������������(
designated ���������� his successor in several 9��8:��s. The latter, in turn,
appointed ���&
��� to succeed him as the ���--������� shaykh.
���������� also appointed ��������� as his ���--������� )���8��� for one
of its branches in the Malay-Indonesian world. It is not very clear whether
this pattern of succession in the �������� 9��8:��s was in one way or
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another influenced by ������’���’� opposition to the principle of automatic
hereditary succession among his fellow Egyptian >?�8 shaykhs.86

Furthermore, the �������� >?�8 shaykhs appear to have been free from
the image of ‘holy men’ that we often find in the accounts of earlier
9��8:��s.87 The image of the wandering dervish is almost entirely absent in
the accounts of the �������� >?�8s. This is related to the special emphasis
put by scholars involved in the networks on the importance of the ����8’��
in the 9��8:�� practices and of following the example of the Prophet
Muhammad. They generally believe that the real >?�8 is not the one who
distinguishes himself from the rest of society by wearing distinctive clothes. 

In this respect, according to ����������, the real >?�8 is the one who
dresses well in accordance with the rules of the ����8’��. The clothes a >?�8
wears should be clean, for cleanliness reflects the purity of the soul.88 As
for ���&
���, �������
+ vividly narrates that despite his reputation as a
great scholar and >?�8, he wore only the clothes of ordinary people, dis-
regarding the style of dress of certain ‘���$’ who lengthened their sleeves
and enlarged their turbans in order to command people’s respect, or of
some >?�8s who wore dervish clothes to raise their aura of sanctity.89

Another important organisational aspect of the 9��8:��s concerns their
centre of activities. If most 9��8:��s in other parts of the Muslim world
carried out their activities mainly in the ���$9s, )�$�:$�s or z�wiyahs, the
�������� >?�8s were centred in the Holy Mosques, teachers’ houses and
���$9s. However, the ����� Mosque in Mecca and the 	���( Mosque
were the most important centres of devotional and learning activities. Most
of our >?�8 scholars studied and later taught as well as practised their
Sufistic rituals there. The accounts of ������ ���	����, cited earlier,
demonstrate this. 

Furthermore, those scholars who had settled in the �������� had their
own houses, which sometimes also had large libraries.90 Thus, the >?�8
shaykhs, in most cases, did not live in the ���$9s but in their own houses,
where they also held learning sessions.91 This significantly reduced the
tendency among the >?�8 shaykhs to style themselves in a more dervish
fashion if they lived in the ���$9s. The ���$9s were, of course, also impor-
tant centres of learning and devotional activities for the �������� >?�8s.
But they were occupied mainly by disciples, who stayed there temporarily
until they returned to their homelands or travelled elsewhere. These ���$9s
were usually led by an appointed head who was an administrator rather than
a >?�8 shaykh.92

CONTINUITY AND CHANGE

It is important to keep in mind that with the emergence of neo-Sufism 
the old paradigm of Sufism did not completely disappear. Extravagant
Sufism was still practised by some people in Mecca, as we have seen in the
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experience of ��������������4����. In spite of this, there is no evidence
that our scholars attempted to remove all aspects of the earlier tradition of
the 9��8:��s. Therefore, it is appropriate to describe this phenomenon as
one of continuity and change. While the scholars in the networks substan-
tially reduced the extravagant and ecstatic features of earlier Sufism and
emphasised loyal adherence to the ����8’��, at the same time they main-
tained their doctrinal links with, for instance, Ibn ‘A���. However, in
maintaining their connection with Ibn ‘A��� they tended to disengage
themselves from some points of his controversial doctrines.

Johns93 has pointed out that $���������&
��� was one of the last great
exponents of the school of Ibn ‘A���, so far as his philosophical and theo-
logical ideas are concerned. But we should be careful not to conclude that
his thought was dominated by Ibn ‘A���’� teachings. It is true that, in his
��7$�� ��@A��)8, he often cites Ibn ‘A���, but at the same time he puts
forward his own arguments by citing ��� ��!��, ���������� and even Ibn
Taymiyyah.94 Furthermore, he studied not only Ibn ‘Arab’s philosophical
doctrines but also his legal teachings. As he tells us, he learned this often
neglected aspect of Ibn ‘A���’� teachings not from a >?�8 but from a promi-
nent Meccan scholar, Zayn ���‘6����� ���@����, who was known as a
�7������.95

The same is true of ���������	����. In the same vein he expresses a
great appreciation of ��� ��!�� and Ibn ‘A���. He tells us that he studied
��� ��!��’� �7�$’ ‘-�?����@A8� with Sayyid �������������������4����
��������, better known as ��@,�7=?�, who later issued him an �=$;�� to
teach ��� ��!��’� teachings. But from the same teacher he studied the rules
of fasting in a chapter of Ibn ‘Arab’� ��@��?7$����@,�))����. In another
passage he relates that he studied the �7�$’ ‘-�?����@A8� with ���&
���,
who told him that this book was very popular in his homeland, Kurdistan.
Interestingly enough, ���	���� also learned the �7�$’ ‘-�?����@A8� from
����������, who studied it with ���������������(, who received it by
way of an ���$� which included ������’���, ;��������������1�� and Ibn
‘Arab.96

With this evidence it is clear that there was a conscious effort among
scholars in the networks to reconcile different streams of thought that had
often been seen as in conflict with each other by scholars before them.
There seems to have been no bias against scholars who had been the subject
of controversies, such as ��� ��!�� or Ibn ‘Arab. On the contrary, scholars
in the networks studied them in order to understand their teachings and later
attempted to reconcile them. An example of this had been set earlier by the
neo->?�8 ������’���, who sought to reconcile doctrines of the speculative
theologians (������@��)�) and the mystics (������@)����) by taking care not to
associate himself entirely with Ibn ‘Arab, despite his admiration for him,
and linking himself to famous �:��$’ and �7������.97

Although such a scholar in the networks as $���������&
��� was by
nature a conciliator, who preferred to reconcile two opposing points of
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view rather than choose one or the other of them, he was bitterly criticised
by a number of scholars, such as the Algerian Ibn ���@����� and ���������
���(. Ibn ���@����� writes a short biography of ���&
��� in the �����
��@,���$�8.98 In this work, Ibn ���@����� recognises ���&
���’� high repu-
tation. Despite this, he attacks him on various issues: that he was in favour
of the Qadariyyah interpretation of the ability of created power to be
responsible for the acts of human beings; that he leaned to the Mu’tazilite
point of view by writing a treatise on the material character of non-being;
that he accepted the historicity of the report that the Prophet ��������
had uttered the so-called ‘Satanic verses’, allegedly interpolated into the
���’���(53:21); and that he wrote a treatise on the faith of Pharaoh accord-
ing to Ibn ‘Arab’� philosophical framework. Meanwhile ������(
(fl. 1096/1685), in his work entitled ��@�������@+�:8:��8�C�:?����@�$��
��@O���8:, goes even further by accusing ���&
��� of atheism and demand-
ing his death. ������(’� accusation, in turn, was answered by ���,��!��+,
in his work ��@’�:$����@�$%��‘��$���@���’������@’F%8�%����@�����$����@
*$%8������@�’��$���@I�$%8�%����@����$����@��$%8������@�7%$����@��$%8.99

The fact that $���������&
��� was attacked on such a wide range of
issues is, as Johns points out,100 an index of his learning. He had sufficient
status in various Islamic disciplines to provoke disagreements. He was a
master of various disciplines of Islam, and on the basis of his learning
made his own �=���$�s. Eclectic and original, he was the kind of scholar
about whom others must have divided views and who thus exercises a
creative role among his contemporaries. To sum up, these attacks on
���&
��� indicate the dynamics of intellectual discourse in the networks,
which continued to gain momentum in the succeeding periods. 
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3
Seventeenth Century Malay-Indonesian

Networks I: N
r al-Dn al-R�nr

Two of the three major chains of networks in the Malay-Indonesian world,
those stemming from ������� and ��������, flourished in the Sultanate of
Aceh, while the originator of the other, �����������, was born in Sulawesi
(Celebes) and established his career in Banten, West Java. In this chapter
we will deal with ��������(d. 1068/1658), discussing particularly his role
in transmitting the reformism of the networks to this part of the Muslim
world.

The importance of Aceh or North Sumatra as a whole in the early history
of Islam in the region is unquestionable. However, in order to understand
the proper socio-historical context of �������’� reforms specifically, it is
appropriate to give a brief account of the dominant Muslim intellectual
discourse in Aceh prior to �������’� time. This in turn leads us to two
major scholars, ���!������%��1
� and Shams �������������#���, who
played a crucial role in shaping the religious thought and practice of the
Malay-Indonesian Muslims in the first half of the seventeenth century.

Despite their prominence, many things about the life of ���!�� and
Shams ����� are still obscure. There is still disagreement on the birthplace
of ���!������%��1�� as well as his life span, as his dates of birth and death
are unknown. However, there is evidence that he lived and flourished in
the period preceding and during the reign of ���-���‘���’ ��������’���#
���� (r. 997–1011/1589–1602); it has been suggested that he died before
1016/1607.1 Apart from this it is clear that ���!�� was a Malay of %��1
�,
an old centre of Islamic learning in southwest Aceh.2

�amzah was obviously a great scholar. He is reported to have travelled
to the Middle East, visiting some important centres of Islamic learning,
including Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem and Baghdad, where he was initiated
into the ���������� 9��8:��. He also travelled to Pahang, Kedah and Java,3

where he preached his teachings. ���!�� mastered Arabic, Persian and
possibly also Urdu. He was a prolific writer, producing not only religious
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treatises but also prose works laden with mystical ideas.4 In view of his
works, he is regarded both as one of the most important early Malay-
Indonesian >?�8s and a prominent precursor of the Malay literary tradition.

The nature of ���!��� ���%��1
�’� relationship with Shams �����
(d. 1040/1630) is not very clear either. Most scholars are of the opinion that
they were friends.5 This may imply a sort of teacher–disciple relationship,
as suggested by Hasjmi and Abdullah; both assert that Shams ����� was 
a disciple of ���!��.6 Whatever the case, Shams ����� and ���!��
certainly met. Sir James Lancaster, the British special envoy to Aceh in
1011/1602, tells us that he negotiated a treaty of peace and friendship
between England and Aceh with two notables appointed by ���-��� ‘���’
��������’���#����� to discuss this matter on his behalf:

The one of these noblemen was the chiefe bishope of the realme, a man of
great estimation with the King and all the people; and so he well deserved, for
he was a man very wise and temperate. The other was one of the most ancient
nobilitie, a man of very good gravitie but not so fit to enter into these
conferences as the bishop was. And all the Conferences passed in the Arabicke
tongue, which both the bishop and the other nobleman well understood.7

Schrieke8 and Hasjmi9 maintain that the ‘chiefe bishope’ was ���!��
���%��1
�, as he, by that time, had gained prominence. Van Nieuwenhuijze10

and Iskandar,11 on the other hand, are of the opinion that the ‘chiefe bishope’
was Shams �����. The first opinion seems to be more plausible, as Shams
����� during this time was in the middle of his career; it was only under the
next ���-��, namely Iskandar Muda (r. 1015–1046/ 1607–1636), that he
became ‘chiefe bishope’. Like ���!��, Shams ����� was a prolific writer
and a master of several languages. He wrote in both Malay and Arabic, and
most of his works deal with )��$��and Sufism.12 But, unlike ���!��, he
never wrote any mystical poetry. 
���!�� and Shams ����� have been categorised as belonging to the

same stream of religious thought. We are not going to describe in detail
their thoughts, but the two were the leading proponents of the %�7���
��@%=?��philosophical interpretation of Sufism.13 Both were deeply influ-
enced in particular by Ibn ‘Arab and ���0�, and strictly followed their
elaborate system of %=?������. For instance, they explain the universe in
terms of a series of neo-Platonic emanations and consider each of the
emanations an aspect of God himself.14 These are the very concepts that led
their opponents, prominent among them �������, to accuse them of being
pantheists and, therefore, of having gone astray.

So far as this accusation is concerned, scholars are divided into two
groups. Winstedt,15 Johns,16 Van Nieuwenhuijze17 and Baried18 maintain 
that the teachings and doctrine of ���!�� and Shams ����� are ‘heretical’
or ‘heterodox’. Therefore, they were ‘heretics’ or ‘heterodox’ mystics as
opposed to the ‘orthodox’ >?�8s such as ������� and ��������. On the other
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hand, al-Attas maintains that the teachings of ���!��, Shams ����� and
������� are essentially the same; one cannot categorise the first two as
heretics. Al-Attas, in turn, accuses ������� of distorting the thought 
of ���!��� ���%��1
� and Shams ����� and of conducting a ‘smear
campaign’ against them.19 Al-Attas, however, seems to change his assess-
ment of ������� in his later book,20 in which he praises ������� as ‘a man
gifted with wisdom and adorned with authentic knowledge’, who succeeded
in making clear the false doctrines of %=?������ scholars, whom he calls
the ‘pseudo->?�8s’.

In any case, the period before the coming of ������� in 1047/1637 was
the time during which mystical Islam, particularly that of the %=?������,
held sway not only in Aceh but in many parts of the archipelago. Although
there were attempts to apply the precepts of the ����8’��, the mystical
doctrine and practices, the salient feature of Malay-Indonesian Islam from
the earliest period, continued to enjoy supremacy. ���!�� and Shams
�����’� writings give further impetus to this tendency. With their position
as ����)����@���$� of the Acehnese Sultanate, they were able to exercise
considerable influence. All the sources, local and foreign, are in agreement
that the two scholars dominated the religious and intellectual life of the
Malay-Indonesian Muslims before the rise of �������.

�=��6	C�C’� BIOGRAPHY AND NETWORKS

A good number of studies have been devoted to �������. However, they
mostly deal with his thought; very little attention is paid to the wider context
of his scholarly milieu and to his role in Islamic discourse in the Malay-
Indonesian world. There is no single study devoted to assessing the religious
changes he brought about in the Malay-Indonesian world. Therefore, �������
is mostly considered a >?�8 rather than a renewer (�=����� ). In fact, he was
obviously one of the most important early �=�����s in the archipelago.
	
�� ������ ��������� �.� ‘��� �.� �����+� ������� (or ���������)

��������’� ������’��� ���’�����
�� ������� was born in ���� (modern
Randir), an old harbour on the Gujarat coast. Despite his birthplace,
������� is generally regarded as a Malay-Indonesian ‘$��� rather than
Indian or Arab one. His birth date is unknown, but it was probably towards
the end of the sixteenth century. It has been suggested that his mother was
a Malay,21 but his father was of ��7��� immigrants with a long tradition
of migrating to South and Southeast Asia. Most of these South Arabian
people settled in the harbour towns on the coast of the Indian Ocean and of
the Malay-Indonesian archipelago.22 His ancestors probably belonged to the
������� family of the Zuhra, one of the 10 clans of the Quraysh.23 Among
the prominent members of the Zuhra clan was ‘Abd �����������.�‘�(�, a
close companion of the Prophet.24 But it is also possible that �������’�
ancestors were of the ������ family, often associated with ��
�,��� ‘���
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�������.�;������ �������� ��������� (d. 219/834), known as one of the
prominent native scholars of Mecca.25 ��������� was among the most
famous disciples of ��������’. He was also the ,��8 of Mecca and a leading
traditionist (�7������) in the �ij�z.26

In the first half of the sixteenth century, ���� was an important and busy
harbour that attracted Arabs, Persian, Turks and Malays to trade or settle
there. In 1040/1530, the Portuguese attacked and colonised it. As a result,
���� experienced a severe blow and was replaced in eminence by Surat.
Although ���� has since that time been under Portuguese rule, most
��7��� immigrants appear to have continued to live there. However, they
maintained their contacts with ��7����(#, Yemen and the �������� as
well as with the Malay-Indonesian world. ��7��� scholars, in fact,
travelled back and forth to these places, contributing significantly to the
maintenance of close contacts and relations among these Muslim societies.
Furthermore, the �a7rams generally sent their children and youth to their
ancestral home and to the �aramayn to pursue their religious studies. When
they completed their studies, most of them returned to their birthplaces or
travelled elsewhere in the Muslim world.

This pattern of life among �a7ram immigrants can be observed clearly
in the experience of al-R�nr’s own uncle. In his (��$����@���$98���8�A��)�
��@�%%��8��%����@F)���8�,27 he tells us that his paternal uncle, Mu�ammad
Jl�n b. �asan Mu�ammad al-�umaydi, came from Gujarat to Aceh
between 988/1580 and 991/1583, where he taught ��:�, >?����@��:�, ethics
and logic (���9�:) and rhetoric. However, people were more interested in
studying mysticism (��>�%%� ) and theology ()��$�). As al-R�nr further
relates, his uncle was no expert in mysticism and was therefore not
prepared to meet the people’s demand to learn about it. Mu�ammad Jl�n
then decided to cancel his teaching, and went to Mecca instead to pursue
more advanced studies in mysticism and other related subjects. Having
mastered these, he returned to Aceh during the reign of Sul-�n ‘Al�’ al-Dn
Ri’�yat Sh�h (r. 997–1011/1589–1602) to teach people in the subjects they
wanted to study. It appears that he succeeded to some extent in unraveling
the intricacies of mysticism and )��$�, especially of the nature of the
archetypes (��@�’�$����@��$�����).

The account shows us how a �a7ram teacher from Gujarat played an
important role in the development of Islam in Aceh. The events surround-
ing him indicate intense contacts and relations among Muslim scholars and
communities in various parts of the Muslim world. As al-R�nr relates, 
the interest of the Acehnese Muslims in mysticism was generated by a
deadlock in public discussion and debates between two scholars, coming
from Mecca to Aceh in 947/1540, on mystical and philosophical matters, in
particular concerning the permanent archetypes.

The first was Ab
 al-Khayr b. Shaykh b. �ajar, the author of a book
entitled ��@�������@D$9�’,28 which deals with difficult issues concerning the
nature of the third metaphysical category between being and non-being:
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the fixed essences, or the permanent archetypes. It seems that in addition
to teaching ��:�, Ibn ��+�� discusses matters contained in his book that
were very difficult for the common people to grasp. The other scholar was
��������� ��������, an expert in ��:� and >?�� ��@��:� as well as in
‘�?�� ��@7��8��� and sciences related to the �����. Both scholars were
later involved in a heated discussion on these topics, but neither gained the
upper hand by satisfactorily explaining these complicated matters, leaving
the audience in confusion and with an abiding intellectual curiosity. To
make the situation even worse, both Shaykhs left Aceh. And people had 
to wait for the coming of �������’� uncle to attempt a conclusion.
������� followed in the footsteps of his uncle and many other ��7���

scholars. He acquired his early education in ����, and later continued his
study in the ��7����(# region. We have no information on the time he
spent there, or on the teachers with whom he studied. It is not very clear
either whether or not he returned to his home town when he left ��7���
��(#. But, most probably, he went directly to the ��������, as, according
to ��������, he was in Mecca and Medina in 1030/1620 or 1031/1621,
when he performed the 7�== pilgrimage.29 And it is very likely that he also
came into contact with the /$%8 students and pilgrims there before return-
ing to Gujarat.30

�������’� most prominent teacher in India was ��
����1� ‘����� �.
‘���������� ,�� �������� ���:���� �����7��� (d. 1066/1656), who was
also known in the Gujarat region as Sayyid ‘�������������
�.31 There is
no information on his dates of birth or death, but he was born in the Gujarat
region. ,��������� was, like �������, of ��7��� origin, more precisely
of the �����
������ of :���, one of the most important centres of Islamic
learning in South Arabia. According to �������, it was ,��������� who
initiated him into the ����’����� order, an old Arab 9��8:��.32 He appointed
������� his )���8���� of the 9��8:�� and was therefore responsible for
spreading it in the Malay-Indonesian world.33 But the ����’����� was not
the only order ������� was affiliated with. He also had chains of initiation
of the �����
������34 and ����������35 orders.
,��������� first studied in his land of birth but later travelled to :���,

where he studied with such well-known ‘���$’ as ‘�����������.�������
��������
� (d. 1073/1662), a disciple of ������ ����������/ and ‘���
����!!����;��!��, and his son, Zayn ���‘6����; ��7�‘���������������.
������� ������ ��������� (945–1014/1538–1605);36 ��
� ,���� �.� ������
(d. 1061/1651);37 and his two brothers, ��������� ���'�� and �����
������� �����. After several years in :���, ,�� ������� continued his
studies in Mecca and Medina for four years, studying with and taking
9��8:��s from many �������� ‘���$’. Prominent among these were
Sayyid ‘������.�‘���������������������,�1� (d. 1037/1638),38 �������.
$������ �.� ‘���� (d. 1033/1624)39 and ‘���� ���������� ���&��-��
����������� (d. 1014/1605).40 All these scholars and their connections, 
as their biographies inform us, were involved in the networks in the 
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seventeenth century and, through others in addition to B� Shayb�n, also had
connections with the archipelago.
,�� ������n returned to :��� and married. Later he went to ‘A��$�

��@����’ (the '��� region=Surat?) to study with ����)����@���$� Sayyid
��������� �.� ‘���� ������ ���’�����
�, who also initiated him into the
‘�����
������ order. ��������� ���’�����
�41 who was considered by
������� as his spiritual grandfather,42 was born in 970/1561 in :���
where he studied various branches of Islamic thought. When he was 
19 years old he went to Ahmadabad to meet his grandfather, Sayyid ‘���
������ ���’�����
� (d. 990/1582), a celebrated >?�8 and theologian of the
Gujarat region. �������� then established himself in Surat, following in
the footsteps of his grandfather as a great >?�8 and ‘$���, and was known as
the ‘L�78������’ (Master of Surat). He died there in 1030/1621.

Another important figure related to ,�� ������� was his uncle, ‘���
������������’�����
�, whose mother was an Indian. Born in Ahmadabad, he
wrote a number of books on ��>�%%� and biography. After travelling
extensively he returned to Ahmadabad, where he died in 1038/1638.43 ‘���
�������� had another nephew, who later became a prominent figure in the
religious and political realm in Bijapur. ‘�����������.����������������
�
(d. 1041/1631) was born in :���. Before migrating to Gujarat in
1025/1616 he studied in Yemen and the ��������, where he was initiated
into a number of 9��8:��s including the ‘�����
������, ����������,
�����������h and �����(�������� orders. He was also recognised as a
�7������. After getting spiritual blessings from his uncle in Ahmadabad,
‘��������� soon launched his Islamic renewal in the region.44

The importance of mentioning these major scholars of the �����
������
family is to put ������� and his renewal in the proper context, for it is
certain that the ‘�����
� scholars played an important role in channelling
religious ideas from the Middle East to India and further to the Malay-
Indonesian world. ���������, for instance, lists no fewer than 30
prominent scholars of the ‘�����
� family, who were centred in :���.
Many of them travelled back and forth from :��� to the �������� to
India and the archipelago throughout the tenth-eleventh/sixteenth-
seventeenth centuries.45 ,�� ������� was one of the crucial links,
connecting various traditions of Islamic learning. By way of his main disci-
ples, like ������� and �����������, he transmitted religious ideas from
:��� and the �������� to India and the Malay-Indonesian world (see
Chart 3). ,��������� lived mainly in Bijapur, one of the leading centres of
Islamic learning and Sufism in India.46 There he enjoyed the patronage of
���-���‘6�������� (r. 1037–68/1626–1656) of the ,����� Sultanate. Later
he moved to ,�����9
�, where he produced several books, but he died in
Bilgram.47

Having studied Islamic sciences and been appointed as a ������� of both
the ‘�����
������ and ����’����� orders, the time had come for �������
to begin his career. Some of his works indicate that he was well acquainted
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with the Malay world even before coming to the archipelago. It appears that
he acquired information on it from his involvement in the /$%8 community
in Mecca. But there is little doubt that his uncle, ���������0���, who
used to travel back and forth to Aceh, provided him with much information
on Malay cultural and religious tradition.
������� was certainly the most prominent predecessor of the

‘�����
������ scholars in the Malay-Indonesian archipelago. We have
mentioned that ‘���� ���������� �.���1-���� ���’�����
� (d. 1194/1780 in
Egypt), a teacher of ���#�7�� ���;���, also travelled to the Malay-
Indonesian world. But unlike �������, who left a substantial impact on the
archipelago, ��1-�������’�����
� apparently only passed through it in his
travels to many parts of the Muslim world. However, it is not impossible that
he came into contact and established networks with ��������.���
�,�������
’�����
� (d. in 1213/1798 in Batavia, now Jakarta), another leading scholar
and >?�8 of the ‘�����
� family in the Malay-Indonesian archipelago.48

There is no information as to when ������� travelled for the first time
to, and lived in, the Malay world. But it is likely that, during the period
between his completion of the pilgrimage in 1029/1621 and 1047/1637, he
lived for some time in the archipelago, probably in Aceh or Pahang in the
Malay Peninsula or both. His sudden rise to the office of ����)����@���$�
of the Sultanate of Aceh in 1047/1637 indicates that he had been known
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before among the Malay rulers or circles, especially those of the Pahang
Sultanate. The son of ���-�������� of Pahang was seven years of age
when he was taken to Aceh by ���-�� Iskandar Muda, who later married
him to his daughter and treated him as his own son;49 he was later known
as Iskandar :���. Thus, when he succeeded his father-in-law to the throne
of the Acehnese Sultanate, ������� was not new to the ���-�� circle. It is
hard to believe that ������� could win the patronage of the ���-�� and the
office of ����)�� ��@���$� as soon as he arrived in Aceh without having
been in close contact beforehand.

If ������� had already been in the archipelago before 1047/1637, why
then did he not establish himself in Aceh? To answer this question one
should consider the political and religious situation in Aceh during the
reign of ���-�� Iskandar Muda (r. 1015–1046/1607–1636). In this period it
was Shams ������ �������#��� who occupied the office of ����)�� ��@
���$�. Under the patronage of Iskandar Muda, the doctrines of %=?������
preached by ���!������%��1
� and Shams ����� enjoyed their heyday.
Therefore, the time was not yet ripe for ������� to challenge the estab-
lished political and religious order; he had to wait until the situation became
more favourable to him.

When Shams ����� and Iskandar Muda successively died, �������
came to Aceh, precisely on 6 Muharram 1047/31 May 1637.50 He was soon
appointed ����)����@���$�, one of the highest posts in the Sultanate below
the ���-�� himself, becoming perhaps even more influential than the other
two highest officials, the D$E8� ,���)� ��@’F��� and the '���	� *���
,�����=�� ���������=�. The Dutch trade representatives to Aceh called
him ‘the Moorish Bishop’.51 He was, of course, responsible for religious
matters, but Dutch records make it clear that he also played an important
role in economic and political affairs. So when the Gujarat traders once
again tried to dominate trade in Aceh, the Dutch fiercely protested, but to
no avail. It is only through �������’� goodwill and mediation that ���-����
)������#� ����� (1051–86/1641–75), the widow of Iskandar :���,
withdrew policies favourable to the Gujarat traders and detrimental to the
Dutch.52

Gaining a firm foothold in the court of the Acehnese ���-��, �������
began to launch Islamic renewal in Aceh. In his view, Islam in this region
had been corrupted by misunderstanding of the >?�8 doctrine. �������
lived for seven years in Aceh as an ‘$���, ���8 and prolific writer,
spending much of his energy in refuting the doctrines of %=?������. He
even went so far as to issue a ���%$, which led to a kind of heresy-hunting:
killing those who refused to dismantle their beliefs and practices, and
reducing to ashes all of their books. He succeeded in retaining the favour
of the court until 1054/1644, when he abruptly left Aceh for his town of
birth, ����. This is recorded by one of his disciples in the colophon of ���
����’� work, /�%$������@’-�?���8�*�������@,�’�?�:53
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And when he has thus far completed this work it came about by [God’s]
decree that he was prevented [from completing it altogether], whereat he set
out for his native town of ����.

This short passage provides no clear explanation as to why �������
suddenly returned to ����. This leads Daudy54 to speculate that �������’�
abrupt departure had something to do with his dislike of the policies of
���-�����)������#������, designed to persecute people who refused to be
ruled by a woman. These people believed that, according to the local tra-
dition as well as the ����8’��, it was inappropriate for a woman to be the
ruler. As a result, there was opposition to her rule; and �������’� depar-
ture represented such an opposition. This explanation does not seem
plausible. One may expect some kind of opposition or resistance from a
more ����8’��-oriented Muslim society to the rule of a woman; however,
as far as �������’� departure is concerned, it is unlikely that his return to
his native town was caused by his alleged dislike of rule by a woman who
had shown favour to him. In fact, many of his works were written to satisfy
the command of the ���-����, including those written in the last minutes
before his departure.

The enigma of �������’� sudden departure was solved when Ito
published a short but very important article,55 based on the diary of the

##��)

#����(‘higher trader’) Peter Sourij, who in 1053/1643 was sent
by the VOC (Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie) as a trade commis-
sioner to Jambi and Aceh. In an entry of his diary for 8 August 1643, Sourij
reports that the coming of a ‘Moorish Bishop’ from Surat, India, to Aceh
gave rise to endless debates between him and �������, for the latter had
branded the newcomer’s doctrines as ‘heretical’. The debates put the
���-���� in an awkward and difficult situation. She had up to then shared
the views of �������, but the newcomer’s teachings soon gained
momentum.

Two weeks later Sourij provides us with more background information.
In the entry of 22 August, he again reports the continuing debates between
the two ‘���$’, now in the presence of the chairman of the Joint Council-
lors of the Sultanate or '���	� *���� ,�����=�����. More importantly,
Sourij informs us that the new person was Sayf �����+��, a Minangkabau,
who used to study in Aceh with a certain Shaykh Maldin (0����������?).
The latter was banished from Aceh after the coming of ������� because of
his allegedly unorthodox views. Sayf �����+�� soon won the hearts of many
Acehnese through his erudition and piety. He even made his entire house
and adjoining lands into a pious foundation. ������� himself gives a vivid
account of the whole situation:

Then came Sayf �����+��, and he held debates with us over the matters which
had been discussed before. We ask: ‘How could you approve of the people
who assert that %�����$��������$���$����$�, man is ����� and ����� is man
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[sic]?’ He [Sayf �����+��] answers: ‘This is my belief and that of the people of
Mecca and Medina.’ Then his words prevail, and many people return to this
wrong belief.56

It is clear that the bitter debates between ������� and Sayf �����+��
became a divisive political issue. The '���	�*����failed to settle the issue,
so the Joint Councillors of the Sultanate and the ���������(ministers) had to
meet again and again to resolve the controversy. But they too failed. The
only thing they could do was to recommend that the case be settled by
���-�����)������#������, who wisely refused to do so, for she acknowl-
edged not having knowledge on religious matters. So she left the case in the
hands of the ��������	� (���� functionaries).

With the ���-����’� refusal to use her authority to end the bitter dis-
agreement between the two scholars, some kind of religious and political
confusion soon prevailed among the population. So confused had the situ-
ation been that Sourij complained about the delay in his business. Finally,
Sayf �����+�� gained the upper hand. Sourij, in his notes for 27 August 1643,
writes that Sayf �����+�� was finally summoned to the court by the ���-����
herself, during which time he received honourable treatment. With this, the
door was shut to �������, and he was forced to leave the arena.

There is no further information on Sayf �����+��, who won the struggle.
But what is clear is that he represents a strong counter-attack against 
�������, who for about seven years persecuted the followers of ���!��
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���%��1
� and Shams �����. Another important point to note is the inter-
national nature of the success of Sayf �����+��. In order to win the struggle,
he travelled a long way to Surat, studying. We do not know with whom he
studied there. When he returned, he possessed enough distinction to enable
him to challenge ������� and not easily be defeated by him in their bitter
debates.
������� returned to his native town in 1054/1644–45, as was

mentioned in the colophon of his /�%$������@’-�?���8�*�������@,�’�?�. He
spent the remaining 14 years of his life in ����. Although he was now far
from Aceh or the archipelago, he maintained his concern for Muslims in the
‘lands below the wind’. �������� relates that after returning to his native
town ������� wrote at least three works,57 dealing with the matters he used
to encounter in Aceh. One of the works was written as his answer to ques-
tions put forward by the Bantenese ���-��, ��
�������������‘������������
���’��. ������� died on Saturday, 22 ��
������++�� 1068/21 September
1658.58

�=��6	C�C’� WORKS AND RENEWAL

������� was a prolific and erudite writer. According to various sources he
wrote no fewer than 29 works. But not all were written during his seven-
year sojourn in Aceh. For instance, one of his most studied works, the L��$9
��@,���:8�, was prepared at least partly before he came to Aceh. His
works mainly deal with ��>�%%�, )��$�, ��:�, 7��8��, history and compar-
ative religion.

As he wrote much on )��$� and ��>�%%�, apparently ������� consid-
ers one of the basic questions among Malay-Indonesia Muslims to be their
‘�:$’��� (fundamentals of belief ). Therefore, he attempts to make clear,
among other things, the relation between the Realities of God and the
universe and man.59 He delineates the ���’�� doctrine of difference
(�)�$�����) between God and the universe, the origin of the world in time
(�7�$��), and God’s absolute transcendence vis-à-vis man. With his loyal
adherence to the Ash’ariyyah it is not hard to understand why he was so
bitter towards ���!������%��1
� and Shams �����, both of whom main-
tained the immanence of God in His creation.

As far as �������’� Sufism is concerned, although he is generally
known as belonging to the ����’����� order, he was also affiliated with
the ‘�����
������ and ���������� orders. His affiliation, particularly with
the ‘�����
������ 9��8:��, appears to have been crucial in developing his
radical tendencies. Eaton60 has shown us that the ‘�����
������, with its
strong Arabian roots, is one of the most important reformist 9��8:��s in 
the Indian subcontinent. It strongly emphasises the harmony between the
mystical way and total obedience to the ����8’��. It is also noted for its non-
ascetic and activist attitude.
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With these characteristics, the ‘�����
������ is clearly a 9��8:�� of neo-
>?�8 type. The prominent >?�8 scholars of the ‘�����
������ attempted to
impart in India not only the teachings of a more ����8’��-oriented Islam but
also certain symbols of Arab culture. ‘Abd ����� b. Shaykh ���’�����
�
(d. 1041/1631), for instance, went so far with his reform as to ‘convert’
���-��� $������ II (‘6���� ����) from ��’��� to ���� Islam. Although 
the ���-�� was tolerant of the ��’��, he had never been a ��’ himself.
‘Abd ����� also persistently attempted to persuade the ���-�� to wear Arab
clothing.

Joining in the general tendency in these networks, ������� insisted on
the importance of the ����8’�� in mystical practices by writing the L��$����@
,���:8��in Malay.6l In this work he explicates the basic but fundamental
duties of each Muslim in his life. Using the familiar outline of any ��:�
book, he goes on in detail to explain various matters concerning ablution
(%E?’), prayers (>��$�), ‘alms’ (;�)$�), fasting (>�%�), pilgrimage (7�== ),
sacrifice (:��$�) and the like. Although the book would seem to be a
simple exposition of basic ��:� rules, one should not underestimate its
importance to Malay-Indonesian Muslims during the time when an extrava-
gant Sufism was prevalent.

Most of the ������� works are polemical, and to some extent apologeti-
cal. But this should not conceal the important fact that he always makes
good use of standard books and leading authorities. He was certainly an
avid reader. On )��$� and ��>�%%� he eloquently quotes ��� ��!��, Ibn
‘Arab, ��������(, ���������, ���%�
!����, ���0�, ‘Abd ���������
���0��, %�7�����������,�����9
� and other leading scholars.62 As for his
��:�, he based himself on the standard �����’ books, including ,���$=
��@H$���8��of ���	�(�(, ���7� ��@.���$�� ��� ����7�,���$=� ��@H��$��of
Zakariyy� �����1��, ���$������@,7�$=�����7���@,)���>$��of Ibn ��+��,
*��$����@��%$��of ���������� or ���$������@,7�$=�(��$�����7���@,���$=Q
—of ���	�(�() of Shams ������ �������.63 Considering �������’�
works and their sources, it is clear that he was more than simply a zealous
����)�� ��@���$�, using his religious and political influence to persecute
%=?������ followers. He was a man of erudition and argument, exploring
the intricacies of the mystical doctrines in order to put those he regarded as
having gone astray on the right track.

In his polemical works, ������� vigorously charges %=?������ follow-
ers with heresy and even with polytheism. Thus, as a consequence, they
could be condemned to death if they refused to repent.64 Furthermore, he
challenges protagonists of the %=?������ doctrine to debate the matter.
������� tells us that debates were held at the court of the Sultanate in the
presence of the ���-�� or ���-����. In some instances the debates were
fierce and lasted for several days. However, they obviously failed to settle
the differences. ���-���$��������:��� repeatedly ordered the %=?������
followers to change their minds and repent to God for their misbelief, but
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this was also fruitless. Finally, the ���-�� had them all killed and their
books burned in front of the Banda Aceh grand mosque, Bayt ���������.65

������� tells us vividly:

Again they say: ‘��@’$�����%�����$����%����@’$���—the universe is God
and He is the universe. After that the King orders them to repent for their
wrong belief. He appeals several times, yet they are not willing [to change
their mind]; they even fight the messengers of the King. Finally, the King
gives orders to kill them all and to gather and burn their books in the field at
the front of the Mosque Bayt ���������.66

Scholars have tried to explain why ������� used his position as the
����)����@���$� of the Sultanate to issue a ���%$ declaring the %=?������
people unbelievers ()$����). Daudy67, for instance, asserts that �������’�
uncompromising personality has something closely to do with his past
experience of living in the hostile Hindu environment of India. The long-
standing social and religious conflicts between the Muslim minority and
the Hindu majority created little tolerance within segments of both soci-
eties; and ������� was a product of such a society.

Looking at �������’� case in this rather wider perspective, this kind of
interpretation has its own validity. However, I would argue that �������’�
uncompromising personality is to a great extent related to the reformism in
the networks. In other words, as Drewes68 correctly points out, �������’�
radical opposition to ���!������%��1
� and Shams �������������#���,
together with their followers, was not an isolated case of ‘orthodox
reaction’ to unorthodox mysticism. �������’� sojourn in Aceh occurs
during the period in which the doctrines of %=?������ met serious theo-
logical opposition or were reinterpreted by many scholars in the centres, in
a stricter way in light of the ����8’��. In this sense, �������’� attitude is a
good example of how the reformism of the networks was translated into
renewalism in the Malay-Indonesian world.

The persecution against %=?������ followers left an everlasting mark
on the intellectual life of Islam in the archipelago. It gave rise to a reassess-
ment among the ‘���$’, in particular ��������, of such concepts as
‘Muslim’, ‘)$���’ (unbeliever), ���$�7 (religious tolerance), and the like,
all of which will be discussed further. More importantly, �������’� ���%$
of ��)�8� and the killing of %=?������ Muslims reached the ��������,
where an anonymous manuscript written in 1086/167569 tells us that it was
the writer’s answer to questions coming from an island of the J�wah region
(���� ��’E� =�;$’��� /$%��). The problem put forward was that an ‘$���
coming from ‘above the wind’70 accused a %=?������ >?�8 of being a k�fir.
The case was brought to the attention of the ���-��. The ‘$��� strongly
demanded that he repent, but he refused. The >?�8 maintained that he could
not repent as his argument was not understood. But nobody took his words
seriously; and finally the ���-�� issued an order to kill him, together with
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all the people who followed his teachings. All of them were put into the
fire. Was it permissible to do that? 

The author of the treatise explains the danger of arguing with people who
cannot comprehend the matter. However, the >?�8’s statements that he was
not properly understood were indications of his following certain intricate
interpretations of a particular religious doctrine that he himself was not able
to explicate to the ‘$���, who labelled him unbeliever. Whatever the case,
the treatise’s writer argues that it was terribly wrong to kill him and his
followers. He further elaborates that the accusation was obviously based on
a literal understanding of %=?������ doctrine; yet this attitude was not
permissible in Islam. He goes on to quote the Prophet that any statement of
Muslims could not be considered wrong as long as others were able to
interpret it in any other way. 

It comes as no surprise that the writer was $���������&
���.71 The ‘$���
from ‘above the wind’ was obviously �������; the ���-�� was Iskandar
:���; and the one who transmitted the problem to the �������� was
��������. As we describe in greater detail in chapter 4, �������� appar-
ently could not accept the way ������� launched his reform. Therefore,
without any hesitation he brought the matter to his teacher’s attention
across the Indian Ocean in Medina. And finally he received the teacher’s
response. This event tells us how the intellectual and religious networks of
teacher–disciple played their role in the historical course of Islam in this
part of the Muslim world.

�=��6	C�C’� ROLE IN MALAY-INDONESIAN ISLAM

������� was primarily a >?�8, a theologian and a ��:8� ( jurist). But he was
also a man of letters, a preacher and a politician. His multifaceted person-
ality could lead to misunderstanding, particularly if one viewed only a
certain aspect of his thought. As a result, until now he has often been
considered more as a >?�8 who was probably occupied only with mystical
practices, whereas he was in fact also a ��:8�, whose main concern was the
practical application of the very basic rules and regulations of the ����8’��.
Therefore, to understand him entirely one should take into consideration all
aspects of his thought, personality and activity.

Although �������’� sojourn in the archipelago was relatively short (for
seven years only, 1047–1054/1637–1644), he had a significant role in the
development of Islam in the Malay-Indonesian world. He played a key role
in bringing the great tradition of Islam to the region, reducing substantially
the tendency to uncontrolled intrusion of local tradition on Islam. Without
underestimating the role of the earlier carriers of Islam from the Middle
East or elsewhere, one can say that ������� had a much stronger network
of the ‘���$’, connecting the Islamic tradition in the Middle East with that
of the archipelago. He was indeed one of the most important transmitters of
Islamic reformism and renewals to this part of the Muslim world.
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We do not know much about �������’� network of disciples, but there
is little doubt that his most prominent disciple in the archipelago was
�����������. The latter, in a work entitled ���8���� ��@��=$�, gives his
�������� of the ���������� 9��8:�� from �������. ����������� explicitly
states that ������� was his shaykh and teacher (	�).72 Despite this
evidence, there are problems concerning the date and place they met (which
are discussed in chapter 5). We have no names for the disciples of �������,
except �����������. After returning to ����, he apparently devoted
himself to teaching and writing; he even ordered his disciples to complete
his /�%$������@’-�?���8�*�������@,�’�?�, but he mentioned no names for
these disciples.73

Despite the obscurity surrounding the identity of his disciples, ���
����’� role in the transmission of reformism through his works is
undeniable. His habit of citing numerous well-known authorities and
standard works to support his arguments throughout his writings was a
crucial means of their transmission. In so doing, he introduced these author-
ities to the Muslims in the archipelago. Furthermore, by introducing into
and disseminating in the archipelago the interpretation of Islam held by the
mainstream of ‘���$’ and >?�8s in the centres of Islam, he stimulated a
strong impetus for renewal among Malay-Indonesian Muslims. �������’�
mastery of Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Malay and Acehnese was of great impor-
tance to him in building his scholarly reputation. 

With his polemical works against what he regarded as the ‘heretical’
%=?������, ������� was the first in the archipelago to clarify the distinc-
tion between the true and the false interpretation and understanding of >?�8
doctrines and practices. There were, of course, attempts by such scholars as
%�7�� ������ ���,�����9
� to clarify this distinction. But a��,�����9
�
failed to achieve the intended aim.74 On the contrary, his work led to reli-
gious confusion among Malay-Indonesian Muslims, so that $�����
���&
��� felt it necessary to write a commentary on it, as mentioned
earlier. Further attempts were also carried out by ���!������%��1
� and
Shams �����. But, as al-Attas points out, their works again failed to draw
a clear distinction, particularly between God and the universe, or relations
between God and Creation.75 ������� therefore paved the way towards
the rise of neo-Sufism in the archipelago.

A further consequence of his clarification of the types of Sufism was the
intensification of the Islamisation process in the Malay-Indonesian
world.76 The process was pushed further by �������’� writings on the
����8’�� and ��:�, particularly by his L��$����@,���:8�. ������� was the
first ‘$��� in the archipelago ever to take the initiative to write a sort of
standard manual for people’s basic religious duties. Even though the
precepts of ����8’�� and ��:� had to an extent been known and practised
by some Malay-Indonesian Muslims, there was no single work in Malay
to which to refer. Therefore, it is not hard to understand why the work
became very popular and seems to be still in use to this day in certain parts
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of the Malay-Indonesian world, particularly in Southern Thailand and the
Malay Peninsula.77

�������’� concern about the application of the detailed rules of the ��:�
led him to extract sections of his L��$�� ��@,���:8�� and issue them as
separate works. The most famous among these extracts are *�������� ��@
L��$��and ($����@��)$7; the latter together with the L��$����@,���:8��were
sent by ������� himself to Kedah in about 1050/1640. This appears to be
of particular importance in furthering the Islamisation of Kedah.78 For that
reason it has been claimed that his contribution to the process of Islamisa-
tion of Kedah was of equal magnitude to that of the first preachers who
directly brought Islam to the people of Kedah.79

The role of ������� in the intensification of the process of Islamisation
is also clear in the political field. During his sojourn in Aceh, in his position
as the ����)����@���$� of the Sultanate, among his duties was that of coun-
selling the newly enthroned ���-�� Iskandar :��� in various matters, either
religious or political. In his (��$����@���$98�, he tells us how he counselled
the ���-�� in his function as a ruler and )���8����(representative) of God on
earth. Quoting various verses of the ���’�� (e.g. 4:59; 6:165; 38:26), he
makes clear to the ���-�� his responsibility for and duty towards his people;
protecting the weak and providing goodness to the people make him
protected and blessed by God. Probably because of his counsel, ���-��
Iskandar :��� abolished un-Islamic punishments for criminals, such as the
‘immersing into hot oil’ (������#������)) and ‘licking the burning steel’
(���=���������).80 The ���#�� also prohibited his subjects from discussing
the issues surrounding God’s Being with reason.81

According to �������, the application of the ����8’�� could not be
intensified without a deeper knowledge of the tradition (7��8��) of the
Prophet. Therefore, he compiled in his ���$������@C��8���8���@���	�8��%�
��@����8� some traditions of the Prophet which he translated from Arabic
into Malay so that the Muslim population would be able to understand them
correctly. In this concise compendium, he interpolates 7��8��s with cita-
tions of the ���’���8 verses in order to support the arguments attached to
the 7��8��s. This work was the pioneer in the field in the archipelago and
introduced the importance of 7��8�� in the life of Muslims.

Apart from clarifying the distinction between unorthodox and orthodox
Sufism and emphasising the importance of the ����8’��, ������� took on
the arduous task of making Muslims understand correctly the articles of
belief (��@’�:$’�� ). It is true that one of the standard works of the
‘���’���, the ,)���>��� ��@’�:$’��� by Najm ����� ���	����, was
already in use among certain circles of Malay-Indonesian Muslims.
However, this is not a simple text: in addition to the subject being difficult
to comprehend, its Arabic was hard for the Malays in general to under-
stand. Realising the need for this kind of text, ������� prepared its Malay
translation or a partial translation, called A����� ��@���$’�� ��� ����7�
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��@’�:$’��.82 He does not in fact simply translate it; he adds some
commentary, so that it is easier for his Malay readers to understand.
������� played a crucial role, not only in clarifying to the Malay-

Indonesian Muslims the very basis of Islamic beliefs and practices but in
revealing the truth of Islam in a comparative perspective with other reli-
gions. He was the first ‘$��� ever in the Malay world to write a work on
comparative religion, called ����$�� �8� ,�’������ ��@���$�,83 as well as
substantial passages touching on the same subject in his other works.84 The
����$�, which has been discussed by scholars,85 was apparently planned
according to the *��$�� ��@,����� %�� ��@��7��, the well-known work on
comparative religion by ����������#��. But for much of its contents
������� depends on ��
�����
����������’� *��$����@����8�. In the first
part of the ����$� he begins his discussion with non-scriptural religions, to
conclude with the scriptural religions of Christianity and Judaism. The
second part deals with Islam, including the 72 Muslim splinter groups
considered heretical or outside the true ���� tradition. As one might
expect, he includes the followers of ���!������%��1
� and Shams �����
among these ‘heretics’.

The influence of ������� in the field of history was no less profound.
Again, he was the first writer in Malay to present history in a universal
context, and to initiate a new form of Malay historical writing. His history
books, collectively called the (��$����@���$98�, are his most voluminous
work, reflecting the author’s special interest in the field. These seven books
show us how he successfully made use of several traditions of the histori-
ography of Islam and introduced them to Malay audiences. The first two
books present the history of the world, mostly from a theological point of
view. While the first book is written following the pattern of ���&���’’�
D�>�>���@�����$’, dealing with the creation of the Pen, the Tablet, the Light
of �������� and the like, the second book is planned according to ���
@����’� �$�8)����@+���%����@,�?). Thus, he begins with the history of
the Persian, Greek and Arabian people in the pre-Islamic period, followed
by an annalistic history of Islam until the year of the execution of ��������+
in 309/921. The second book later goes on to describe the history of the
kings of India and the Malay-Indonesian world. The remaining five books
of the (��$�� ��@���$98� follow the pattern of al-Ghazali’s ���87��� ��@
,�?), and therefore were intended to be guiding books for the court
families.

The (��$����@���$98� is one of the most important early Malay-Indone-
sian histories. It has been an indispensable source for the reconstruction of
the early history of Islam in the Malay-Indonesian world. Its significance
becomes enormous in view of the fact that the history of Islam in the region
is mostly written on the basis of Western sources. �������’� acquaintance
with the history of the archipelago is clearly extraordinary. It seems that
one of his major sources for the (��$����@���$98� was the ��=�����,����.
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In fact, he was apparently an expert in the detailed description of the
��=�����,����, because he probably was well acquainted with its author,
Tun Seri Lanang. He was also familiar with the genealogy of the ���-��� of
Pahang.86

Not least important is �������’� role in stimulating further development
of the Malay language as the lingua franca of the Malay-Indonesian world.
He is even acclaimed as one of the first #=��		�� (men of letters) of
Malay. Although ������� was not a native speaker of Malay, his mastery
of the language was undisputed. A. Teeuw, a Dutch scholar who was one
of the prominent experts in the Malay-Indonesian language, maintains that
his classical Malay indicates none of the awkwardness often found in clas-
sical Malay before the seventeenth century.87 Thus, works in Malay are also
considered literary works, and contributed substantially to the development
of Malay as a language of learning. 
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4
Seventeenth Century Malay-Indonesian
Networks II: ‘Abd �����’
� ��������

We have seen how ������� sparked the momentum for renewal in the
Malay-Indonesian world. Although the reform he launched underwent a
significant political setback with his fall, there is no doubt that �������
had an irreversible impact. Before long the renewal again gained a crucial
stimulus in ��������� (1024–1105/1615–93), one of the most important
early �=�����s in the archipelago. We have already established that
������� in one way or another had connections with the core of networks
in the ��������. �������� surpassed ������� in this respect. He
possessed direct and undisputed links with the major scholars of the
networks. For the first time we find, in ��������, a clear picture of intel-
lectual and spiritual genealogies, putting Islam in the Malay-Indonesian
world on the map of the global transmission of Islamic reformism.
�������� has been the subject of several important studies. However,

these mainly concentrate on his teachings. Some of them do mention in
passing his teachers in the Middle East, but no attempt has been made to trace
further his intricate intellectual connections with the cosmopolitan scholarly
networks centred in Mecca and Medina. There is no study either that seeks to
examine how his involvement in the networks influenced his thought and
intellectual disposition. Furthermore, no critical study has been done to assess
his role in stimulating Islamic renewal in the Malay-Indonesian world. An
attempt will be made in this chapter to deal with all these questions. In that
way we shall be able to gain a better understanding not only of his position
in the historical course of Islam in the archipelago but also of the interplay
between Islam in the Malay-Indonesian world and Islam in the Middle East.

�=��$	&C=C’� EARLY LIFE

‘Abd �����’
���.�‘�� al-0�( ���%��1
����������, as his name indicates,
was a Malay of %��1
�, Sinkil (modern Singkel), on the southwestern

1!
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coastal region of Aceh. His birth date is unknown, but Rinkes, after calcu-
lating backwards from the date of his return from the Middle East to Aceh,
suggests that he was born around 1024/1615.1 This date has been accepted
by most scholars of ��������.2 We do not have very reliable accounts of
his familial background. According to Hasjmi, ancestors of �������� came
from Persia to the Sultanate of Samudra-Pasai at the end of the thirteenth
century. They later settled in %��1
� (Barus), an important old harbour on
the coast of western Sumatra. He further argues that ��������’� father was
the older brother of ���!������%��1
�.3 We are not sure whether ��������
was really a nephew of ���!��, as there is no other source to corroborate
it. It appears that he did have some familial relationship with him, for in
some of his extant works ��������’� name is followed by the statement:
‘who is of the tribe of ���!��� %��1
�’ (‘���	� ������	��� C��;��
���>?�8’).4

Daly,5 on the other hand, maintains that ��������’� father, Shaykh ‘��
[���%��1
�], was an Arab preacher who, after marrying a local woman of
%��1
�, took up residence in Singkel, where their child, ‘Abd �����’
�, was
born. There is of course the possibility that ��������’� father was non-
Malay, as we know that Samudra-Pasai and %��1
� had been frequented by
Arab, Persian, Indian, Chinese and Jewish traders from at least the ninth
century.6 But as far as the accounts of ��������’� father are concerned,
there is no other source to substantiate them.

It appears that �������� acquired his early education in his native
village, Singkel, mainly from his father, a supposed ‘$���, who, Hasjmi7

believes, also founded a �������� that attracted students from various
places in the Acehnese Sultanate. It is also very likely that he continued his
studies in %��1
�, as it, as Drakard8 points out, was an important Islamic
centre and a point of contact between Malays and Muslims from western
and southern Asia. According to Hasjmi, �������� later travelled to Banda
Aceh, the capital of the Acehnese Sultanate, to study with, among others,
���!��� ���%��1
� and Shams ������ �������#���. It is clear that
�������� could not have met Hamzah, as the latter died around 1016/1607,
at which time �������� was not even born.9 However, we cannot rule out
the possibility of ��������’� studying with Shams �����. If we assume that
he studied with Shams ����� (d. 1040/1630) in his final years, ��������
must have been in his teens at that time.

Despite these problematic accounts, there is no doubt that in the period
before �������� departed for Arabia, around 1052/1642, Aceh was marked
by controversies and struggles between the followers of the %=?������
doctrine and �������, as discussed in chapter 3. There is no indication
whatsoever that �������� met and had personal contact with �������, who
was in Aceh in the period 1047/1637 to 1054/1644–45. However, he must
have been aware of the teaching of ���!������%��1
� and Shams ����� as
well as of �������’� persecution of their followers. ��������, as we will
see later, apparently attempted to disengage himself from the controversies.
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Even though the spirit of ��������’� writings shows that he differs from
���!�� and Shams �����, we find no evidence in his teachings that explic-
itly opposes their teaching.10 He also has the same attitude towards
�������. Only implicitly does he criticise the way ������� carried out his
renewal; he has no dispute with his teachings in general.

�=��$	&=’� ARABIAN NETWORKS

Although ��������’� early years were obscure, we are fortunate that he has
left us a biographical codicil of his studies in Arabia. In the codicil attached
to the colophon of one of his works, ‘-�������@,7�$=8����$���?)�,����)
��@,����8�,11 he provides us with information on the 9��8:��s he was affil-
iated with, the places where he studied, the teachers from whom he learned,
and the scholars he met. Although the account is rather concise, it nonethe-
less gives us a good picture of how a Malay-Indonesian ‘$��� travelled in
search of ‘��� (religious knowledge). It discloses not only the crisscrossing
of our scholarly networks but also the process of transmission of Islamic
learning among Muslim scholars.

���
�

����������’	 itinerary
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�������� most probably left Aceh for Arabia in 1052/1642.12 He lists
19 teachers from whom he learned various branches of Islamic discipline,
and 27 other ‘���$’ with whom he had personal contacts and relations.
We are not going to give accounts of all his teachers; we will examine
only the most prominent among them. �������� studied in a number 
of places, scattered along the 7�== routes, from 3��� (Doha) in the
Persian Gulf region, Yemen, Jeddah, finally to Mecca and Medina (see
Map 2). Thus he began his studies in 3���, Qatar, where he studied with
‘Abd ��������������(��,13 but it appears that he stayed there for only a
short time.

Leaving 3���, �������� continued his studies in Yemen, chiefly in Bayt
���%��� [ibn ‘Ujayl] and ;���, although he also had several teachers in
Mawza’, �����, ���=�������, Hudaydah and :�’�!!. Bayt ���%��� and
;��� were certainly the most important centres of Islamic learning in this
region.14 In Bayt ���%��� he studied mostly with scholars of the 0�’���
family, such as $�������.�����������.�0�’���,15 $�������.�‘Abd �����
�.�0�’��� and ��7�$������.�����������.�0�’���. In addition, he estab-
lished relations with ��:8� al-@ayyib b. �������������.�0�’���, the Mufti
of Bayt ���%���, and another ��:8�, ����������.�0�’��n.16 The 0�’����,
an eminent >?�8@’���$’ family in Yemen or, as ��������� puts it, ‘a prop
of the people of Yemen’, initially lived in ;��� before finally moving to
Bayt ���%���.17 Several of the 0�’��� scholars, mentioned earlier, were
students of ���������������� and $���������&����.

Among ��������’� teachers from the 0�’��� family, the most important
was $�������.�‘Abd ������$���0�’��� (d. 1083/1672). Mostly known as a
�7������ and ��:8�, he appears to have studied largely in the Yemen
region before settling down in Bayt ���%���. He was a prolific author of
��#(�� and, therefore, one of the most sought-after scholars in the area. 
He also had connections with leading ‘���$’ in the networks.18 ��������
relates that he spent most of his time with $�������.�‘Abd ������0�’���
studying what he calls ‘’���� ��@K$���’ (exoteric sciences), such as ��:�,
7��8�� and other related subjects. It was ‘with his blessing that this ��:8�,
poor [��������] was able to continue his studies under the feet [��#�)] of
the enlightened %��8� (saint] who was the authority and ��-� of his time;
that is, Shaykh ������ ���������� in the City of the Prophet, peace be
upon him’.19

$������.�����������.�0�’��� (d. 1014–1096/1605–1685) was another
major scholar of the 0�’��� family with whom �������� studied. Born in
;���, he got his early education, in Yemen, from his uncle, Ibn ���
@������ �.� 0�’���, among others. Later he travelled to the ��������,
where he became a student or rather a friend of $���������&
���, ‘$��
�����4���� and Ibn ‘Abd ������
�� ���,��!��+. Returning to Bayt 
���%���, he gained fame as a leading ��:8� and �7������ in the region.
He died in ;���.20 Even though �������� mentions only ‘Abd �������.
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0�’���, who introduced him to ����������, it is not unlikely that $����
�.� 0�’��� also recommended him to study with ���������� as well as
with ���&����.

The network of ��������’� clearly becomes more complex on the
continuation of his studies in ;���. Among his teachers in Zabid were
‘Abd ������� b. ���)��������&��11;21 �����.����)����������!+�+, who
was also a teacher of ��������� ����������;22 and ‘Abd ������ �.
������������’����, whom �������� calls the best reciter of the ���’��
in the region. He also came into contact with prominent ;��� or Yemeni
scholars such as ‘Abd ���%�##��� ���&��11, the ,��8 of ;���; Sayyid 
���@����� �.� ���������� ��������; ��������� ‘Abd ���,��� �����!+�+, a
celebrated 	�������� shaykh (d. 1074/1664),23 who was also a teacher of
�����������; ��7�����������.����,�����.���-��� (d. 1086/1675);24

and ��������
����’�������.� �����-��� (d. 1075/1664).25 Most of these
scholars, especially of the Ahdal and ��!+�+ families, as we have shown,
played an important role in linking scholars in the networks.
�������� does not inform us as to when he left Yemen. Following the

pilgrimage route we now find him in Jeddah, where he studied with its
,��8, ‘Abd ������������,������.26 He then continued his travels to Mecca,
where he studied with Badr ������ ���=��
� and ‘Abd ������ ���=��
�.
��������’� most important teacher in Mecca was ‘����.�‘Abd ������������
@����. �������� was introduced to ‘������@���� by one of his teachers in
;���, ‘����.������������������’, a �7������ who had close relation-
ships with the @���� family and other �������� leading scholars.27 ‘��
���@����, like his brother Zayn ���’6����,28 was a leading Meccan ��:8�.
‘��, or the @���� family, had extensive networks with other Yemeni
scholars, especially of the 0�’��� family, who may also have recom-
mended �������� to study with ‘��� ���@���� and other prominent
�������� scholars.29

In addition to studying with scholars whom he mentioned specifically as
his teachers, �������� established contacts and relations with other promi-
nent scholars in Mecca, both resident and visiting. He does not specify the
nature of his relations with them, but there is little doubt that he gained
great advantages from them. They can be assumed, at least, to have inspired
him and brought him a much wider intellectual perspective. Most of these
scholars are familiar names in the networks: they include ‘$��������4����,
‘Abd ���’�!!����;��!��, :�+�������$�����’�
�, ‘���’ ���������,����,
Zayn ���’6��������@����, ‘���0������������ and ‘Abd �������.���’��,�
������������� (1003–1076/1595–1665).30

The last leg of ��������’� long journey in his search of knowledge was
Medina. It was in the City of the Prophet that he felt satisfied that he had
completed his studies. He studied in Medina with ���������������� until
the latter’s death in 1071/1660, and with his )���8���, $���������&
���.
With ����������, �������� learned what he calls the ‘interior’ sciences
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(‘������@�$9��); that is, ��>�%%� and other related sciences. As a sign of his
completion of studying the mystical way, ���������� appointed him his
���--������� and ���������� )���8���. ��������’� relationship with
���������� was apparently very cordial. An account of the ���--�������
�������� in West Sumatra tells us that �������� studied with and served
���������� for several years. One day the teacher ordered him to return to
/$%��, for he considered that �������� possessed sufficient knowledge 
to enable him to carry out further Islamisation in his homeland. Having
heard the order, �������� burst into tears, as he felt the need to learn more.
As a result, ���������� changed his mind and allowed him to stay with
him as long as he wished.31

Intellectually, ��������’� largest debt was to $���������&
���. This is
obvious not only in his thought, reflected in his writings, but also in his
personal demeanour, as we will elaborate shortly. In his accounts, ��������
makes it clear that it was with ���&
��� that he completed his education
after the death of ����������.32 He had no 9��8:�� �������� with ���&
���A
therefore, what he learned from him apparently were sciences, promoting
an intellectual understanding of Islam rather than a spiritual or mystical
one. In other words, for ��������, ���������� was a spiritual and mystical
master, while ���&���� was an intellectual one.

There is no doubt that ��������’� personal relationship with ���&����
was very close. We have mentioned earlier that $����� wrote his master-
piece, the ��7$�� ��@A��)8, on the request of his unnamed ‘�>7$�
��@/$%���8�’. Considering their close intellectual and personal ties, it is no
surprise that Johns33 suggests that it was �������� who asked ���&
��� to
write it. This suggestion becomes more plausible if one takes into account
the fact that ��������, after returning to Aceh, asked ���&
���’� opinion
on the way ������� launched his reform in Aceh. Furthermore, it was
apparently not the only question sent across the Indian Ocean by ��������
to ���&
���. In the concluding notes to his G�����@*�����%����@(��$����
�$����$����@,7��E��������@’��$�, which deals with the best type of ���)�
for the dying, he writes:

Let it be known, my disciples, that after I wrote this treatise, I sent a letter to
the City of the Prophet, to our enlightened Shaykh in the science of Realities
(‘������@7�:$’�:) and in the science of secret details of things (‘������@��:$’�:),
i.e., Shaykh ��(���$����� [���&
���], asking [his opinion] about all matters
described in the beginning of this treatise whether it is correct in the opinion of
the [leading] >?�8�, and whether this matter on the best ���)� is discussed in
7��8�� books or in any [other] books. After a while, his treatise entitled *����
��@,���K�� was sent by [our] Shaykh, in which he answers all the questions.34

Although �������� obviously spent most of his time in Medina studying
with ���������� and ���&
���, he also established contacts and scholarly
relations with several other leading scholars there (see Chart 4). He
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includes in his list35 such scholars as Mull� ������������������&
���;
Ibn ‘Abd ������
�� ���,��!��+; $������ �.� ‘Abd ���������� ���&�����
�������� (1037–83/1638–72), a student of ‘���’ ���������,����, $�����
���&
��� and ‘Is� �����4����;36 and ‘��� ���,�1�� ��������� ��������
(d. 1106/1694), a �7������.37

�������� notes that he spent 19 years in Arabia. The fact that most of
his teachers and acquaintances are recorded in Arabic biographical diction-
aries indicates the incontestable prominence of ��������’� intellectual
milieu. Coming from a fringe region of the Muslim world, he entered the
core of the scholarly networks and won the favour of the major scholars in
the ��������. His education was undeniably complete from ����8’��, ��:�,
7��8�� and other related exetoric disciplines to )��$�, and ��>�%%� or
esoteric sciences. His career and works after his return to the archipelago
were the history of his conscious efforts to implant firmly the idea of
harmony between ����8’�� and ��>�%%�.

Like many other scholars in the networks, �������� appears to have
begun his teaching career in the ��������. This is no surprise, as by the
time he came to Mecca and Medina he already possessed sufficient knowl-
edge to be transmitted to his fellow Malay-Indonesian Muslims. It appears
that �������� also initiated /$%8 disciples into the ���--������� 9��8:��.
But there were also ���--������� ��������s in Java which went straight back
to ����������������, instead of by way of ��������. Snouck Hurgronje38

maintains that ���������� appointed his Malay-Indonesian )���8���s
during the pilgrimage. If we accept this, then we can believe that ��������
played a crucial role in introducing them to ����������.

�=��$	&C=C’� TEACHINGS AND RENEWAL

�������� supplies no date for his return to his homeland. However, he
indicates that he returned not long after the death of ����������, and after
���&
��� issued him an �=$;�� to transmit what he had received from him.
Therefore, most scholars of �������� are in accord that he returned to Aceh
about 1072/1661.39 It is useful to recall that ���-�����)������#������, who
had patronised ������� for about two and a half years before turning to
Sayf �����+��, still occupied the throne of the Acehnese Sultanate. We do
not know for sure whether Sayf �����+��, powerful exponent of the
%=?������ type of Sufism, was still alive nor how far the doctrine could
be revived by him.

In any case, the arrival of �������� from Arabia naturally created curios-
ity, particularly among court circles. Before long �������� was attended by
a court official, &�#����B�����+���.����!������6��, who put unspecified
religious questions to him. Voorhoeve40 points out that ���6��’� office was
‘+���)
��*����
��,�
’; that is, the Secret Secretary of the ���-����.
Therefore, Voorhoeve believes that al-6sh was assigned by the ���-����
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to assess ��������’� religious views. It is clear that �������� passed the
‘examination’, as he soon won the favour of the court. He was appointed
by the ���-���� to the office of the D$E8�,���)���@’F��� or ,��8 who was
responsible for administering religious affairs.

Before we proceed with ��������’� teachings and his renewal, it is
appropriate to discuss briefly the political developments in the Acehnese
Sultanate during his career. The most striking feature of the period was that
the Sultanate was ruled by four successive ���-�����, well until the close of
the seventeenth century. We already know that the first ���-���� was
)������#� �����, who succeeded her husband, Iskandar :���, in
1051/1641. Under her long rule until 1086/1675, the Sultanate’s authority
substantially dwindled; much territory under its control in the Malay Penin-
sula and Sumatra soon broke away.41 In addition to its political decline, the
Sultanate under )������#������ was marked by religious turmoil.

The next ���-����, N
�����’6����	�����#������, after reigning for only
three years (1086–88/1675–8), was succeeded by Zakiyyat �����
(1088–98/1678–88). Despite the Acehnese political troubles, the Sultanate
was still apparently a respected Muslim political entity in the region. Thus
in 1096/1683 ���-����� ;������#� ����� received a delegation from the
����8� of Mecca. The delegation was initially dispatched by the �����
Barakat to meet the Moghul ���-��������4!B�, who reportedly refused to
entertain them. As a result, the delegation came to Aceh instead, bringing
letters and gifts for the ���-����. Feeling very pleased, she asked them to
stay for a while in the capital city, while preparing gifts for the ����8� of
Mecca. It is reported that the Acehnese sent gifts and >���:���(charitable
gifts), consisting of, among other things, a statue made of gold taken from
the ruins of the palace and the Bayt ��������� Mosque, which had both
been destroyed by fire during the period of ���-�����	������#������.42

It is clear that �������� was involved in events surrounding the dele-
gation. However, we have no information on his exact role in entertaining
the envoys of the ����8� of Mecca. The delegation finally returned to
Mecca, bringing numerous gifts to be presented not only to the ����8� of
Mecca, and the Prophet Mosque in Medina, but also to the poor population
in the ��������. There was dispute among the sons of the deceased �����
Barakat concerning the distribution of the gifts. The events surrounding the
delegation, the coming of the gifts from ‘(���$��F��8’ (Banda Aceh) and
the dispute among members of the �������� family are not ignored by Arab
historians. Based on a chronicle written about 1700, ������������, an
eminent scholar and historian of Mecca, gave a detailed account of the
events.43

The coming of the delegation from Mecca was to a certain extent a boost
to the prestige of the ���-����. But it was also taken as a good opportunity
for some Acehnese to ask for an opinion on the question of whether it was
permissible according to Islamic law for a woman to be a ruler.44 The
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question had long been an unsolved problem among the Acehnese.
�������� himself appears to have failed to answer it explicitly. In his
��:� work ,��’$�� ��@H��$�, he does not address the issue directly.
Discussing the requirements for the 7$)�� (judge—by extension, the ruler),
�������� seems deliberately to provide no Malay translation for the word
���)�� (male).45 He could possibly be accused of compromising his intel-
lectual integrity, not only by accepting the rule of a woman but also by not
addressing the issue more properly. On the other hand, this case could be a
further indication of his personal tolerance, a trait �������� certainly
possessed. 

Similarly, the Meccan delegation gave no answer to the matter but appar-
ently brought the question to the attention of the �������� ‘���$’. The
answer finally came from Mecca to the Acehnese court during the reign of
���-�����&�����#������ (1098–1109/1688–99). The Chief ,��8 of Mecca
reportedly sent a ���%$, declaring that it ran contrary to ����8’�� for an
Islamic kingdom to be ruled by a woman. As a result, &�����#������ was
deposed from the throne, and ‘U�����.���7�������������’6����$����� was
installed as ���-���,�������’6����������'������,�����’���(����'�����,
establishing the ‘Arab 0��������=��� dynasty in Aceh.46

Thus, in his entire career in Aceh, �������� was patronised by the
���-�����. He wrote about 22 works, dealing with ��:�, ����8�, )��$�, and
��>�%%�.47 He wrote in both Malay and Arabic. He appears to have
preferred to write in Arabic rather in Malay, acknowledging that his
Malay was not very good because of his long sojourn in Arabia. There-
fore, he was helped by two teachers of the Malay language to write his
works in Sumatran Malay or, as he puts it: ‘in the ���$����@/$%��������@
�������’�����6’48 Throughout his writings ��������, much like $�����
���&
���, demonstrates that his main concern is the reconciliation
between the ����8’�� and ��>�%%�, or in his own terms, between the
K$��� and �$9���sciences. 

The major work of �������� in ��:� is ,��’$����@H��$���8�����8��,�’�����
��@��@�7)$����@����’�����������@,���)���@.���$�.49 Written on the request
of ���-����� )������#� �����, it was completed in 1074/1663. Unlike the
L��$9���@,���:8��of �������, which deals solely with ‘��$��� (devotional
services), the ,��’$����@H��$��sets out the �’$������aspect of ��:�, includ-
ing the political, social, economic and religious life of the Muslims.
Covering so many topics, it is a substantial work in the field. Its main
source was the ���7���@.���$��of Zakariyy� �����1��, a major predeces-
sor in the networks discussed earlier.50 But �������� also derives materials
from such standard books as: ���7���@/�%%$��and �7������@,7�$=, both
of Ibn ��+������'��#�� (d. 973/1565); ���$������@,7�$=�of Shams �����
�������; ����8����@(��E$%8�of Ibn ‘��������,��7�( (d. 685/1286); and
����7� L�787� ,����� of ���	�(�( (d. 676/1277).51 With these sources 
�������� makes clear his intellectual connections with the networks. 
�������� was the first scholar in the Malay-Indonesian world who
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wrote on the ��:���’$�����. By way of the ,��’$����@H��$� he shows his
fellow Muslims that Islamic legal doctrines are not confined to purely
devotional services (‘��$���) but include all aspects of their daily life. The
,��’$�� ��@H��$�� is no longer used in the archipelago today, although in 
the past the work was widely circulated. Hooker52 has pointed out that the
G%����, ‘Selections’, used by the Muslims of Maguindanao, the Philip-
pines, since the middle of the nineteenth century, made the ,��’$����@H��$�
one of its main references. Another work of �������� in ��:�, *��$�� ��@
���$’�E, presumably taken from the ,��’$����@H��$�, was apparently used
by some Malay-Indonesian Muslims until more recent times.53

The significance of �������� to the development of Islam in the archi-
pelago is irrefutable in the field of ���’���8 commentary (����8�). He was
the first ‘$��� ever in this part of the Muslim world to take on the enormous
task of preparing ����8� of the whole ���’�� in Malay. A number of studies
have discovered that before him there was only a fragment of commentary
on �?��� 18 (al-Kahf). That work, supposedly written during the period of
���!������%��1
� or Shams �������������#���, follows the tradition
of ���&��!��’� commentary. But the style of translation and interpretation
was different from that of ���!�� or Shams ����� who, as a rule, inter-
preted passages of ���’���8 verses cited in their works in a mystical
sense.54

Although �������� gives no date for the completion of his acclaimed
����8� work, entitled ���=�$����@,����8�, there is no doubt that he wrote
it during his long career in Aceh. Hasjmi55 maintains that it was written in
India, when he allegedly travelled there. This is a wild supposition, as there
is no indication whatsoever that �������� ever set foot in India. Further-
more, it would have been impossible for him to undertake such a huge work
while travelling. The patronage he enjoyed from the Acehnese rulers makes
it more plausible that he wrote the work in Aceh.

Being the earliest ����8�, it is not surprising that his work was widely
circulated in the Malay-Indonesian world. Editions are found to be among
the Malay community as far away as South Africa. Of various MSS avail-
able in many collections, Riddell56 has established that the earliest extant
copy of the ���=�$����@,����8��dates back to the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries. More importantly, the ���=�$�� ��@,����8�
lithograph and printed editions were published not only in Singapore,
Penang, Jakarta and Bombay but also in the Middle East. It was published
in Istanbul by the ��-��’������’�#��������� as early as 1302/1884 (and in
1324/1906); and later also in Cairo (by ����������������4�) and Mecca
(by �����������<.57 The fact that the ���=�$����@,����8� was published
in the Middle East at various times reflects the importance of the work as
well as the intellectual stature of ��������. Its latest edition was published
in Jakarta as recently as 1981. This indicates that the work is still in use
among Malay-Indonesian Muslims today.
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The ����8� has long been regarded as simply a translation into Malay of
the ��%$����@���;8��of ,��7�(. Snouck Hurgonje,58 apparently without
having studied the work in greater detail, concludes in his typically cynical
way that it was merely a bad rendering of ���,��7�(’� commentary. With
this conclusion Snouck was responsible for leading astray two other Dutch
scholars, Rinkes and Voorhoeve. Rinkes, a student of Snouck, creates addi-
tional errors by stating that ��������’� works, in addition to the ���=�$�
��@,����8�, include a translation of the ,��7�( ����8� and a translation of
a section of the 0������� ����8�.59 Voorhoeve, after following Snouck and
Rinkes, finally changed his conclusion by stating that the sources of the
���=�$����@,����8� were various Arabic exegetical works.60

Riddell and Harun,61 in their studies, have shown convincingly that the
work is a rendering of the 0������� ����8�. Only in rare instances did
�������� make use of the commentaries of ���,��7�( and ���&��!��
(d. 41/1340). This identification is important, not only for disclosing the
line of transmission from the centres, but for showing the approach
�������� used in transmitting what he received from his teachers in the
networks to his Malay-Indonesian audience.

The 0������� ����8�, it is worth noting, was written by the two 0�����; that
is, 0����� ������ ��������� (d. 864/1459) and 0����� ������ ������
-
(d. 911/1505), a major figure to whom most of our leading scholars in the
networks traced their intellectual and spiritual genealogies. ��������’�
selection of this ����8� as the major source of his own commentary, there-
fore, must be because he possessed ���$�s connecting him to 0����������
������
- through both ���������� and ���&
���. Having had �=$;��s to
transmit from ���&
��� all the sciences he received through successive
chains of transmission, which included ������
-, �������� could be
expected to prefer the 0������� ����8� to other commentaries of the ���’��.
This argument becomes more plausible when we take into account the fact
that �������� also took the ���7���@.���$��of ;��������������1�� as the
main source for his ,��’$����@H��$�. His tendency to rely heavily on the
works by scholars in the networks is also clear in his works on )��$� and
��>�%%�. 

Furthermore, as Johns argues,62 although the 0������� ����8� was often
considered as contributing little to the development of the tradition 
of ���’���8 commentary, it is a masterly, lucid and succinct exegesis of 
the ���’��. Furthermore, it provides ���$����@�;?�� (the backgrounds to
revelation) of the verses, which are very helpful for a fuller comprehension 
of the commentary. With these characteristics, the 0������� is a good 
introductory text for novices in the science of ����8� among the 
Malay-Indonesian Muslims. In rendering the 0������� into Malay, ��������
makes it simple or comprehensible to his fellow Malays in general. As a
rule, he translates the 0������� word for word, and restrains himself from
giving his own additions. Furthermore, he leaves out the Arabic grammat-
ical explanations and long commentaries that might distract the attention of
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his audience. Thus, it is clear that his intention is that the ���=�$�� ��@
,����8��should be easily understood by his readers and, as a consequence,
become a practical guide for life.

One can hardly overestimate the role of the ���=�$����@,����8� in the
history of Islam in the archipelago. Johns63 maintains that ‘it is in more than
one way a landmark in the history of Islamic learning in Malay’. It has
contributed significantly to the study of ���’���8 commentary in the archi-
pelago. It lays the foundation for a bridge between ���=���� (translation)
and ����8�,64 and thus stimulates further study on the ����8� works in Arabic.
For almost three centuries it was the only full rendering of the ���’�� in
Malay; only in the past 30 years have new commentaries in Malay-
Indonesian made their appearance, but without necessarily detracting from
the ���=�$����@,����8�. Therefore, this work continues to play an impor-
tant role in promoting a better understanding of the teachings of Islam.

We need no long argument to prove that �������� inherits the tendency
from the scholarly networks of emphasising the importance of the 7��8��.
He wrote two works in this field. The first was a commentary on the
����’?��C��8���of ���	�(�(, written at the request of ���-�����;������#
�����.65 The second was ��@,�%$’�K� ��@(��8’��, a collection of 7��8��
:��8—that is, God’s revelation communicated to the believers by the
Prophet’s own words. Again, ��������’� selection of these works reflects
his genuine concern for his fellow Muslims at the grassroots level; all he
wants is to lead them to a better understanding of the teachings of Islam. It
is worth noting that the Forty ���#� of ���	�(�(, a small collection of
7��8��s concerning the basic and practical duties of Muslims, is clearly
intended for a general audience rather than specialists pursuing religious
studies.
��������’� collection of the 7��8�� :��8 possesses a similar nature. It

delineates 50 teachings (#��	�=����) concerning God and His relation
to creation, hell and paradise, and the proper ways for the individual to
achieve God’s favour. �������� particularly emphasises the need for each
Muslim to find harmony between knowledge (‘���) and good deeds
(‘����); knowledge alone will not make a better Muslim: he must do good
deeds as well. He thus appeals to Muslim activism.66 The ,�%$’�K
��@(��8’���was published in Mecca in 1310/1892 (fourth or fifth edition).67

It was also reissued in Penang in 1369/1949, and it is still used by Muslims
in the archipelago.68 With these works, �������� set an example for later
Malay scholars to undertake works on small collections of the 7��8��, as
since the nineteenth century such works have been very popular in the
archipelago.69

�������� writes not only for common Muslims (��@’�%%$�) on the
K$���� sciences but also for the elite (��@)��%%$>) on topics related to 
the �$9�� sciences, such as )��$� and ��>�%%�. He wrote several works
dealing with these topics.70 But the works are still not sufficiently studied,
and, as Johns 71 lamented more than three decades ago, there is a lack of
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interest among scholars in exploring them. The works of ���!��
���%��1
� and Shams �������������#���, however, whom Johns calls ‘the
foremost exponents of heterodox pantheistic mysticism’, have been
published. ��������’� orthodoxy, he laments further, appeals less to the
imagination of scholars than heresy.72

To begin our discussion of his mystical teachings, ��������, in his *��$���
��@,7��=8����$�,���������@,%�77��8����@D$’��8�����.�7������@.=?�,73

insists on the transcendence of God over His creation. He refuses to adhere
to the notion of the %=?������, which emphasises the immanence of God in
His creation. This teaching reminds us of the doctrines developed by the
leading scholars discussed earlier. �������� argues that before God created
the universe (��@’$���) He always thought of Himself, which resulted in the
creation of the �?��,7������(the Light that is ��������). It is from the
�?�� ,7����� that God created permanent archetypes (��@�’�$�� ��@
��$�����), namely, the potential universe, which became the source of the
exterior archetypes (��@�’�$�� ��@)�$��=�����), the creation in its concrete
form. �������� concludes that although the �’�$�� ��@)�$��=����� are the
emanation of the Absolute Being, they are distinct from God Himself: it is
like a hand and its shadow. Although the hand can hardly be separated from
its shadow, the latter is not identical to the former. With this explanation, ���
����� establishes the transcendence of God over His creation.

The same argument is presented in his short treatise entitled A�:$’�:
��@C�?�. The work is a commentary on the so-called ‘two pantheistic
verses’ of Ibn ‘Arab.74 There is no need to dwell on ��������’� discussion
of the verses, as Johns has shown us that �������� knowledgeably inter-
prets them in an orthodox sense,75 proving that God and the universe are not
identical. Although �������� also makes use of the quasi neo-Platonic
emanation system, also closely associated with the pantheism of Shams
�����, he carefully distances himself from an unorthodox interpretation.76

Johns concludes:

He [��������] affirms at once the intuition of the mystics and the rights of
orthodoxy, recognising the incapacity of human words to express adequately
the dependence of the world upon God and its existence through Him, and the
unspeakable reality of the Divine transcendence.77

��������’� interpretation is clearly reminiscent of $������ ���&
���,
who emphasises the importance of intuition ()����) in the mystical way,
while recognising the limit of reason in understanding the Realities of God.
�������� expresses his intellectual links with ���&
��� in a more than
implicit way. In discussing the Unity of God in the A�:$’�:���@C�?�,78 he
relies heavily on ���&
���’� concepts of ��%78�� ��@-�?������� (Divine
Unity), ��%78����@��’$� (Unity of God’s Act), ��%78����@L��$�� (Unity of
Attributes), ��%78����@.=?�� (Unity of Being), ��%78����@A�$�� (Unity 
of Essence) and ��%78����@C�:8:8�(Unity of Absolute Reality).79
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Like $���������&
���, �������� proposes that the most effective way
to feel and grasp the Unity God is by performing ‘��$���, particularly
���)� (‘remembrance’ of God), both silently (����) and vocally (=���).
According to ��������, the aim of the ���)� more specifically is to achieve
��@��%����@�)����$�8�(‘voluntary’ death), or what is called by ���&
��� ��@
��%�� ��@��’�$%8 (‘ideational’ death), as opposed to ��@��%�� ��@9��8’8
(natural death).80 In his detailed method of ���)�, however, ��������,
largely follows that of ����������������, as described in his work ��@
���9���@,�=8�.81 He also follows ����������’� teachings on the obligation
of disciples towards their master, as he shows in his two treatises called
respectively +������������,�����)�������)��and +��$����,)���>������8
(��$�����?9���@����)��%����@,�8�.82

Having discussed ��������’� teachings, it is clear that he transmitted 
the doctrines and tendencies in the scholarly networks in order to renew the
Islamic tradition in the Malay-Indonesian archipelago. The most salient
feature of his teachings indicates that what he transmitted is neo-Sufism:
his works make it clear that ��>�%%� should go hand in hand with the
����8’��. Only with total obedience to the ����8’�� can aspirants of
mystical ways gain the true experience of the 7�:8:�� (realities).

It is important to keep in mind, however, that ��������’� approach to
renewal was different from that of �������: he was a �=����� of an
evolutionary type, not a radical. Therefore, like $������ ���&
���, he
preferred to reconcile opposing views rather than to take sides. Even
though he was against the doctrines of %=?������, only implicitly does he
make clear his views. Similarly, he shows his dislike for the radical
approach of �������’� renewal quite simply and not explicitly. Again,
without mentioning �������’� name, he wisely reminds Muslims in the
A�:$’�:���@C�?��of the danger of accusing others of unbelieving by citing
a 7��8�� of the Prophet, stating ‘let no man accuse another of leading a
sinful life or of infidelity, for the accusation will turn back if it is false’.83

Considering ��������’� gentleness and tolerance, Johns84 rightly concludes
that he was a mirror image of his teacher, $���������&
���.

�=��$	&C=C’� MALAY-INDONESIAN NETWORKS

The Acehnese have long been proud of their country; they have always
called their country, with pride, ‘��������,�))��’, or the front yard or gate
to the Holy Land, not only because of its crucial role in Islamic learning but
also for its position as the most important transit point for the Malay-
Indonesian pilgrims in their journey to and from the ��������.85 Aceh’s
special position was among the main reasons why works of scholars like
���!��� ���%��1
�, Shams ������ �������#���, ������� and ��������
became widely circulated in the archipelago. The fact that all these scholars
lived in Aceh, together with extensive relations and contacts between
the Acehnese and foreign Muslim scholars, contributed substantially to the
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establishment of the identity of the Acehnese as one of the most ardent
Muslim ethnic groups in the archipelago.
�������� appears to have begun teaching while he was in the

��������, but we have no information on his disciples there. It is only
after he returned to Aceh that we are able to trace his Malay-Indonesian
network of disciples. These disciples, in turn, were responsible for spread-
ing ��������’� teachings and 9��8:��s, particularly the ���--������� order,
in many parts of the archipelago.

There is no doubt that the type of the ���--������� order, so often asso-
ciated with the Indian type of Sufism, that was implanted by �������� in
the archipelago was the one that had been reformed by such leading
scholars in our networks as ���������������( and ����������������.
Archer,86 in his classical study, calls the ���--������� introduced by
�������� the ‘orthodox way’. Although in his �������� �������� refers to
the 9��8:�� as the ���--�������, he also calls it the ‘������������’
9��8:��.87 The ���--������� 9��8:�� was also known as the ‘Ishqiyyah in
Iran and as the ,��-������� in Ottoman Turkey, but is not generally known
as the ������������.88 The ������������ 9��8:�� was another name for
the reformed ���--������� and became a unique Malay-Indonesian
phenomenon. This can be taken as an indication of ��������’� attempts to
disengage his 9��8:�� from the early ���--�������. The ������������
9��8:�� was and can still be found in certain parts of the archipelago.89

The most celebrated of ��������’� disciples in Sumatra was Burh�n
�����, better known as the Tuanku of Ulakan,90 a village on the coast of
the Minangkabau region (now West Sumatra). Local accounts of the devel-
opment of Islam in Minangkabau relate that ,������ ������ (1056–1104/
1646–92) studied with �������� for several years before returning to his
home region.91 ,����������� was, of course, not the first scholar to intro-
duce Islam to the Minangkabau area, but he undoubtedly played a crucial
role in the intensification of Islamisation among its population.

Soon after his return, ,����������� established his ���--������� ���,
a ribat-type educational institution, in Ulakan. Before long it gained fame
as the sole religious authority in Minangkabau.92 The Ulakan surau
attracted numerous students from throughout the region; they specialised in
various branches of Islamic discipline, and in turn established their own
suraus when they returned to their home villages.93 By the fourth quarter of
the eighteenth century several leading students of ,����������� began in
earnest to launch their reforms, which reached a climax at the turn of the
century.94

Another eminent student of �������� was ‘Abd ������� of West Java.
It is through the latter’s efforts that the ���--������� gained a large follow-
ing in Java. Although our sources provide no date of birth, they are in
accord in reporting that ‘Abd ������� studied with �������� in Aceh
before embarking on a pilgrimage to Mecca. He was reported also to have
travelled to Baghdad in order to visit the tomb of ‘Abd ������������0�����.
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Returning from the 7�== pilgrimage, on the request of the local leader he
settled in Karang, Pamijahan, West Java, where he played a substantial role
in converting people from animistic beliefs to Islam. ‘Abd ������� was
also very active in preaching the ���--������� 9��8:��, for many ��������s of
the order in Java and the Malay Peninsula went through him which he
received directly from ��������.95

�������� also had a prominent student in the Malay Peninsula: he was
‘Abd ��������� �.� ‘Abd ����� (1089–1149/1678–1736), better known as
Tok Pulau Manis, of Trengganu. Abdullah points out that ‘Abd ��������
studied with �������� in Aceh, and later continued his studies in the
��������. According to local tradition, he studied there also with Ibr�hm
al-K
r�n. But this is hardly plausible, because at the time of the latter’s
death (1101/1690) ‘Abd �������� had not even been born. At best, he may
have met with ���&
���’� students. Apart from this problematic account,
‘Abd �������� was obviously a scholar of some distinction. His works deal
mainly with the ����8’�� or ��:�; he was also very active in teaching.96

The closest disciple of ��������, without doubt, was ��(
�� ���0�(
���%��1
���.�$���’���.��4�����1-�����.��4���‘�������
�. The importance
of citing his long full name is to indicate that he was most likely of Turkish
origin. His father was probably one of the Turkish mercenaries who came in
large numbers to assist the Acehnese Sultanate in their contest with the
Portuguese in the early sixteenth century. The attribution al-0�( indicates
that his mother was probably a Malay, or that he was born in the archipelago.

Despite the obscurity surrounding his origin, ��(
� al-0�(� ����
�
was the most favoured student of ��������. There is a strong indication in
the colophon of ��������’� ���=�$����@,����8��that he was ordered by
the teacher to make some addition to the ����8�. And there is also a sugges-
tion that he did so under the supervision of �������� himself before the
latter’s death.97 Hasjmi98 maintains that ��(
�� ��-0�( ����
� was the
main )���8��� of ��������. Together with his master, he founded a �����,
a traditional Acehnese Islamic educational institution, in Banda Aceh. He
was also reported to have written several works.
�������� died around 1105/1693 and was buried near the )���, or the

mouth, of the Aceh River. The site also became the graveyard for his wives,
��(
�� ����
� and other disciples. It is after the site of his tomb that
�������� later came to be known as the Shaykh of *���. ��������’� tomb
has become the most important place of religious visitation (;��$���) in
Aceh until the present time.99

It is important to note that �������� was also associated with
�����������. They were in fact friends, studying together with, among
others, ���������� and ���&
���. It is to ����������� that we now turn.
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5
Seventeenth Century Malay-Indonesian

Networks III: ���������
�
���������������

Our discussion of the Malay-Indonesian connection of the networks of
‘���$’ up to now has centred mainly on Aceh. The third figure of Islamic
renewal in the archipelago, ����������
����������������(1037–1111/
1627–99), brings our discussion into a vast region, from South Sulawesi
(Celebes) and West Java to Arabia, Srilanka and South Africa. In order to
get a better grasp of �����������’� role in Islamic development in these
places, we must also deal in passing with the religious and intellectual life
of the Muslims in these respective areas.

There have been a number of studies devoted to �����������, in 
both Indonesia and South Africa.1 But most of them centre only on his
career in the archipelago or when he was in exile in South Africa; very little
attention has been given to his scholarly connections within the interna-
tional networks of ‘���$’. This fails not only to trace the origins of
�����������’� teachings but also to recognise his role as one of the early
transmitters of Islamic reformism to the region where he lived.

FROM SULAWESI TO BANTEN AND ARABIA

��������� �
���� �.� ‘Abd ������ ��
� ����������� ���:�+� ���&���(�#
�����������, also known in Sulawesi as ‘������������)�����I
%�’ (Our
Gracious Master from Gowa), according to the Annals of Gowa, was born
in 1037/1627.2 Despite myth and legends concerning the parents and events
surrounding the birth of �����������, probably fabricated after his death,
his family was among those which had been fully Islamised.

As a result, from his early years of life, prior to his departure to Arabia,
����������� was educated according to Islamic tradition. He initially
learned to read the ���’�� with a local teacher named Daeng ri Tasam-
mang. Later he studied Arabic, ��:�, ��%78� and ��>�%%� with �������,�
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‘��(��.�‘Abd ���������’�����������@����, an Arab preacher who lived in
Bontoala at that time. When he was 15 years of age he continued his studies
in Cikoang, where he studied with 0����� ����� al-Aydid, a peripatetic
teacher who was reported to have come from Aceh to Kutai, Kalimantan,
before finally settling down in Cikoang.3

The accounts of al-Maqass�r’s initial religious education again empha-
sise the nature of Islamic development in Sulawesi, as in many parts of the
archipelago, namely, that wandering scholars, many of them >?�8s, played a
crucial role in converting and teaching the native population. However,
they came to Sulawesi much later than to the western part of the archipel-
ago; only after the second half of the sixteenth century do we find evidence
of their presence in the region. It was in the early seventeenth century that
these peripatetic teachers, from Aceh, Minangkabau, South Kalimantan
(Borneo), Java, the Malay Peninsula and the Middle East, succeeded in
converting large numbers of the population of Sulawesi. They had much
greater success after the local rulers embraced Islam.4

Thus, in the period of �����������’� birth, Islam was gaining firmer
roots in South Sulawesi. By the third decade of the seventeenth century the
newly Islamised rulers made their attempts to translate some doctrines of
the ����8’�� into the political organisation of their kingdoms. Religious
posts such as ��$� (prayer leader), )��98� (reciter of the Friday sermon)
and :$E8 (judge) were created, and their holders became included among
the nobility.5 With the creation of these offices, many wandering scholars
were encouraged to stay. ����������� was able to acquire a rudimentary
Islamic education in his own region. However, it is important to note that
doctrines of Islamic law were adopted only to a limited degree, especially
those concerning familial matters, which were incorporated in local
customs variously called #��	�������	 or #���	���))��	.

Returning from Cikoang, ����������� married a daughter of the ���-��
of Gowa, ‘���’ �����, also known locally as Mangarangi Daeng Maura-
biya (r. 1001–46/1591–1636). ����������� had apparently long cherished
an ambition to pursue further studies in the Middle East; it can be expected
that his teachers of Arab origin gave him a further incentive towards
Islamic learning there. ����������� left Makassar for Arabia in the month
of Rajab 1054/September 1644.6 Makassar, it is worth noting, was an
important harbour in the eastern part of the archipelago, and from the
second half of the fifteenth century it had been frequented by Malay-
Indonesian and foreign traders. It had links, in the interinsular trading
networks, with Banten and other harbours on northern Java as well as with
Malacca and Aceh. ����������� took advantage of the trading networks.
He boarded a Malay ship, and we soon find him in Banten.7

The Sultanate of Banten (Bantam) was one of the most important
Muslim kingdoms on Java. When ����������� arrived in Banten, the
reigning ruler was ��
�������������‘Abd �������� (r. 1037–63/1626–51),
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who was granted the title of ���-�� by the ����� of Mecca in 1048/1638.
He evidently had a special interest in religious matters; he sent inquiries
about religious matters not only to al-R�nr but also to scholars in the
��������, which resulted in special works written by those scholars,
answering his questions.8 As a result, Banten became known as one of the
most important Islamic centres on Java, and it is highly possible that ���
�������� also studied there. Not least importantly, he was able to establish
close personal relations with the elite of the Bantenese Sultanate, especially
with the Crown Prince, Pangeran Surya, who would succeed his father,
��
������������, as ���-�� with the official name ‘Abd ���%�##��, better
known as ���-�� Ageng Tirtayasa. 

Following the route of the interinsular trade, ����������� departed for
Aceh. It is reported9 that while he was in Banten he had already heard about
������� and intended to study with him. Meanwhile, ������� had left
Aceh for his home of birth, ����, in 1054/1644. As ����������� departed
from Makassar in the same year, it is unlikely that they met in Aceh.
However, �����������, in his work ���8���� ��@��=$�, before giving his
complete silsilah of the ���������� 9��8:��, has the following to say:

As for the chains of initiation of the )���8��� �������������, I take it from 
my Shaykh and prop (��������), the learned and prominent, the wise and
inimitable, who possesses the sciences of ����8’���and 7�:8:��, exploring
��’������and 9��8:��, my master and teacher (	�), Shaykh 	
��������
�.������+���.�����������������������������������; may God purify 
his spirit and illuminate his tomb.10

Considering this account, it is likely that ����������� followed �������
to India, where, as al-Attas points out, he studied also with ‘Umar b. ‘Abd
������,���������, �������’� teacher.11 If this is so, he must have been
introduced to ,��������� by �������; and they must have met only in the
Gujarat region as, so far as we are aware, ,��������� never travelled to the
Malay-Indonesian world.

In all probability it is from the Gujarat coast that ����������� continued
his travels to the Middle East. His first destination was the Yemen, where he
studied mostly in ;���, with ����������.�‘Abd ���,������	��������,
Sayyid ‘A�����;��� and ����������.����"�+�������’����������.12

We have mentioned earlier that ����������.�‘Abd ���,��������!+�+
���	�������� (d. 1074/1664), probably the most important scholar of the
��!+�+ family in the seventeenth century, was one of the scholars ���������
came into contact with in the Yemen. ‘Abd ���,�� was in fact the prede-
cessor of the ��!+�+ scholars, who played an increasingly important role in
the expansion of the networks to many parts of the Muslim world.

Volll3 has suggested that by the beginning of the eighteenth century the
��!+�+� had been identified with the Naqshbandiyyah order. The associ-
ation certainly began with ‘Abd ���,��, for, as ��������� points out,14
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he was initiated into the order by :�+����������'���, the leading shaykh of
the Naqshbandiyyah in Mecca. ����������� tells us that he took the
Naqshbandiyyah 9��8:�� from ‘Abd ���,��.l5 He does not make mention
of other sciences he learned from ‘Abd ���,��; therefore, we can assume
that ����������� primarily studied ��>�%%� with him.

The second major teacher of ����������� in Yemen was simply named
Sayyid ‘��� ���;��� or ‘��� �.� �� Bakr, according to �����������’�
silsilah of the ,��‘��(����� 9��8:��.l6 It is difficult to identify this scholar
in Arabic sources, because his is a very common name. But his identifi-
cation with Zabd helps us in some way. ��������� mentions two ‘Als,
one of whom could be a teacher of ������������, because of his connection
not only with ��������� but also with the larger networks; he is ‘Ali bin
Muhammad b. al-Shaybani al-Zabidi, as described later.

To take �����������’� silsilah of the ,�� ‘��(����� into account, it is
possible that Sayyid ‘�� was ‘����.�����������.����,�����.���-���,
who died in ;��� in 1084/1673. The ��-��� scholars had played some role
in the networks; two of the ��-��� scholars, have already been mentioned
namely, ����������.��� Bakr and ��������
����’�����, in connection
with ���������. ‘����.���-��� [���;���] was known as a >?�8 and �7��@
����. ���������, however, simply mentions that ‘���adhered to the 9��8:��
of the ������@������%����@/��$’���(the people of the Sunnah and commu-
nity, or the mainstream of the ����); no explicit mention is made of the ,�
‘��(����� 9��8:��, although the order can surely be included among the
9��8:��s with which the Ahl al-Sunnah wa ���0���’�� was affiliated.l7

It is also possible that Sayyid ‘�� was actually ‘����.�����������.
��������������;��� (d. 1072/1661). Al-Mu�ibb, citing ��1-�����.�%�#�
������ �������(, his colleague, tells us that ‘��� ���;��� was a great
�7������ of Yemen and the leader of men of learning in ;���. He
initially studied in his home town with ����������.����)��������&��11
���;��� or $�����$���0�’���—both mentioned earlier in connection with
���������. ‘Al continued his studies in the ��������, receiving 9��8:��s
from ����������������. He was also active in teaching 7��8��; among
those who studied 7��8�� with him were $������ ���&
���, Ibn ‘Abd
������
� ���,��!��+ and ������ ���’�+��. He died in Zabd.l8 ‘��
���;���’� connections with these scholars, who were teachers of 0�(
students, including ����������� himself, made it possible for ‘Al to come
into contact with and teach al-Maqass�r. We cannot go further, as there is
no indication that he was a shaykh of the B� ‘Alwiyyah 9��8:��.

Al-Maqass�r does not inform us of the date of his sojourn in Yemen, 
but it probably took several years before he continued his travels to the
heart of the networks in the �aramayn. His period of study in Mecca and
Medina coincided with that of al-Sinkil. Therefore, it can be expected that
al-Maqass�r studied with scholars who were also the teachers of al-Sinkil.
The most important among his teachers in the �aramayn were familiar
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names in the networks, such as A�mad al-Qush�sh, Ibr�hm al-K
r�n and
�asan al-’Ajam.l9

Al-Maqass�r’s relationship with al-K
r�n was apparently close. It is
known that he was entrusted by al-K
r�n to copy ��@A�������@�$)����� and
+��$�����8���@.=?�, both works of N
r al-Dn al-J�m (d. 898/1492), and a
commentary on the first work by ‘Abd al-Ghaf
r al-L�r (d. 912/1506). Al-
K
r�n himself later wrote a commentary on ��@A�������@�$)������called
��@��7�8�$�� ��@($������ ��� ,��$7���� ��@A����� ��@�$)�����.20 All of these
works attempt to reconcile opposing positions between the Muslim theolo-
gians and philosophers on several philosophical issues concerning God. It has
been suggested that al-Maqass�r studied these three works under al-K
r�n
when he was copying them.21

Unlike al-Sinkil, al-Maqass�r does not specify the religious sciences he
studied with the above scholars. He mentions them primarily in connection
with his teachings and 9��8:�� silsilahs or in notes towards the end of some
of his works. Considering their scholarly discourse and the kind of teach-
ings he attributed to them, it is fair to assume that, in addition to ��>�%%�,
al-Maqass�r studied 7��8��, tafsr, ��:� and other branches of Islamic
science with them.

Aside from the above scholars, al-Maqass�r mentions his other teachers
in the �aramayn: Mu�ammad al-Mazr
’ [al-Madan], ‘Abd al-Karm
al-Lah
r and Mu�ammad Muraz al-Sh�m.22 While I have failed to
identify the first scholar, the second was very likely ‘Abd al-Karm al-
Hind al-Lah
r, who settled in the �aramayn and flourished in the
eleventh/ seventeenth century. He appears also to have been involved in the
networks; he was an acquaintance of ‘Abd All�h al-Ba1r, A�mad al-
Nakhl, T�j al-Dn al-Qal’ and Ab
 @�hir al-K
r�n.23 We may expect that
through ‘Abd al-Karm for Mu�ammad al-Lah
r, al-Maqass�r learned
much about the Indian tradition of Islamic learning.

As for Mu�ammad Muraz al-Sh�m, he was most probably Mu�ammad
Mirza b. Mu�ammad al-Dimashq. This is based on the fact that the
copyists of al-Maqass�r’s works obviously misspelled the names of
several of his teachers. They, for instance, wrote ‘Mu�ammad al-Zuj�j al-
Naqshband’ instead of Mu�ammad [b. ‘Abd al-B�q] al-Mizj�j
al-Naqshband, or ‘Mu�ammad B�q All�h al-Lah
r’ instead of ‘Abd al-
Karm al-Lah
r or Mu�ammad b. ‘Abd al-B�q al-Naqshband.24

We have other reasons to identify Mu�ammad Mirza as a teacher of
al-Maqass�r. First of all, he was a student of T�j al-Dn al-Hind al-Naqsh-
band. Like Mu�ammad b. ‘Abd al-B�q al-Mizj�j, Mu�ammad Mirza was
initiated by T�j al-Dn into the Naqshbandiyyah order in Mecca; they may be
expected to have been friends. As al-Maqass�r had received the order earlier
from ‘Abd al-B�q, it is possible that he later recommended al-Maqass�r
to study with Mu�ammad Mirza when he left Yemen for the �aramayn.
Mu�ammad Mirza migrated from Damascus and lived in Medina for 40 years
before he finally moved to Mecca, where he died in 1066/1656, after only two
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years there. Mu�ammad Mirza, mainly known as a >?�8, attempted to reinter-
pret Ibn ‘Arab’s doctrines in terms that people could comprehend.25

Unlike al-Sinkil, who returned directly to the Malay-Indonesian world
after studying in the �aramayn, al-Maqass�r travelled to Damascus,
another important centre of Islamic learning in the Middle East. It appears
that Mu�ammad Mirza recommended that al-Maqass�r study there. But it
is also possible that A�mad al-Qush�sh encouraged him to go to Damascus
and study with one of its leading scholars, Ayy
b b. A�mad b. Ayy
b al-
Dimashq al-Khalwat (994–1071/1586–1661). As we have already noted,
al-Qush�sh was a close friend of Ayy
b al-Khalwat�(see Chart 5).

Ayy
b al-Khalwat was born and died in Damascus. He was a renowned
>?�8 and �7������ of Syria. His education included both exoteric sciences,
such as 7��8��, tafsr and ��:�, as well as esoteric sciences like ��>�%%�
and )��$�. Both al-�amaw and Al-Mu�ibb call him ‘��@��$�����@�)���’
(great teacher), and they claim that nobody else in Damascus was as
learned as he was during his time. Sul-�n Ibr�hm, the ruler of Syria, often
consulted him in matters relating to Islamic law and mysticism.26

Ayy
b al-Khalwat was also a prolific writer. His writings mainly deal
with ��>�%%�, )��$�, 7��8�� and Khalwatiyyah rituals. He attempted to
give a new interpretation of Ibn ‘Arab’s doctrines, particularly concerning
the concept of ��@���$����@*$����(‘perfect man’ or ‘universal man’), in light
of the ����8’��. Ayy
b al-Khalwat also had extensive networks by way of
7��8�� studies. His scholarly reputation made his halqahs popular with
students from various parts of the Muslim world, such as the Maghribi
region, Arabia, and South and Southeast Asia. 

Al-Maqass�r does not tell us when the period of his study with Ayy
b
al-Khalwat took place, but al-Maqass�r evidently accompanied him for
some time. After exhibiting his talent for absorbing the exoteric and
esoteric sciences, he was able to win the favour of Ayy
b al-Khalwat. The
latter awarded him the title of ‘��@�$=� ��@*���%��8 ’ (the Crown of the
Khalwat). Al-Maqass�r highly praises Ayy
b al-Khalwat in his works
and mentions him in his silsilah of the Khalwatiyyah 9��8:��.27 The way al-
Maqass�r refers to Ayy
b al-Khalwat could lead one to assume that this
Damascene scholar was simply a great >?�8, but in fact he was also a leading
expert in Islamic law.

After studying in Damascus, al-Maqass�r is said to have continued his
travels to Istanbul.28 Traditional accounts of al-Maqass�r’s life that circu-
late in South Sulawesi tell the story of his journey in the ‘��	���� +�’
(Turkey), but we have no other sources to corroborate them.29

According to Gowa sources, while he was in Mecca al-Maqass�r had
begun to teach. As one might expect, most of his students were of Malay-
Indonesian origin, both from the 7$== pilgrims and the /$%�� community in
the �aramayn. Among his students in Mecca was ‘Abd al-Bashr al-3arr
al-Rapan (from Rappang, South Sulawesi), who later was responsible for
spreading the Naqshbandiyyah and Khalwatiyyah orders in South
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Sulawesi.30 Furthermore, al-Maqass�r is reported to have married the
daughter of a Sh�f’ Im�m in Mecca, but his wife died when she gave birth
to a child, and al-Maqass�r remarried a woman of Sulawesi origin in
Jeddah before he finally returned to the archipelago.31

FROM BANTEN TO SRILANKA AND SOUTH AFRICA

It is not very clear when Al-Maqass�r returned to the archipelago. Hamid
and Van Bruinessen respectively claim that he returned in 1075/1664 and
1083/1672,32 but we are not able to substantiate this, for other sources do
not supply us with the date of al-Maqass�r’s return. However, if these
dates are correct, it means that he spent between 20 and 28 years travel-
ling in search for knowledge. There are also conflicting accounts of
whether al-Maqass�r returned directly to his homeland, Gowa, or went
via Banten. 

Hamka,33 Amansyah,34 Mattulada35 and Pelras36 all maintain that
al-Maqass�r initially returned to South Sulawesi before he proceeded to
Banten. Hamid,37 Labbakang38 and Dangor,39 on the other hand, believe
that al-Maqass�r settled in Banten when he returned to the archipelago and
never came back to Gowa. We will discuss these two conflicting accounts
and attempt to determine which one is the more plausible.

According to the first opinion, when al-Maqass�r returned from Arabia
to Gowa, South Sulawesi, he found that Islamic precepts were not being
practised by the Muslim population; remnants of contra-Islamic local beliefs
continued to hold sway. Although the ruler and nobility had long declared
themselves Muslims, they were reluctant to apply the doctrine of Islamic
law in their realms. They were unwilling or unable to prohibit gambling,
cock-fighting, arrack drinking, opium smoking and the like. They in fact
promoted superstitious practices such as giving offerings to the spirit of the
ancestors in the hope that the latter would bring them prosperity.

Having witnessed such a sorry state of religious life, al-Maqass�r
appealed to the Gowa ruler and notables to abolish all such practices and to
implement Islamic law. However, the ruler insisted on maintaining the
status quo; abolishing gambling and opium smoking, for instance, would
have meant reducing financial gains.40 As a result, al-Maqass�r departed to
Banten, where he established his career. He left behind him, however,
several outstanding disciples, such as N
r al-Dn b. ‘Abd al-Fatt��, ‘Abd
al-Bashr al-3arr and ‘Abd al-Q�dir Karaeng Jeno.

It is apparent that the account of al-Maqass�r’s return to Gowa is based
on Hamka’s article, one of the earliest writings on al-Maqass�r in the
Indonesian language. The problem with Hamka’s article is that it relies
heavily on an oral tradition that has passed through many generations. It is
difficult to sift fact from myth in such oral histories, and we have no written
sources to substantiate them.
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The spread of al-Maqass�r’s teachings and works in South Sulawesi did
not necessarily require al-Maqass�r’s physical presence in the region. All
of his students are reported to have studied with him either in the �aramayn
or in Banten. Furthermore, from the middle of the seventeenth century,
Muslims from South Sulawesi came to Banten in large numbers. They also
played an important role in spreading al-Maqass�r’s teachings and works
when they returned to their own regions.4l

It is more plausible, therefore, that al-Maqass�r returned to Banten
rather than to Gowa. He may have planned to stay there temporarily on his
way back to his homeland, but later developments made him change his
mind. After several months in Banten he married the daughter of Sul-�n
Ageng Tirtayasa.42 It is worth remembering that al-Maqass�r and the
Sul-�n had been friends before the former left for Arabia. Thus, when al-
Maqass�r returned with scholarly credentials and prestige, Sul-�n Ageng
attempted to keep him in Banten by any means, including marriage.

Sul-�n Ageng Tirtayasa (r. 1053–96/1651–83) was undoubtedly the last
great ruler of the Bantenese Sultanate. Under his rule the Sultanate reached
its golden age. Its port became an important centre of international trade in
the archipelago. The Bantenese traded with traders from England,
Denmark, China, Indo-China, India, Persia, the Philippines and Japan. The
ships of the Sultanate sailed the archipelago, representing the last powerful
trading power of the Malay-Indonesian kingdoms.43 

Sul-�n Ageng was a fervent enemy of the Dutch; his accession to the
throne resumed the long-standing conflicts between the Bantenese and 
the Dutch, who had fought wars in 1028/1619 and 1043–9/1633–9. Peace
settlements achieved after the wars could not hold for very long. Sul-�n
Ageng’s fleet, modelled after those of the Europeans, attacked the Dutch
posts in Sumatra. He made Banten a safe haven for fighters from elsewhere
in the archipelago in wars against the Dutch, as well as for fugitives from
Dutch prisons.44 For the Dutch, who now fortified themselves in Batavia,
Sul-�n Ageng was a major stumbling block in their territorial expansion in
the archipelago.

Sul-�n Ageng Tirtayasa, like his father, Sul-�n Ab
 al-Maf�khir ‘Abd
al-Q�dir, had a special interest in religion. The political and diplomatic
relations with the Muslim rulers, particularly with the Sharfs of Mecca,
that had been established by his father continued to flourish. Contempora-
neous Dutch sources45 also note that Sul-�n Ageng was able to establish
relations with Surat and other Muslim kingdoms on the coastal region of
the Indian subcontinent.

Moreover, he sent his son, ‘Abd al-Qahh�r, on a diplomatic mission
to Istanbul; this was in conjunction with the latter’s 7$== pilgrimages to
Mecca, which were undertaken respectively from 1080/1669 to
1082/1671 and from 1085/1674 to 1087/1676. During the time of Sul-�n
Ageng, scholars and students from various parts of the Muslim world
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continued to come to Banten. Sul-�n Ageng himself, most of the time,
was accompanied by these Muslim scholars.46 Thus, he was able to
maintain the reputation of Banten as an important centre of Islamic
learning in the archipelago.47

The political and religious situation in the Bantenese Sultanate was
clearly favourable for al-Maqass�r to remain there. His marriage to the
daughter of the Sul-�n created a stronger bond with the Sultanate. He rose
to one of the highest positions among the court elite, and became the most
influential member of the Sul-�n’s Advisory Board. He was called 
##��@
#��������or �

	�#��������(highest priest) by Dutch sources, and played an
important role not only in religious matters but also in political ones.48

The news about al-Maqass�r’s presence in Banten soon reached South
Sulawesi. The Sul-�n of Gowa dispatched a delegation to Banten in order
to induce him to return to his homeland. The Sul-�n requested that
al-Maqass�r teach the royal family about Islam and thus accelerate the
process of Islamisation in the region. Al-Maqass�r, however, declined
the invitation. Our sources49 cite him as stating that he would not return to
Gowa until his erudition in Islamic reached perfection. He instead sent
home his student ‘Abd al-Bashr al-3arr, who had apparently followed
him from Mecca to Banten. Al-Maqass�r appointed al-3arr (‘the blind’)
his )���8��� of the Khalwatiyyah and Naqshbandiyyah orders.

Thus, while in Banten, although al-Maqass�r was increasingly pulled
into the political arena he continued to teach students in the capital city of
Banten as well as to write. Later, when al-Maqass�r was involved in wars
against the Dutch, he was reported to have retreated to the village of
Karang, and had some connections with a man named by Dutch sources as
‘Hadjee Karang’.50 Karang was the home of ‘Abd al-Mu�y, a disciple of
al-Sinkil, and he was certainly the ‘Hadjee Karang.’ ‘Abd al-Mu�y took
the opportunity of his meeting with al-Maqass�r to study with him, asking
his commentary on certain verses of the Qur’�n that dealt with mystical
doctrines. ‘Abd al-Mu�y also asked al-Maqass�r to transmit to him the
silsilah of the 9��8:��s he received in the �aramayn.51

Included among the most prominent students of al-Maqass�r was the
heir to the Sultanate, ‘Abd al-Qahh�r. There is little doubt that al-Maqass�r
recommended that he travel to Istanbul after performing his pilgrimage in
Mecca. Al-Maqass�r’s wide contacts in the Middle East and his possible
visit to Istanbul helped pave the way for the Crown Prince to carry out his
diplomatic mission. We have no further information on the mission. What
is clear is that when the heir Prince returned from the Middle East to Banten
with the new title of Sul-�n ��ji, he soon appealed to the Bantenese to wear
clothes of Arab style.52

‘Abd al-Qahh�r’s insistence on Arab dress is reported by Sasmita53 to
have been the initial reason for the rifts between him and his father, Sul-�n
Ageng. But it appears that the fundamental cause of conflict was the
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decision of Sul-�n Ageng to appoint his other son, Pangeran Purbaya, to
succeed him to the throne while ‘Abd al-Qahh�r was on his pilgrimage.54

This decision was apparently prompted by ‘Abd al-Qahh�r’s predilection
for the Dutch, in contrast to Sul-�n Ageng’s decidedly anti-Netherlands
disposition. Sul-�n Ageng attempted to reach some reconciliation with
‘Abd al-Qahh�r: the latter was restored to his original position as heir, and
was assigned to rule the Sultanate from the capital city, Banten, while the
old Sul-�n moved to Tirtayasa. These policies proved to be a great blow to
the old Sul-�n, for ‘Abd al-Qahh�r now used his position to embrace the
Dutch even more closely.

Meanwhile, Sul-�n Ageng had reasserted his rule over the Cirebon
Sultanate, and warned the Dutch resident in Batavia in the presence of the
English, French and Danish residents that he would consider every act of
hostility or interference by the Dutch East Indies Company (VOC) in the
affairs of Cirebon as a �����������for him.55 ‘Abd al-Qahh�r did not share
his father’s views. He made it clear that he took the side of the Dutch.
Probably with the connivance of the Dutch, ‘Abd al-Qahh�r declared the
abdication of his father from the throne in 1091/1680, and claimed it for
himself. Sul-�n ��ji soon dismissed supporters of Sul-�n Ageng from their
official positions, and sent envoys to Batavia to negotiate a peace treaty
with the Dutch.

Sul-�n Ageng refused his forced abdication; he gathered his army in
Tirtayasa, and civil war appeared inevitable. Being caught in this difficult
situation, al-Maqass�r, together with Pangeran Purbaya, chose to take the
side of Sul-�n Ageng. The war finally broke out in the last days of
1092/early 1682, when Sul-�n Ageng’s forces besieged Sul-�n ��ji in the
capital, Banten. Realising that his position was precarious, Sul-�n ��ji
appealed for support from Batavia. In return for Dutch help in keeping him
on the throne, he promised to cede all trade benefits to the VOC.

The Dutch immediately seized this long-awaited opportunity. Reinforce-
ments under Captain François Tack were sent from Batavia so that Sul-�n
��ji could escape from being humiliated by Sul-�n Ageng’s army. Fresh
from victories in South Sulawesi, Cirebon and Mataram, the Dutch army
was able to inflict reverses on Sul-�n Ageng’s forces. On 29 December
1682, Dutch troops attacked Tirtayasa, but Sul-�n Ageng, al-Maqass�r and
Pangeran Purbaya escaped the siege and took refuge in the southern moun-
tains of West Java. Persistently pursued by forces of the Dutch and Sul-�n
��ji, Sul-�n Ageng was finally captured in 1096/1683 and was exiled to
Batavia, where he died in 1103/1692.56

The capture of Sul-�n Ageng, however, did not put an end to the war. His
force was now led by al-Maqass�r. Conducting a guerilla warfare,
al-Maqass�r’s forces of 4000 men, consisting of the Bantenese, Makassarese/
Buginese and Javanese, proved difficult to subdue. This attests to al-
Maqass�r’s dauntless courage and bravery, and to his firm determination 
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to fight the enemy. After failing to capture al-Maqass�r on the battlefield, the
Dutch finally employed the trickery that they were so often to use in their
territorial expansion in the archipelago. According to one version from Dutch
accounts, Van Happel, the commander of the Dutch troops, wearing Arab
garb and disguised as a Muslim, was able to infiltrate al-Maqass�r’s fortifi-
cation, finally capturing him on 14 December 1683.57 Another version of the
capture is that Van Happel came to al-Maqass�r’s hiding place with the
latter’s daughter, promising him the pardon of the Dutch if he surrendered.
Persuaded by the promise, which was never honoured by the Dutch, al-
Maqass�r and his forces joined Van Happel and followed him to Cirebon,
where he was officially declared a prisoner of war and taken to Batavia. At
the same time, his followers of South Sulawesi origin were sent back to their
homeland.58

With the capture of al-Maqass�r, the Banten wars practically ended. The
news of al-Maqass�r’s detention spread through Batavia; he was hailed as
a great hero in the struggle against the Dutch expansionism. He was highly
venerated: even his ��#���(chewed betelnut) was picked up by his follow-
ers when he spat it out, and was preserved as a relic.59 It is not hard to
understand, then, the Dutch fear that the Muslims would rise up to free him.
In September 1684 they exiled him to Srilanka, together with two wives,
several children, 12 disciples and a number of maids.60

Despite the fact that al-Maqass�r stayed in Srilanka for almost a decade,
studies of the Malay-Indonesian Muslim community on that island fail to
disclose his presence and role in the development of Islam there.61 This is
unfortunate, as when he was in Srilanka al-Maqass�r produced a sub-
stantial number of works, some of which bear the title of ����$�������
(or Sailan = Ceylon) or are mentioned explicitly to have been written 
in ‘��������’ (mediaeval Arabic term for Srilanka).62 Furthermore,
al-Maqass�r appears to have left some descendants in Srilanka who
possess manuscripts that could be a starting point for future research.63

Such manuscripts would certainly be useful for complementing both
Indonesian accounts and Dutch records of al-Maqass�r’s life in Srilanka. 

It is worth noting that outside the archipelago, Srilanka, ruled by the
Dutch in the period between 1050/1640 and 1211/1796, was the second
centre for banishment after the Cape of Good Hope for Malay-Indonesian
exiles. Due to its proximity to the archipelago, Srilanka had been preferred
by the Dutch to the Cape of Good Hope, which seems to have been reserved
for more dangerous exiles. The Dutch apparently began to transport a
substantial number of Malay-Indonesian exiles to Srilanka as soon as they
established their rule there.64 We know very little about the life of exiles
prior to the seventeenth century, but there is no doubt that al-Maqass�r was
the most prominent Malay-Indonesian figure ever banished by the Dutch to
Srilanka.

In a sense, al-Maqass�r’s banishment to Srilanka was a blessing in
disguise. While he was in Banten he experienced political turbulence, but
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he never abandoned his scholarly concerns; he was even able during this
period to produce several works. Now in Srilanka he had the opportunity to
return entirely to the scholarly world. In the introduction to his ���8���
��@��=$�, al-Maqass�r in retrospect expected that by the grace of God he
would inherit the wisdom of Adam, the prophet, who was, in the Muslim
belief, discharged on Srilanka after his fall from Heaven.65 So al-Maqass�r
devoted himself primarily to writing.

We can fairly safely assume that al-Maqass�r played an important role
in nurturing the hitherto small and inchoate Malay Muslim community on
the island. Al-Maqass�r himself expressly mentioned that he wrote his
works in Srilanka to satisfy the requests of his friends, disciples and fellow
Muslims there.66 He also established contact with other scholars there.
Among the Muslim scholars of Indian origin who became his friends were
Sidi Matilaya, Ab
 al-Ma’�n Ibr�hm Min��n and ‘Abd al-)iddq b.
Mu�ammad )�diq. 

The fact that his ���8������@��=$��was written on the request of Ibr�hm
Minhan was an indication that Minhan and his fellow Indian scholars were
well aware of al-Maqass�r’s erudition. It is possible that through these
scholars the Moghul ruler Aurangzeb (1071–1119/1659–1707) learned
about the banishment of al-Maqass�r to Srilanka. The Sul-�n reportedly
warned the Dutch authorities there to pay attention to the wellbeing of
al-Maqass�r.67

Thus, the banishment had failed to cut al-Maqass�r off from outside
contacts. No less important than al-Maqass�r’s relations with the Indian
scholars were his contacts with Malay-Indonesian pilgrims, who made
Srilanka their transit point on their way to and from Mecca and Medina, or
with Muslim traders who came there for business. That the contacts between
al-Maqass�r and the pilgrims existed becomes obvious from an explicit
mention in one of his works that he wrote it for his friends the 7$==�s.68

It was these 7$==�s who brought al-Maqass�r’s works, written in
Srilanka, to the archipelago so that we are able to read them today. They in
turn brought works written by Malay-Indonesian scholars to Srilanka. The
religious works found among the Malays on this island include these of
al-R�nr, al-Sinkil and al-Maqass�r himself.69

Considering the existence of such extensive relations, the Dutch were
right in assuming that al-Maqass�r still exerted a considerable influence on
the Malay-Indonesian Muslims. They were suspicious that through those
pilgrims al-Maqass�r had established networks, consisting of various
Muslim rulers in the archipelago, who would wage concerted and large-
scale wars against the Dutch. Fearing further political and religious
repercussions from al-Maqass�r’s relations with his countrymen, the
Dutch authorities decided in 1106/1693 to send al-Maqass�r even farther
away, to exile in South Africa. He was already 68 years old when once
again he was forced to embark on ‘De Voetboog’, which would take him to
the Cape of Good Hope.70
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Among the Malays, the Cape of Good Hope was the most notorious
place of banishment. Since colonisation by the Dutch in 1064/1652, a
number of eminent Malay-Indonesian figures, considered by the Dutch to
be the most dangerous, had been exiled there. But, as in Srilanka, not all
Malay-Indonesians brought to the Cape of Good Hope were exiles; some of
them were slaves who were used for work on Dutch farms in the region.71

Prior to the coming of al-Maqass�r, both the early exiles and slaves consti-
tuted the nucleus of a small Muslim group known as the Cape Malays.

All writers on South African Islam are in accord that al-Maqass�r was
the most important Malay-Indonesian exile ever banished to South
Africa.72 Al-Maqass�r arrived in the Cape of the Good Hope on 2 April
1694. Most of his retinue of 49 people were those who had followed him
earlier to Srilanka. Two months later the Dutch authorities took him and his
retinue to live in Zandvliet, a farm village at the mouth of the Eerste River,
so that he, as Jeffreys points out, ‘would not be in touch with any adherents
of the old regime’.73 Bearing historical connections to al-Maqass�r and his
followers, this locality today is known as Macassar, and its coastal area is
called Macassar beach.

Generally, al-Maqass�r received good treatment and due respect from
the Dutch authorities in the Cape. Governor Simon van der Stel and later his
son, Willem Adriaan, befriended him.74 Despite this, they must have been
aware that al-Maqass�r could give them problems. Therefore, the Dutch
attempted to isolate him and his followers from other Malay-Indonesian
exiles who had arrived before them. But their attempts apparently failed. He
once again became the rallying point for the Malay-Indonesians, not to rise
up against the Dutch but to intensify their Islamic beliefs and practices.
Al-Maqass�r and his 12 disciples, now called ��$�s, together with other
exiles, carried out teaching sessions and religious services secretly in their
lodges.75 With such activities, al-Maqass�r was able not only to preserve
the Islamic belief of his fellow exiles but to gain numerous new converts.76

Al-Maqass�r appears to have devoted most of his time to proselytising
activities; there is no evidence that he also spent his time on writing, for
none among his known works contains any indication whatsoever that it
was written in South Africa. This suggests that al-Maqass�r considered
direct propagation through teaching to be of the utmost importance to his
Malay-Indonesian community. In short, the maintenance of Islamic belief
was his primary concern.

This is no surprise, as the Dutch not only prohibited Muslims from
openly holding religious services but, worse still, ordered the Christian-
isation of all Muslim slaves in the Cape.77 The Dutch evangelist scholar
Zwemer even regrets the failure of Petrus Kalden, first minister of the Old
Dutch Church at Cape Town, to convert al-Maqass�r to Christianity,
despite the fact that the latter lived on land belonging to the minister.
Zwemer bluntly points out that a great opportunity was lost by Kalden.78

Al-Maqass�r has been hailed by historians of South African Islam as the
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founder of Islam in the region. The term ‘founder’ could be misleading:
Islam, or a Malay-Indonesian Muslim community, had clearly existed in
the Cape before he arrived there. Therefore, I would suggest that he is more
appropriately called the ‘reviver’ or ‘revitaliser’ of Islam in South Africa.
His determination to preserve the belief of his fellow Muslims was one of
the crucial factors contributing to the survival and further development of
Islam in the region.

Furthermore, as Zwemer79 points out, there were three >?�8 orders that
existed among Muslims in South Africa: the Q�diriyyah, Sha--�riyyah, and
Rif�’iyyah. It is highly likely that al-Maqass�r was responsible for intro-
ducing these orders there, for he was a )���8��� of all of them. As early as
1186/1772, Thurnberg80 observed a ritual among the Malays that clearly
constituted ���)�, and in the 1860s Mayson81 gives us vivid accounts of the
well-known practices among the Rif�’iyyah followers of being invulnera-
ble to fire and weapons.

Al-Maqass�r, as Colvin82 in his +
������
��������#����asserts, could
not but have longed for the palms and spices of his native land, which he
was fated never again to see. Colvin may be right, but al-Maqass�r
himself never made clear his sense of being an old exile under his long-
contested enemy. It is clear that his relatives in Gowa had never lost hope
for his freedom. As early as 1103/1689, when al-Maqass�r was still in
Srilanka, the Sul-�n of Gowa, ‘Abd al-Jall (r. 1088–1121/1677–1709),
and all the important local notables came to meet the Dutch Governor in
Makassar, asking for the return of al-Maqass�r to his homeland. They
brought with them 2000 ��=)���������, which had been donated by both
notables and commoners to make possible his return. Although the
Governor agreed to meet the request, Batavia annulled his decision.83

‘Abd al-Jall asked the Dutch to return al-Maqass�r repeatedly until
1110/1698, when the Dutch Council in Batavia issued a definite refusal
to consider any such request, obviously fearing political repercussions
from his return.84

Al-Maqass�r died at the Cape on 22 Dh
 al-Qa’dah 1111/22 May
1699,85 and was buried in Faure, on the sandhills of False Bay, not far from
the farm of Zandvliet. His tomb later came to be known as the ‘*��$���’
Shaykh Yusuf (lit. ‘miracle’). Between 1321/1903 and 1333/1913 the grave
of al-Maqass�r was restored by ��ji Sulaym�n Sh�h Mu�ammad, a rich
Cape Muslim of Indian origin. A splendid domed mausoleum was erected
over al-Maqass�r’s grave, which later was complemented by other 
buildings, including tombs of four of his disciples. The ‘kar�mat’ of 
al-Maqass�r is one of the most beautiful and the most important tomb
buildings in the Cape Peninsula. It became a central point of the Malay-
Indonesian community and the most important place of Muslim religious
visitation (;��$���) at the Cape; or, as Du Plessis puts it, ‘the tomb has
become the Mecca of the South, where thousands of pilgrims pay their
respects annually to the memory of a noble exile’.86
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The death of al-Maqass�r was a relief for the Cape Dutch authorities,
both politically and financially. On 1 July 1699, they reported his death to
Batavia; they asked Batavia to lift the financial burden, incurred by the
Cape authorities, for the upkeep of al-Maqass�r and his retinue. As a
result, the Council of Batavia decided in October 1699 to grant permission
to al-Maqass�r’s survivors and followers to return to the archipelago,
should they want to; most of them chose to return, and they departed on
board the ships ‘De Liefde’ and ‘De Spiegel’ in 1116/1704.87

In the meantime, the news of al-Maqass�r’s death had reached South
Sulawesi. Once again the Sul-�n of Gowa requested the return of
al-Maqass�r—now, of course, only his remains. Finally, the remains
allegedly belonging to al-Maqass�r arrived in Gowa on 5 April 1705, and
were reburied the following day in Lakiung.88 Like his tomb in Faure, this
tomb of al-Maqass�r soon became one of the most important places of reli-
gious visitation in South Sulawesi.89

The fact that al-Maqass�r has two tombs has led to some speculation.
De Haan believes that the Dutch sent the actual remains of al-Maqass�r
to Gowa; therefore, his tomb in Faure is empty.90 The Muslims in the
Cape, on the other hand, believe that only the remains of a single finger
of al-Maqass�r were taken to his homeland.9l This speculation appears to
contain some truth if one considers a legend in Gowa about the body of
al-Maqass�r they reburied. According to the legend, initially only a
handful of dust, which was probably the remains of his finger, was
brought from the Cape. The dust, however, kept growing until it took the
shape of the full body of al-Maqass�r when it reached Gowa.92

AL-MAQASS6RC’S NEO-SUFISM

Al-Maqass�r was primarily a >?�8. His life experience makes it clear that
his Sufism did not keep him away from worldly affairs. Unlike earlier >?�8s
who exhibited strong tendencies to shun worldly life, the whole expression
of al-Maqass�r’s teachings and practices shows a full range of activism. 

Like al-R�nr and al-Sinkil in the Sultanate of Aceh, al-Maqass�r played
an important role in Bantenese politics. Not only that he stepped up to the
forefront of the wars against the Dutch after the capture of Sul-�n Ageng
Tirtayasa. However, like most scholars in the international networks of
scholars in the seventeenth century, al-Maqass�r did not employ the 9��8:��
organisation to mobilise the masses, especially for the purposes of war.

Al-Maqass�r wrote his works in perfect Arabic; his long sojourn in the
Middle East had enabled him to write in that language. Almost all his
known works deal with ��>�%%�, particularly in its relations with )��$�.
Like al-R�nr and al-Sinkil, al-Maqass�r in developing his teachings
often cites such scholars and >?�8s as al-Ghaz�l, Junayd al-Baghd�d, Ibn
‘Arab, al-Jl, Ibn ‘At�’ All�h and other authorities.
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A central concept of al-Maqass�r’s ��>�%%� is the purification of belief
(‘�:8���) in the Unity of God (��%�8�). This is his attempt to explain the
transcendence of God over his creation. Such, of course, is a central theme
developed by other scholars in the networks. Citing S
rat al-Ikhl�1 (the
Qur’�n, chapter 112) and another verse of the Qur’�n that states that
nothing can be compared with Him (42:11), al-Maqass�rmaintains that the
Unity of God (��%78�) is infinite and absolute.93 ��%78� is the essential
component in Islam; one who does not believe in ��%78� is an unbeliever
()$���). He further compares the immaculate ��%78� with a leafy tree:
gnostic knowledge (��’�����) is its branches and leaves, and devotional
services (‘��$�$�) are its fruits. One who has no ��’����� is ignorant (=$���),
and one who does not practise ‘��$�$� is sinful (�$��:).94

Despite his insistence on the transcendence of God, al-Maqass�r
believes that God is all-encompassing (��@�7$9��) and omnipresent (��@
��’�����) over His creation.95 But he takes great care not to associate
himself with the doctrine of pantheism by maintaining that although God is
present or expresses Himself in His creation, it does not necessarily mean
that the creation is God himself; all creation is simply allegorical being (��@
��%=?����@��=$;8), not the Real Being (��@��%=?����@7�:8:8).96 Thus, like
al-Sinkil he believes that the creation is only a shadow of God, not God
Himself. According to al-Maqass�r, the ‘expression’ of God in His
creations is not the ‘physical’ presence of God in them.

With the concept of ��@�7$9���and ��@��’�����, God descends (����;;�)
while man ascends (����::8), a spiritual process that brings the two closer.
It is important to note that according to al-Maqass�r the process will not
take its form in the ultimate unity between man and God: while the two
may be closely associated, in the final analysis man is man and God is God.
With this, al-Maqass�r rejects the concept of %�7������@%=?��(‘Unity of
Being’, or ontological monism) and ��@7�?� (‘Divine Incarnation’). In his
opinion, God is simply incomparable to anything (������)���������������,
Qur’�n 42:11). Instead he adopts the concept of %�7������@���?��(‘Unity
of Consciousness’, or phenomenological monism).97 Thus, while he care-
fully disengages himself from the controversial doctrine of %�7���
��@%=?� of Ibn ‘Arab and of al-�ul
l of Man1
r al-�all�j, al-Maqass�r
adopts the doctrine of %�7���� ��@���?�, developed mainly by A�mad
al-Sirhind (971–1034/1564–1624); later, this doctrine was also adopted by
Shah Wali Allah (1114–76/1702–1762).

A salient feature of al-Maqass�r’s theology of God’s Unity is that he
attempts to reconcile all Attributes or Qualities of God. According to Islamic
belief, God possesses Attributes which may seem to be conflicting one with
another. God is, for instance, believed to be the First (��@�%%��) and the
Last (��@F)���); the Exterior (��@R$���) and the Interior (��@($9��); the One
who gives guidance (��@�$�8), but also the One who allows humans to go
astray (��@,E���). According to al-Maqass�r, all these seemingly conflict-
ing Attributes of God should be understood in accordance with the Unity of
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God Himself. Emphasising only certain Attributes while ignoring the others
will lead to wrong belief and practices. The Realities of God are the Unity
of pairs of conflicting Attributes, and none will be able to comprehend their
secret but those who have been granted knowledge by God Himself.98

As far as al-Maqass�r’s theology is concerned, he adheres strictly to the
Ash’ar doctrines. He thus stresses total commitment to all six articles of
belief—that is, belief in the One God, the Angels, the Revelation, the
Prophets, the Day of Judgment and the Will of God. Furthermore, in
connection with impeccable belief in these articles of faith, he appeals to
his fellow Muslims to accept the ambiguous meanings of some verses of
the Qur’�n, or ��@$�$����@�����$���$�.99 Looking for or questioning the
real meanings of such verses is simply an indication of not totally believ-
ing in God; only with the acceptance of the verses as such will a traveller
on God’s path be able to gain the blessing of God.l00

It is well known that the theology of al-Ash’ar emphasises human
predestination vis-à-vis the Will of God. Al-Maqass�r basically accepts
this notion. For instance, he repeatedly asks Muslims to sincerely embrace
their fate and the divine decree (��@D�E$� %�� ��@D����), either good or
bad.101 He insists, however, that men must not simply surrender to them. Of
particular importance, men cannot blame God for their bad deeds, for they
should not simply accept them as their fate. Instead, they must make cease-
less attempts to avoid sinful behaviour and improve humanity by thinking
about the creation and doing good deeds.

In this way, al-Maqass�r believes, men will be able to create a better life
in this world and the next. More importantly, they will open the way to attain-
ing the highest stage, called ��@’�?������� ��@�9��:��� (unrestricted
adoration). The one who succeeds in achieving this stage reaches the centre
of his being, and is accordingly called the Universal Man (��@���$�
��@*$���).102 According to al-Maqass�r, by achieving the stage of Universal
Man a slave strips his allegorical being (��@��%=?����@��=$;8) and gets into
his real ‘nothingness’, non-existence (‘�����@7�:8:8). His nothingness is
taken by God as a mirror (���’��) of Himself. God further reveals (��=���8)
Himself in the slave. In other words, the slave who is absorbed (���$’) in the
existence of God is able to recognise the secrets of his Master—that is, God.
He then sees through His Sight, hears with His Hearing, reaches with His
Hands, walks with His Feet, speaks with His Word and thinks with His
Mind.103

Al-Maqass�r’s notion of the Universal Man reminds us of the similar
doctrine elaborated by al-Jl. The latter says:

If the servant is lifted higher and God fortifies him and conforms him, after his
extinction (���$’), in the state of subsistence (��:$’), God will reply Himself
to whoever invokes this servant.

When God reveals Himself to His servant in one of his Qualities, the
servant soars in the sphere of this Quality until he has reached the limit by way
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of integration (��@�=�$�), not by distinctive knowledge, for those who realise
the Divine Qualities do not have distinctive knowledge except by virtue of
integration. If the servant soars in the sphere of a Quality, and he realises it
entirely by (spiritual) integration, he is seated on the throne of this Quality, so
that he assimilates it into himself and becomes its subject; from then on, he
encounters another Quality, and so on until he realises all the Divine Qualities.

To some, God reveals Himself in the Quality of the Sight (��@��>��). For,
revealing Himself first by the total intellectual vision which penetrates
everything, God will reveal Himself more particularly in the Quality of Sight,
so that the sight of the servant will become the organ of his knowledge.104

Again, al-Maqass�r takes pains not to be trapped in the long and heated
controversy concerning the concept of Unity of Being between the servant
and God. He maintains that even though the servant is able to enter the exis-
tence of God, he nevertheless remains a human being, whereas God
remains God.

Like most other >?�8s, al-Maqass�r clearly holds a positive view of
humankind as a whole. In his opinion, every person has an innate disposi-
tion to believe in God, and those who are closest to Him are the ones who
are able to nurture that disposition in the right way.105 Therefore, he appeals
to his fellow believers not to scold or look down on those who do not
believe in God and who live a sinful life; the faithful simply must have a
good opinion (7��� ��@K���) of the unbelievers. Citing Ab
 Mady�n
al-Tilims�n, he reminds them that the flaws of the unbelievers may be
better than the pitfalls of the faithful.106 With such a view it is not suprising
that nowhere in his works does al-Maqass�r accuse the Dutch, who
inflicted great misery on his life.

In accordance with their degree of belief in God, al-Maqass�r classifies
the believers into four categories. The first, those who simply utter the state-
ment of faith (����$���) without really believing, are called the hypocrites
(��@��$��:). The second group is the people who do not only utter the
����$��� but also implant it deep in their souls; this group is called the
common faithful (��@�’������@’�%%$�). The third category is the group
of faithful who fully realise the inward and outward implication of their
statement of faith in their life; they are called the people of the elite (������@
)��%%$>). The last group is the highest category of the faithful, who come
out of the third group by intensifying their ����$���, mainly by practising
��>�%%�, in order to get closer to God; they are accordingly called the
select of the elite ()�$>>���@)��%%$>).107

Al-Maqass�r clearly reserves the ��>�%%� for the select of the elite.
Like other scholars in the networks, his ��>�%%� is the one that has been
classified as neo-Sufism; he calls his ��>�%%� by the name the ‘-arqat
al-Mu�ammadiyyah’ or ‘-arqat al-A�madiyyah’, which is familiar among
scholars in the networks. This very name implicitly conveys their aim 
to return to the way of the Prophet Muhammad. Al-Maqassari believes 
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the ‘-arqat al-Mu�ammadiyyah’ constitutes the right path (L��$9
��@,���:8�).108 Throughout his writings he makes it clear that the mys-
tical way can be trod only through a total commitment, both outwardly and
inwardly, to the legal doctrine of Islam as well as to the way of the Prophet.
He maintains that committing oneself simply to the ����8’�� is better than
practising ��>�%%� while ignoring Islamic legal precepts.109 He even goes
so far as to classify as ;���8: (freethinker) and ��7���(heretic) those who
believe that they will be able to get closer to God without practising such
rituals as prayer and fasting.110

It appears that al-Maqass�r was rather overzealous in his reconciliation
between the exoteric and esoteric aspects of Islam. In this regard, he repeat-
edly narrates statements of unnamed authorities who assert that those who
stick only to the ����8’�� without the 7�:8:�� are f$siq (sinful), and those
who practise ��>�%%� while ignoring ����8’�� are ;����:.111 The best that
can be done is to harmonise the two. As al-Maqass�r puts it: ‘Let it be
known, my fellows, exoteric devotion without esoteric one is like a body
without a soul (�?7), whereas esoteric occupation without exoteric devotion
is like a soul without a body’.112 Finally he cites a 7��8�� of the Prophet
which states that the Prophet was sent by God in order to bring to the
people both the ����8’�� and 7�:8:��.113

Al-Maqass�r insists that every aspirant in the path of God should
practise all the precepts of the ����8’�� before he enters ��>�%%�.114 He
then lists the ways to get closer to God. First is the way of the �)��$��(best
people), that is by performing numerous prayers, reading the Qur’�n and
7��8��, striving in the way of God (��@=��$�� �8� ���8�� ���$�) and other
exoteric devotion. The second is the way of the people of �=$�$�$����@
���:$’ (those who strive against hardship), by way of rigorous training to
get rid of bad habits and to purify the mind and soul. The last is the way of
the people of ���)� (���� ��@���)�), who love God both outwardly and
inwardly; they take very special care of the two kinds of devotion.115

Al-Maqass�r, however, discourages the traveller on God’s path (�$��))
from treading his own way in seeking after truth; it will only lead him
astray, for Satan will become his master. Therefore, he should look for a
trusted and experienced >?�8 master, even if he, as a consequence, must
travel to distant places, leaving his family and homeland behind. But there
is no other way; only with the guidance of a trusted >?�8 master (����)�)
will he be able to get to God; for the master will show him the correct and
surest way to achieve spiritual progress.116 More than that, >?�8 shaykhs are
successors of the Prophet; they are his representatives ()���8���) both
outwardly and inwardly.117

With such an important position reserved by ����������� for the >?�8
shaykh, he differentiates himself from most scholars in the networks.
Unlike ����������������, who encourages a �$��) to leave his master if
the latter disobeys the ����8’��, ����������� adheres to the earlier notion
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of the position of the >?�8 master vis-à-vis his disciples. Thus, for
�����������, once a �$��) pledges his allegiance (���’��) to a certain >?�8
master, he must totally obey him, even if the shaykh does something that
does not necessarily lead to a closer communion with God. In accordance
with the traditional way, he should behave like a dead body in the hands of
those who clean it. To support this view, ����������� cites Ibn ‘Arab, who
maintains that a �$��) must obey his master, even though he may observe
that the shaykh does something that runs contrary to the precepts of the
����8’��. The reason for this is that the shaykh is not infallible: even some
prophets made mistakes.118 However, when the shaykh makes mistakes by
transgressing certain rules of the ����8’��, ����������� reminds the disciple
to keep up his good deeds and not to follow his master’s transgression.119

Al-Maqass�r discusses at length some specific religious devotional
services and the steps towards spiritual progress that should be undertaken
by the travellers in God’s path. He puts a special emphasis on ���)�. His
���)� was mainly the vocal one (=���), as taught by both Ibr�hm al-K
r�n
and Mu�ammad b. ‘Abd al-B�q al-Naqshband.120 In accordance with his
concept of the purification of faith, in al-Maqass�r’s opinion the essence
of the ���)� is the full recognition of the Unity of God. On the preliminary
level (��@�����8’), the one who performs ���)� confirms that in his faith
nothing should be worshipped but God. On the intermediate level (��@
���%����9), he recognises that he seeks and loves nothing but God. On the
final level (��@�����8), he fully believes that there is no other being but
God.121

Although al-Maqass�r’s teachings are apparently confined to the
��>�%%�, this does not conceal his main concern; that is, the renewal 
of Muslim belief and practice in the archipelago by way of the implemen-
tation of a more ����8’��-oriented Sufism. Of the various 9��8:��s
al-Maqass�r was affiliated with, it was the Khalwatiyyah—later known as
the Khalwatiyyah Y
suf—that found fertile ground, especially in the South
Sulawesi region. If the people of South Sulawesi, and also of West Java,
have been counted generally as among the most fervent Muslims in the
archipelago, one can hardly underestimate the role of al-Maqass�r in
developing that identity.
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6
Networks of ‘-���$’ and Islamic

Renewal in the Eighteenth Century
Malay-Indonesian World

So far we have attempted to give a comprehensive account of the trans-
mission of reformist ideas from the centres of scholarly networks in the
Middle East by three of the most important scholars of the Malay-
Indonesian world in the seventeenth century, al-R�nr, al-Sinkl and
al-Maqass�r. The career and teachings of these scholars clearly show us
that Islamic developments in the archipelago were to an extent influenced
by those in the Middle East. Thanks to al-R�nr, al-Sinkl and
Al-Maqass�r, the reformist tendencies of the scholarly networks found
their rapid translation in the archipelago.

Despite differences among modern scholars over the definition and
boundaries of the terms ‘reform’ and ‘renewal’, it is clear that not all of the
Malay-Indonesian scholars proposed radical doctrinal changes of Islam that
can be categorised as reform. Their endeavours are more appropriately called
renewal (��=�8� ) than reform. Their central theme is a return to an orthodoxy
that finds its most salient feature in the harmony between ����8’�� and
��>�%%�. With this, these �=�����s contributed substantially to the
strengthening of the Islamic identity of their societies. The immediate result
of this process was the intensification of Islamisation in the archipelago.

I have argued that Islamic renewal began in the Malay-Indonesian world
as early as the seventeenth century, rather than at the beginning of the nine-
teenth century or the early twentieth century, as maintained by some
scholars. Hamka and Federspiel, for instance, believe that Islamic reform
or renewal began in the archipelago only with the rise of the Padri
Movement in West Sumatra at the beginning of the nineteenth century.1

Although Geertz recognises that what he calls ‘a more precisian Islam’ (or
‘scripturalist Islam’) was introduced to the archipelago before the nine-
teenth century, he is of the opinion that it gained momentum only after the
early nineteenth century with the rise, for instance in West Sumatra, of
what he termed ‘a band of religious zealots, outraged by the heterodoxy 
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of local customs’.2 In this reference to the Padri Movement, Geertz clearly
views Islamic reforms very simplistically.

The Padri Movement, as we will discuss briefly later, in fact originated
from the scholarly networks. The birth and growth of this movement reflect a
complicated process of the transmission of reformist ideas, including a ‘tug of
war’ between the forces of reformism and local factors such as �����(custom).
The Padri Movement is an excellent example of how reformism generated by
the networks found one of its extreme manifestations in the archipelago.

Deliar Noer,3 on the other hand, maintains that Islamic reformism started
only in the early twentieth century. Noer overemphasises Islamic
reformism in the period he discusses, concluding without hesitation that
Indonesian Islam before the twentieth century was dominated by ��>�%%�
and was thus no more than a hybrid of Islamic mysticism and remnants of
local Hindu-Buddhist beliefs. He does mention the influences that had
come from Mecca since the eighteenth century, but by using Snouck
Hurgronje’s framework Noer views this influence mostly in political terms,
or more precisely as pan-Islamism.

As we will see shortly, this view can no longer be maintained, because
there is no evidence in the eighteenth century, among scholars in the centres
of the �aramayn or among our Malay-Indonesian scholars, that points to
any attempt to forge a feeling of pan-Islamism in the archipelago. What they
transmitted to this part of the Muslim world was for the most part, indeed,
reformist or renewalist religious ideas rather than political ones.

Our three �=�����s did not explicitly declare that they were launching
reform, nor did they employ the organisation of the 9��8:��s in order to
pursue their ends, but the central theme of their teaching leaves no doubt
about their commitment to renewalism. It is important to note that
reformism or renewal is not an overnight process. Therefore, although by
the second half of the seventeenth century reformist ideas had been intro-
duced to the archipelago, they took root only slowly and sporadically.
There is no doubt, however, that the momentum of renewalism sparked by
al-R�nr, al-Sinkl and al-Maqass�r was irreversible. Thus, as Federspiel
rightly points out, over the past four centuries Islam in Indonesia has slowly
altered its form: ‘the heterodox religious trends of the early period have
slowed in momentum, and more orthodox Islamic practices and patterns
have slowly gained in importance’.4

Federspiel recognises that contacts between the Malay-Indonesian
world, by way of /$%8 students and pilgrims, and the Middle East greatly
contributed to the rise of Islamic renewalism in the region. Again, however,
like Hamka, he simply points to the famous example of the Padri
Movement, which gained crucial stimulus from the return of three 7$==�s
from Mecca in the early nineteenth century.5 But as we have already noted,
and will discuss further later, the origins of the Padri Movement can be
traced back to al-Sinkl and to reformist movements in the centres of the
networks in Mecca and Medina.
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In the final analysis, the roots of Islamic renewal in the Malay-
Indonesian world are to be found in the teachings of al-R�nr, al-Sinkil
and al-Maqass�r. Like reformism in the �aramayn, the renewal is genuine
and born as an internal response to prevailing religious conditions among
Muslims themselves. But from the eighteenth century outside factors,
especially increasing colonial encroachment, also contributed to the accel-
eration of Islamic renewal and reform in the archipelago.

‘ULAMF’ IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY NETWORKS

If al-R�nr, al-Sinkl and al-Maqass�r have commanded much attention
from scholars, the ‘���$’ in the eighteenth century have been less studied.
Furthermore, the few sources available, mainly in Malay and Indonesian,
simply narrate biographies, without critical examination of their positions
vis-à-vis Islamic developments in the Malay-Indonesian world or their 
relationship to the teachings introduced by al-R�nr, al-Sinkl and
al-Maqass�r. No attempt has been made to trace their connections with the
scholarly networks of the larger Muslim world, which should give us a
better picture of the continuing religious and intellectual relations between
the archipelago and the Middle East.

The ‘���$’ involved in the eighteenth century scholarly networks
indeed had traceable connections with earlier networks. While they did not
have direct teacher-student connections with al-R�nr, al-Sinkl and
al-Maqass�r, their teachers in Mecca and Medina were among the promi-
nent figures of the networks in their period and had direct connections with
earlier scholars to whom the three predecessors had also been linked.
Malay-Indonesian scholars in the eighteenth century, moreover, were well
aware of the teachings of their three precursors, and they established intel-
lectual connections with them by making reference to their works.

In chapter 5 we have seen how, through al-Maqass�r and his disciples,
the regions of South Sulawesi and West Java, following Aceh, came into
the picture of Islamic learning in the archipelago in the seventeenth
century. In the eighteenth century, South Sumatra, South Kalimantan
(Borneo) and the Patani region in the northern part of the Malay Peninsula
came to prominence. Therefore, I would argue that the birthplaces and
ethnic origins of Malay-Indonesian scholars in a way reflect the historical
course of Islam in the archipelago through centuries. This points to the fact
that appreciation of the importance of Islamic learning as well as the need
for renewal and reform began to gain ground among various ethnic groups
in the archipelago. These scholars, having acquired substantive credentials
in Islamic learning, in turn stimulated further intensification of Islamisa-
tion, particularly among their respective ethnic groups. In the eighteenth
century such developments continued, so as to become one of the most
distinctive features in the transmission of Islam in the archipelago.

NETWORKS OF ‘ULAMF’ IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY ���
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There were several major Indonesian-Malay ‘���$’ who came from
various regions and ethnic groups in the archipelago in the eighteenth to the
early nineteenth centuries. A prominent group came from the Palembang
region of South Sumatra. The most important among them were Shih�b
al-Dn b. ‘Abd All�h Mu�ammad, Kemas Fakhr al-Dn, ‘Abd al-)amad
al-Palimb�n, Kemas Mu�ammad b. A�mad and Mu�ammad Mu�y al-Dn
b. Shih�b al-Dn. Then came Mu�ammad Arshad al-Banj�r and
Mu�ammad Nafs al-Banj�r from South Kalimantan; ‘Abd al-Wahh�b al-
Bugis from Sulawesi; ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-Bat�w al-Ma1r from Batavia
and D�w
d b. ‘Abd All�h al-Fa-�n from the Patani region (South
Thailand). Although information on several of these scholars is sketchy,
their careers and teachings make it clear that they were involved both
socially and intellectually in the networks. Taken together, they constituted
the most important scholars of the archipelago in the eighteenth century.

AL-PALIMB6NC AND OTHER PALEMBANG SCHOLARS

The fact that there were several scholars of the Palembang region who rose
to prominence in the period under discussion is an interesting example of
the relations between Middle Eastern Muslims and the growth of Islamic
learning in the archipelago.

Arab migrants, particularly from the ��7����(#,6 began to come to
Palembang in increasing numbers from the seventeenth century.
Al-Palimb�n’s father, although he stayed in Palembang for only a relatively
short time, was among the Arab sayyids who came to this region in the early
seventeenth century. By the middle of the eighteenth century, some Arab
scholars had gained prominent positions in the court of the Palembang
Sultanate. In 1168/1754–5 a certain Sayyid al-’Aydar
s was reported to have
married Sul-�n Ma�m
d’s sister, and several unnamed sayyids came to
control the religious hierarchy in the Sultanate: they became ‘senior priests’,
and one of the sayyids was called ‘Tuan Besar’ (great lord).7

These Arabs clearly played an important role in the growth of the tra-
dition of Islamic learning in the region. They stimulated and encouraged the
Sul-�ns of Palembang to pay special attention to religious matters, but appar-
ently did not go much further. They did not take any initiative, for instance,
to establish religious educational institutions at the popular level, for there is
no evidence that such institutions as �������� or #�������� existed during
this period. Instead, they concentrated on the court, and apparently contri-
buted to the rise of the court as the centre of learning. As a result, the court
of Palembang become the centre for an extensive collection of religious
works by local scholars. This further indicates the importance of the court in
the scholarly discourse in the Malay-Indonesian archipelago.8

Most of the Palembang scholars, such as Shih�b al-Dn, Kemas Fakhr
al-Dn, Mu�ammad Mu�y al-Dn and Kemas Mu�ammad, are known
mostly from their works, preserved initially in the court of the Palembang
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Sultanate before being taken by the Dutch and the British. Drewes has
correctly concluded that they lived throughout the second half of the seven-
teenth and the early eighteenth centuries. There is insufficient information
on their lives, although it is known that Kemas Fakhr al-Dn (1133–77/
1719–63) travelled to India and spent a good deal of his life in Arabia, most
probably in Mecca or Medina, where he wrote his works.9 Most of the
works of these scholars deal with mysticism and theology and are based
largely on the teachings of al-Junayd, al-Qushayr and al-Ghaz�l. They
clearly embraced teachings belonging to neo-Sufism.10

Without doubt, the most prominent among these Palembang scholars
was ‘Abd al-)amad al-Palimb�n. He was also the most influential, espe-
cially through his works, which were widely circulated in the archipelago.
We have a rather complete account of his life and career, unlike his fellow
Palembang scholars, so that we are able to reconstruct his biography. So
far, accounts of al-Palimb�n’s life are based on the scattered information
he supplied in his works, which have been supplemented by Malay
accounts and Dutch sources. However, there is ample information on him
in Arabic biographical dictionaries, which throw some light on this major
Malay-Indonesian scholar. This is an important finding, for never before
had accounts of a Malay-Indonesian scholar been given in Arabic bio-
graphical dictionaries. This also indicates that al-Palimb�n enjoyed a
respected career in the Middle East.

According to Malay sources the full name of al-Palimb�n was ‘Abd
al-)amad b. ‘Abd All�h al-J�w al-Palimb�n, but Arabic sources call him
Sayyid ‘Abd al-)amad b. ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-J�w.11 We have every reason
to believe that ‘Abd al-)amad b. ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-J�w was indeed ‘Abd
al-)amad al-Palimb�n. As we will show in this chapter, the picture of the
career of ‘Abd al-)amad b. ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-J�w in Arabic sources
almost entirely describes that of ‘Abd al-)amad al-Palimb�n given by
other sources.

Of all the available sources, only the �$�8)�� ���$������ ��	���� *����
supplies the date of al-Palimb�n’s birth and death. According to this work,
al-Palimb�n was born about 1116/1704 in Palembang to a sayyid father
and a Palembang woman. This, therefore, corroborates the Arabic sources,
which mention that al-Palimb�n was a sayyid. Al-Palimb�n’s father is
said to have come from Sana’a, Yemen, and travelled widely in India and
Java before taking up residence in Kedah, where he was appointed D$E8.
About 1112/1700 he went to Palembang, where he married a local woman
and returned to Kedah with his new born son, al-Palimb�n. It is believed
that al-Palimb�n acquired his early education in Kedah and Patani,
probably in a #
��
)�(local traditional Islam educational institution), about
which more follows. Later, his father dispatched him to study in Arabia.12

We have no information on when he left the archipelago.
Although we cannot resolve the conflicting dates surrounding his life, all

sources are in accord that al-Palimb�n’s life span was from the first decade
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well into the late eighteenth century. Al-Bay-�r points out al-Palimb�n
died after 1200/1785.13 But most probably he died in 1203/1789, the date
of completion of his final and most acclaimed work, the �������@�$��)8�.14

When he completed this work he would have been 85 years old. In the
�$�8)�����$��������	����*����, it is reported that he was killed in the war
against the Thais in 1244/1828.15 It is difficult to accept this account, as
there is no evidence in other sources to indicate that al-Palimb�n ever
returned to the archipelago. Furthermore, he would then have been about
124 years old—too old to go to the battlefield. Although al-Bay-�r does not
mention the place where al-Palimb�n died, there is a strong suggestion that
he died in Arabia.16

Al-Palimb�n almost certainly established his career in the �aramayn
and never returned to the archipelago. He nevertheless maintained a deep
concern for Islam and Muslims in the Malay-Indonesian world. In the
�aramayn, al-Palimb�n was involved in the /$%8 community and was a
fellow student of Mu�ammad Arshad al-Banj�r, ‘Abd al-Wahh�b Bugis,
‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-Bat�w and D�w
d al-Fa-�n. His involvement in the
/$%8 community kept him fully aware of the religious and political devel-
opments in the archipelago.

Al-Palimb�n and his group all had the same teachers. The most
famous among them were Mu�ammad b. ‘Abd al-Karm al-Samm�n,
�������� b. Sulaym�n al-Kurd and ‘Abd al-Mun’im al-Damanh
r.17

Al-Bay-�r, in addition to mentioning Mu�ammad [b. ��������] al-Kurd,
lists other teachers of al-Palimb�n: they were Ibr�hm al-Ra’s,
Mu�ammad Mur�d, Mu�ammad al-Jawhar and ‘A-�’ All�h al-Ma1r.18

Some of these scholars were also teachers of the four friends of al-
Palimb�n.

It is important to examine briefly the biographies of these last four
teachers, as they further show us the connections al-Palimb�n and his
fellow Malay-Indonesians had with the extensive scholarly networks. 

[Ab
 al-Fawz] Ibr�hm [b. Mu�ammad] al-Ra’s [al-Zamzam al-Makk]
(1110–94/1698–1780) was evidently another important scholar from the
Zamzam family.19 As al-Jabart points out, Ibr�hm al-Zamzam al-Ra’s
was well versed in various religious sciences; one of his special subjects
was ‘���� ��@����) (astronomy). Among his teachers were ‘Abd All�h al-
Ba1r, Ibn al-@ayyib, A�mad al-Jawhar, ‘A-�’ All�h al-Ma1r and �asan
al-Jabart, the father of the historian al-Jabart; he took the Khalwatiyyah
order from Mu1-af� al-Bakr and the Naqshbandiyyah from ‘Abd al-
Ra�m�n al-’Aydar
s. No less importantly, he was a student of Murta7�
al-Zabd20 and )�li� al-Full�n,21 both major figures of the scholarly
networks in the eighteenth century. Ibr�hm al-Ra’s was also closely
connected with Mu1-af� al-’Aydar
s and with scholars of the Ahdal and
Mizj�j families, including the father of Sulaym�n al-Ahdal, one of al-
Palimb�n’s students.22
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As for Mu�ammad Mur�d, there is strong evidence that he was
Mu�ammad Khall b. ‘Al b. Mu�ammad b. Mur�d al-�usayn (1173–1206/
1759–91). My research on Mu�ammad Mur�d in several biographical
dictionaries of the period points to Mu�ammad Khall al-Mur�d.23 Better
known as al-Mur�d, primarily for his four-volume biographical dictionary
���)� ��@A���,24 he was a contemporary of al-Palimb�n. Al-Jabart, his
good friend, points out that al-Mur�d mainly lived in Damascus but trav-
elled extensively, including to the �aramayn, in order to collect information
on the scholars he would write about in his biographical dictionary. In the
course of his travels, al-Mur�d not only advanced his knowledge but taught
students as well.25 Therefore, it is highly probable that al-Palimb�n took the
opportunity of al-Mur�d’s visits to the �aramayn to study with him.

Although al-Mur�d was renowned mostly as a historian, al-Jabart
reports that he was a ‘prop of the ����8’��’ and a ‘house of knowledge’ in
Syria during his time, who had mastered both exterior and interior sciences
to the fullest extent.26 As al-Baghd�d also tells us, he was the ,��8 of the
�anaf school of law in Damascus, and a Naqshband shaykh.27 He had
wide connections with such major scholars in the networks as Murta7�
al-Zabd, not only because he had met them in the course of collecting
biographical data but more importantly because of 7��8�� scholarship; his
was considered a ‘superior’ ���$� in 7��8�� studies.28

The next teacher of al-Palimb�n, Mu�ammad [b. A�mad] al-Jawhar
[al-Mi1r], was the son of a leading Egyptian �7������, A�mad b.
al-�asan b. ‘Abd al-Karm b. Y
suf al-Karm al-Kh�lid al-Jawhar
al-Azhar (1096–1181/1685–1767).29 Mu�ammad al-Jawhar (1132–86/
1720–72), like his father, A�mad al-Jawhar, was known mainly as a tra-
ditionist.30 Although he lived mostly in Egypt, Mu�ammad al-Jawhar often
travelled to the �aramayn, where besides performing pilgrimages he taught
students. In addition to receiving 7��8�� from his father, he possessed ���$�s
through his father which connected him with such scholars as ‘Abd All�h
al-Ba1r and A�mad al-Nakhl. Therefore, he was among the most sought-
after ���$�s in the networks during this period. He had also extensive
networks through 7��8�� studies down to more recent times.31

The last scholar in the list of al-Palimb�n’s teachers was ‘A-�’ All�h 
[b. A�mad] al-Azhar al-Ma1r al-Makk, mentioned earlier as a teacher of
Ibr�hm al-Ra’s. ‘A-�’ All�h was a renowned �7������32 and a colleague
of Mu�ammad al-Samm�n, Mu�ammad al-Jawhar and Murta7� al-Zabd.
Al-Zabd even lists ‘A-�’ All�h as one of his numerous teachers.33 It
appears that after completing his education at the Azhar, later in his life
‘A-�’ All�h migrated to Mecca or, in al-Katt�n’s terms, he was ‘��;8����@
C�������’, where he was very active in teaching.34 Among his students
were Ab
 al-�asan al-Sind al-)aghr and )�li� al-Full�n, and a number of
Yemeni scholars.35 Like Mu�ammad al-Jawhar, ‘A-�’ All�h is considered
a superior ���$� in 7��8�� studies.36
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Thus, as al-Sinkl earlier, al-Palimb�n reaped great profit from visiting
scholars in the �aramayn, especially during the pilgrimage season. One
visiting scholar from whom al-Palimb�n gained great benefit was A�mad
al-Damanh
r. The latter, whose biography has been provided by Zabd,
lived mostly in Cairo, though he often travelled to the �aramayn. Based on
notes he took when he attended lectures given by al-Damanh
r in Mecca,
al-Palimb�n was able to write one of his earliest works, entitled O����
��@,�8���8�(��$��*���������@��%78�. The work, in Malay, deals with logic
(���9�:) and theology (>?�� ��@�8�), and it was written at the request of 
one of his friends, obviously a Malay, in order to better understand
al-Damanh
r’s lectures.37

Considering the status of the scholars he studied with, it is certain that
al-Palimb�n’s education was a thorough one; he studied 7��8��, ��:�,
����8’��, ����8�, )��$� and ��>�%%�. Al-Palimb�n had a strong disposition
towards mysticism, and it is evident that he studied ��>�%%� mostly with
al-Samm�n, from whom he also took both 9��8:��s of Khalwatiyyah 
and Samm�niyyah.38 Abdullah39 believes that al-Palimb�n studied with al-
Samm�n for five years in Medina. During the course of his studies with
al-Samm�n, he was entrusted to teach some of al-Samm�n’s students of
Arab origin. So far as his adherence to 9��8:�� is concerned, al-Palimb�n
was deeply influenced by al-Samm�n. Conversely, it is through al-
Palimb�n that the Samm�niyyah 9��8:�� found fertile ground not only in
the Palembang region but in other parts of the archipelago; al-Samm�n and
the Samm�niyyah 9��8:�� became principal subjects in the writings of later
Palembang scholars. 

Al-Palimb�n never returned to the archipelago. He devoted his time in
the �aramayn to writing and teaching. Al-Bay-�r reports that in 1201/1787
he travelled to Zabd, where he taught students, particularly of the Ahdal
and al-Mizj�j families.40 This report is in accord with Abdullah’s accounts
of al-Palimb�n’s travels to Zabd and his meetings with local scholars and
students.41 One of his students in Zabd was Wajh al-Dn ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n
b. Sulaym�n b. Ya�y� b. ‘Umar al-Ahdal (1179–1255/1765–1839), a
�7������ who later occupied the post of ,��8 of Zabd. Wajh al-Dn 
al-Ahdal evidently considered al-Palimb�n one of his most important
teachers, as he included his biography in his dictionary, ��@�������@B��$�8
%����@+?7���@+��7$�8.42

According to al-Katt�n, Wajh al-Dn al-Ahdal in his biographical
dictionary put al-Palimb�n into his third category S��@9���:�����@��$������T;
that is, major scholars who visited Zabd and spent their time there prima-
rily as teachers.43 It is interesting to note that, in addition to studying 
with al-Palimb�n, Wajh al-Dn learned from such scholars as A�mad b.
�asan al-Muqr al-Zabd, Amr All�h b. ‘Abd al-Kh�liq b. Mu�ammad al-
B�q al-Mizj�j, Sulaym�n al-Kurd, ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n Mu1-af� al-’Aydar
s
and Murta7� al-Zabd.44 Thus, through Wajh al-Dn al-Ahdal, al-Palimb�n
was connected to a much wider networks of scholars.
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Because of his scholarly connections, al-Palimb�n�was, without doubt,
the most prominent Malay-Indonesian scholar in the eighteenth century
networks. However, his importance in light of Islamic development in the
archipelago lies not only in his involvement in the scholarly networks but
more importantly in his writings, which were widely read in the Malay-
Indonesian world, particularly in the ‘���$’ circles, in the #��������,
#
��
) and other Islamic educational institutions. In his works
al-Palimb�n disseminated the teachings of neo->?�8s, but he also appealed
to his fellow Muslims to launch a =��$� against Europeans, particularly the
Dutch, who had intensified their attempts to subdue Muslim political
entities in the archipelago.

�=�,�	06�C�

With Mu�ammad Arshad al-Banj�r we now come to South Kalimantan
(Borneo), a region where the development of Islam is still insufficiently
studied. As elsewhere in the archipelago, studies of Islam in South Kali-
mantan have so far mainly concentrated on the questions of when, how and
whence Islam came to this region; there is almost no discussion of the
growth of Islamic institutions and the tradition of learning among its
Muslim population. With regard to this, the importance of Mu�ammad
Arshad lies not simply in his involvement in the scholary networks but also
in the fact that he was the first scholar to establish new Islamic institutions
as well as to introduce new religious ideas to South Kalimantan. 

Islam came to South Kalimantan at a much later period than, for instance,
North Sumatra or Aceh. It is assumed that there had been some Muslims in
the coastal region since the early sixteenth century, but Islam gained
momentum only after the Demak Sultanate’s troops in Java came to Banjar-
masin to assist Pangeran Samudra in his struggles with the court elite of the
Daha Kingdom. On his victory, Pangeran Samudra converted to Islam around
936/1526 and was installed as the first Sul-�n of the Banjar Sultanate. He was
given the name of Sul-�n Surian Sh�h or Surian All�h by an Arab teacher.45

With the establishment of the Sultanate of Banjar, Islam appears to have
been officially regarded as the religion of the state, although Muslims
constituted a minority of the population. Adherents to Islam, by and large,
were confined to the Malay population; Islam only very slowly made
inroads among the tribal population, commonly called the Dayaks.46 Even
among Malay Muslims, the adherence to Islam was evidently nominal and
did not go beyond the utterance of the confession of faith. Under succes-
sive Sul-�ns down to the period of al-Banj�r, it is evident that there was no
substantial attempt made by the rulers to advance Islamic life. However,
they did adopt the Arabic script for the Sultanate’s correspondence with
other Malay-Indonesian rulers, the Dutch and the British. There are also
accounts of attempts by wandering scholars to further Islamisation in the
region, but apparently they made little progress.47
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A substantial drive for further Islamisation was launched by
Mu�ammad Arshad b. ‘Abd All�h al-Banj�r (1122–1227/1710–1812),
one of the best-known scholars of Kalimantan. Born in Martapura, South
Kalimantan, Mu�ammad Arshad acquired a rudimentary religious
education in his own village, apparently from his father and local
teachers, for there is no evidence that ��� or #�������� existed during
this period in the region. When he was seven years old he is reported to
have been able to read the Qur’�n perfectly. He became famous for this,
which led Sul-�n Tahll All�h (1112–58/1700–45) to take him and his
family to live in the court of the Sultanate. Later the Sul-�n married him
to a woman, but almost immediately he sent Mu�ammad Arshad to the
�aramayn in order to pursue further studies at the Sultanate’s expense.
The Sul-�n seems to have financed him generously; Mu�ammad Arshad
was even able to buy a house in the Shamiyyah quarter of Mecca, which
is still maintained by the Banjar immigrants even today.48

As we noted earlier, Mu�ammad Arshad studied with al-Palimb�n and
several other Malay-Indonesian students. However, while al-Palimb�n
had a good number of teachers, Mu�ammad Arshad’s known teachers
included only al-Samm�n, al-Damanh
r, Sulaym�n al-Kurd and ‘A-�’
All�h al-Ma1r. It is possible that he studied with other teachers, especially
with Ibr�hm al-Ra’s al-Zamzam, from whom Mu�ammad Arshad most
likely studied ‘������@����) (astronomy), a field in which he was a leading
authority among Malay-Indonesian scholars.

With regard to his works and activities after his return to the archipelago,
one might assume that Mu�ammad Arshad was simply an expert in ��:� or
����8’��, especially due to the fact that his best-known text, entitled ���8�
��@,����8�, is a ��:� book. But this does not necessarily mean that he was
not learned in Sufism; it is known that he also wrote a work entitled *��;
��@,�’�����, dealing with ��>�%%�. Thus Mu�ammad Arshad was well
versed in the exterior (��@K$���) and interior (��@�$9��) sciences or, as Steen-
brink writes,49 he was an expert in ��:� as well as in ��>�%%�. Mu�ammad
Arshad received the Samm�niyyah 9��8:�� from al-Samm�n, and he is
considered the scholar most responsible for the spread of the Samm�niyyah
9��8:�� in Kalimantan.

Mu�ammad Arshad studied for about 30 years in Mecca and five years
in Medina before returning to the archipelago. Several years before his
return it is said that he began to teach students in the �ar�m Mosque of
Mecca.50 However, Mu�ammad Arshad felt that he did not yet have suffi-
cient knowledge. Together with al-Palimb�n, ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-Bat�w
and ‘Abd al-Wahh�b al-Bugis, he asked permission of their teacher, ‘A-�’
All�h al-Ma1r, to advance their education in Cairo. While appreciating
their good intention, ‘A-�’ All�h suggested that it would be much better for
them to return to the the archipelago, as he believed they already possessed
more than sufficient knowledge to be effective as teachers in their
homeland. They decided to travel to Cairo anyway, but simply for a visit,
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not to study.51 It was probably a sign of their connection with ‘A-�’ All�h
and their visit to Cairo that one of Mu�ammad Arshad’s friends, ‘Abd al-
Ra�m�n al-Bat�w, added the ��:�� (surname) of ‘al-Ma1r’ to his name. 

Like other Malay-Indonesian scholars, Mu�ammad Arshad maintained
constant contact and communication with his homeland while he was in the
�aramayn, so that he was well informed about the developments of Islam
there. In this connection he is reported to have asked the opinion of his
teacher, Sulaym�n al-Kurd, about the religious policies of the Sul-�n of
Banjar. The Sul-�n, he had heard, imposed heavy fines on his Muslim
subjects for failing to perform the /�’�� (Friday) prayer. Mu�ammad
Arshad also asked Sulaym�n al-Kurd to explain the differences between
;�)$� (obligatory ‘alms’) and tax, for the Banjar Sul-�n had required the
population to pay tax instead of ;�)$�.52 It is unfortunate that we have no
information on Sulaym�n al-Kurd’s responses to these questions, but this
account reflects the genuine concern on the part of Mu�ammad Arshad
about the correct application of the ����8’��.

Mu�ammad Arshad, together with ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-Bat�w al-Ma1r
and ‘Abd al-Wahh�b al-Bugis, returned to the archipelago in 1186/1773.
Before he proceeded to Banjarmasin, at the request of al-Bat�w, Mu�ammad
Arshad stayed in Batavia for two months. Although in Batavia for a relatively
short time, he was able to launch an important reform for the Batavian
Muslims. He corrected the :������(the direction Muslims face when perform-
ing prayers towards the Ka’bah in Mecca) of several mosques in Batavia.
According to his calculation, the :����� of mosques in Jembatan Lima and
Pekojan, Batavia, were not directed correctly at the Ka’bah, and therefore had
to be changed. This created controversy among Muslim leaders in Batavia,
and as a result the Dutch Governor summoned Mu�ammad Arshad to explain
the matter. The Governor, impressed by Mu�ammad Arshad’s mathematical
calculations, happily presented him with several gifts.53 Later, the correction
of the direction of the :����� was proposed by ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-Bat�w in
Palembang when he travelled there around 1800; this incited heated discus-
sion as well.54

The reformist impulse in Mu�ammad Arshad’s personality to introduce
new religious ideas and institutions is obvious after his return to Martapura,
South Kalimantan. One of the first things he did after his arrival was to 
establish an Islamic educational institution, which was crucial to the educa-
tion of Muslims in advancing their understanding of Islamic teachings and
practices. To that end Mu�ammad Arshad asked Sul-�n Ta�md All�h II
(r. 1187–1223/1773–1808) to grant him a large plot of wasteland outside the
capital of the Sultanate. He and ‘Abd al-Wahh�b al-Bugis, who was now
married to Mu�ammad Arshad’s daughter, built a centre for Islamic educa-
tion, which was similar in characteristics to the ��� in West Sumatra or
#�������� in Java. Like many ���s and #��������s, Mu�ammad Arshad’s
centre of learning consisted of lecture halls, students’ hostels, teachers’
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houses and libraries. This centre was economically self-sufficient, as
Mu�ammad Arshad together with other teachers and students transformed
nearby lands into productive rice fields and vegetable gardens. Before long,
the centre had established itself as the most important locus for the training
of students, who later became leading scholars in Kalimantan society.55

Mu�ammad Arshad took another important step in intensifying Islam-
isation in his region by reforming the administration of justice in the
Sultanate of Banjar. In addition to making Islamic legal doctrines the most
important reference in criminal courts, Mu�ammad Arshad, with the
support of the Sul-�n, established separate Islamic courts to deal with more
purely civil legal matters. He also initiated the establishment of the office
of ,��8, who was responsible for issuing ���%$s on religious and social
matters.56 With these initiatives, Mu�ammad Arshad managed to put
Islamic law into effect in the realm of the Sultanate of Banjar.

Another important Kalimantan scholar is Mu�ammad Nafs b. Idrs 
b. �usayn al-Banj�r. Although we do not have much information on his
life, there is no doubt that he was second only to Mu�ammad Arshad in
terms of the influence he exerted on the Kalimantan Muslims, especially in
the field of ��>�%%�. If Mu�ammad Arshad was known primarily as an
expert in ����8’��, Mu�ammad Nafs was famous as a >?�8 scholar by virtue
of his well-known work, ��@A��� ��@���8�� �8� (��$�� .�7���� ��@��’$�
��@���$’ %����@L��$��%����@A�$����@��:�8�, which circulated widely in the
archipelago. This work was printed several times in Cairo by D�r
al-@ab�’ah (as recently as 1347/1928) and by Mu1-af� al-�alab (1362/
1943), in Mecca by Ma-ba’at al-Karm al-Isl�miyyah (1323/1905), and in
various places in the archipelago.57 

Mu�ammad Nafs was born in 1148/1735 in Martapura into the Banjar
royal family. Thus, he lived in the same period as Mu�ammad Arshad.
There is no evidence of the date of his death, although it is known that he
died and was buried in Kelua, a village about 125 kilometres from Banjar-
masin.58 His early education is not known, but he was most probably taught
the basic principles of Islam in his own region. Later, we find him studying
in Mecca, as he writes in his introductory notes to his ��@A��� ��@���8�:
‘ . . . he who writes this epistle . . . that is Mu�ammad Nafs b. Idrs b. al-
�usayn, who was born in Banjar and lives in Mecca’.59 There is no hard
evidence that he studied together with al-Palimb�n, Mu�ammad Arshad or
their colleagues, but it is highly probable that his period of study in the
�aramayn coincided with that of al-Palimb�n and others. I would suggest
that they studied together at one time or another, particularly if we consider
the following list of Mu�ammad Nafs’ teachers. 

Abdullah mentions that Mu�ammad Nafs studied with a number of
scholars in the �aramayn, the most famous of whom were al-Samm�n,
Mu�ammad al-Jawhar, ‘Abd All�h b. �ij�z al-Sharq�w, Mu�ammad
)iddq b. ‘Umar Kh�n and ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n b. ‘Abd al-Azz al-Maghrib.60

Mu�ammad )iddq b. ‘Umar Kh�n was a student of al-Samm�n and ‘Abd
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al-Azz al-Maghrib, and was apparently a close friend of al-Palimb�n. The
latter even includes the titles of several works of Mu�ammad )iddq in
the list of works that he recommends to be read by aspirants of the >?�8 path.61

We have already mentioned both al-Samm�n and Mu�ammad
al-Jawhar, who were among the teachers of al-Palimb�n and his fellows.
The fact that �������� Nafs studied with al-Samm�n, al-Jawhar and
Mu�ammad )iddq indicates that he was indeed a fellow student 
of al-Palimb�n, Mu�ammad Arshad and their other Malay-Indonesian
counterparts.

As for ‘Abd All�h b. �ij�z [b. Ibr�hm] al-Sharq�w al-Azhar
(1150–1227/1737–1812), he was Shaykh al-Isl�m and Shaykh of the Azhar
from 1207/1794.62 Al-Sharq�w was two years younger than Mu�ammad
Nafs. As al-Sharq�w mostly lived in Cairo, it is very likely that
Mu�ammad Nafs studied with him during his frequent visits to the
�aramayn.63 We are not so certain whether al-Palimb�n, Mu�ammad
Arshad, ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-Bat�w and ‘Abd al-Wahh�b al-Bugis also
studied with al-Sharq�w. But, as we will see shortly, al-Sharq�w had
another important Malay-Indonesian student, namely D�w
d al-Fa-�n.

Al-Sharq�w, it is worth mentioning briefly, was himself a student of
important scholars in the networks, including A�mad al-Damanh
r,
Ma�m
d al-Kurd and A�mad al-Jawhar. Ma�m
d al-Kurd appointed him
as the khalfah of the Khalwatiyyah 9��8:�� in Cairo. Al-Sharq�w then
established himself among reformists of the order. He was well versed in
various branches of Islamic discipline, although he was mainly known as a
leading expert in the ����8’�� and 7��8��. Like most scholars in the
networks, he emphasised the importance of 7��8��, in terms of its position
not only as the second source of Islamic legal doctrines but also as the
indispensable source of proper moral conduct.64 Therefore, in addition to
being a reformist, and a >?�8 with numerous khalfahs, al-Sharq�w was
among the most respected ���$�s in the networks.65 It is important to note
in passing that Mu�ammad Ma�f
5 al-Tarmis (from Termas, East Java—
1285–1338/1842–1920), an important Malay-Indonesian 7��8�� scholar
who lived and died in Mecca, traced his ���$�s to al-Sharq�w, among
others.66 Having studied with al-Sharq�w as well as with al-Samm�n and
Mu�ammad al-Jawhar, Mu�ammad Nafs clearly had strong links with the
networks in the period under discussion.

Mu�ammad Nafs al-Banj�r, like all Malay-Indonesian scholars,
followed the Sh�fi’ school of law and Ash’ar theological doctrines. He
was affiliated with several 9��8:��s: Q�diriyyah, Sha--�riyyah,
Samm�niyyah, Naqshbandiyyah and Khalwatiyyah.67 Mu�ammad Nafs
was an expert in )��$� and ��>�%%�. His A�����@���8�, while stressing
the absolute transcendence and Unity of God, refused the notion of the
Jabariyyah, who maintained fatalistic determinism as opposed to free 
will (Qadariyyah). In Mu�ammad Nafs’ opinion, Muslims must strive to
achieve a better life by doing good deeds and avoiding evil.68 Thus,
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Mu�ammad Nafs was clearly a proponent of activism, one of the basic
characteristics of neo-Sufism discussed earlier. With its strong emphasis on
Muslim activism, it is no surprise that his book was banned by the Dutch,
who feared that it would incite people to launch a =��$�.69

There is no information on when Mu�ammad Nafs al-Banj�r returned
to the archipelago. It appears that he proceeded straight to South Kaliman-
tan. Like Mu�ammad Arshad, who was the pioneer of the Islamic
educational institution, Mu�ammad Nafs devoted himself to the pioneering
work of propagating Islam in the interior of the South Kalimantan region.
He was indeed a typical wandering >?�8 teacher and played a crucial role in
expanding Islam in Kalimantan.70

�6"DE��,.�‘ABD �==6' AND THE RISE OF PATANI 
SCHOLARSHIP

To conclude this chapter, we will examine the Patani scholars who by the
end of the eighteenth century increasingly came into the picture of Islamic
learning in the archipelago. With the rise of Patani scholars, we can observe
not only the proliferation of the tradition of Islamic learning but also the
further dissemination of renewal and reformism in the Malay-Indonesian
world. 

The conversion of the Patani region in South Thailand to Islam took
place from roughly the twelfth to the fifteenth century. The Patani Sultanate
was a populous and prosperous Muslim kingdom in the Malay Peninsula
until it fell under Thai control in 1202/1786. Its harbour was also an impor-
tant centre of trade for Asian and European traders.71

There have been numerous studies on Patani Muslim separatism after
World War II but little attention has been paid to the growth of Islamic
tradition and institutions among the Patani Muslims in the earlier period.72

Despite Patani’s political weakness as a border state, wandering teachers,
mainly >?�8s, continually frequented the Patani region. The ��)�����&�����
reports the coming of scholars such as Shaykh Gombak and his student
‘Abd al-Mu’min from Minangkabau,73 and Shaykh Faqh )af al-Dn from
Pasai in the second half of the sixteenth century. They played a crucial role
in the religious life of the Sultanate. )af al-Dn, for instance, urged the
construction of a royal mosque and later became adviser to Sul-�n Mu5affar
Sh�h on religious matters.74 Again, in the middle of the seventeenth century,
a number of scholars came to Patani: Sayyid ‘Abd All�h from Jerusalem via
Trengganu, ��ji ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n from Java, Faqh ‘Abd al-Man�n, a
Minangkabau from Kedah, and Shaykh ‘Abd al-Q�dir from Pasai.75 They
are reported to have carried out concerted efforts to spread the �)�������
(����8’��) into Patani.76 

An important point conveyed by these accounts is that the Patani
Muslims were not isolated among their fellow Muslims in the archipel-
ago. With the coming of scholars to their region, Patani Muslims were
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made aware of developments in religious ideas and institutions in other
parts of the Malay-Indonesian world. It is highly plausible that it was
such scholars who stimulated the establishment of the traditional Islamic
educational instititution known in Patani as #
��
).77 Furthermore, it is
suggested that the #
��
) system, which also developed in other parts of
the Malay Peninsula, originated from Patani.78 Al-Palimb�n, as
mentioned earlier, is said to have had his early education in Patani,
probably in the #
��
)s there, but little is known about them in the period
before the nineteenth century. Matheson and Hooker point out that the
#
��
)s in Patani were very prestigious and that their more advanced
students were welcomed as teachers elsewhere.79 I would argue, however,
that this was true only in the nineteenth century, when native Patani
scholars increasingly came onto the scene and contributed significantly to
the growth of the #
��
)s. 

Shaghir Abdullah, a grandson of A�mad Zayn al-’6bidn al-Fat�n, a
leading Patani scholar,80 lists Mu�ammad @�hir b. ‘Al al-Fa-�n (914–78/
1508–78), the author of the famous ����)��$����@,�%E?’$�,81 as among the
earliest and most famous scholars of Patani. This is incorrect, as
Mu�ammad @�hir also had a ��:�� (nickname) of al-Hind (from India), to
be exact, from Patan in the Gujarat region.82 If this claim were true,
Mu�ammad @�hir al-Fa-�n would have been the earliest Malay scholar
involved in the scholarly networks of the �aramayn; that is, a century
ahead of al-R�nr, al-Sinkl and al-Maqass�r. 

The best-known Patani scholar was D�w
d b. ‘Abd All�h b. Idrs al-
Fa-�n; but he was neither the earliest nor the only scholar from this region
involved in the networks. At least from D�w
d al-Fa-�n’s silsilah of the
Samm�niyyah 9��8:�� we know that he received the order not directly from
Mu�ammad al-Samm�n but by way of two other Patani scholars, namely
‘Al b. Is��q al-Fa-�n and Mu�ammad )�li� b. ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-
Fa-�n.83 They probably came to the �aramayn earlier than D�w
d
al-Fa-�n, but Abdullah suggests that the three were contemporaries, with
D�w
d al-Fa-�n the youngest among them.84

Thanks to research done by Abdullah, published in his ����)��A������
�������� ��@������, we know more about D�w
d al-Fa-�n’s life and
career. According to Abdullah, records kept by families related to D�w
d
al-Fa-�n give the date of birth of this great scholar differently; that is,
1724, 1153/1740 and 1183/1769. He died in @�’if, and one of the records
gives his date of death as 1265/1847.85 There is no way we can be certain
which of the dates is the correct one. But because of his studying with 
the teachers listed below, I think al-Fa-�n was most probably born in
1153/1740; he is reported to have studied with al-Barr�w (d. 1182/1768),
as will be seen shortly. Furthermore, his earliest dated work was
completed in Mecca in 1224/1809, when he was 69 years old and had
established himself as a learned scholar. The date of his last work is
1259/1843.86 This means that he lived a relatively long life. The height of
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his career was certainly in the early decades of the nineteenth century—
beyond the period of our discussion. However, as he had direct
connections with the eighteenth century scholarly networks, he must be
included in this discussion. 

According to Abdullah, D�w
d al-Fa-�n was born in Kresik (also
spelled Gresik), an old harbour in Patani, where Mawl�n� Malik Ibr�hm,
one of the famous Wali Sanga, reportedly preached Islam before he
proceeded to East Java. There he built a centre of Islamic propagation also
named Gresik. It said that D�w
d al-Fa-�n had ancestral relations with
Malik Ibr�hm.87 Abdullah believes that D�w
d al-Fa-�n’s grandfather was
a certain Faqh ‘Al or Datuk Andi Maharajalela, a prince of the Bone
Sultanate, South Sulawesi, who came to Patani in 1047/1637 from the court
of Bone as a result of political unrest. Later he married a Patani woman and
rose to influence in the Patani Sultanate.88 Although it is difficult to
substantiate these accounts, they at least indicate that, in addition to intel-
lectual connections in the various Muslim ethnic groups in the archipelago,
there existed some kind of blood relations among them.

D�w
d al-Fa-�n acquired his early education in his own region, appar-
ently from his father. But Abdullah suggests that D�w
d al-Fa-�n also
studied in the #
��
)s in Patani.89 He later travelled to Aceh, where he
studied for two years with Mu�ammad Zayn b. Faqh Jal�l al-Dn al-Ash.90

Mu�ammad Zayn al-Ash, as Hasjmi tells us, was a leading scholar of the
Acehnese Sultanate during the period of Sul-�n ‘Al�’ al-Dn Ma�m
d Sh�h
(r. 1174–95/l760–81). Al-Ash appears to have inherited his father’s
expertise in ��:�, for he wrote several works in this field. There is strong
evidence that al-Ash also studied in the �aramayn. Two of al-Ash’s
known works, the (��$������@���$��� and *�������@*��$�, were prepared
in Mecca in 1170/1757 and 1171/1758 respectively, and were apparently
completed in Aceh.91 

In all probability, D�w
d al-Fa-�n travelled from Aceh directly to the
�aramayn, but we have no information on when he reached the Holy Land.
In the �aramayn, he immediately joined the circle of /$%8 students already
there. Among them were Mu�ammad )�li� b. ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-Fa-�n,
‘Al b. Is��q al-Fa-�n, al-Palimb�n, Mu�ammad Arshad, ‘Abd al-Wahh�b
al-Bugis, ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-Bat�w and Mu�ammad Nafs. Abdullah
tells us that D�w
d al-Fa-�n was the youngest of these scholars.92 All the
older students were also teachers of D�w
d al-Fa-�n, or at least assisted
him in his studies with non-Malay teachers. 

Abdullah argues that D�w
d al-Fa-�n, like al-Palimb�n, Mu�ammad
Arshad, ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n al-Bat�w and ‘Abd al-Wahh�b al-Bugis, studied
directly with al-Samm�n.93 He is also reported to have learned from ‘Is�
b. A�mad al-Barr�w,94 who died in 1182/1768, seven years earlier than
al-Samm�n (d. 1189/1775). In other words, when D�w
d al-Fa-�n studied
with al-Barr�w, presumably in the last years of his life, al-Samm�n was at
the height of his career. Because of his studying with al-Barr�w and
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al-Samm�n, D�w
d al-Fa-�n must have reached the �aramayn in the
second half of the 1760s, or when he was in his late 20s. 

‘Is� b. A�mad [b. ‘Is� b. Mu�ammad al-Zubayr al-Sh�fi’ al-Q�hir
al-Azhar], better known as al-Barr�w, was a �7������ and faq8h who had
a special expertise in legal 7��8��s and in the comparative study of schools
of Islamic law.95 He lived mainly in Cairo, where he died in 1182/1768. He
was also a frequent visitor to the �aramayn, performing pilgrimage and
involving himself in scholarly activities. He received 7��8�� through ���$�s
which included ‘Abd All�h al-Ba1r. Al-Barr�w was also a teacher of
Murta7� al-Zabd and Mu�ammad b. ‘Al al-Shanw�n.96 Al-Shanw�n, as
we will see shortly, was also a teacher of D�w
d al-Fa-�n. Al-Fa-�n
mostly studied >?�� ��@A8� (lit. ‘roots of religion’) with al-Barr�w. He
possessed an ���$� in this science, which ran from al-Barr�w to include
such major network scholars as ‘Abd All�h al-Ba1r, ‘Al�’ al-Dn al-B�bil,
Shams al-Dn al-Raml and Zakariyy� al-An1�r.97 Considering the fact that
al-Fa-�n wrote a number of works on ��:�, it is highly probable that he also
learned this science mostly from al-Barr�w. 

More than any other Malay scholar who preceded him, al-Fa-�n had
many teachers either of Egyptian origin or with a strong Egyptian connec-
tion. As there is no evidence that al-Fa-�n ever travelled to Cairo, he must
have studied with them during their visits to the �aramayn. In addition 
to studying with al-Barr�w, al-Fa-�n continued his studies with al-
Sharq�w,98 the Shaykh of Azhar and celebrated Khalwatiyyah reformist
mentioned earlier as a teacher of Mu�ammad Nafs. As al-Sharq�w was an
expert in 7��8��, ����8’��, )��$� and ��>�%%�, it is probable that al-Fa-�n
also learned these sciences from him. 

The next teacher D�w
d al-Fa-�n studied with was the successor 
of al-Sharq�w as the Shaykh of al-Azhar. He was Mu�ammad b. ‘Al
Al-Shanw�n (d. 1233/1818), better known simply as Al-Shanw�n, who
was elected President of the Azhar University on al-Sharq�w’s death.99

During his youth, Al-Shanw�n studied with most of the leading scholars of
Egypt, including A�mad al-Damanh
r, al-Barr�w, al-Sharq�w and
Murta7� al-Zabd. He was an outstanding scholar of 7��8��, ��:�, ����8� and
)��$�. Although he taught mostly in Cairo, he had a number of students in
Mecca, who studied with him during his visits there.100 With Al-Shanw�n,
al-Fa-�n advanced his studies in ��:� and )��$�. 

In addition to studying with the scholars mentioned above, al-Fa-�n
learned from Mu�ammad As’ad, A�mad al-Marz
q and Ibr�hm al-Ra’s
al-Zamzam al-Makk.101 The latter, as we have seen, was also a teacher of
al-Palimb�n. D�w
d al-Fa-�n studied various branches of Islamic disci-
pline with Ibr�hm al-Ra’s as well as receiving the Sh�dhaliyyah 9��8:��
from him. It is interesting that Ibr�hm al-Ra’s in turn took this 9��8:�� from
)�li� Al-Full�n, who got it from his teacher, Ibn Sinnah.102

‘Mu�ammad As’ad’ was most probably Mu�ammad As’ad al-�anaf
al-Makk, a �7������ who is said to have been very proud of having a
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7��8�� ���$� that went back to ‘Abd All�h al-Ba1r.103 Interestingly
enough, al-Fa-�n did not take the ���$� but instead took the Sha--�riyyah
9��8:�� from Mu�ammad As’ad al-Makk, who took it from Mu�ammad
Sa’d b. @�hir, who took it from his father, Ab
�@�hir, who in turn took it
from his father, Ibr�hm al-K
r�n, who took it from A�mad al-Qush�sh,
who took it from A�mad al-Shinn�w, who took it from )ibghat All�h.104

This silsilah is different from that of al-Sinkil, who received the 9��8:��
not from al-K
r�n but from al-Qush�sh.

We do not have much information on ‘A�mad al-Marz
q’, the last 
in the list of al-Fa-�n’s teachers. This scholar very likely was A�mad 
al-Marz
q [al-Makk al-M�lik], a student of Al-Shanw�n. A�mad al-
Marz
q was known as a �7������ who taught mostly in Mecca.105 Both
Mu�ammad As’ad al-�anaf and A�mad al-Marz
q al-M�lik were al-
Fa-�n’s teachers of non-Sh�fi’ �������s. This indicates that the
differences among scholars in their adherence to schools of Islamic law, as
in the previous century, were not barriers in the networks of ‘���$’ in the
eighteenth century. 

Considering all the teachers he studied with and the sciences he got from
them, it is clear that D�w
d al-Fa-�n’s education was complete and
comprehensive. He possessed more than sufficent knowledge to earn him
fame as a major Malay-Indonesian scholar in the period of transition
between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Al-Fa-�n seems never to
have returned to Patani or elsewhere in the Malay-Indonesian archipelago.
Instead he devoted himself to teaching and writing in the �aramayn until
he died in Ta’if. His numerous Malay-Indonesian students came from all
over the archipelago.106 He has been claimed as a pivotal figure in the
history of Islam in Patani.107 

There can be no question that al-Fa-�n was one of the most prolific
among Malay-Indonesian scholars. He wrote at least 57 works, dealing
with almost all branches of the Islamic disciplines.108 The works them-
selves, however, some printed in various places in the Middle East and the
Malay-Indonesian world, have not been sufficiently studied.

The careers of Malay-Indonesian scholars in the eighteenth century,
from al-Palimb�n to al-Fa-�n, have shown us that the networks among
Middle Eastern and Malay-Indonesian scholars continued to gain
momentum. More importantly, these indicate the incessant transmission of
reformism from the centres of learning in the Middle East to various parts
of the archipelago. The wide circulation of the writings of these Malay-
Indonesian scholars pushed Islamic reformism in this part of the Muslim
world even further.
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7
Renewal in the Network: 
The European Challenge

We have seen how ‘Abd al-)amad al-Palimb�n, Mu�ammad Arshad
al-Banj�r, Mu�ammad Nafs al-Banj�r, D�w
d al-Fa-�n and other
scholars in the eighteenth century had definite connections with a number
of important scholars in the centres of networks in the �aramayn and in
Cairo. Not only were they the crucial channels of transmission of Islamic
reformism from the Middle East to the archipelago, they also served as
connections for later Malay-Indonesian scholars, who came in ever-
increasing numbers to the �aramayn. Their links with /$%8 students in the
nineteenth century, which involved a number of leading scholars in the
�aramayn, created similarly complex webs of scholarly networks.1

The connections of al-Palimb�n and his group with earlier scholars
were more than simply student–teacher relations; throughout their
writings they showed their intellectual lineage to earlier major scholars by
giving their works as major sources of their thought. It is no surprise to
find that they developed equally reformist teachings.

Al-Palimb�n and his fellow Malay-Indonesian scholars also played an
important role in preserving the morale of their fellow Muslims in facing
the continuing encroachment of European colonial powers. This period
marked a painful transition in the history of Malay-Indonesian Muslims:
one after another, the Malay Muslim kingdoms fell into the hands of
foreign powers.

These encounters with European powers added a new dimension to 
the development of Islam in the archipelago. We should not, of course,
overemphasise the European factor, but there is little doubt that it
contributed to the growing concern among our Malay-Indonesian scholars
about the future of Islam in this region. This concern is, in turn, reflected
in their writings. We will first attempt to discuss their teachings, particu-
larly in relation to the intellectual currents in the wider networks. Then we
will assess their impact on Islamic development in the archipelago. Lastly
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we will examine their response to the intensification of the European
attempts to incorporate the Malay-Indonesian world ino their realm.

SHARJ’AH AND TALAWWUF: RECONCILING AL-GHAZ6LC WITH
IBN ‘ARABC

In previous chapters we have examined the central theme of al-R�nr,
al-Sinkl and al-Maqass�r, which was the harmony between the legal and
mystical aspects of Islam. This harmony also became the central theme in
the writings of al-Palimb�n and his group. Throughout their writings, they
were eager to reconcile Ibn ‘Arab’s philosophical mysticism and
al-Ghaz�l’s ��>�%%�. At the same time, the importance of the ����8’��
was repeatedly emphasised.

This tendency in the development of Islamic thought is best seen in
Palembang. As Drewes has shown,2 local religious literature in this region
at the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century did not
include works of �amzah al-Fan1
r or Shams al-Dn al-Samatr�n, nor any
writings that had been considered ‘unorthodox’ or that even contained
some ‘heterodox’ teachings. On the other hand, works of al-R�nr and
al-Sinkl circulated widely. Prominent Palembang scholars such as Shih�b
al-Dn b. ‘Abd All�h Mu�ammad preached neo-Sufism as taught by al-
Junayd, al-Qushayr and al-Ghaz�l. Shih�b al-Dn even went so far as to
condemn the reading of works on the ��������� �=� (seven grades of
being). He opposed this doctrine, it appears, simply because he feared that
it would lead his fellow Muslims astray. He assumed they would mis-
understand it because of their lack of solid grounding in Islamic
knowledge, particularly of the ����8’��.3 As we will see, most Malay-
Indonesian scholars in the period, from al-Palimb�n to al-Fa-�n, in fact
adopted the very same concept of the seven grades of being.

Of all the Malay-Indonesian scholars in the eighteenth century, it was
Mu�ammad Arshad al-Banj�r and D�w
d al-Fa-�n who fostered the
entrenchment of the ����8’�� in the archipelago. We have seen how
Mu�ammad Arshad played a crucial role in the establishment in the Banjar
Sultanate of the administration of justice in accordance with Islamic law.
His role in the spread of Islamic legal doctrines in the archipelago,
however, was far greater through his works on ��:�, which were widely
circulated in the archipelago.4

Mu�ammad Arshad’s principal work was the ���8�� ��@,����8� ��
��@����::���8�������@A8�. Without doubt it is one of the major works on
��:� in Malay after the completion of the L��$9���@,���:8� of al-R�nr and
the ,��’$����@H��$� of al-Sinkl. As Mu�ammad Arshad states in his intro-
ductory notes, he began to write the ���8����@,����8� in 1193/1779 at the
request of Sul-�n Ta�md All�h. It was completed in 1195/1781. The work
is in two volumes, consisting of some 500 pages. It deals with detailed rules
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of the ‘��$��� (ritual) aspect of ��:�. It is basically an elaboration, or to
some extent a revision, of al-R�nr’s L��$9���@,���:8�, which used many
Acehnese words hardly understood by Malay-Indonesians in other areas of
the archipelago.5

The ���8����@,����8�, printed several times in Mecca, Cairo, Istanbul
and various places in the archipelago, was highly popular in the Malay-
Indonesian world, and is still used in many parts of the region. Later,
descendants of Mu�ammad Arshad composed a collection of his teachings
on the fundamentals of belief (‘�:$’��) and ��:�, entitled &��)����(����
��@(��=$�8 or &��)����,����. The work enjoyed similar success and
was subsequently translated into other languages of the archipelago, such
as Javanese and Sundanese.6 The popularity of Mu�ammad Arshad’s
writings indicates that works explicating Islamic legal precepts were
needed by Malay-Indonesian Muslims as practical guides in their daily life.
It attests to the fact that Muslims in the archipelago also exhibited a deep
interest in the legal aspect of Islam. They were not solely interested in
Islamic mysticism, as had been supposed by some scholars.7

The main sources of the ���8�� ��@,����8� are Zakariyy� al-An1�r’s
����7� ,���$=� ��@H��$�� Shams al-Dn al-Raml’s ���$���� ��@,7�$=
[��$� ����7� ��@,���$=� 
� ��@��%�%8], Ibn �ajar al-Haytam’s �7���
[��@,7�$=� �� ����7� ��@,���$=], and Kha-b al-Sharbayn’s ,	��8
��@,7�$=.8 Both al-R�nr and al-Sinkl also made extensive use of these
sources. Al-R�nr’s L��$9���@,���:8�, which was printed in the margin of
���8����@,����8�, was Mu�ammad Arshad’s starting point; he then made
the works of the scholars mentioned above his major references. Mu�ammad
Arshad thereby strengthened his intellectual connections with some impor-
tant scholars in the networks. Because of its popularity, the ���8����@,����8�
played an important role in establishing the dominance of the above works as
standard references of the Sh�fi’ school of law in the archipelago.

A substantial contribution to the further spread of Islamic legal doctrines
was made by D�w
d al-Fa-�n, the most prolific among the Malay-
Indonesian scholars in the eighteenth century. He is the best example of a
scholar successful in his attempts to reconcile the legal and mystical aspects
of Islam. We discuss D�w
d al-Fa-�n’s main works on ��>�%%� later,
focusing our attention now on those works dealing with various aspects of
the ����8’�� or ��:�. The most important among them are the (	����
��@H��$�� ��� ,�8�� ,�’������ ��@�7)$�� �� ��@L�%$�, which discusses 
religious observances (��:�� ��@’��$���), and ��?’ ��@,��$’��� %�� ->?�
��@.��$’��, which deals with rules and guidelines in daily life. Smaller
epistles then follow, such as the /��’ ��@��%$’��, on various obligations of
a Muslim towards his fellows and others; ���$���� ��@,��’������ %�
‘-����� ��@,’�����, on ��:� in generalU� ,����� ��@,>���8, on prayer
(>��$�); ���=���@+$	���8���8����8����@,���:8�, on commercial transactions;
I�$������@��:�8�, on inheritance (���$’�E)� JE$7���@($�����,�8����@��)$7
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�����@L�%$�, on matters relating to marriage and divorce; and a number of
other shorter writings on particular sections of ��:�.9

Coming out of the same intellectual milieu, it is hardly surprising that
al-Fa-�n also derived most of his teachings from the important scholars
referred to earlier. His major sources for (	����� ��@H��$� are, among
others, the ,���$=���@H$���8� of al-Nawaw, ���7���@.���$� of Zakariyy�
al-An1�r, �7���� ��@,7�$= of Ibn �ajar al-Haytam, and ���$���� ��@
,7�$= of Shams al-Dn al-Raml. Al-Fa-�n’s (	�������@H��$� consists
of two volumes of 244 and 236 pages, and was printed several times in
Mecca, Istanbul, Cairo and various places in the archipelago. Delineating
the details of various Muslim religious obligations (‘��$���), this work has
been acclaimed as the most complete book on this particular aspect of ��:�.
The (	����� ��@H��$� was as popular as the ���8�� ��@,����8� of
Mu�ammad Arshad, and it is still used in many parts of the Malay-
Indonesian world.10

The ��?’ ��@,��$’�� is another ample work on ��:�; a reprinted Meccan
edition (1257/1841), based on an earlier edition published in Cairo (n.d.),
consists of two volumes of 275 and 394 pages. The work is an adaptation
of both Shams al-Dn al-Raml’s ��@���$%$�and �usayn b. Mu�ammad al-
Ma�all’s *�������@G���$�, and was written in the form of questions and
answers. By adopting this style of writing, al-Fa-�n introduced a new
method of delineating the intricacies of ��:� in what he considered an
attractive and effective vehicle for teaching ��:� to his Malay-Indonesian
audience.

Al-Fa-�n, through his works listed above, played a major role in the
history of ��:� in the archipelago. Although the works bore Arabic titles,
they were in fact written in Malay. This reflects al-Fa-�n’s concern that his
Malay-Indonesian co-religionists should be able to understand the precepts
of the ����8’��. He underlines the importance of the ����8’�� or ��:� for
Muslims by citing a 7��8�� of the Prophet, which states that a good ��:8�
can better defend himself against evils than a thousand Muslims who
perform religious obligations without sufficient knowledge of ��:�.11 It
must be kept in mind, however, that al-Fa-�n was not simply a great ��:8�
or an expert on the ����8’��; he was also a >?�8 #����V��������, devoting a
number of writings to ��>�%%� and )��$�.

So far as the eighteenth century is concerned, al-Palimb�n was the
scholar most responsible for the further spread of neo-Sufism in the archi-
pelago. He was particularly an expert on the Ghaz�lian ��>�%%�. As
Al-Bay-�r informs us, al-Palimb�n was renowned among his fellow
scholars in the �aramayn for his outstanding expertise on al-Ghaz�l’s
�7�$’ ‘-�?� ��@A8�. He not only taught his students the ��>�%%� of
al-Ghaz�l, appealing to them to study and practise it seriously, but he also
wrote several works about it, including the ��E$’�����@�7�$’ �����@I��;$�8.12

It is known that al-R�nr, al-Sinkl and al-Maqass�r referred to al-Ghaz�l
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in their works, but al-Palimb�n more than all of them made the �7�$’
‘-�?����@A8� the basis for his works. Therefore, he can appropriately be
considered the most prominent ‘translator’ of al-Ghaz�l among Malay-
Indonesian scholars. The immense popularity of the Ghazalian ��>�%%� in
the archipelago can to a great extent be attributed to al-Palimb�n.

Al-Palimb�n’s masterpieces, widely circulated in the archipelago, were
two works that have been closely associated with al-Ghaz�l’s writings, the
���$���� ��@�$��)8�� �8� ��?)� ,����)� ��@,���:8� and ���� ��@�$��)8�� ��$
‘��$����+������@’F���8�. Both works were written in Malay and were thus
intended to be read by the wider Malay-Indonesian audience. The ���$���
��@�$��)8�, completed in Mecca in 1192/1778, was printed at various times
in Mecca (1287/1870 and 1303/1885), Bombay (1311/1895), Cairo
(1341/1922), Surabaya (1352/1933) and Singapore (n.d.). The ����� ��@
�$��)8�� consisting of four parts, was written in Mecca and @�’if between
1193/1780 and 1203/1788. Like the ���$������@�$��)8�, the �������@�$��)8�
was printed in Mecca (1306/1888) and Cairo (1309/1893 and 1372/1953),
and later also reprinted in Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia.

The ���$���� ��@�$��)8� deals mostly with rules of the ����8’�� inter-
preted in a mystical way. As al-Palimb�n himself points out, it is a
translation of al-Ghaz�l’s (��$���� ��@���$���. But this work can more
appropriately be termed an adaptation of the (��$���� ��@���$���, as,
according to al-Palimb�n, ‘it renders several topics found in al-Ghaz�l’s
[(��$���� ��@���$���] into the /$%8 language, while at the same time it
introduces a number of appropriate additional [topics which] are not
addressed in it’.13

Al-Palimb�n, of course, depends heavily on the (��$������@���$���, but
at the same time he takes material from other works of al-Ghaz�l, such as
the �7�$’ ‘-�?����@A8�, ,���$=���@’F���8� and ��@����’8���8�->?����@A8�.
Of particular importance, he makes numerous references to works by
several prominent scholars in the networks, such as the B�%$:8����@/�%$���
of al-Sha’r�n,14 ��@A�����@����8� of ‘Abd All�h al-’Aydar
s,15 ��@(��$�
��@’F���8� of al-Qush�sh16 and ���7�����@��$�������of al-Samm�n.17

In many respects al-Palimb�n’s �������@�$��)8� is a further elaboration
of the teachings contained in the ���$���� ��@�$��)8�. According to
al-Palimb�n, the �������@�$��)8� is a rendering of the G�$���7�$’ ‘-�?�
��@A8�� an abridged version of the �7�$’ ‘-�?�� ��@A8�� written by
al-Ghaz�l’s brother, A�mad b. Mu�ammad.18 But the �������@�$��)8� is not
just a translation of the G�$�� �7�$’. As in the ���$���� ��@�$��)8�, al-
Palimb�n in the �������@�$��)8� takes additional material from works of
such scholars as Ibn ‘Arab, al-Jl, Ibn ‘A-�’ All�h, al-Sha’r�n,
al-Burh�np
r, al-Shinn�w, al-Qush�sh, al-K
r�n, al-Nabul
s, al-Bakr
and al-Samm�n. Al-Palimb�n also makes references to works of his
Malay-Indonesian predecessors, such as al-Sinkl and even Shams al-Dn
al-Samatr�n,19 who had been considered by many an unorthodox scholar.
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All this again underlines the fact that al-Palimb�n possessed not only
teacher–disciple connections but also intellectual links to many important
scholars in the networks.

We are not going to dwell on the detailed contents of the ���$���
��@�$��)8� and �������@�$��)8�. It suffices to say that both works elucidate
the principles of Islamic faith and religious duties to which every aspirant
of the mystical way should commit himself. Like many scholars in the
networks, al-Palimb�n believes that the grace of God can be attained only
through correct faith in the absolute Unity of God and total obedience to the
����8’�� precepts. Although he accepts certain notions of Ibn ‘Arab or 
al-Jl, particularly concerning the doctrine of the Universal Man,
al-Palimb�n interprets them in light of al-Ghaz�l’s teachings. He puts
emphasis in his ��>�%%� more on purification of mind and moral conduct
than on the exploration of speculative and philosophical mysticism.20

With such an emphasis, al-Palimb�n adopted the central teaching of
other scholars in the networks. He maintained that the fulfilment of the
doctrines of the ����8’�� concerning rituals and good deeds was the surest
way to achieve spiritual progress. At a higher level, further progress would
be attained through the intensification of the ���)�. Al-Palimb�n outlines
seven kinds of ���)�, each of which is designed to uplift the ���� (human
soul), which has seven corresponding stages.21 He then goes on to describe
in detail various requirements of the ���)� that will enable the person who
performs it to achieve the intended aims.22

As far as his ���)� is concerned, although al-Palimb�n was mostly
known as a Samm�niyyah shaykh, he followed the teachings of the Khal-
watiyyah 9��8:��. This is not surprising, as he received this order from
al-Samm�n.23 In fact, al-Palimb�n’s teaching of seven kinds of ���)� and
seven stages of the soul was originally developed among the circle of 
the Khalwats, and later incorporated by al-Samm�n in the body of
Samm�niyyah teachings.24

However, in contrast to the tendency among the Khalwatiyyah shaykhs
to encourage a certain degree of individualism and freedom among their
disciples, al-Palimb�n subscribes to the older teachings, which emphasise
the absolute position of masters vis-à-vis their disciples. Al-Palimb�n, 
in accord with al-Maqass�r, also a Khalwatiyyah shaykh, requires total
obedience of disciples to their master. In order for disciples to succeed, they
must pledge their allegiance (���’��) to their master and obey him totally,
for he is an heir or representative of the Prophet.25 In the final analysis, the
disciples must submit themselves to the master like ‘a dead body in the
hands of its washers’.26

From these teachings one may gain the impression that al-Palimb�n
encourages some kind of passivity, at least in the realm of mysticism, 
but it would be unfair to view him only from those teachings. Al-
Palimb�n, like al-Maqass�r, who was an exemplary activist against Dutch 
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colonialism, encouraged activism among his fellow Muslims, such as the
=��$� against the Dutch.27 It appears that it was al-Palimb�n’s concern for
disciples who might be led astray if they embarked on the mystical path on
their own that inspired him to adopt these teachings. Therefore, he insisted
that disciples be guided by trusted masters, who would shield them from
confusion about the mystical doctrines.

Al-Palimb�n categorises the travellers on the mystical path into three
groups: the beginners (��@�����8), the intermediates (��@���%����9), and
the advanced (��@�����8). For each group, al-Palimb�n recommends a
number of readings. His list of readings is interesting indeed. For the
beginnners he lists no fewer than 56 works: among others, six works of
al-Ghaz�l, two works of al-An1�r, seven works of al-Sha’r�n, three works
of ‘Abd al-Q�dir al-’Aydar
s, one work each of al-Qush�sh, al-K
r�n,
T�j al-Dn al-Hind� and al-Sinkl, some 13 works of al-Bakr and
al-Samm�n or their students concerning doctrines and practices of the
Khalwatiyyah and al-Samm�niyyah orders, and several works by other
scholars.28 Most of these works were simple elucidations of the fulfilment
of the ����8’�� in connection with the aim of achieving spiritual progress
in the mystical way. With his selection of such works by these scholars,
al-Palimb�n clearly intends to show to every aspirant of the mystical way
that the ����8’�� constitutes the fundamental basis of Islamic mysticism.

At the intermediate level, al-Palimb�n brings the seekers after truth to a
deeper exploration of Sufism. He lists no fewer than 26 works, most of
which are more philosophical and theological.29 He includes the C�)��
of Ibn ‘A-�’ All�h, which must be read along with commentaries by
Mu�ammad b. Ibr�hm b. al-’Ib�d, al-Qush�sh and A�mad b. ‘Al�n. He
then lists the C�)���of Rasl�n al-Dimashq. This work is most probably the
same work as the +������� �8� ��@��%78�, for al-Palimb�n mentions its
commentary entitled ���7���@+�7�$��by al-An1�r.30 Al-Palimb�n points
out that he read the C�)���and the +��$�����8���@��%78��together with the
latter’s commentaries by al-Nabul
s and al-Samm�n. Al-Palimb�n also
includes theological works such as ��@B�%$:8����@/�%$����of al-Sha’r�n,
,���$7� ��@,�’������ �8� ��@H��8:��� ��@��:������������of al-Nabul
s, and
several works of al-Bakr and al-Samm�n.31

At the advanced level, the travellers in God’s path are exposed to more
complicated and, therefore, somewhat more controversial works.32 At the
top of the list are the works of Ibn ‘Arab, including the �>?>���@C�)��,
��?7$����@,�))����� and ,�%$:�’ ��@�=?�. Then follows the al-���$�
��@*$��� of al-Jl, the �7�$’ ‘-�?�� ��@A8�� of al-Ghaz�l, the �7���
��@,������� of al-Burh�np
r together with its commentaries written 
by al-K
r�n and al-Nabul
s, the G�%$:��� ��@��%$�� ��@D��������
of al-Sha’r�n, the ,��’$�� ��� C�:$’�:� of al-Shinn�w and the ,����)
��@,)��$��of al-K
r�n. Finally he includes works by Malay-Indonesian
scholars: the /�%$������@C�:$’�:�and ����8����@H��$���8�,�’��������@,���)
��@.���$��of Shams al-Dn al-Samatr�n,33 the ��’�8����@(��$��C$�������
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JE$7���@(��$���8���7:8:�,��$’�����@�’�$��[sic] of al-Sinkl,34 and finally al-
Palimb�n’s own work, O$�� ��@,���:8�� �8� ��%78�� +���� ��@’F���8�.35

Al-Palimb�n states that O$����@,���:8� was written as an exposition of the
doctrine of %�7���� ��@%=?� as he received it from al-Samm�n and his
student )iddq b. ‘Umar al-Kh�n.36

Al-Palimb�n, undoubtedly, was fully aware of the possibility that such
works might lead to intellectual and religious confusion. Therefore, the
above works were reserved for advanced disciples only. Those who did not
totally comprehend and practise the ����8’�� and its proper relations with
the 7�:8:�� might be led astray or even to heresy by such works.37 

With regard to the works he recommends, al-Palimb�n again demon-
strates his intellectual linkage to the tendencies in earlier networks.
Following the lead of al-Sha’r�n, al-Qush�sh, al-K
r�n, al-Sinkl
and al-Maqass�r, who took great care not to sever their intellectual and
spiritual links with the philosophical-mystical doctrines of Ibn ‘Arab, al-
Palimb�n made his own attempts to reconcile Ibn ‘Arab’s teachings with
those of al-Ghaz�l, emphasising the importance of the purification of
mind and of the fulfilment of religious obligations in the mystical way. Al-
Palimb�n was opposed to the uncontrollable speculative notion of
mysticism; he denounced the doctrines of the so-called %=?���������7��
(lit. atheistic unity of being) as well as the practice of religious offerings to
the ancestors’ spirits.38 These religious beliefs and practices appear to have
had some followers in South Sumatra during the times of al-Palimb�n,
which inspired him to try to end them.

In the same way as al-R�nr, al-Palimb�n divides the doctrines 
of %=?������� into two kinds: the %=?���������7��� (atheistic unity of
being), and the %=?��������%�77���(unitarianism of unity of being). Al-
Palimb�n points out that according to the followers of the doctrine of
%=?������ ��7��, the first article of belief—that is, �$� ��$�� ���$� ���$�
(there is no god but God)—means that ‘there is no such thing as our being,
but only God’s Being, that is, we are God’s Being’.39 Al-Palimb�n
moreover explains:

They further said ���$���@7�:���7$����%����’$�$������������%=?�����$��8
E����%=?����@)$’��$��[sic], that is, the Reality of God does not exist but in the
beings of all created things. Thus they insist that the Unity of God exists only
in the beings of creation. They, in addition, say that ‘we are of the similar
nature (�����	��) and similar being (��%=�) with God and that the Essence
of God is knowable, for He exists in the external world ()�$��=) in time and
place’. Such a belief is infidelity ()��).40

Al-Palimb�n apparently did not cite al-R�nr for his denunciation of the
followers of %=?������ ��7��. But both scholars share the same teaching.
Al-R�nr, for instance, states that:
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Now I would like to explicate and make you all aware of the falsity of the
belief of %=?������ ��7�� and ;���8:. They maintain that our beings and that
of the universe are God’s Being, and [conversely] God’s Being is the being of
us and the universe. Let it be known if such a belief of %=?������ [��7��] is
correct, then every thing is God. And if we kill a man and cut him into pieces,
then what [we] kill and cut is God.41

Again reminding us of al-R�nr, al-Palimb�n includes the followers of
%=?������ ��7�� among the group of people whom he calls pseudo->?�8s
()������	�������@�������������). Another group of pseudo->?�8s, accord-
ing to al-Palimb�n, were the followers of 7�?�������(the doctrine of God’s
incarnation). He maintains that their error was their belief that God incar-
nates Himself into the beings of man and other creations.42

Mu�ammad Arshad al-Banj�r is known to have written only one work
on Sufism. But because he studied together with al-Palimb�n in the same
social and intellectual milieu, there is little doubt that he shared al-
Palimb�n’s views on the subject. Mu�ammad Arshad opposed the doctrine
of %=?������ ��7��. According to local tradition, several years after his
return a scholar named ��j ‘Abd al-�amd Abulung came to South Kali-
mantan. Despite the obscurity surrounding his life, what is clear is that he
introduced to the local Muslims the kind of teachings that have been cate-
gorised by both al-Palimb�n and al-R�nr as %=?������ ��7��. ‘Abd
al-�amd reportedly taught people that ‘there is no being but God. There is
no ‘Abd al-�amd but God; He is I and I am Him’.43

As a result, religious confusion spread among the population and ‘Abd
al-�amd was summoned to the royal court. But he fiercely held fast to his
belief. This led Mu�ammad Arshad to issue a ���%$ declaring ‘Abd al-
�amd’s teachings heretical and led Sul-�n Ta�md All�h to order his
execution.44 This is reminiscent of the heresy hunting and killing of
Wuj
diyyah followers in Aceh during the time of al-R�nr.

In al-Palimb�n’s opinion, the true >?�8s were followers of the doctrine of
%=?������ �%�77��. These >?�8s affirmed the absolute Unity of God in
Himself. They were called the %=?������ because ‘their belief and intel-
lectual disposition centre on the absolute Unity of God’.45 Al-Palimb�n
does not elaborate his teachings about true >?�8s. However, it is clear from
al-Palimb�n’s short statement that true >?�8s put more stress on the tran-
scendence of God than on His immanence. Although they accept the notion
that God is immanent in creation, it is anathema for them to hear any state-
ment saying that God is identical with creation.

Al-Palimb�n shares the view of many scholars in the networks that God
and the universe are two different entities: each possesses distinct realities.
At this stage, al-Palimb�n and many scholars in the networks accept the
view of Ibn ‘Arab that the universe is the exterior expression (��@�’�$��
��@)�$��=�����) of God. As such, the exterior expression of God is not God
Himself; it is simply a shadow of God’s Being. 
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In such a view, the doctrine of %=?������ �%�77�� is basically similar
to that of %�7������@%=?� of Ibn ‘Arab, according to which all created
beings come into existence only when God reveals Himself. Men and other
creatures, in essence, are separate from the Self of God, and it is only
through revelation, as a way opened up by God Himself, that they are able
to reunite with God. This reunion requires purification and total conform-
ity to the Divine norm on the part of men. All this finally leads to a stage
where men fully realize the Unity of Being. This stage of %�7������@%=?�
is also called by al-Palimb�n the stage of ��%78����@L���8:8�—that is, the
stage of the ��%78� of the truthful whose spiritual progress makes them
occupied solely with God; they come to realise that there is no other being
but God. As al-Palimb�n points out:

At the fourth stage of ��%78�, he [who seeks after truth] sees nothing in the
existence of the universe but A�$� (Essence) of the One Supreme God, who is
the Necessary Being (��@%$=�����@%=?�) this is the vision of those L���8:8�
(who fully believe), those ‘$���8��(who are adept); the >?�8 master calls them
people who experience ���$’ (perish) in the ��%78��they then will not realize
themselves, for their spirit is occupied with the ���?� (vision) of God, the
Real Being.46

At this point al-Palimb�n apparently succeeds in his attempt to reconcile
the tradition of Ibn ‘Arab with that of al-Ghaz�l. The concept of the fourth
stage of ��%78� of the )iddqn, taken from al-Ghaz�l,47 is equated by al-
Palimb�n with Ibn ‘Arab’s %�7������@%=?�. But this does not mean they
are identical.

To explicate the revelation of God in accordance with the concept of
%�7���� ��@%=?� or to achieve ���$’ in the fourth stage of ��%78�,
al-Palimb�n adopts the doctrine of the seven stages of revelation or seven
grades of being (��������� �=�). This doctrine was originally developed
by Ibn ‘Arab but was later reinterpreted in a more orthodox sense by
al-Burh�np
r. According to al-Burh�np
r, God reveals (��’����� or
��=���8) Himself through seven stages of being. The creation of man is the
last stage of God’s revelation.48 While al-Burh�np
r believes that nobody
will be able to grasp the essence of the Real Being,49 al-Palimb�n main-
tains that it can be known through ��’����� (gnostic knowledge), centred in
the :��� (lit. heart = intuition).50 Emphasising the teachings of al-Ghaz�l,
al-Palimb�n considers that ��’����� can be attained through spiritual
purification and concentration, all of which will result in, as al-Ghaz�l puts
it, ‘the vision of the Essence of God’.51 

An attempt to reconcile the tradition of al-Ghaz�l’s ����8’��-oriented
��>�%%� with that of Ibn ‘Arab’s philosophical Sufism was also made by
Mu�ammad Nafs in his A�����@���8�. This work, completed in Mecca
in 1200/1785, apparently enjoyed wide circulation. Printed several times in
various places in the Middle East and the archipelago, it is still used in many
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places in the Malay-Indonesian world. The A�����@���8��was written in the
‘/$%8 language, so that it can be read by those who do not read Arabic.’ 52 

A glance at the A�����@���8��attests to the fact that Mu�ammad Nafs
made a conscious attempt to reconcile the tradition of al-Ghaz�l and that
of Ibn ‘Arab. In preparing this work, aside from using the oral teachings of
his masters in the �aramayn he makes extensive use of the ��?7$�
��@,�))������and �>?>���@C�)���of Ibn ‘Arab, the C�)�� of Ibn ‘A-�’
All�h, the ��@���$����@*$����of al-Jl, the �7�$’ ‘-�?����@A8��and ,���$=
��@’F���8��of al-Ghaz�l, the +��$������@D�����������of al-Qushayr, the
/�%$����%����@A����of al-Sha’r�n, the ,)���>�����@�7������@,������
of ‘Abd All�h b. Ibr�hm al-Mirgh�n and the ,��7�����@,7���������
of al-Samm�n.53

According to Mu�ammad Nafs, the Unity of God (��%78�) falls into four
stages: the ��%78�� ��@��’$�� (Unity of the Acts of God), ��%78�� ��@L��$�
(Unity of God’s Attributes), ��%78����@���$’ (Unity of God’s Names), and
��%78����@A�$� (Unity of God’s Essence). At the highest stage, the ��%78�
��@A�$�, seekers after truth will experience ���$’, during which they will be
able to have a vision (���$�����) of God. Like al-Palimb�n, Mu�ammad
Nafs believes that the Essence of God cannot be known through the five
senses and reason: only with )����� (direct intuition) will one be able to
grasp the Essence of God.54

Mu�ammad Nafs stresses the importance of the fulfilment of the
����8’�� both outwardly and inwardly in order to attain the stage of )����.
It is impossible for anybody to reach that stage without intensifying his
spiritual power through performing the religious rituals and obligations laid
down by the ����8’��.

A comprehensive study of D�w
d al-Fa-�n’s mystical teachings is not
yet available, but it is clear that he was a great proponent of al-Ghaz�l’s
��>�%%� as well as a prominent defender among Malay-Indonesian
scholars of Ibn ‘Arab’s tradition. Al-Fa-�n is known to have written
several works along the same lines as the doctrines of al-Ghaz�l, bearing
such titles as the ���=�����(��$������@���$����and ,���$=���@’F���8�655

For al-Fa-�n, al-Ghaz�l was the greatest >?�8. As he puts it: ‘Im�m
al-Ghaz�l is like a very deep sea, containing precious pearls which cannot
be found in other seas’.56

In al-Fa-�n’s view, the greatest >?�8 next to al-Ghaz�l was al-Sha’r�n.
He points out in the introductory notes to his Malay translation of
al-Sha’r�n’s *����� ��@I������ that al-Sha’r�n was his ‘#��	��’
(master), who guided him in the path of God.57 It is no surprise, therefore,
that al-Fa-�n, like al-Sha’r�n, staunchly defends the doctrine of Ibn
‘Arab’s %�7������@%=?� and the seven grades of being in a little-known
but important work entitled ,��������@L$�8��8�(��$��O����������@L?�8.58

Al-Fa-�n was very critical of people who styled themselves as >?�8s
while in fact being simply pseudo->?�8s (�����	�)���#��������) and ignorant
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of the true teachings of Sufism. According to al-Fa-�n, among the groups
of pseudo->?�8s were people who claimed to have complete union (����7$�)
with God. He bitterly denounces them:

The people of ����7$� believe that their essence (��$�) becomes the Essence of
God. This is a gross infidelity ()��). Those who worship idols are much better
than they are, they think that they gain the true vision, [in contrast] they have
come to the presence of ���8� (devil).59

In connection with this view, al-Fa-�n conceives the ,��������@L$�8 as
an answer and explanation of various concepts and terms in ��>�%%�. In
addition to discussing such concepts as %�7������@%=?�, ��������� �=�
and other mystico-theological matters, al-Fa-�n complements the work
with a list of some key terms in >?�8 vocabularies and their meanings. In the
introductory notes to the ,��������@L$�8, the author again criticises pseudo-
>?�8s who misunderstood the concept of, for instance, %�7���� ��@%=?�
because they simply embraced its literal meaning. For that reason, he
reminds the Muslims that books dealing with such topics should be read
only by experts or by those who have solid grounding in the ‘9��8:��
Mu�ammadiyyah’.60

The fact that the Malay-Indonesian scholars in the eighteenth century
continued to cling to the central doctrine of Ibn ‘Arab is hardly surpris-
ing. Despite criticism of the concept of %�7������@%=?�, it is in fact the
fundamental and central doctrine of all kinds of Sufism. Criticism of this
doctrine by such scholars as Ibn Taymiyyah, al-Subk (d. 745/1344) 
and Ibn Khald
n (d. 780/1378) is essentially based on the fact that it can
be easily misunderstood. It may lead to the belief that there is a continu-
ity, or a total unity, between the creation and God. In other words, it could
bring one to a pantheistic belief, which is anathema to legal scholars 
(������@����’8).

It is important to note that the doctrine of %�7������@%=?�, quite surpris-
ingly, was defended by several eminent legal and 7��8�� scholars, including
Mu�y al-Dn al-Nawaw (d. 676/1278), Jal�l al-Dn al-Suy
- and
Zakariyy� al-An1�r. We have shown how al-An1�r, for example,
possessed 7��8�� isn�d which can be traced to Ibn ‘Arab. The staunchest
defender of Ibn ‘Arab among neo->?�8s was, of course, al-Sha’r�n, to
whom many scholars in the networks traced their mystical teachings.61 

It is of particular importance to keep in mind that many scholars in the
networks, from al-Qush�sh, al-K
r�n, ‘Uthm�n b. F
d, al-Sinkl,
al-Maqass�r, al-Palimb�n and Mu�ammad Nafs to al-Fa-�n, responded
in a similar fashion to controversy surrounding Ibn ‘Arab’s doctrines.
Much like al-Sha’r�n, they insisted that Ibn ‘Arab’s doctrines should not
be taken at face value: they must be understood in connection with other
mystical concepts.

In order to avoid misinterpretation of Ibn ‘Arab’s doctrines, these
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scholars unanimously urged disciples in the mystical path to read Ibn
‘Arab’s books only after they had achieved the degree of the ‘)�$>>’
(elite). Disciples must have firm grounding in all aspects of mystico-
philosophical doctrines and understand fully their relations with the legal
teachings of Islam before they can understand the teachings of Ibn ‘Arab
in their proper contexts. It is equally important to note that these scholars
took great care not to associate themselves entirely with Ibn ‘Arab; they
cited other authorities, unanimously known as ‘orthodox’ scholars, such as
al-Ghaz�l, as their central sources.

JIHFD AND THE RADICAL COURSE OF REFORMISM

Sufism, particularly among modernist Muslims, has been regarded as one
of the main causes of regression of the Muslim world. Religiously it has
been accused of being the source of ���’�� (unwarranted innovation) and
��)����� (delusion) or )��$����(superstitions). Socially, Sufism has been
blamed for pulling the Muslim masses into ‘passivity’ and withdrawal
(‘;���) from worldly affairs. It allegedly promoted escapism from the
socioeconomic and political ills of their societies. As a result, so the accu-
sation goes, Muslim societies failed to cope with the advanced but hostile
Western world, which from the early seventeenth century increasingly
penetrated the A$����@���$�.62

Most of the accusations are ill-founded. There is no need to repeat the
arguments and evidence presented throughout this book: that the central
teaching of the reformed Sufism or neo-Sufism was puritanical in its
nature. It called for the total obedience, both outwardly and inwardly, of
Muslims to orthodoxy, or more precisely to the shar’ah. The scholars in the
networks agreed that it was simply impossible for the >?�8s to achieve their
spiritual goal without committing themselves fully to the orthodox doctrine
of Islam. There were, of course, deviant manifestations of Sufism, particu-
larly at the level of the masses, but these were generated mostly by a lack
of understanding of the correct teachings of Sufism. Therefore, Sufism as
such could not be held responsible for all ���’��s and )��$���s found in
Muslim societies.

Similarly, the modernists’ accusation that Sufism encouraged passivity
and withdrawal from worldly affairs was based mostly on ignorance or
misunderstanding of the whole teachings of Sufism. We have shown
throughout this discussion that none of the scholars in the networks taught
passivity and withdrawal. On the contrary, they appealed to Muslim
activism; for them, the fulfilment of Muslims’ worldly duties was an integral
part of their spiritual progress in the mystical journey.

In the case of Malay-Indonesian scholars in the seventeenth century, we
have seen that al-Sinkl and al-Maqass�r presented themselves as exem-
plary >?�8s, who were absorbed not only with their own spiritual journeys
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but also with worldly affairs, holding the office of ,��8�in their respective
Sultanates. Al-Maqass�r went so far as to become one of the most impor-
tant leaders and heroes of the Bantenese war against the Dutch.

This was also true of Malay-Indonesian scholars in the eighteenth
century. We have already mentioned Mu�ammad Arshad’s reformism and
activism; he was the pioneer of the establishment of the office of ,��8 and
of Islamic educational institutions in the Sultanate of Banjar. Even though
the Sultanate was, from 1021/1612 onwards, continually harassed by the
Dutch before they finally subdued it in 1237/1860, it is surprising to find
how little Mu�ammad Arshad had to say about the struggle against the
Dutch; neither his own works nor other sources indicate that he ever
preached the doctrine of =��$� (holy war) against the Dutch.63

Appeals for =��$�, strangely enough, came from al-Palimb�n and
al-Fa-�n, who spent most of their lives and died in the �aramayn. This is
strong evidence of their very close attachment to and concern for Islam in
their homelands. It indicates that they were not the >?�8s pictured by
modernist Muslims merely occupied with their spiritual journeys and
alienated from their societies. This also suggests that contacts and commu-
nications between the Malay-Indonesian world and the �aramayn were
well maintained, so that the /$%8 scholars were well informed about the
development of Islam in the archipelago, particularly in connection with
the continued encroachment by unbelievers.

On more than one occasion al-Palimb�n urged his Malay-Indonesian
fellows to wage =��$� against European colonialists. Voorhoeve and
Drewes64 even argue that =��$� was one of al-Palimb�n’s specialties. This
seems to be an exaggeration, which has led to a misunderstanding and
distortion of al-Palimb�n’s teachings as a whole.

The major work of al-Palimb�n on =��$� is ��>87��� ��@,����8�� %�
����)8������@,’���8�� �8���E$’�����@/��$�� �8����8�����$��%��*��$������@
,=$���8���8����8�����$�.65 The work is unquestionably the first of this type
known widely in the archipelago. However, the ��E$’��� ��@/��$�� was
apparently intended to be read not only by a Malay-Indonesian audience,
but by a much wider one, for it was written in Arabic. He appears to have
deliberately not written it in Malay, so that, he might have assumed, the
Dutch would not understand it. The work, consisting of seven chapters
delineating the virtues of the holy war according to the Qur’�n and the
7��8��, was a concise but substantial writing on the subject. After explain-
ing that it was obligatory for Muslims to wage holy war against hostile
unbelievers, al-Palimb�n concludes the ��E$’��� ��@/��$�� with a short
supplication (�’$’), which would make the �=$���8� (those who carry out
=��$�) invulnerable.

Snouck Hurgronje has maintained that al-Palimb�n’s ��E$’�����@/��$�
was the main source of various works on =��$� in the long Acehnese wars
against the Dutch. It became the model of the Acehnese version of admon-
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ition to Muslims to fight the unbelievers.66 Known collectively as the
��)����� &���	� ����, such works played an important role in sustaining 
the fighting spirit of the Acehnese throughout the protracted wars fought
between 1873 and the early twentieth century. Roff67 rightly points out that
the Acehnese resistance to Dutch aggression from the early stages assumed
the character of =��$� led by the independent ‘���$’ who were best fitted
to organise and prosecute a holy war.

Al-Palimb�n’s appeal to Malay-Indonesian Muslims for =��$� was not
confined to writing the ��E$’�����@/��$�. He is said to have written letters,
three of which were intercepted by the Dutch. They contained exhortations
to Javanese rulers and princes to wage holy wars against the infidels. The
letters were written in Arabic and later translated into Javanese and then
into Dutch. The writer of the letter called himself Mu�ammad, but in the
text of the Javanese translation he is referred to as ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n, a
Palembang scholar in Mecca. Drewes68 has established that the writer was
‘Abd al-)amad al-Palimb�n; according to Arabic sources, al-Palimb�n
was also called Ibn ‘Abd al-Ra�m�n.

The first letter, translated into Dutch in Semarang, Central Java, on
22 May 1772, was addressed to the Sul-�n of Mataram, Hamangkubuwana I,
previously known as Pangeran Mangkubumi. After a quite lengthy doxology
in praise of God, al-Palimb�n writes: 

A sample of God’s goodness is that He has moved the heart of the writer
[al-Palimb�n] to despatch a letter from Mecca, the Lord has assured that those
Sul-�ns shall enter it [paradise] whose magnanimity, virtue and prowess
against enemies of other religion [sic] are without equal. Among these is the
king of Java, who maintains the religion of Islam and is triumphant over all
potentates, and furthermore excels in good works in the war against those of
other religion [sic]. The Lord reassures those who act in this way by saying
‘Do not think that those who fell in the holy war are dead; certainly not, they
are still alive’ [Qur’�n 2:154, 3:169]. The Prophet Muhammad says: ‘I was
ordered to kill anyone but those who know God and me, His Prophet’ [sic].
Those who are killed in the holy war are in odour of sanctity beyond praise; 
so this is a warning to all followers of Muhammad.69

The conclusion of the letter then follows, which recommends two 7$==�s
for religious positions in the Mataram and mentions that the writer has sent
with them a small quantity of Zemzem (Zamzam) water (from Mecca) for
the Sul-�n.

While the contents and addressee of the second letter were almost iden-
tical to the first letter, the third one was sent to Pangeran (Prince) Paku
Nagara, or Mangkunagara, together with a banner reading ��@+�7�$�
��@+�78�, ,7������+��?�����$��‘Abd ���$�, meaning ‘the Merciful and
Compassionate [God], His apostle and servant Muhammad’. After praising
God and the Prophet in the opening, the letter runs as follows:
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God will forgive the sins of the most pious people like Pangeran
Mangkunagara, whom He has created to win such repute in the world, and also
because Your Highness is a scion of the House of Mataram, upon whom God
has bestowed Abundant mercy beside Muhammad the Prophet, considering
that Your Highness’ justice is a matter of common knowledge. Furthermore,
Your Highness should bear in mind the words of the Qur’�n, to the effect that
a small host is capable of gaining the victory over a mighty force.

Will it please Your Highness to also keep in mind that it says in the Qur’�n:
‘Do not say that those who fell in the holy war are dead’ [Qur’�n 2:154,
3:169]. God has said that the soul of such a one enters into a big pigeon and
ascends straight up to the heaven. This is a thing all devout people surely
know in their hearts, and more particularly this will be the case with Your
Highness, who is comparable to a flower which gives forth its fragrance from
sunrise to sunset, nay all Mecca and Medina and the Malay countries are
wondering at this fragrance, and pray to God that Your Highness may triumph
over all his enemies. Please think of the word of Muhammad, who has said:
‘Kill those who are not of the Islamic faith, one and all, unless they go over to
your religion’.

Be confident of permanent good fortune and exert yourself in the fear of the
Lord; do not fear misfortune and eschew all evil. One doing so will see the sky
without cloud and the earth without squalor. Derive comfort from the
following words of the Qur’�n: ‘Those who have believed and worked the
works of righteousness, shall obtain the grace of the Lord [in the paradise]’,
[Qur’�n 2:25] for the Prophet Muhammad has said: ‘If a man can live forever
in this world, he will also live forever and enjoy eternal bliss in the hereafter’.

This is to notify Your Highness that I am directed, to deliver to Your
Highness the accompanying =���� [amulet, in the form of banner], the potency
of which is such that when it is used by Your Highness, when campaigning
against your enemies, [with God’s blessing Your Highness] will always be
victorious, which will lead to the protection of the Muslim faith and the
extermination of all its malevolent adversaries.

The reason why this banner has been sent to you is that we in Mecca have
heard that Your Highness, being a truly princely leader, is much feared in
battle. Value it and make use of it, please God, in exterminating your enemies
and all unbelievers. Good wishes and greetings are conveyed to Your Highness
on behalf of the old Godfearing people of Mecca and Medina: Ibr�hm, Imam
Sh�fi’, Im�m �anaf, Im�m M�lik and Im�m �anbal, and furthermore on
behalf of all the other people here, whose unanimous wish is that the blessings
of the Prophet and his four great companions Ab
 Bakr, ‘Umar, ‘Uthm�n and
‘Al�, may abide with Your Highness’person.70

Ricklefs71 concludes that these letters were a significant historical
landmark in the history of the struggles of Malay-Indonesian Muslims
against the Dutch. In his opinion, they are the first evidence to come to light
of an attempt from the world of international Islam to foment holy war in
Java in the second half of the eighteenth century. On the other hand,
Drewes72 argues that the letters had only modest purposes: recommending
two scholars for religious posts in the Mataram Sultanate, and sending a
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banner to a Javanese prince. Even though Drewes recognises that =��$� was
one of al-Palimb�n’s concerns, he suspects that the letters were simply a
display of the writer’s learning in religious matters, particularly in the holy
war, not really exhortations to wage the =��$�.

Even though I do not subscribe to Ricklefs’ view that the letters
contained the spirit of pan-Islamism, I accept the notion that the main
purpose of the letters was indeed to encourage the adressees to lead the
=��$�. Al-Palimb�n evidently devoted the larger part of the letters to the
virtues of =��$� against the unbelievers to incite the Javanese rulers to take
the lead in holy wars. The letters, as Ricklefs believes, reinforced potential
indigenous antagonism towards the Dutch.73 

It is worth noting that al-Palimb�n did not criticise the Javanese ruling
house for division and quarrels among themselves, nor did he question their
attachment to Islam. For that reason, it is clear that he did not wish to exac-
erbate their conflicts by criticising any one among them. Instead, he
recalled the greatness of the Mataram Sultanate and, therefore, appealed to
its rulers to once again revive it by way of =��$�. Although al-Palimb�n
made no explicit mention of the Dutch in the letters, what he calls unbe-
lievers or infidels were undoubtedly the Dutch, who had intensified their
attempts to subdue the Mataram Sultanate: it is the Dutch who were to be
the target of the =��$�.

Al-Palimb�n failed in his attempts to instigate Javanese rulers to wage
the =��$�, for the Dutch intercepted the letters before they reached their
destination. The original letters were subsequently destroyed by order of
the Dutch authorities in Batavia. But it is not impossible that the central
message of the letters was conveyed orally to the addressees by scholars
recommended by al-Palimb�n. If so, as Ricklefs argues, the oral commu-
nication of the contents of the letters did not immediately affect the course
of events in Java. The 1770s marked the beginning of major steps towards
political stability on the part of the Javanese monarchs. The incendiary
message from al-Palimb�n in Mecca did not impede this progress.74

Another leading proponent of the =��$� among Malay-Indonesian
scholars in the eighteenth century was Shaykh D�(
d ibn ‘Abd All�h
al-Fa-�n. In his case, his period saw the increasing attempts of the Thais to
tighten their grip over the Muslim region of Patani. It is hardly surprising,
therefore, that this sorry political situation in his homeland also became a
main concern for al-Fa-�n.75 Abdullah76 even asserts that al-Fa-�n returned
home to lead =��$� himself against the Thais before he finally returned and
settled permanently in the �aramayn. We cannot support this assertion, as
there is no evidence to corroborate it. Al-Fa-�n never returned to Patani
from the time he left it in search of knowledge: he spent the rest of his life
teaching and writing in the �aramayn.

Al-Fa-�n appeals to Muslims, especially those in Patani, through his
writings. However, he did not write a special work on the =��$�, nor did he
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send letters to the Muslim rulers of Patani. He delineated his ideas on the
=��$� in his various works. It is known, for example, that his work on prayer
(>��$�), entitled ,����� ��@,>���8� in Malay, completed in Mecca in
1242/1827, has some political overtones. Matheson and Hooker77 suggest
that the work was written particularly for the Muslims in Patani in order to
support them in their struggles against the Thais.

Al-Fa-�n’s teachings on =��$� appear to bear some relation to his idea of
the Islamic state. In his opinion, an Islamic state (�$����@���$�) should be
based on the Qur’�n and the 7��8��; otherwise it would be called a state of
unbelievers (�$����@)��).78 We have no details on his notion of the Islamic
state, particularly with regard to its system and administration. However, an
Islamic state must function to protect Islam and the Muslims. Therefore,
apostasy (������) from Islam is not allowed, and those who so deviate
should be killed.79

In connection with the protection of Islam and the Muslims, according
to al-Fa-�n, it is an essential obligation (���E���@’���) for every Muslim to
wage =��$� against hostile unbelievers ()$�8����@7���). If an Islamic state is
attacked and annexed by unbelievers, the Muslims are obliged to fight them
until they regain their freedom. As for the =��$� to expand the realm of
Islam, which involves the subduing of the unbelievers, it is only a ���E�
��@)��$���, an obligation which is acquitted in the name of all as long as it
is performed by some. In both cases of the obligation of =��$�, al-Fa-�n
stresses the need for Muslims to have fighting strategies; they must not
wage =��$� if they are ill-prepared militarily.80

Having seen such teachings of Malay-Indonesian scholars, known as >?�8
scholars, it is no surprise that the Dutch in particular considered these teach-
ings and 9��8:�� highly dangerous to their rule. Snouck Hurgronje, the most
prominent adviser on Islamic affairs to the Dutch authorities, points out that
>?�8 shaykhs were the most dangerous enemies of Dutch rule in the archi-
pelago. He claims that the menace of Malay-Indonesian >?�8 scholars to the
Dutch was no less than that of the San
siyyah to the French in Algeria.81 For
the Dutch, >?�8 scholars, whom they also called ‘independent teachers’, were
very difficult to control. It is thus not hard to understand why the Dutch did
whatever they possibly could to contain their influence, including the
banning of their books and interception of their letters.

One of the best-known examples of Islamic renewal and reformism
originating among >?�8 and 9��8:�� circles, which resulted in long wars
between the Dutch and the native population, was the Padri Movement in
Minangkabau or West Sumatra. We have discussed in chapter 4 how
al-Sinkl’s renewalist teachings and 9��8:��, mainly by way of his student
Burh�n al-Dn, spread to this region. Burh�n al-Dn in turn, through his
famous surau of Ulakan, established himself as the most important
Minangkabau scholar towards the end of the seventeenth century, with
whom most of the next generation of Minangkabau scholars studied. After
his death, the tomb of Burh�n al-Dn became a centre of religious visitation,
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where pilgrims performed what Hamka82 calls some strange religious prac-
tices but which were in fact the rituals of the 9��8:�� people, such as ���)�
followed by dancing or singing. 

Despite such practices, Sha--�riyyah writings, such as those of al-Sinkl
and the teachings of Burh�n al-Dn himself, again and again emphasised
the need for the ��>�%%� followers to commit themselves totally to the
precepts of the ����8’��.83 It appears that 9��8:�� practices in Ulakan,
particularly at the popular level, had become uncontrolled and tended to be
excessive and extravagant; this in turn invited criticism among ex-students
of the Ulakan surau. From this it is evident that the embers of reformism
did not die out.

In the late years of the eighteenth century, clearer signs of religious
reform came to the forefront in Minangkabau society. For instance, among
the Sha--�riyyah suraus, mainly located in the Minangkabau inner highland
(����)), there were conscious attempts to revive al-Sinkl’s teachings,
particularly on the importance of the ����8’�� in the practice of ��>�%%�.84

Furthermore, as Jal�l al-Dn, a contemporary Minangkabau who also took
part in this new wave of renewal and reform, tells us, there were constant
arrivals in Minangkabau of scholars from Mecca, Medina and Aceh, who
contributed to reformism. Jal�l al-Dn makes no mention of their names,
but he does state that scholars from the �aramayn were experts in ���9�:
(logic) and ��’$�8� (ideal realities), both sciences being crucial to under-
standing ����8’�� as well as ��>�%%�. Meanwhile, an Acehnese scholar
came to teach such sciences as 7��8��, ����8� and ���$’�E (inheritance).85

The leading scholar in Minangkabau in this period was Tuanku Nan Tuo,
the principal teacher of Jal�l al-Dn. The latter tells us that Tuanku Nan
Tuo (1136–1246/1723–1830) of Ampat Angkat was a student of Tuanku
Mansiangan Nan Tuo, who was in turn a student of Burh�n al-Dn.86

Tuanku Nan Tuo was also reported to have studied in the Ulakan surau
with other students of Burh�n al-Dn. Later he established his own surau in
Cangking, Ampat Angkat, and gained fame as a scholar of both ����8’��
and ��>�%%�.87 For his expertise in these two aspects of Islam, Tuanku
Nan Tuo earned the title of ‘Sul-�n ‘6lim Awliy�’ All�h’, who was the
‘leader of all Minangkabau ‘���$’ of the ������@������%����@/��$’��’
(‘people of the approved way and community’).88

The surau of Tuanku Nan Tuo accordingly became the best-known
centre for the study of ��:� and ��>�%%� in Minangkabau.89 Similarly,
the students of Tuanku Nan Tuo, when they later returned to their own
villages and devoted themselves to teaching in the suraus or in society in
general, stressed the importance of the ����8’��. Jal�l al-Dn, the
foremost disciple of Tuanku Nan Tuo, for instance, established his surau
in Kota Lawas, which was already the home of another, older,
Sha--�riyyah surau. The aim of Jal�l al-Dn in establishing his surau was
to create a genuine Muslim community in Minangkabau by way of total
commitment to the implementation of the Islamic way of life as
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prescribed by the ����8’��. For that purpose, Jal�l al-Dn taught his
students the various aspects of Islamic law.90 

Tuanku Nan Tuo committed himself to the cause of the reform of
Minangkabau society. He made clear to the people the differences between
good and evil, as well as between the conduct of Muslims and k�firs. He
impressed on his students the need for the Minangkabaus to follow the path
of the ������@������%����@/��$’��, who based their lives on the Qur’�n
and the 7��8��. At the same time, he warned them that failure to do so
would only lead to social insecurity and disruption.91 

Tuanku Nan Tuo was not content with simply lecturing his students in
his surau on the importance of the ����8’��; he himself, together with his
students, led the way to the field where un-Islamic practices such as
robbery, arrack drinking and slavery held sway.92 According to Jal�l al-
Dn, Tuanku Nan Tuo visited places where robbery occurred and people
were held captive to be sold as slaves, or where the precepts of the ����8’��
were violated. He appealed to those who were involved in such things to rid
themselves of those wrongdoings; otherwise they would be attacked and
punished. As a result, peace returned to the region and trade once again
revived in the region; Tuanku Nan Tuo, himself a well-to-do merchant, was
renowned as a ‘���#���#�����	��’ (protector) of the traders.93

The Sha--�riyyah 9��8:�� was not the only >?�8 order in Minangkabau. It
is known that the Naqshbandiyyah 9��8:�� was introduced to the region in
the first half of the seventeenth century by Jam�l al-Dn, a Minangkabau
who initially studied in Pasai before he proceeded to Bayt al-%���, Aden,
the �aramayn, Egypt and India. On his way home he stopped in Aceh before
finally reaching his homeland in West Sumatra, where he was active in
teaching and preaching the Naqshbandiyyah 9��8:��. Jam�l al-Dn’s travels
remind us of al-Sinkl’s earlier. Even though Jam�l al-Dn provides lively
accounts of his travels to these places, unlike al-Sinkl, he makes no
mention of his teachers, so we are not able to trace his scholarly connections.
Both Van Ronkel and Johns94 have suggested that Jam�l al-Dn was the
author of a Naqshband ��:� text entitled G�$�� ��@���$���, which was
based on the teachings of A�mad Ibn ‘Al�n al-)iddq al-Naqshband. By
the late eighteenth century, the Naqshbandiyyah and the Q�diriyyah
9��8:��s had made substantial inroads on Minangkabau. Both 9��8:��s, like
the Sha--�riyyah, contributed significantly to Islamic renewal in the period.95

The renewalism of the Sha--�riyyah, Naqshbandiyyah and Q�diriyyah,
best represented by Tuanku Nan Tuo and Jal�l al-Dn, met strong opposi-
tion from the #��	��s (����, custom chiefs) as well as from the
followers of the extravagant type of Sufism. More importantly, some disci-
ples of Tuanku Nan Tuo himself considered his reform simply a piecemeal
one. The most prominent among such students was Tuanku Nan Renceh,
who envisaged a more thorough and radical reform.

Having failed to persuade Tuanku Nan Tuo to change his evolutionary
and peaceful approach to Islamic renewal, Tuanku Nan Renceh found
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strong supporters in the famous three 7$==�s who returned from Mecca in
1218/1803: Haji Miskin, Haji Sumanik, and Haji Piobang. Their pilgrim-
age coincided with the capture of Mecca by the Wahh��s. Therefore, they
are considered to have been influenced by the Wahh�� teachings, such as
opposition to ���’��s, the use of tobacco and silk clothing, which they
attempted to spread by force in the Minangkabau region.

Tuanku Nan Renceh, together with the three 7$==�s, now known as the
Padris, declared =��$� against those Muslims who declined to follow their
teachings. As a result, civil war erupted among the Minangkabau; the
suraus, considered the bastion of ���’��s, were attacked and burned to
the ground, including those of Tuanku Nan Tuo and Jal�l al-Dn. The royal
family and the #��	��s, who also became a major target, soon asked the
help of the Dutch. With the intervention of the Dutch, the Minangkabau
struggles for reform led to the famous Padri wars, which ended at the close
of the 1830s.96

It is beyond the scope of this book to discuss the teachings of the Padris
and the course of events surrounding the Padri wars. Important for our
purpose here is that Islamic renewal and reform in the Minangkabau region,
whether initiated by Tuanku Nan Tuo and the 9��8:�� cirles or launched by
Tuanku Nan Renceh and the Padris, found their origins in the scholarly
networks. The differences in their approach to renewal and reform,
peaceful or evolutionary on the one hand and radical on the other, reveal
that the course of reform was not a simple one.

Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh�b (1115–1201/1703–87), the pioneer of
the radical wahh�bi movement, despite his connection with the networks,
was also influenced by other factors that substantially determined his
approach to renewal and reform. Similarly, although most of the leading
proponents of the Padris in Minangkabau derived their inspiration for
renewal and reform from the 9��8:�� circles, at a later stage they were influ-
enced by a string of other factors, such as the ‘success’ of the Wahh�bs in
Arabia and the local conditions in Minangkabau that led them to adopt radi-
calism.

Despite its excesses, the Padri Movement was a major landmark in the
history of Islamic renewal and reform in the archipelago. Its impact on the
development of Malay-Indonesian Islam was tremendous. The Padri
Movement, in restrospect, not only questioned the degree of renewalism
among the 9��8:�� circles but more importantly challenged the established
formulation of relations between the ‘great tradition’ of Islam in the centres
and an Islamic ‘little tradition’ that mixed with the ���� (customs) at the
local level. The transmission of reformist ideas and teachings through all
Malay-Indonesian scholars, as we have shown throughout our discussion,
constituted a conscious attempt to bring the great tradition of Islam to
supremacy in the archipelago. This also becomes one of the most distinc-
tive features of Islamic development in the Malay-Indonesian world in 
later periods. 

RENEWAL IN THE NETWORK �31
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Epilogue

THE LEGACY OF THE SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY NETWORKS; THE NINETEENTH CENTURY AND
BEYOND

This book has been concerned with the transmission of the reformist tra-
dition from the seventeenth and eighteenth century �aramayn to
Southeast Asia. The nature and form of transmission is fundamental to our
understanding of tradition—the latter defined broadly as a body of knowl-
edge. The data, the traditions in this book, are the Arab biographical
dictionaries (tar�jim) of the period. The primary research on which this
book is based was completed a decade ago, and during that time knowl-
edge about many of the outstanding Muslim scholars of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries has grown considerably. It has not been possible
to include references to all the new contributions to the fields since the
time I prepared my dissertation. However, in this Epilogue I draw on that
research to offer some preliminary notes on the persistence of the
reformist tradition into the nineteenth century and beyond to the forma-
tion of new traditions originating from the reform movements at the end
of the nineteenth century.

Some preliminary comment on transmission is, however, apposite at this
stage. ‘Transmission’ means to hand on through time, and we thus need
some basic understanding of time in Islam and in Indonesian Islam.

TIME: THE SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

From the linear view, time gives us a past, a present and a future; for Islam
the Torah was revealed, as was the Injil, and Islam has completed revelation.
Similarly, the networks of transmission are completed transmissions, datable
in historical time. This last phrase is clearly referring to linear time, but it
also creates two difficulties.

148
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First, from the internal point of view, the Arab biographies are in the
present. By this I mean they are a continuing and present authority in
the ��������� (traditional Muslim boarding schools) and circles of Muslim
scholarship in the fifteenth/twenty-first century in Indonesia. They exist
now and have meaning and authority now because they are how we know
original Islam. Their time is present. This can be seen for instance in the
case of Shaykh M���������	
����������� (originally from Padang, West
Sumatra, died in Mecca in 1990), who had a number of students that are
now 	
��
s of the ���������s and ‘����’ at the same time. His students
proudly maintain the chain of authority (
����) from ��������, who was
regarded as one of the most important authorities of the ������ in the
contemporary times. �������� himself produced a manuscript entitled
�����
��‘����’ ������, in which he gave an account of the 
���� he and
his students possessed.

Second, the truths of Islam, which is transmitted, are timeless. This is not
to propose that they are ahistorical, alhough this was the view of much
nineteenth century European historiography. Such a view is to comprehen-
sively misunderstand revelation. Unfortunately, remnants of this position
persist in occasional social science accounts of Indonesian Islam, which fail
to realise that time is historical but that networks are both in the historical
past and in the present.

Transmission through time is achieved by 
���� and �
�
�� (chains of
transmission). Indeed, Islam may be described (up to a point) as a religion
and law formulated by chains of transmission. Accuracy of linkage is thus
fundamental. Here time must be historically demonstrable. However,
linkages are not solely linear, as the Arab biographies show; historical links
are equally important. They indicate sometimes a variability in the material
being transmitted. There are many examples of these, not only in the 
����
‘
�
���� (chain of transmission of Islamic learning) but also in the �������
�
�
�� (chain of transmission of esoteric sciences of �������� ). Among
the 
����s—both 
�����‘
�
���� and 
�������������—there exist what are
called as the 
�����‘�� (supreme 
����s), which indicate that the sources of
authority occupied a higher or even highest position, but also that the
sciences they had transmitted were of the highest values. This can clearly be
seen in some of the 
����s of �������� (seventeenth century), �������	��
(eighteenth century), ����������������������	�� (nineteenth century)
and ����������	
����������� (twentieth century).1

NEW TIMES, NEW AUTHORITIES: THE NINETEENTH AND 
TWENTIETH CENTURIES

By 1800, the Malay-Indonesian world or, more correctly, the various parts of
what later became Indonesia and Malaysia, no longer drew authority, sover-
eignty or legitimacy primarily from Islam. While it is true that some areas,
such as Aceh, maintained an ethic of Muslim authority (and still do, though
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in a different form) until the end of the nineteenth century, Islam itself began
to be redefined in European (Dutch and English) terms. The colonial period
saw the introduction of a new sort of authority, which essentially reduced
Islam to a private and personal religion and justified itself in secular terms
(treaties, the colonial state). This was the context for nineteenth and twen-
tieth century Islam. That was a real context, as it remains today, but this
does not mean that seventeenth and eighteenth century 
����s and �
�
��s
became irrelevant; of course they did not, and they persist. What it does
mean is that we have to recognise two streams of authority: the traditional

���� and �
�
��, and the new ‘reform’ 
���� and �
�
�� of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries.

THE TRADITIONAL ISN!D AND SILSILAH

The time is the nineteenth century and the material is the Malay2 scholar-
ship of this period. That scholarship is extensive, and there is space here
only for some illustrative examples, all from the northeast Malayan Penin-
sula (Kelantan-Patani), a somewhat neglected area.

There are 15 or so major authors, plus a number of others in the mid to
late nineteenth century. In terms of time, the context is important. These
scholars were writing in the timelessness of revealed Islam, but the context
was the time of European triumphalism. The lines of transmission could no
longer be taken for granted. The "���� Islam, while timeless and true, was
also in European "����, which imposed its own time. Intellectual Sufism
was not self-contained, as in the past: it had to cope with a new and appar-
ently superior way of thinking—the so-called scientific rationalism, which
is even more apparent in the Islamic modernism that began to take roots.
This challenge comes through in the writing of the period. The ‘����’ had
to look over one shoulder at the past and, at the same time, to a new future
in a new world.

The Patani ‘����’ were no exception. By the early to mid-nineteenth
century, the scholarship coming from this area was overwhelmingly
concerned with �
�� and ��#������; �������� is poorly represented in the
surviving material. In part, this may be explained as a consequence of what
was happening in Mecca where, as Snouck describes,3 the chief branches of
learning had been reduced to these two. However, there is also the local
factor to take into account. Patani in the nineteenth century was a mere pawn
in the power struggle between Britain and France for political control in
Southeast Asia. Siam itself was desperately trying to retain its status as an
independent state, and part of its success lay in convincing European powers
(in this case Britain) of its actual exercise of sovereignty over its southern,
and Malay-populated, possessions. The ‘����’ were well aware of this, and
their priority became the protection of Malay Muslim identity. In this effort,
�������� had little obvious practicality to offer. This is not to say that it was
neglected—it was not—but that the prior emphasis was elsewhere.

�$% THE ORIGINS OF ISLAMIC REFORMISM IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
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An excellent example is Shaykh �	��� ibn ‘Abd �	�� �����	��
discussed above. But we can also give an illustration in the life and work
of Shaykh ������ �������� Zain (1856–1906), one of the greatest
Patani ‘����’ in post-�	��������‘�����	� period. His grandfather, two
of his three uncles and two cousins were all well-known scholars.4 In
Mecca, Shaykh ����� studied medicine and later became supervisor of
the Malay (����) printing press, which published many of Shaykh �	���’

works. He was also a noted teacher and his students went on to fill high
positions in politics, as &���� in various parts of Malaya, Kalimantan and
Cambodia and as teachers and founders of �'��'	. His influence has
extended into the twentieth century. One of the most prominent of his
students was Che ��������� ��
��, better known as Tok Kenali
(1868–1933), who established the Majlis Ugama Islam in Kelantan and was
a leading commentator and teacher of religion in the Malay world. Shaykh
�����’
 own writing is distinguished, in particular his ��(������ ��
(����
����. This is a complex collection of ������ and may be compared
with those of Ahmad Hassan in the Persis collections one generation later
in Indonesia. The pressures of time were clearly beginning to transform

���� and �
�
�� from those delivered in person to include also those trans-
mitted from a distance through new print media.

However, this transformation has never been linear, as can be shown in
the works of ��������������������������� (1813–97). Born in Tanara,
Banten, West Java, �������� settled in Mecca permanently in 1855,
where he became one of the most important ���� ‘����’ in the �� ���!�.
Prior to his becoming an ‘�
�, he had studied with a number of prominent
‘����’ in the �� ���!�, among whom were Shaykh A���������� ���,
Shaykh Sayyid ������ �����!���, Shaykh Sayyid ����� Dahlan, and
Shaykh ���������"��������#�����. Many Malay-Indonesian flocked to
him, and many of them later became 	
��
s of many ���������s in Java.
They carried with them the 
����s and �
�
��s of religious learning and
tradition in the time of translation from Islamic traditionalism to
modernism. Among ��������’
 prominent students were Kiyai Haji (KH)
Hasyim �
!’� � (founder of Tebu Ireng ��������� and the Nahdlatul Ulama
organisation); KH Khalil of Bangkalan, Madura; and KH Asnawi of
Caringin, West Java. He produced 26 works, some of which are still used
in many ���������s in Indonesia. His most important work is the ������ ��
)#��&�����*�+
�, which, according to Riddell,5 represents an exegetical
approach in harmony with the new reformist spirit of the time.

THE NEW ISN!D AND SILSILAH

The new 
���� and �
�
�� could just as well be named the ‘reform’ 
����
and �
�
��, and we conventionally date them from about 1900, with the
works of Egyptian reformers (Mu�ammad ‘Abduh and $�
����$�%	) plus
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the explosion of journals such as ��,��� and ��&����. Internally within
the Muslim reform groups (-����&���, .���	���,����and others), there
began the long debate on how to renew Islam in the face of modern chal-
lenges, chief among which was the successful Western imperialism and,
even more fundamentally, secularism. In addition, from within Muslim
thought arose views that were critical of �#�� scholars such as ���������
and his fellow in Mecca, Shaykh ������"�������������&������, which
were widely disseminated in the later nineteenth century. These ‘����’ on
the surface would seem staunchly anti-Sufism; but careful examination of
their works reveals that what they opposed was the excessive and escapist
Sufism as practised by certain �������s. On the other hand they accepted a
more puritan Sufism, which was strongly oriented to the socio-moral
reconstruction of Muslim society. 

The twentieth century was a time of great intellectual turmoil, and this 
is represented in a number of authors. Hamka (1908–81) is a good
example.6 He grew up in a religious household and was educated in reli-
gious schools. By his mid-20s he had published widely on both religious
and secular subjects as well as working as a journalist, including as an
editor. He was also a novelist, often using religious themes, and a teacher
in religious institutions. His own personal 
���� and �
�
��, therefore,
were formed from a number of different sources which, in typical nine-
teenth and twentieth century fashion, included new media forms, new
educational methods and new intellectual derivations. Taken together,
these are perhaps a definition of modernism. His /��������01����,���
(1984) and ��������&'����� (1987) are good examples, because in them
he attempted to show that orthodox �#�� belief and practice were consonant
with modernity, provided that the individual’s response to the latter did not
lead to syncretism, especially with reference to local customs. He was
himself well aware of the dangers of mixing elements of different philo-
sophical traditions.

The same is true of Harun Nasution7 (1919–98), although the contradic-
tions in his 
���� and �
�
�� are much more marked. He was educated in
both Western and Islamic traditions and is now remembered primarily for
his reforms of the IAIN curricula in the 1960s–70s. His contribution to
Islamic education was notable. But this is not the whole sum of his achieve-
ment. Nasution was a bold and constructive thinker on the place of
revelation in the contemporary state, Indonesia, which was avowedly
secular but populated by Muslims whose intellectual 
���� and �
�
��
went back many centuries. While he did not dismiss that heritage, he was
concerned to contextualise it in the new circumstances of the time. This
took several forms.

First, he held very strongly to the view that no one of the revealed reli-
gions can be held to be prior to any other; time, as such, is not a determinant
because any completion of how one knows and experiences God is impos-
sible. All that is possible is the individual effort, the will to approach God,
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and each of the three monotheisms accepts this premise as fundamental.
The logical consequence therefore, for Indonesia, is not an ‘Islamic state’.
To hold otherwise is to deny that the revealed message is outside time: that
is, social, cultural, language and geographic circumstances are the deter-
mining factors in how one ‘knows’.

Second, and following from this, it is true that these factors cannot either
be ignored or diminished at any stage of history. Indonesia is not the Arabic
Middle East, though it shares the Prophethood of Muhammad. The
temporal factors, therefore, are ‘natural’ and this itself is God-willed. This
allows different temporal expressions of truth but it is the same truth. To
insist on a common or general form for truth is (a) not necessary and
(b), given the diversity of Muslim cultures and societies, actually quite
perverse. Harun is presenting here a form of ��’��'�� argument, which
allows even for ascetism. In his view there is no necessity to force opposi-
tions between reason, revelation and/or Sufism. Reason, for Nasution, is a
God-given capacity, but the ways in which it is exercised are various.
However, variety is always limited by revelation, which imposes its own
intellectual and spiritual constraints. The laws of science are an example:
there is no value-free science, although science does tell us about the
‘nature of things’. Scientific truths certainly do describe possible behaviour
and do not deny choice. 

This rationalist trend also makes the values of Islam relatively compat-
ible with political ideologies, and Nasution himself was not unsympathetic
to the ideology of Pancasila. He read it as a possible intellectual justifi-
cation for modernisation and development, which also allowed space for
religion. But to hold this position is to come close to a ‘rational’ Islam, and
the danger here is that revelation itself can be made into an ideology or,
worse, reduced to one ideology among others. Pancasila, in fact, becomes
a manifestation of Islam for the nation-state.

There is a serious implication here: are the new 
���� and �
�
�� in
time, are they conditioned in the modern world by the state and by science?
The discussion in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was conducted
from within Islam. This is not now a possibility, because with the best will
in the world it is now hard to avoid the objectification of religion. The new

���� and �
�
�� are responsive to secularism to the extent that they may
now even be conditioned by it. Time, and hence transmission through time,
is now linear, so that timeless truths in Islam are now debatable in a place
and in the circumstances of that place at a given time. This is the real chal-
lenge for Islam in contemporary Indonesia. The lessons of the historical
seventeenth and eighteenth century transmissions are thus still with us.
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Shayb	n’s biography, see Mu�ammad al-Am�n Al-Mu�ibb�, -������
��0����� ��� 0’���� ��B���� ��A���� ‘0����, 4 vols, Cairo: 1868, III,
214–15.

32 J.S. Trimingham, ����.��
�4������
��,���, Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1971, 37–40. The Rif	’iyyah �������, one of the most widespread
orders until the fifteenth century, was known for its transitory
annihilation in Absolute Reality; its �#fis were noted for their fire-
resisting and snake-charming skills.

33 For accounts of the spread of the Rif	’iyyah order in Aceh and other
parts of the archipelago, see Snouck Hurgronje, ���� 05�������, II,
249–57; Aboebakar Atjeh, ����	��� ����� ��������, Kota Bharu:
Pustaka Aman, 1979, 95–8. For ��
	� and litanies of the Rif	’iyyah in
the archipelago, see Leiden University, MSS Or. 7617, 7618, 1994.

34 See the chains of initiation of the ‘Aydar�siyyah in his �����
�
��’�#�����-�������&�’#�, MS Marsden Collection, Text no. 12151,
21v–158r, SOAS, University of London. A microfilm of this is in
Leiden University Cod. Or. A41. Another copy is in Jakarta, National
Library, Ml 795.

35 Al-R	n�r�’s �
�
�� of the Q	diriyyah is given in .���������)�����of
al-Maqass	r�, cited in Hamka, @��
�/��+�����������*���, Medan:
Madju, 1963, 40–1; Tudjimah et al., Syekh Yusuf Makasar: =
�����
6
���9�-���������0��������, Jakarta: Departemen P&R, 1987, 22–3.

36 ‘Abd al-Ra�m	n b. Shih	b al-Saqq	f, born and died in Tar�m, was a
leading scholar in the �a%ramawt region. He was well versed in
������, ������, �
�� and ��������. For his biography, see Al-Mu�ibb�,
-���������0����, II, 359–60.
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37 Ab� Bakr b. Shih	b, called by Al-Mu�ibb� the ‘great traditionist’
(��������
�����	�+��), had studied in the Yemen and the �aramayn
before establishing his career in Tar�m. Among his teachers in the
�aramayn were ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-Ra��m al-BaAr�, ‘Abd al-’Az�z
al-Zamzam� and A�mad b. Ibr	h�m b. ‘Al	n. Among his prominent
disciples was ‘Abd All	h b. Shaykh al-’Aydar�s. See Al-Mu�ibb�,
-���������0����, I, 85–6. For his connections in ������ studies, see
al-Katt	n�, (�����, II. 

38 ‘Umar al-BaAr�, a ����� and �#��, was perhaps a major link connecting
B	 Shayb	n and al-R	n�r� with Egyptian ������ scholarship, for he was
a student of Shams al-D�n al-Raml�; he established his career in Mecca,
and therefore had disciples from many parts of the Muslim world.
Among them were ‘Al� al-)abar� and ‘Al� Jam	l al-Makk�, both of
whom were teachers and acquaintances of al-Sink�l�. For his biogra-
phy, see Al-Mu�ibb�, -���������0����, III, 210–12.

39 A�mad b. ‘Al	n al-Makk� was a noted Naqshbandiyyah shaykh in
Mecca. He received this order from T	j al-Hind�= His works mainly
deal with the Naqshbandiyyah doctrine and with Taw��d such as
.����� =
����� ��.���	�� =����� ��� ������. For his biography and
works, see Al-Mu�ibb�, -������� ��0����, I, 157–8; Ism	’�l B	sh	
al-Baghd	d�, 6��
����� ��’!�
���, 2 vols, Istanbul: Milli Egitim
Basimevi, 1951, I, 165. Y�suf al-Maqass	r�, who was a student of
Mu�ammad b. ‘Abd al-B	q� al-Mizj	j�, another disciple of B	/
al-Naqshband�, apparently did not meet A�mad b. ‘Al	n while he was
studying in Mecca. But his name is found in Ism	’�l al-Khal�d�
al-Minangkabaw�’s �
�
�� of the Naqshbandiyyah in the Malay-
Indonesian world in the nineteenth century. See K.F. Holle,
‘Mededeelingen over de devotie der Naqsjibendijah in den Ned.
Indischen Archipelago’, �>C 31 (1886), esp. 74. Cf. Ph.S. van
Ronkel, .��������� �'� ���� 8���'1��� '�� ���� 0��+
5� &����5�
���
/�����:���
������&������'������>���:
��.'5
����'��0��������.5
��5��,
Batavia & The Hague: Albrecht & Nijhoff, 1913, 171–2, for a text of
the Naqshbandiyyah ��
	� attributed to A�mad b. ‘Al	n. 

It is important to note that A�mad b. ‘Al	n should not be confused
with his nephew, Mu�ammad b. ‘Al� b. ‘Al	n al-0idd�q� (996–1057/
1588–1647). Born in Mecca, Mu�ammad b. ‘Al	n was a leading
������
��, who studied with, among others, Sayyid ‘Umar al-BaAr�,
mentioned above. (For his biography and works, see Al-Mu�ibb�,
-������� ��0����, IV, 184–9; al-Baghd	d�, 6��
����� ��’!�
���, II,
284–5; al-Zarkal�, ��0’��, VII, 187; Brockelmann, C0*, S. II, 533.
For his connections in ������ studies, see al-Katt	n�, (�����, I, 451; II,
730, 811.) He seems to have been in close contact with A�mad
al-Qush	sh�, who wrote a work entitled ,��+��� ��0	�� ��(�?

��-��
�+
�A����0+��+���0�+�’ [sic] �
� -
��+���,�������-��
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to answer his questions. Mu�ammad b. ‘Al	n, a prolific writer, was
quick to answer questions posed to him. Among his works was 
��&����
+� ��=�++��
����� ‘��� ��0�’
��� ����������, written as
answer to a question put forward by the Sul�	n of Banten, Ab�
al-Maf	khir ‘Abd al-Q	dir (r. 1037–63/1626–51), concerning
al-Ghaz	l�’s )���������&�#	. See P. Voorhoeve, 6���
���'��0��+
5
&����5�
���, The Hague: Leiden University Press, 1980, 130–1,
204–5. The questions of the Bantenese Sul�	n were apparently brought
to Mecca by his delegation in 1038/1638. B�8 ��0�’
�������������
is not listed in Arabic sources. 

40 Al-Kha��b al-Sharbayn� was born in Egypt and performed pilgrimages
24 times. During these frequent visits to the �aramayn he also taught
disciples, especially on the subject of Sh	fi’� �
��. See his biography in
Al-Mu�ibb�, -���������0����, II, 378.

41 Al-Mu�ibb�, -���������0����, IV, 26–7.
42 Voorhoeve, �����&��
�5��, 6.
43 Al-Mu�ibb�, -������� ��0����, II, 440–2; Brockelmann, GAL, II,

418; al-Baghd	d�, 6��
�������’!�
���, I, 600–1; al-Katt	n�, (�����, I,
340; II, 967, 1021.

44 Al-Mu�ibb�, -���������0����, II, 235–6: EI2, Art. ‘Aydar�s’, 780–2.
45 Al-Mu�ibb�, -���������0����, see for instance, I, 70–1, 81–8, 182,

218, 482; II, 94, 235–6, 389–90, 440–2; III, 37, 37–8, 49–50, 51,
117–18, 118, 234; IV, 20, 26, 56, 94.

46 R.M. Eaton, .��
��'��>
�������3%%–�F%%7�.'5
��='���'��.��
��
��&��
�
��:�� ,��
�, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1978; D.C.
Verma, 6
��'���'��>
�����, New Delhi: 1974.

47 Al-Mu�ibb�, -���������0����, III, 215.
48 For �usayn al-Aydar�s, see Van den Berg, *��6������'��, 162–3.

For further accounts on Hadhrami ‘����’ in Southeast Asia, see
Azyumardi Azra, ‘Hadhrami Scholars in the Malay-Indonesian
Diaspora’, .���
��,���
	�7�,��'���
����'������'��,���
5�.���
��, 2,
II (1995), 1–33; ‘A Hadhrami Scholar in Indonesia: Sayyid ‘Uthman’,
in U. Freitag & W.G. Clarence-Smith (eds), 6������
� �������9
.5�'���� ���� .��������� 
�� ���� ,��
���45���9� �F$%�–� E%�, Leiden:
E.J. Brill, 1997, 249–63.

49 Al-R	n�r�, >������ ��.�����, Iskandar (ed.), 36. Cf. MS. Leiden
University, Cod. Or. 5443, f. 28–30.

50 Voorhoeve, ‘Van en over Nuruddin’, 357.
51 @�1���1
���� �E��–2, 166.
52 @�1���1
������E��–29�,+
�.
53 The Malay text was cited in Voorhoeve, ‘Van en over Nuruddin’, 353.

Cf. A. Daudy, 0��� ���� &����
�� ����� -'�����
� )�����
�� ���
=��
�
, Jakarta: Rajawali, 1983, 45; H. Djajadiningrat, ‘De ceremonie
van het “poela batèë” op het graf van Soeltan Iskandar II van Atjeh
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(1636–1641)’, �>C, 69 (1929), 109–11. For further accounts on the
controversy, see A. Vakily, ‘Sufism, Power Politics and Reform:
Al-Raniri’s Opposition to Hamzah al-Fansuri’s Teachings Reconsid-
ered’, .���
�� ,���
	�7� ,��'���
��� �'����� �'�� ,���
5� .���
��, 4, 
I (1997), 113–35.

54 A. Daudy, .��
	��)�����
�����=��
�
, Jakarta: Bulan Bintang, 1978,
17.

55 Takeshi Ito, ‘Why Did Nuruddin ar-Raniri leave Aceh in 1054 A.H.’,
>-,, 134 (1978), 489–91. Ito makes use of the Koloniaal Archief no.
1052, fols 667v–668r.

56 Al-R	n�r�, (������&�+��, MS in the Daudy collection, 4, cited in his
0��, 47. A much longer passage is also cited in A. Hasjmi, .�
’��
����0���������, Surabaya: Bina Ilmu, 1983, 107–9.

57 See al-�asan�, )�"������-�����
�, V, 350. For the complete list of al-
R	n�r�’s works, see H.N. van der Tuuk, ‘Kort verslag der Maleische
handschriften’, >-,, 13 (1866), esp. 462–6; P. Voorhoeve, ‘Lijst der
geschriften van R	n�r�’, >-,, 111 (1955), 152–61; Tudjimah (ed.),
0�������,��������&�’�
�����=#�����‘�=�����, Bandung: al-Ma’arif,
1961, 9–22; Daudi, 0��, 47–58. For a classification of his works
according to the branches of Islamic discipline, see Siti Chamamah
Soeratno et al., &������
�-�����	�����)�����
��0����
�
, Jakarta:
Departemen P&K, 1982, 16–48.

58 Al-�asan�, )�"������-�����
�, V, 349.
59 For further discussion on al-R	n�r�’s teachings on Sufism, see for

instance, al-Attas, =��
�
O� 0� 8'��������O� Daudi9� 0��; Siti
Chamamah Soeratno, &������
�-�����	����. For a comparison of
his teachings with those of �amzah al-FanA�r� and Sham al-D�n, see
Van Nieuwenhuijze, .����’�@
�; ‘Nur al-Din al-Raniri als bestrijder
der Wugudiya’, >-,, 104 (1948), 337–411; al-Attas; &���
5
��� '�
6��"��.

60 Eaton, .��
��'��>
�����, 127–9. Cf. Al-Mu�ibb�, -���������0����, II,
235–6.

61 For a detailed discussion on the H
���� ��&�������, see R.S.
Tjokrowinoto, �
�������� -
��+� H
���’�&�������� P-����1��� )#��
���@��� 0��=�����Q9� Unpubl. MA thesis, Universitas Gadjah Mada,
Yogyakarta: 1964.

62 For al-R	n�r�’s sources of �#�� doctrine, see Tudjimah, 0�������,����,
244–87; al-Attas, 0�8'��������, 15–24; Daudy, 0��, 226, 247.

63 Tjokrowinoto, �
�������, 124; Abdullah, /��	��+��1��� ,��
�������, 29.

64 Al-R	n�r�, �
+���� ���&�’�
���� ��0����, in Voorhoeve, �����&��
�
�5��, 5.

65 Al-R	n�r�, �
+���, in ,+
�; >��������.�����, Iskandar (ed.), 40–1.
66 Al-R	n�r�, ��(���� ��&�+��, MS in the Daudy collection fols 3–4,
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cited in his 0��, 41; also in the Hasjmi collection, cited in his .�
’��
����0���������, 109.

67 Daudy, 0��, 44.
68 G.W.J. Drewes, ‘N�r al-D�n al-R	n�r�’s Charge of Heresy against

�amzah and Shamsudd�n from an International Point of View’, in
C.D. Grijns & S.O. Robson (eds), 8������8'���5��������L����,�����
������
'�, Dordrecht: Foris, 1986, 54–9. For a comprehensive account
of polemic and controversy during this period, see Azyumardi Azra,
‘Opposition to Sufism in the East Indies in the Seventeenth and Eigh-
teenth Century’, in Frederick de Jong & Bernd Radtke (eds), ,���
5
&���
5
��� 8'�������7� ��
������ 8�����
��� '�� 8'���':���
��� ���
/'��
5�, Leiden: Brill, 1999, 665–86.

69 MS Leiden University Cod. Or. 2467 (5660), fols 12–31.
70 ‘Lands above the wind’ is a term popular in mediaeval Arabic litera-

ture referring to the ‘upper’ region to the West of the
Malay-Indonesian archipelago. In contrast, the term ‘land below the
wind’ is employed to designate the whole archipelago. See H. Clifford
& F.A. Swettenham, 0�@
5�
'�����'������&����*��1��1�, I, Taiping:
1894, 63.

71 MS Leiden University Cod. Or. 2467 (5660), fols 12–21. In the
colophon of the work, ‘Abd All	h al-J	w� the copyist prays to God to
give His blessing to Ibr	h�m ibn �asan al-Kurd� al-K�r	n� al-Shahr	n�
al-Sharaz�r� al-Madan�. See folio 12. Cf. Voorhoeve, ‘Van en over
Nuruddin’, 365–8.

72 Hamka, @��
�/��+����������, 40–1; Tudjimah et al., Syekh Yusuf,
22–3.

73 See colophon of the work printed in Tudjimah (ed.), 0�������,����, 6.
74 See Fa%l All	h al-Burh	np�r�, ���������&�������
����)�+�, Arabic

and Javanese texts, English trans. A.H. Johns, Canberra: The
Australian National University, 1965.

75 For detailed discussion, see Al-Attas, =�����; 0� 8'��������;
Tudjimah (ed.), 0�������,����; Daudy; 0��.

76 Al-Attas, 0�8'��������, 8, 46.
77 There are several editions of this work now available. See al-R	n�r�,

H
���� ��&�������, Shaykh A�mad b. Mu�ammad Zayn MuA�af	
al-Fat	n��(ed.), Singapore: n.d.; another edition printed in the margin
of Mu�ammad Arshad al-Banj	r�’s .�+�� ��&�������, Singapore:
Sulayman Mar’ie, n.d. For the spread and use of the H
���
��&�������, see Mohd Nor Bin Ngah, -
��+����
7�,���
5���'�1��
'�� ���� &���� &��
�� .5�'���, Singapore: ISEAS, 1983; Muhd
Shaghir Abdullah, /��	��+��1���,���(
��, esp. 29–31; Martin van
Bruinessen, ‘Kitab (
�� di Pesantren Indonesia dan Malaysia’,
/��������, 6, I (1989), 37; ‘Kitab Kuning: Books in Arabic Script
used in the Pesantren Milieu’, >-,, 146 (1990), 249–50.
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78 See 6
	����� &��'�1� &������1��, Siti Hawa Saleh (ed.), Kuala
Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa & Pustaka, 1970, Ch. IV, esp. 115.

79 Al-Attas, 0�8'��������, 11.
80 Al-R	n�r�, >��������.�����, Iskandar (ed.), 38–40.
81 Snouck Hurgronje, ����05�������, I, 109–10.
82 Al-Attas, 0�8'��������, 46–7. Cf. S.M.N. al-Attas, ����4�����	�'��

&����&����5�
��7�0��E���8�������&�����������
'��'������‘0��’
�
'���–)�����, Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya, 1988.

83 The Malay text of the work in Arabic script is published in facsimile,
with an introduction by Voorhoeve, �����&��
�5��. A romanised part
of the work is in K. Steenbrink, -
��+� .�5
� ����� -������ �'
��7
)�����
�� 0��=��
�
� ���� 01���� -�
����, Yogyakarta: IAIN Sunan
Kalijaga Press, 1988.

84 See for instance, 0����� ��,����, Tudjimah (ed.), 17582; >�����
��.�����, MS Raffles no. 8, Royal Asiatic Society, esp. Book II;
0	�+��� 0	������ ��� 0���� ��B
�����, esp. Ch. IV. Cf. Edwar
Djamaris, ‘Nuruddin ar-Raniri Khabar Akhirat dalam Hal Kiamat’, in
Sutrisno et al. (eds), 131–46.

85 Voorhoeve, �����&��
�5��; Ph.S. van Ronkel, ‘Raniri’s Maleische
geschrift: Exposé der religies’, >-,, 102 (1943), 461–80; K. Steen-
brink, -
��+�.�5
������-�������'
��, ‘Jesus and the Holy Spirit in the
Writings of N�r al-D�n al-R	n�r�’, ,8&=, I, no. 2 (1990), 192–207.

86 Al-Attas, 0�8'��������, 7.
87 A. Teeuw, ‘Pertumbuhan Bahasa Melayu menjadi Bahasa Dunia’, in

Harimurti Kridalaksana (ed.), &���� *������ >������ ,��'���
�7
.�+����>��1��=����
, Yogyakarta: Kanisius, 1991, 125–6.

4 SEVENTEENTH CENTURY MALAY-INDONESIAN 
NETWORKS II

1 D.A. Rinkes, 0+�'����'���:���.
�1	�7�>
����1���'�����	���
��:�����
����
�	�'��.������������:�, Heerenveen: Hepkema, 1909, 25–6.

2 See for instance, T. Iskandar, ‘Abdurrauf Singkel Tokoh Syatariyah
(Abad ke-17)’, in M.D. Mohamad (ed.), �'	'���'	'��.�������&����
-��
	, Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, 1987, 72–3;
P. Riddell, ���������
�1� �� ����
�
'�7� ‘0+�� ��=�’#�� ��.
�1	
�’�
=�����
�1� 
��'� &���� '�� ���� ������� 8'��������, Monograph
no. 31, Berkeley: Center for South and Southeast Asia Studies, Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley, 1990, 4–5; Salman Harun, ‘Hakekat
Tafsir Tarjum	n al-Mustaf�d Karya Syekh Abdurrauf Singkel’,
unpubl. doctoral diss., Institut Agama Islam Negeri, Jakarta, 1988,
12–13O� Oman Fathurahman9� ���+
�� ��&���
9� &���'�� <������
<����7�-�����0+��������.
�1	���
�05���0+����F, Bandung: Mizan &
EFEO, 1999.
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3 A. Hasjmi, ‘Syekh Abdurrauf Syiah Kuala, Ulama Negarawan yang
Bijaksana’, in ��
:���
����.�
���-����&������1�2%������, Medan:
Waspada, 1980, 370.

4 See Snouck Hurgronje, ����05�������, II, 19; P. Voorhoeve, >����
�����7� >�����+����� ����	� &��1���	��� /����
�
	��� �+
�
&������� ������1� 0+��������� .
�1	�, trans. Aboe Bakar, Banda
Aceh: PDIA, 1980, 3. The original article is in Dutch, ‘Bay	n Tadjall�:
Gegevens voor een nadere studie over Abdurrauf van Singkel’, �>C,
85 (1952), also reprinted in &�����������	�,���>�����9�,���>��

����-�+��������,��'���
�, 85, IV (1955–7), 87–117.

5 Peunoh Daly, ‘Naskah Mir’atut Thullab Karya Abdur-Rauf Singkel’,
in 01���9� >������ ���� &������	��, Jakarta: Balitbang Depag RI,
1980, 133.

6 For accounts of Fansur or Barus, see J. Drakard, ‘An Indian Ocean Port:
Sources for the Earlier History of Barus’, 0�5�
��, 37 (1989), 53–81; 
L. Nurhakim, ‘La Ville de Barus: Etude archéologique préliminaire’,
0�5�
��, 37 (1989), 4352; Cf. S.D. Goeitein, *�������'��&��
�:�����
��
�������, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1973, 228–9.

7 Hasjmi, ‘Syekh Abdurrauf’, 369.
8 Drakard, ‘History of Barus’, 54–5; Voorhoeve, >����������, 3.
9 Hasjmi, ‘Syekh Abdurrauf’, 370–1. Recent discussion on the date of

Hamzah al-FanA�r�, see chapter 3, note 2 above.
10 Cf. Snouck Hurgronje, ���� 05�������, II, 19–20; Voorhoeve, >����

�����, 3.
11 For a list of MSS of this work and its location, see Voorhoeve, >����

�����, 42–3. For our purposes, we use MS Jakarta National Library,
M1. 107 B and MS Leiden University, Cod. Or. 1933.

12 See Rinkes, 0+�'����'��, 25.
13 Al-Sink�l�, ‘�����, MS Jakarta National Library, M1. 107, fol. 112.
14 For an identification of these places and the state of Islamic learning

there, see ‘Abd al-Ra�m	n b. ‘Al� al-Dayba’, ��(�?� ��&�"�’ ‘��
>�1�������&�����������&�������K�+��, Y�suf Shalhud (ed.), Sana’a:
Markaz al-Dir	sat wa al-Bu��th al-Yaman�, 1983; Ism	’�l b. ‘Al�
al-Akwa’, 0�&����
����,���
����� �����R����, Beirut: Mu’assasat
al-Ris	lah, 1406/1986.

15 According to Al-Mu�ibb�, Ibr	h�m b. Mu�ammad b. Ja’m	n was the
grandfather of Ibr	h�m b. ‘Abd All	h b. Ja’m	n, and died in 1034/1625.
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